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1. PROJECT ABSTRACT

In this project performed accurate calculations of chemical reaction cross
sections for collinear and three-dimensional systems of importance for the ,'
fundamental aspects of chemical dynamics and for advanced technologies 9f interest ,, Ilk
to the United States Air Force. W-ts some of these calculations to test different
transition state theories. We--als performe4 experiments involving beams of He

atoms, H atoms and metastable H molecules aimed at the determination of
potential energy surfaces involving these systems.

2. COLLINEAR REACTION DYNAMICS

Collinear models of chemical reactions contain the essential element of such "'''
processes: the making of a new chemical bond and the breaking of an old one. We

have performed several accurate quantum mechanical calculations on such model . "
reactions and used some of the results to test approximate theories on the same

systems.
..

a. Hydrogen atom transfer reactions between hydrocarbon radicals. The
free radical abstraction of hydrogen atoms from hydrocarbon molecules is an
important elementary step in the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons. Their previous
investigation by quantum reactive scattering techniques had not been possible S

because they involve the transfer of a light species, the H atom, between two much
heavier species, the radical and the molecule. The hyperspherical coordinate method

we have previously developed for investigating reactive scattering processes is
ideally suited for these studies. We modelled the CH 3 + CH 4--'CH 4 + CH 3

exchange process as a collinear reaction and made extensive calculations of the

corresponding reaction probabilities. We discovered that tunnelling was an

extremely important process in this system. For example, at an energy of 0.3 ',
Kcal/mole below the top of the barrier, the reaction probability from ground S"t

vibrational state reagent to ground vibrational state product has the very large
value of 0.8. We also compared these results to the ones obtained using the adiabatic

model of Babamov and Marcus. We found that approximation to be quite accurate
for the ground-to-ground reactive process, and qualitatively correct for the adiabatic 1 .

* 4-..... %.....2 . 4. •



reactions from the first two excited states. These results are described in detail in

the preprint number 11 attached at the end of this report.

b. Hydrogen atom transfer between iodine atoms. We investigated the I +

HI--IH + I reaction in the very low translational energy range of 2.8 meV to 4.0

meV (much lower than previously) and discovered a narrow transmission resonance

in this range. We used the reaction probabilities obtained at these and at higher

energies to calculate rate constants, and found that this resonance does not

significantly affect those rate constants. In collaboration with Truhlar and Garrett,

these rate constants were then used to test the variational transition state theory

with large curvature corrections, and we found the latter to work quite well. These

results are described in reprint number I attached at the end of this report.

c. Energy partitioning of dissociation products in collision induced

dissociation. Using our hyperspherical coordinate approach, we performed accurate

quantum mechanical calculations of the partitioning of the collision energy among

the fragments of a collision induced dissociation process. These results were

compared with those of a classical calculation on the same system. Quantum effects

of the order of a factor of 2 were found, as well as quantum oscillations akin to those

observed in 3D differential reaction cross sections as a function of scattering angle.

The results are described in reprint number 3. The classical results are described in

reprint number 6., ,

3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL REACTION DYNAMICS

a. Hyperspherical coordinates. Extensive work was done on implementing

our hyperspherical coordinate approach for three-dimensional reactions. In addition

to developing the formalism in complete mathematical detail, we tried several

numerical approaches for calculating surface functions. The most accurate one is

based on a two-dimensional finite element approach, and is described in reprint

number 12. In addition, several variational approaches have been investigated and .-:.-.

are still under development. This work is continuing, and when it is completed, a

detailed paper describing the results will be published.
.... .-:.
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b. A state-to-state transition state theory. In collaboration with R. D.
Levine, we developed a simple state-to-state transition state theory based on a

simple assumption concerning partitioning of the reactive products among different

accessible states. This assumption was tested against our accurate 3D quantum

calculations on the H + H2 reaction, and was found to be well satisfied. The results

obtained are described in detail in reprint number 5.

",F..o- 9 "

4. ANISOTROPIC POTENTIALS FOR He + C0 2 , OCS, AND CS2

We performed extensive calculations on the sensitivity of interference o

oscillations of differential total cross sections to the anisotropy in the atom-molecule

potential. We then performed extensive experiments on the He + C0 2, OCS, and

CS2 systems and determined the corresponding anisotropic potential energy
functions. The results obtained are described in detail in preprints numbers 9 and

10.

5. PRODUCTION OF A HIGH INTENSITY- HIGH ENERGY BEAM OF H

ATOMS AND OF METASTABLE H3 MOLECULES

We constructed an arc-heated beam of H atoms designed to perform reaction

dynamic experiments with this species. The intensity of this beam turned out to be •

very high, of the order of 1022 atoms/sterad/sec and its energy extended as high as

13eV. We also built a Stern-Gerlach inhomogeneous magnetic field velocity selector

designed to select a monoenergetic slice of the H atom distribution function, in order -

to make reaction dynamic studies as a function of translational energy.

In the process of characterizing this beam, we found the presence of a

significant intensity of metastable H3 molecules, having a lifetime in excess of 40

psec. We proceeded to perform scattering, surface ionization and photoionization

experiments with this species, and assigned it to the 2p 2A 2 Rydberg state. The

results of these experiments are described in detail in reprint number 2 and

preprints numbers 8 and 13.

--0 -.- -
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S.

Also, in the process of characterizing the H + H3 beam, we detected emission - -

spectra from it which we assigned to a WH species. This is the first spectroscopic

- observation of such a species and the results obtained are described in preprint

number 7.

I.-
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6. REPRINTS AND PREPRINTS

Enclosed are reprints or preprints of 13 papers published or prepared during

the course of this project as follows:,. .-:.

1. Test of Variational Transition State Theory Against Accurate Quantal

Results for a Reaction with a Very Large Reaction-Path Curvature and a p
Low Barrier, D. G. Truhlar, B. C. Garrett, P. G. Hipes and A.

Kuppermann, J. Chem. Phys. 81, 3542 (1984). .

2. An Intense Beam of Metastable H3 Molecules, J. F. Garvey and A.

Kuppermann, Chem. Phys. Lett. 107,491 (1984).-.

3. Quantum Mechanical Partitioning of Kinetic Energy in Collision-Induced

Dissociation, J. A. Kaye and A. Kuppermann, Chem. Phys. Lett. 115, 158
(1985).

4. Quantum Mechanical Study of the Reaction Be + FH (v= 0, 1)--*BeF (v')
+ H, J. F. Garvey, J. A. Kaye and A. Kuppermann, Chem. Phys. Lett. 118,

384(1985).

5. Towards a State-to-State Transition State Theory, A. Kuppermann and R.

D. Levine, J. Chem. Phys. 83, 1671 (1985).

6. Collinear Quasiclassical Trajectory Study of Collision-Induced
Dissociation on a Model Potential Energy Surface, J. A. Kaye and A.

Kuppermann, J. Chem. Phys. 84, 1463 (1986).

7. Observation and Analysis of Emission Spectra of Tungsten Hydride, J. F.

Garvey and A. Kuppermann. Preprint.

8. Design and Operation of a Stable Intense High Temperature Arc-

Discharge Source of Hydrogen Atoms and Metastable Trihydrogen

Molecules, J. F. Garvey and A. Kuppermann. Preprint.
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9. Sensitivity Analysis of the Differential Scattering Cross-Section to the He

+ 002 Interaction Potential, J. W. Winniezek and A. Kuppermann.
4' Preprint.

IO.Anisotropic Intermolecular Potentials for He + 002, He + CS2 and He +

OCS from Crossed Beam Scattering Experiments, J. W. Winniczek and A.
Kuppermann. Preprint.

IL.A Test of the Babamov-Marcus Vibrationally Adiabatic Theory of
Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reactions, P. G. Hipes and Aron Kuppermann.
Preprint.

12. Three-dimensional Quantum Mechanical Reactive Scattering Using
Symmetrized Hyperspherical Coordinates, A. Kuppermann and P. G.
Hipes, J. Chem. Phys. 84, 5962 (1986).

13.Total Scattering, Surface Ionization and Photoionization of a Beam of H3

Metastable Molecules, J. F. Garvey and A. Kuppermann. Preprint.
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7. INVITED SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND LECTURES

During the three year period covered by this report, the principal investigator
gave a total of 30 invited seminars, conferences and lectures on topics related to this
grant at the following places:

ICPEAC, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, July 1983

Gordon Conference on Few Body Collisions, July 1983

Weizmann Institute, Israel, January 1984

Hebrew University, Israel, February 1984 (2 lectures)

Israel Institute of Technology, March 1984

Shandong University, PRC, April-May 1984 (12 lectures)

Oxford University, June 1984

Cambridge University, July 1984

Kolthoff Lecturer, University of Minnesota, October 1984 (3 lectures)

AFOSR Contractors Meeting, November 1984

University of California at Irvine, February 1985

Sanibel Symposium, Florida, March 1985

NATO Workshop on Chemical Reaction Dynamics, Orsay, France, June 1985
(2 lectures)

AFRPL, September 1985
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Test of variational transition state theory against accurate quantal results
for a reaction with very large reaction-path curvature and a low barrier

Donald G. Truhlar
Department of Chemistry. University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, Minnesota .55455

Bruce C. Garrett
Chemical Dynamics Corporation. 1550 West Henderson Road. Columbus, Ohio 43220

Paul G. Hipes and Aron Kuppermann
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics. California Institute of Technology. Pasadena, California
91125

(Received 27 April 1984; accepted 1 June 1984)

We present three sets of calculations for the thermal rate constants of the collinear reaction .4,,.

I + HI--IH + I: accurate quantum mechanics, conventional transition state theory (TSTi, and
variational transition state theory (VTST). This reaction differs from previous test cases in that it
has very large reaction-path curvature but hardly any tunneling. TST overestimates the accurate
resultsby factorsof 2 x 10"', 2 X 10', 57, and 19 at 40, 100,300, and 1000 K. respectively. At these
same four temperatures the ratios of the VTST results to the accurate quantal ones are 0.3, 0.8.
1.1, and 1.4, respectively. We conclude that the variational transition states are meaningful, even
though they are computed from a reaction-path Hamiltonian with large curvature, which is the -..-

most questionable case.

I. INTRODUCTION II. CALCULATIONS . ., -

Variational transition state theory (VTST), with an ap- A. System
proximate treatment of the effects of quantization,"- has The system is specified by the masses (, 231 325m
nov, been applied tochemical reactions with avariety ofms o bn a to ad oeial en surface n mH = 1837m,) and the potential energy surface. The sur-
mass combinations and potential energy surfaces. A general face is based on the popular extended LEPS formulation 4 14.i..,
conclusion is that the largest deviations of the predicted rate with Morse parameters and Sato parameters given in a pre-
constants from those of conventional transition state theory vious publication,'5 where it is called surface a. This surface
are associated with symmetric or nearly symmetric systems has a symmetric saddle point at RH, = 3.366a o with a classi-
with a light atom being transferred between two much hea- cal barrier height of 1.353 kcal/mol.
vier partners; this was originally concluded on the basis of
semiempirical potential energy surfaces,"' - and a similar B. Quantal rate constants
trend has been observed using surfaces based on ab initio
calculations.''" The predictions of VTST for this kind of Accurate fixed-energy reaction probabilities were cal-

system have been checked against experiments for the H/D culated by solving the coupled-channel equations in hypers-

kinetic isotope effect in -7Cl + H CI-,H 17CI + 35C 112 pherical coordinates. The reaction probability as a function
and against accurate quantal reaction probabilities for col- of energy has already been reported.' 5 To calculate con- - "

linear CI + HCI--CIH + Cl.'I For the latter study accu- verged thermal rate constants over a wide temperature

rate quantal scattering calculations and VTST calculations range, additional fixed-energy reaction probabilities were

were carried out using the same London-Eyring-Polanyi- calculated and the results were thermally averaged.

Sato LEPSitype "potential energy surface in order that the In the course of these calculations an interesting low-

comparison of rate constants provides a test of VTST's abi- energy resonance was discovered. This resonance has only a

lity to predict rate constants for a given (realistic) potential very small effect on the thermal rate constants, and it will be % %

energy surface. ' The test showed that the predictions of discussed in more detail in a subsequent publication. "  I
VTST, when an appropriate transmission coefficient' 2 to ac- The accurate quantal rate constants are gi,en in Table

count for tunneling is included, are in good agreement with
the quantal rate constants In this article we report a similar
comparison of VTST predictions to accurate quantal results, C. Generalized transition state theory

this time for the collinear reaction I + HI-IH + I. At a The methods used for the generalized transition state
given temperature tunneling effects are less important in the theory calculations with classical reaction-coordinate mo-
present system than in the CI + HC I system. Thus the pres- tion are the same as we applied to the Cl + HC I reaction. .
ent calculation provides a more direct test of the variational In particular all vibrational partition functions are based on
choice of the transition state for the over-barrier contribu- the Morse I approximation,' and the rate constant is calcu-
tion to the rate constant. lated by improved canonical variational theory (ICVTI..

3542 J Chem Phys 81 (8). 15 October 1984 0021-9606/84/203542-04$02 10 . 1984 American Instute of Physics
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Truhlar et at: Variational transition state theory 3543

TABLE 1. Accurate quantal rate constants methods to calculate the transmission coefficient. Table I

shows additional results obtained with ICVT combined with
TIK) k (Cm molecule- s- '} two of the methods to calculate the transmission coefficient. ".- ...

40 7.03(2)' '.

60 1.23(3) IlL DISCUSSION
100 

2.12(3)

200 3.89(3) First we compare the ICVT calculations with the var-
300 5.26(3) ious kinds of transmission coefficients. Tables 11 and III '
400 6.313) show that all methods for calculating the transmission coef- *600 7.69f3) 8

800 8.55(3) ficient of variational transition state theory predict a negligi-
1000 9.1713) ble quanta] effect on the reaction coordinate motion, inde-

pendent of the method used to treat the ground-state
*Number in parenheses is a power of 10. stretching vibration. Furthermore, over the whole tempera- 9
Quantal effects on the reaction-coordinate motion are in- ture range considered in the present study, the CVT, CVT/
cluded by the large-curvature, ground-state (LCG)'2 ap- CAG (not shown in tables), and ICVT rate constants agree to " :-

proximation for the transmission coefficient. For compari- better than 1%. Thus, in the interpretive analysis later in this
son we also present results obtained by some alternative pro- section, we will limit our discussion of the variational transi- -

cedures. One alternative procedure is to use the WKB ap- tion state theory results to the simplest of these theories, ..

proximation instead of the Morse I approximation for the namely CVT with unit transmission coefficient.
ground-state stretching vibration of the reactant and gener- Table II shows that improving on the Morse I approxi-

alized transition states. ' This tests the effect of using the mation for the stretching vibration of the generalized transi-. -"

true vibrational potential in the generalized-transition-state tion state does make a quantitative improvement in the accu- --

dividing surface without modifying its shape. In addition we racy of ICVT at low temperatures where the results are most %
report calculations in which we neglected the transmission sensitive to small changes in effective energy barriers. How-

coefficient (i.e., set it equal to unity), and in which we calcu- ever, in the temperature range of most general interest, 200- ,

lated it in the small-curvature-tunneling semiclassical adia- 1000 K, the improved treatment of the stretching vibration

batic ground-state (SCTSAG)'8 approximation, by two al- makes a difference of 15% or less and slightly deteriorates

ternative versions (LCG2" and LCG3"1) of the the accuracy of ICVT, presumably indicating a small cancel- -

large-curvature ground-state method, and by the least-ac- lation of errors contributing in part to the accuracy of the

tion ground-state (LAG)20 approximation. The transmission CVT calculations with the Morse I approximation. The - -

coefficients account for quantum mechanical tunneling and present comparison of Morse I and WKB approximations is

nonclassical reflection effects as discussed elsewhere.12
18-20 of special interest because large reaction-path curvature can

Additional calculations were performed using canonical distort the shape of the bound vibrational potentials of gen- . ,

variational theory (CVT'2 ) and CVT combined with the eralized transition states and cause the Morse I approxima- ,..

classical adiabatic ground-state (CAG2 ) transmission coeffi- tion to be inappropriate. The most important conclusion
cient. from the comparison of the Morse I and WKB results in " A

The approximate rate constants are compared to the Tables II and III is that even for this extreme mass combina-
accurate ones in Tables H1 and III. Both tables include results tion, which contributes very large reaction-path curvature,
obtained treating the bound stretching vibrations by the the differences between the ICVT rate constants calculated
Morse I approximation and also by treating the ground-state with the Morse I and WKB approximations are small com-

stretching vibration by the WKB approximation. Table II pared to typical "chemical accuracy" (say 30%) except at
shows results obtained by conventional transition state the- very low temperatures, below 100 K, where all Boltzmann -

ory with unit transmission coefficient (denoted :), by con- factors become very sensitive to small energy differences.
ventional transition state theory with Wigner's lowest-order This indicates that the Morse I approximation is not too .'-

quantal transmission coefficient""' (denoted +/W), by inaccurate at the variational transition states. For the rest of
CVT and ICVT, and by ICVT combined with four of the .'..-.

TABLE 11. Ratios of approximate rate constants to accurate quanta] ones.' '2.' -

T(K) t/W CVT ICVT ICVT/LCG ICVT/LCG2 ICVT/LCG3 ICVT/LAG

40 i.80X 101°  2.86x 10" 0.31 0.31(0.63) 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.32 . -V
60 7.89 x 106 6.01 X 10' 0.52 0.52(0.83) 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.52 ,.,' ,

100 1.75 x 10' 5.92 x 10' 0.77 0.77(1.02) 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77

200 2.14X 102 3.42x 102 0.99 0.99(1.141 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 v .',
300 5.70>(10' 7.21x 10' 1.07 1.07(1.16) 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.07"!
400 3.23 x10' 3.71 x10' 1.12 1.12()t.19) 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12

600 2.13x 10' 2.27x 10' ;.23 1.22(1.27) 1.22 1.22 1.22 1,23
800 1.94x 10' 2.01 x 10' .34 1.33(1.38) 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33

1000 1.93x 10' 1.98X 10' 1.44 1.42(1.47) 1.42 1.42 1.43 1.42

'Morse I approximation for stretches except for numbers in parentheses, which are based on the WKB approximation for ground-state stretches.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol 81, No 8, 15 October 1984



3544 Truhlar et a. Variational transition state theory

TABLE Ill Ratio ofapproximate rate constants to accurate quantal ones. BF, the curvature2 of the minimum-energy path in mass-
scaled coordinates; VMEP, the potential energy on the mini- :- . .'-

ICVT/SCTSAG ICVT/LAG mum-energy path; , the harmonic frequency (in energy
Method units)of the stretching vibration; andA V., the vibrationally .'

T___K_______00____6__0___________6__0 adiabatic ground-state potential curve relative to reactants.
Morse l 1,07 1.22 1.07 1.22 The last quantity is defined by % %4
WKB 1.26 1.27 1.16 1.27

_d V G(s) = V (s)- VG(s= - :), I

where
the discussion we shall limit our attention to the results ob- V(s) VMEp(s) + 4,,(n =Os)

V." E ,tained by the simpler and more widely applied of the two -.

approximations, namely the Morse I approximation. and ,,, (ns) is the quantized energy of the stretching vibra- 5

Comparison of columns 2 and 4 or 5 of Table II shows tion with quantum number n at s obtained by the Morse I

that there is a very large effect of variationally optimizing the approximation. Table IV shows that the variational transi- '..-,

location of the generalized transition state. Conventional tion state and its properties are not very sensitive to tempera-
transition state theory overestimates the rate constants by ture for this system. This slight dependence on temperature

very large factors and inclusion of the Wigner transmission results from the dominance of the ground vibrational state of

coefficient makes the theory even less accurate. Clearly the the stretching vibration. At the saddle point, the reaction-
Wigner transmission coefficient of conventional transition path curvature is very large and this expands the distance

state theory does not provide a meaningful estimate of quan- between the potential energy contours along the mass-scaled 2

tai effects on reaction coordinate motion when conventional vibrational coordinate, decreasing f.o,,, so much that A I"

transition state theory itself is so inaccurate. This is so be- is negative. At the variational transition states, VME P is

cause the Wigner transmission coefficient is based on the much lower but &,,, and ,,',(n = 0,s) are much greater,

properties of the saddle point, and, when conventional tran- close to their value at reactants, resulting in a small but posi-

sition state theory is so inaccurate, saddle point properties do tive A V'. The reaction-path curvature and the deviation of

not determine the true dynamical bottleneck. In the conven- one of the nearest-neighbor distances from its value in the. ...
tional theory the transition state is located at the saddle reactants are both very small at the variational transition

" point, whereas in CVT and ICVT it is located to maximize states; this accounts for the stretching frequency there being

the generalized and the improved generalized free energies close to its reactant value.
of activation, respectively.' Either of these quantities The negative value of the A VG at the saddle point is

should be maximized at a location that enhances the validity responsible for the serious breakdown of conventional tran-

of the dynamical bottleneck assumption of transition state sition state theory for this reaction. Because Ji Vf's = 0) is . .
theory; classically this would correspond to minimizing the negative, the conventional transition state theory rate con-
number of trajectories that recross the generalized-transi- stant actually decreases at low temperature, from 1.26 x 10" .

tion-state theory phase-space dividing surface separating cm molecule- s - ' at 40 K to 1.64X×10 cm3 mole- 4.%..

reactants from products.2 -2 6  cule-' s at 600 K. At higher temperatures it increases,
More detailed insight into the origin of the large vari- reaching 2.16 X 10 cm molecule-' s- at 1000 K. In con-

ational effect for the present reaction is obtained by tabulat- trast the CVT rate constant increases monotonically from
ing some properties of the canonical variational transition 2.20X 102 cm molecule-' s-' at 40 K to 9.43 X 10' cm mo-
states as functions of temperature. This is done in Table IV lecule- s " at 600 K to 1.68x 0 cm molecule-' s ' at .
where these properties are compared to the same quantities 1000 K.
evaluated at the saddle point and for reactants. The quanti-
ties in Table IV are as follows: s, the value of the reaction IV. SUMMARY
coordinate in coordinates" '2 scaled to a reduced mass of In previous work we have often found large differences

m1 in1 m/  , ; RH and RtH, the nearest-neighbor distances; between conventional and variational transition state theory

TABLE IV. Properties of generalized transition states and reactants. , ,..

T S RHI R IH B, VM EP AW, A VG

(K) Ia.) (a0 ) (a.) (a,' 1 (kcal/moll (c"m- ) (kcal/moll *A

Conventional transition state
S.. 0.000 3.366 3.366 1.06 x t0' 1.35 149 - 1,764

Canonical variational transition states '.

40 -0.760 4.428 3.047 5.7 x10- 1 0.513 2135 0.204
200 - 0.760 4.428 3.047 5.7 x1 0-  0.513 2135 0.204
600 - 0.772 4.441 3.047 5.7 x 10 -  0.505 2141 0.204 1-.,..

1000 - 0.849 4.521 3.043 5.3 x 10
-

1 0.456 2174 0.202

Reactants
- 3.024 0.0 0.000 2355 0.000

%%
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* I AN INTENSE BEAM OF METASTABLE H3 MOLECULES*4

' James F. GARVEY * and Aron KUPPERMANN
Arthur Amos Voyes LaboratorY of Chemical PhYsics Caldifornia Institute of Technolog. 4

Pasadena, California 91125. USA 4

Received 30 April 1984 %4

A method is described for generating a hyperthermal beam of metastable H3 molecules. intense enough for Scattering
and absorption spectroscopy experiments. From the flight time of these species between source and detector it is estma led
that their lifetime exceeds 40 ps and that they are in the 2p 2 A" state.

I. Introduction recently shown that the neutralization of a fast beam
TheexsteceofH3  euralmoeclesha ben e- of H*3 ions by K atoms leads to the formation of _
The xisenc Of 3 nutrl moecues as be nre- metastable H3 molecules.

ported in the past, both in beams and electric dis- In all the experiments described above (excluding
charges. In one kind of experiment, a high-energy Herzberg's which are in the gas phase) a beami of H

bemo In snetaie b hre-xhneions (or its isotopes) having energies in the keV to
with a target gas. This results in a neutral beam from MseV range is neutralized by charge exchange. In the
which H+ ions (or their isotopes) are subsequently re- prsnpaewedcibameodfromngavy
generated by collisions with a second target gas and itneba fmtsal 1 mntn ietya
detected, implying that a neutral specie lived somenetaspcsfrmahg-meaueacdihre

timebeteenneuraliatin ad riomztio [131. source [ 12- 14], and having translational energies ex-
In a second type of experiment. the neutral species pre- tending from thermal to about 10 eV.
dissociates into H and H2 whose translational energy
spectrum is then measured [4-61. Herzberg and co-
workers have obtained direct spectroscopic evidence 2.Ermna
for the existence of a family of Rydberg excited states

oH3 by analyzing the light emitted from a glow dis- The beam apparatus is depicted schematically in .
charge in H2 [-9]J. In addition, Figge r el al. [ 10) i.I h r-icag orei iia ota e

haeintig the samet e xcited ydbeHgisotaes byme scribed previously.( 12-14]. It is placed in a vacuum
anayzngth lgh eitedfrm 3 iopefrmd chamber (VCI), pumped by a 20" Westinghouse oil

froma crreponing on eamaftr netraizaion diffusion pump, and is connected by a flexible bellows
by, alkali atoms. Finally, Gellene and Porter [ I I] have to a test stand consisting of a bell jar (VC2) pumped

by a system comprising a 6" mercury diffusion pump
This research %as supported in part by a grant (No. (nominal speed 125 Q/s). freon-cooled chevron baffle % *
AFOSR-82-034 1) from the US Air Force Office of Scientific and liquid nitrogen trap. Differential pumping between ~
Research. these two chambers is provided by a small skimrmer (S)
Wrkerfomed in partial3ffilCnmeen o reuirmen

Preentd a th 193 Pcifc onfrene o Chmitry nd with an orifice diameter of about I mm with knife-
Specteoscopy, Pasadena, California. October 1983. sharp edge. Chamber VC2 contains a beam flag (F). a%

for the Ph.D. in Chemistry at the California Intitute of beam chopper which allows ac detection of the beam '4 4

Technology. (CIl), a pair of electric deflector plates which elimi-
Contribuuon No. 7015. nates ions from the beam (D), and an EAI 300 quadru-L

0 009-2614'84$I 03.00 Q Elsevier Science Publishers B.V 41-
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V1~", I- VC2SP

Eig. 1. A schematic view of the top of the machine; VCI, vacuum chamber one; AS. anode assembly; A. anode; C. cathodc'. NI. ma~r- :

net. S, water-cooled copper skimmers TA. translation assembly; T, translator; P1. siewport; L. optical lens; C2. 150 H-i chopper. , .~
, ~~~~Mono, 0.5 m Jan'ell -Ash monochromator; PM. photomultiplier; CP, current preamp: kLI?, lock-in amplifier: SCR2. strip chart re-'e,.,,"

;:C 2

corder VC2, vacuum chamber 2C . 10 H chopper D, electric field deflectors; F. mechanical fla: MS. quadrupole ass spe- ,

trometer; P2, port, PA, preamp; klI, lock-in amplifier: MSF, mass spectrometer electronics, SCRI, strip chart recorder. :*

pole mass spectrometer with an electron bombard- mle = 6 ion signal when the beam was run with D,.
ment ion source (QMS). The arc discharge of the H- Fig. 3b shows that by varying the stagnation pressure . -

atom source can be run continuously with an H2 stag- in our arc-heated source we are able to vary the ratio
nation pressure of 50- 100 Torr such that the pressure of the m/e = 3 to m/e = I signal from 0 to about 1.
in chamber VCI is of the order of 102 Torr and the pres- We have determined that these signals are not due to
sure in chamber VC2 is of the order of 10-5 Torr. The ions which may be present in the beam. The beam

* source (AS) can be moved with respect to the fixed passes through an electric field, produced between a
skimmer from outside of the chamber (T) through the pair of deflector plates (D), which has sufficient
translation stage (TA). It can be operated in two strength (1 kV/cm) to deflect any charged particles
modes. The first is depicted in fig. 1, with the nozzle out of the initial beam direction and impeding their
far away from the skimmer, thereby allowing spectros- entry into the mass spectrometer ionizer. Furthermore, :.Fl I-
copic resolution of the intense red emission of the as can be seen in fig. 2, the signal virtually vanishes
plasma plume i-i front of the nozzle. The second when the electron beam is turned off.
moves the nozzle to within 4 cm of the skimmer to The possibility that an important source of the n/e
maximize the intensity of the beam as measured by 3 signal is W formed in the ionizer by some ion-
the mass spectrometer in chamber VC2. molecule reaction is precluded by observing that under .4.-

our experimental conditions, the expected signal from
that source is less than 10- 3 of the observed rn/c = 3

3. Results and discussion signal. In addition, contribution of the ion source pro-I cessese +H-H" +e-:H" +H 2-- H+ + e- to that

As shown in fig. 2. during the operation of the dis- signal, a possibilitykhich was considered because of
charge we observed a rle = 3 ac ion signal in the mass the high H atom intensity component of the neutral %

spectrometer when the beam was run with H2, and a beam, was also estimated to be negligible under those a
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Fig. 3. (a) Emission intensitr of the H37120 band as vieeed
through port PI as a function of pressure. (b) Aserage d, ion
current as a function of pressure for each of the three masses.

0.5 Mass spectrometer electron impact current is 100 P A and ele,-,
tron accelerating voltage is 60 V. Error bars represent 90 -. 1
confidence limit. "'''

0.06 of the H3 has laboratory translational energies in the
ro/e range of 0-l0 eV. From these measurements we can tr .!_%

Fig. 2. ac ion current as a function of m/e. In each panel the estimate flight times and obtain a lower bound for the

lower curve is the ac background obtained with the electron lifetime of the observed H, species on the order of 40 - 1
beam turned off, and the upper curve is the ac ion current -100 s. A calibration of the detector indicates an H3
signal shifted upuards by 0.2 X 10-10 A for convenience of intensity on the orderof l020- 1021 molecules sterad s.
display. Electron impact current: 100 uA. Electron accelerat- Direct spectroscopic observation of H3 and its
ing voltaie: 60 V. Ion source pressure: 2.1 x 10- s Ton mea-
sured by an uncalibrated ion gauge. (a) H2 in the molecular isotopes has come from Herzberg and co-workers [7

beam source: (b) D3 in that source: (c)an equivalent mixture -9] who have investigated the light emitted from the
of H2 and D2 in that source. For all the panels, the stagnation cathode regions of a hollow cathode discharge contain-
pressure in the molecular beam source was 60 Tort. (Nozzle ing H, or D2 . The emission bands observed at 5600, '.' -.

Sconditions changed slight]}y.) 6025 and 7100 A were assigned to transition between

Rydberg states of H3 . All states which were observed .-- W

conditions. The only possibility remaining is that the were spin doublets with AI. A', E', or E" syime-
observed signal is due to neutral H3 molecules in the tries, the Rydberg electron being in a 2s. 2p. 3s, 3p or

beam. A crude energy analysis of this metastable 3d type state. The observed 5600 and 7100 A bands

specie utilizing ion-retarding elements in the optics of appear broad, apparently due to the fact that the) end
the mass spectrometer indicates that a major fraction in the 2s 2A state. On the basis of electronic consider-
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ations this lowest excited state of H3 is forbidden to
predissociate to the 2p2 E' repulsive ground state. 0)
However, coupling with a vibration of symmetry e' x 2.5 ,
transforms a, to E', making the vibronic predissocia- -.e

tion allowed, resulting in the observed line breadth
The 6025 A hand, in contrast, is sharper by two orders
of magnitude. The end state of this band is 2p 2 A'.
the second lowest excited state of H3 . For this state _

there can be no induced vibrational predissociation b
since there are no vibrations which can transform an
A':, state to an E' state.

It also appears that on the basis of accurate ab
initio calculations by King and Morokuma [15], z
which predicts well the observed band positions, the ..

2p 2 A'; - 2s A2 transition has a lifetime on the
order of 50,us. Thus. this state should indeed be long-
lived and appears to be the most likely candidate for 0 _"_,_.__,_."

the metastable H3 observed in our beam. We may ruleto
out any higher metastable Rydberg states based on a 

i C

hvdrogenic model for the H3 state [15,16] .States
with principal quantum number n >20 would be field-
ionized by the deflector plates and swept out, while
states with n < 20 would have a mean lifetime <I s o I I
and never be observed. 7100 7150 7200, 7250

As additional confirmation of the presence of H3 in WAVELENGTH/A
our beam we observed emission spectra of the plasma Fig. 4. Emission spectrum vieed through port PI; (a) stagna-

plume which appears directly in front of the nozzle of tion pressure = 100 Toff, (b) stagnation pressure = 60 Torr. (0

the beam source. These spectra were obtained through photometer tracing of 7100 A band of H 3 observed b% Herzberg
a quartz port using a 0.5 m Jarrell-Ash monochro- with sharp H2 structure removed [81.

*' O mator pointed at the plasma plume from a direction ,
perpendicular to it. As seen in fig. 4, the broad features
of our 7100 A band compares well with Herzberg's the 2 E' ground state. If the assignment is correct.
spectra. In addition, we observe a sharp reproducible then the width of this band is related to the shape of
structure which has not yet been assigned. the 2 E' potential energy surface in the Franck-

* Fig. 3a shows that the intensity of the 7100 A band Condon region. The intensity of this band increases
decreases with increasing stagnation pressure, as does with increasing stagnation pressure, as opposed to the
the intensity of the detected m/e = 3 ion signal (fig. 7100 A band, which is also consistent with a lower

* 3b). This indicat:., a lower electronic temperature at elecItronic temperature at higher stagnation pressures.-"''
higher pressures and a correlation between the formu- As expected, this beam is also an intense source of
lation of high Rydberg states of H3 (as detected by the hyperthermal H atoms (see fig. 3b), having a measured
light emission) with the appearance of the lower meta- intensity in the range of 1022 atomsosterad s and an * .

stable 2A"2 state (as detected by the mass spectrometer) estimated (as measured by the ion-retardation method
We also report the observation of a new broad, feature- mentioned above) energy spread also of about 0-10 W_

less band at 7480 A. On the basis of King and eV. It is thus a potentially useful source for scattering
Morokuma's calculation [15] we tentatively assigned experiments of either H or H3 . A similar source for D
this as due to the 2s 2AI - 2p 2 E' transition. This as- atom reactive scattering has recently been used by
signment is consistent with the unusually large width Gotting et al. 18].
(50 A) of the band due to the repulsive character of '
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has also been presented 1121, but has not been ap- ities to have converged to a desired accuracy. Eq. (3c)
plied to potentially reactive systems. differs from eq. (3) of ref. [5] at finite p. but ap- . . •

We use the notation of ref. 15 ], in which ABC is proaches it as p - -. In the numerical calculations
the triatomic system and Xn, represents a bound presented here, eq. (3c) has been used. - -

state of the diatomic reagent. For X = c or y that re- Let ddP (aA) be the probability for dissociation
agent is BC or AB, respectively, and n. is the corre- from the state XnA of the diatomic reagent into the
sponding vibrational quantum number. The distances angular range a, to ct + dca, of the system. it is given
r. and R. are respectively the Delves mass-scaled [13] asymptotically, as p -- , by
diatom internuclear distance and atom to diatom cen-
ter of mass distance, and k;nn, the mass-scaled relative d?(A) (/Jnc)P da, (4A d- .

motion atom-diatom wavenumber. The symbol V'n. where j]'nA is the two-mathematical-dimensional cur-
denotes the product bound states, p is the hyperradi- rent density associated with eq. (3c) and Jif' is the "'

us (R2, + l 2 and aa the hyperspherical angle initial total current flux associated with eq. 3.s, Use
tan -(rA/R,). of these equations furnishes

The scattering wavefunction ,Xx for a collision Nd

involving a bound state Xn, of the diatomic reagent dP1,'x(2) p, k="dx Na) rn(a?,;p},pn,(ct,;p)[k /l(knkn )" -'?. -"

has an asymptotic behavior which can be written as n,n'= I"

lim knx = nx + k d + knx (2) X A n'(P)(ReS A ReS~"X + Im-Sn ImS')

+ ,m()(ReS lm SnX - ReS A Im SN)] dc.
where the three terms in the right-hand side represent (5) , -

the incident, final non-dissociated and final dissociated where 5.•

states of the system and are given by [5] A

= ex(-ik,,AA)~,~rAn(3' = -(I /2p)sin [(k. - k,.)p]V :ep-kR),, r, (3a)

+ kn cos((kn - kn,)p1, im A n' k, (6a"

= ( ,vIxv n nI B,. = -(l/2p )cos (k - k,,)P]

+ k n sin[(k n - kn,)p., Jim B~n=O, (6b) -X e xp(ik x'n' )OX'n' ,(rx.), (3b) P- __. .

Nd It is convenient to set ) = a and to transform from

= -1 (_ In)l/2S n the variable a. to the fraction fA = EA/E of the total ' .
n=1 system energy which is deposited in the final relative.-

X exp(iknp),n(ax; p). (3c) motion of A (which was the incident atom) with re-
spect to the center of mass of the dissociated BC mole-.-

In eq. (3c), the subscript n denotes discretized con- cule. The corresponding differential probability -.

tinuum channels, k, the corresponding p-dependent dIna is given by
wave numbers, S "A the bound-to-continuum ele- -d.[-)df"

ments of the scattering matrix and p,$ax; p) the p-de- dA d

pendent nth continuum basis functions. The several v where a and fA are interrelated by
in eqs. (3) are the velocities associated with the corre-
sponding k and px',, (r..) is the bound state function fA = [(n + mO )(mn + I+ m),cos"a 0 -(8)

for the X'n. , diatom. As p- 0 the eigenvalues of all inO, in,, and rn,. being the masses of atoms A. B and C,
continuum states tend to zero and all kn tend to the respectively. The integral ofdPo over all possible-

common value k = A -1(2jE)' /2, where E is the total values * of fA gives the total dissociation probability ,5.-. .

energy of the system with respect to three infinitely
separated atoms at rest. In principle the sum in eq. (3c) In eq. (8) of ref. 151, we mistaken]) gave a value of 0 for

has an infinite number of terms, but in practice it is the lower limit of integration. This is true ond in the limit .. '. ..

kmax n/2 , otherwise E m and fin are greater than ",, %

truncated at a finite Nd. large enough for the probabil- zero.

I"Q- ,.-
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/ka% from state cm. of the reagents. 2.4. Numerical methods
The essence of the hyperspherical coordinate ap- " "

proach is to expand the system's wavefunction in in the hyperspherical coordinate calculations, ten
terms of the eigenfunctions in ;n(ax, p) of cuts of the even and ten odd basis functions were used. as was .

ki potential at constant p. Since the collinear motion of done in ref. [51. The S matrix was approximately uni-
the triatomic system is isomorphic with that of a single tary, with deviations being on the order of a fek per- p
particle of mass pi = [MAmBmC/(mA + B + mc)] 1/2 cent. Convergence with respect to the number of chan- . -.

moving in the two-dimensional space described by the nels was of the same magnitude. Integration was
coordinees p, a and subject to the potential V(p, a), carried out to 190 bohr and asymptotic analyses Aere-
this expansion is analogous to the partial wave expan- carried out at 110, 130, 150, 170 and 190 bohr. Tis-
sion for the motion of a particle moving on a plane is substantiaUy further than the maximuni value of
and scattered by a non-central potential. The differen- p = 64 bohr used previously [5]. At finite p the disso.
tial partitioning probabilities dP)2X/dox are analogous ciation probabilitiesP Ah and the partitioning probab-il
to differential cross sections for the isomorphic particle. ities oscillate slowly with p. The results we present are

means and standard deviations of the values of the five
2.2. Quasi-classical method different projection distances.

The quasi-classical trajectory calculations were car-
The details of the calculation of dF7lA'/dfA by the tied out using standard methods 1171. Details of the p

QCT method have been described elsewhere [6,14], trajectory calculation have been given elseA here 16.141
we briefly outline them here. The equation for
(dPiA/dfA)c, where the subscript c indicates classical
mechanics, is 3. Results

on 0 /dfA We have calculated the total dissociation probabili-
dPiA 2r I(dfAdfo ~)i (9) ties PD as a function of energy at a number of energies

up to 0.25 eV above dissociation for the reagent mole-
where p, is the initial phase of the vibration of the cule initially in vibrational state u. Values of these
diatomic molecule (in radians) and the summation is probabilities, both quantum and quasi-classical, are
over all of the regions of the initial range of phases given for four energies in table 1 All the quantum.
which lead to dissociation, and in whichfA varies con- mechanical results are averages (indicated by angular
tinuously with pm.. brackets) over the five asymptotic analyses described

above. We focus attention on the lowest and highest
2.3. Potential enerK 'surface of the energies of table 1: 0.04 and 0.25 eV, respective- .

ly.
The potential energy surface used is of the rotating- Detailed data on the structure of the reactivity

Morse-cubic spline type [15] ,and has been briefly banding of the QCT calculations are given in table 2,
described elsewhere [5,6]. For the mass combination in which we examine the number width, and proper-
considered (mA = m B = mC = 1 in H-atom mass units), ties of the separate regions of the initial phase giving
asymptotically there are two bound states in each di- rise to dissociative trajectories. From table 2 it is clear - - -

atom arrangement channel, with energies of 0.0815
and 0.1885 eV with respect to the bottom of the di- Table I
atomic molecule well. The Morse parameters [16] of Piobabitities of dissociation and ietated quantitte, i

the isolated diatomic molecule are De = 0.22 eV, 3 = D, D )
1.6 bohr 1 Req = 1.40083 bohr. Equipotential con- -,(,- "'Q ".T
tour lines of this potential energy surface are dis- 0.04 0.0041 0.2013 0 (1 1,-- '
played in fig. I of ref. [5]. The number of bound 0.08 0.0021 0.1432 0 0215

states was chosen purposefully to be low, in order to 0.16 0.0524 0 1360 0.1 37 I 5 "

permit most of the numerical effort to be devoted to 0 5 0.2018 0.4534 0,(26S '3"

the CID part of the problem. ..---.-. --. ,
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Table 2
Deiied structure of dissociatise quasi-classical tratect or% bands

D 1)a) h mineC) Da

tf(4 0.0 -- 0.107 1 0.67 1,
(S 0.0 - - 0.215 2 00(9 (1 -

1.26
Il l1 01137 2IS7 00 5 3 0.2(h I

Ong1 0 0 7(p

('25 ('27" 2 0.15 0 0.39 2.1
1.53 1'2.4()

i i it nuter ot separate regions of initial phase giving rise to dissoctatIse trajectOries in collsiotns of A + W1
11 h J' tie1 .iptoi te width in radians of t he jih separatle remon of initial phase iving rise to( dissocia tie t raje ctole' in c

%w, IA H t (,4 ma mn ,hee;na and -are the phase at the high- and lo" -phase end, o! ih ,,Ij dj,

C Ia Min teinume fmnm i h lto
CL tenubtomimaitepltffA versus in the ith dissociation region for collisions of A + K~i

*that there ina\ be more than one legion of initial phase Plots of the quantumn mechanical partitioning prob-
leading to dissociation, and that these regions may have abilities dIj AidfA as a function of/A for F = 0.04 eV
tminima in their plots offA versus initial phase. As may and 0.25 eV are presented in figs. I and 2. respectiseix
be Seen from eq. (Q). minima in these plots give rise to Error bars are used to indicate the standard destations
divergences in dP.)'idfA of the calculated partitioning probabilities fromt their -

A dfAmean. We deleted the portion of the curve nearest to

C fA = 2/3 as here the calculations are unreliable. This is
due to the form of the da /dfA factor in eq. (7l

200

22 0.A 04) 05 .0

060(

I ~- OM 24i ttedmninespattlnn rbblte

Vd .- f 'a ucino h rato fteaalhek-0

mehnia 04M 05 cussaesos o bt h oi 2 0 4

Ill ~bs enmlile ~tnbfr ltiF l i. Plot o the dimensionless partiting pronbiltie pu 1w
value' pudf arthe mea(no the aluesfi bthaindfro te ki 4 f safnto fteaa-i ici n
fien asenTtRaa, ssteerrbt idct n tnad it aton A at an energ L =I 250 e\ ss I ts0M
desel atonab the miean Teplthsbecuofjstitite epara ted atoms at rest. Quantu ur NsC

hnand tA =ib fo r~ealnsece inita stehe tex.lTeusi of2 fAAdse ie ~ r~sti ietl,..

lcine osab u h 'm a he plo hsenct a f s t niie. dottedjo trs Q a:Ur!t1 IIrl V

brcdotted line.
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When fA = f/A\ (for this mass combination, when conie large This is a some, hat unusual b,,ctlI, 11.-
fA = 2 3 1, this factor diverges and the resulting normally one finds minima in the plot of.f, \cru,
dPA /d f, may be large, as may their deviations, giving rise to discontinuities in the plot of (dP., J! .

In figs. I and 2 we also include plots of the classical versusfA These discontinuities are purel\ a conse-
partitioning probability (dPA/dfA)c for three sets of quence of the wa\ in %k hich the classial irawc~t ,ric,
initial conditions. E = 0.04 eV and v = 0 and F = 0.25 behave, in particular the existence of wkel! dcfirCJ Ic-
eV and , = 0 and t' = I. In section 4 we discuss the activity bands [ lj. How the reacivit,, band strutur
forms of the quantum mechanical and quasi-classical influences the form of the partitionin prIPa" il
partitioning probabilit, curves, curves is discussed in detail else, here 1) 4 -

Because there is not necessaril, an,. clhst: tL , i i"
ship between the reactivity band structure fto, ,.""-

4. Discussion and conclusions sions involving different reactant vibrational tate,

1 141. the classical partitioning probabilities for d t-c-.

The plots of the quantum mechanical partitioning ent reactant states at the same total energic, can hase
probabilities dPi'A /d.(A in figs. I and 2 all show, the substantially different forms (i.e. have disctnti n ute>.
same basic structure, with dP)Aid.A increasing fairly for some reactant states and not for othersi. The QM"

x smoothly as fA increases, indicating that the incident partitioning probabilities appear to be fair]? similar
atom, in this equi-mass system, tends to retain a large for the different reactant states, however. Thus. it
fraction of the available kinetic energ .especially at seems that classical mechanics, while giving a rca,,n-
the higher total energy. There does appear to be some able description for the likelihood of dissociaton. "
structure in these curves as seen by the existence of gives an incorrect one for the details for the disscia-
shoulders and small maxima. The amplitude of some tion process. It is quite likely that in higher diioneon- "
of the observed oscillations exceeds the magnitude of ality, in which reactivity band structure blurs or disap-
the error bars and this structure might be real. It is pears altogether 1191 , more reasonable agreement be-

premature to assign too much significance to them. tween the QM and QCT partitioning probabihties may
how eser. as it has been seen in preliminary calculations be obtained.
that termination of integration at a small value of p Since dissociation and partitioning probabihiiies ap-
leads to spurious oscillations in the dPA/dfA curves, pear to converge reasonably rapidly with basis set size,
the magnitude of wkhich decreases as p increases. If 16] more strongly bound systems should not require
more extensive calculations on this and other systems an excessive number of continuum states and should
confirm the presence of such oscillations, the isomor- thus be amenable to study by the hy perspherical coot-
phism with the motion of a particle on a plane. de- dinates method. This method may be especially appro- " '
scribed at the end of section 2.1, would permit a priate for studying collision-induced dissociation of
simple interpretation. Indeed, they would be due to van der Waals molecules [20]. Finally, we note that
the interference between different "partial waves" the ability to calculate accurate paritioning probabi""
Iiaa, p) of eq. (3c and could be semi-classically in- ties implies the ability to calculate probabilities for
terpretable as due to the phase relationships among three-body recombination reactions, also.
different classical trajectories leading to the same "scat- In summary, we have obtained probabilities for the
tering angle" a, This perspective would furnish a partitioning of kinetic energy among the dissociat1on'
powerful approach for the analysis of partitioning products for collinear atom-diatomic molecule col-

3probabilities. sions by a quantumn mechanical method on a mnodel -

In general the dP-A/dfA and dPIA/dfA curves have system using hyperspherical coordinates. These coor-
saeo eralbehavior. The quntcurvehaifor ethdPonamdde

the same Overall behaior. The curve for (M /dfA )c dinates permit an association of these partitioning
differs appreciably from that for (dP 0A/dfA) c at the probabilities with the differential cross section for tile
same total energy, however. The large spike in (dP1A/ scattering of an isomorphic particle confined to move.
dfA ). in fig. 2 arises because the plot offA versus mi- on a plane, and give insight into the scattering process.

% tial phase has a broad inflection region in which We have compared these results to those obtained by
dfAdl 0 0. Thus, by eq. (7), (dPIA/dfA) c must be- classical mechanics, and shown that they can beha c

16 2
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QANTUM-MECHANICAL STUDY OF THE REACTION
Be +FH(v=0, ) -BeF(v) +H

James F. GARVEY ', Jack A. KAYE 2 and Aron KUPPERMANN

A rthur A mos Novies Laboratories of Chemical Physics 3, California Institute of Tec hnologi. Pasadena, CA 91 12'. USA'

Received 16 JanuarN 1985: in final form I May 1985

Exact quantum-mechanical calculations for a collinear model of the reaction Be +r FH(r = 0. 1It hase been performed Effects.
of reagent translational and vibrational excitation on reaction probabilities and product state distributions are examined These
quantum results shosu product state distributions which differ from those of quasi-classical trajeciors calculation,.-

I. Introduction of the v = 1 state of the reagent in the Ba + HF reac- I
tion leads to a reaction rate increase of a factor of three %p '

i " "":"

Over the past decade, there has been substantial in- [4]. .

terest in the reaction of alkaline earth atomis with hy- Accurate theoretical treatment of these reactions is
drogen halides 1-10] difficult because the large number of electrons present

makes calculation of potential energy surfaces prohibi-
M + HX - MX + H, (1) tively expensive. For this reason, substantial effort has1 *
where M = Ca, ST,Ba and X =F, CI,Br,l1. Of particular been made to study the simplest M + H-X reaction,
interest has been the way in which reaction rates and that of Be + HF. Considering only the collinear con-
product-state distributions vary with changes in the figuration,
vibrational [2-4] translational [51, and rotational B H BF+H 2
[6-8 ] state of the HX reagent. Additional studies
have focused on the effect of electronic excitation of Schor et al. 1]111 performed ab initio quantum-mechan- %
the metal atom [9,10]. ical calculations of the corresponding potential enernv:-

A particularly important conclusion of such studies surface, and used that surface (along wxith an extended -

on the Ba, Sr and Ca + HF reactions is that little of LEPS [ 12] surface designed to mnimic the saddle point
the available product energy in these systems is chan- region of the ab initio surface) in collinear quasi-clas- %~
neled into product vibration [2]. Additional experi- sical trajectory calculations [10,13]. Diatomics-in-
ments have shown that increasing the reagents' relative molecules (DIM) surfaces have also been calculated for
translational energy leads to increased internal excita- this reaction [14] (as well as for the reaction Ca + HCI -
tion of the reaction product [5], and that excitation -CaCl + H [15]). Most recentlya three-dimensional"-

potential -energy surface fur this system has been cal-
* ~culated 116] and has been fit to a simple form in a.-',

T'his research Aas supported in part by a grant (No. AFSOR- three-dimensional quasi-classical trajectory calculation-U830341 )from the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research. [17]. e9,t
Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirement for In this work, quantum-mechanical calculations are ~

2the Ph.D. in Chemistry at the California Institute of Tech- carried out on the collinear Be + FH reaction (2) using
nooOy. -%
Present address: Goddard Space Flight Center. Code 616, the extended LEPS surface of Schor et al.,[ 11e] for

Greenbelt. MD 20771. USA HF (v = 0, 1). Tissurface has the same barrier and posi- .%.

EConuatrm-butanioa Nao.aton 7084 a cocnauoe fte ecinB H =0 a. enp rfor ed fec.'-...%

tion as the ab initio one, but a More gently cur o re-
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Fig. 1. Contour plots of the extended LEPS potential energy surface for the coUinear Be + FH reaction in Delves' scaled coordinated
sy slem. The solid curves are equipotential contours spaced each by 0.2 eV. The zero of energy is the bottom of the HF 'A ell. Con-
tours corresponding to the isolated HF(v = 0, 1) energy are also shown.

-

tion path. As a result. the quasi-classical dynamics on With respect to the bottom of the HF well, this surface , -
these two surfaces differ [111, and analogous differ- is exoergic by 0.022 eV and has a barrier height of 1.21
ences in their quantum dynamics are expected. In this e ' The positioning of the energy levels of HF and
study, we compare the quantum and quasi-classical BeF is given in table 1. " -

dynamics [11, 13] on the LEPS surface only. We con- , ,.

sider specifically the effect of HF vibrational excita-
tion and of the reagents' relative translational excita-
tion on the total reaction probability ard the product Table I .
vibrational state distributions. Energy levels of HF and BeF in eV a) _ Z'

V HF BeF 0% .W

2. Calculation 0 0.28 0.075 -

1 0.77 0.23

Reaction probabilities were calculated using the 2 1.24 0.38
coupled-channel method of Kuppermann, which has 3 1.69 0.53 ,

been discussed in detail previously [I18]. Between 20 0.68
and 27 basis functions were used in these calculations S 0.82

6 0.97

with the larger number being used only at the high- 7 1.11
energy end of the calculations (1.4 eV above the HF 8 1.28
ground state). Flux conservation was always 3% or 9 1.39

better, and at lower energies substantially better than 10 1.52

that. A contour plot of the equipotentials in the BeFH 11_1.66__-"_.'._.16

configuration of the surface used in the Delves mass- a) The common zero energy is the bottom of the HF well
weighted coordinate system 1181 is shown in fig. 1. with the Be atom removed to infinity.

%.- e .
71 % .

le,?,X

% "°
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3. Results and discussion a function of reagent translational energy is shown for
these calculations. Both indicate that this fraction is .

The collinear quasi-classical trajectory calculations approximately 0.35 for ground-state reagents. For
* of Schor et a]. [I ll display reaction probabilities HF(v = 1), both treatments furnish values offvib near

which rise extremely sharply (over a range of about 0.45 in the 0.9 to 1.00 eV translational energy, al- r
0.01 eV) from threshold to unity, and which do not though the quantum-mechanical result starts falling
decrease with increasing energy in the range of energies rapidly with decreasing energy at slightly higher ener- ". -=
studied. The dynamical threshold translational energies gies.
for the Be + FH(u) - BeF(all) + H reaction is 1.06 eV Pronounced differences were observed between the - .-

for u = 0 and 0.80 eV for v = 1. The exact quantum BeF product vibrational state distributions in the two
curves also rise from 0 to 1. They have a sigmoid shape, calculations, however. Histogram plots of these distri- .--

achieving the value of 0.01 at translational energies of butions at selected energies for ground (fig. 3) and vi-
0.98 eV and 0.75 eV for v = 0 and v = I respectively, brationally excited (fig. 4) reagents show these differ- _
and a value of 0.99 at 1.18 eV and 0.90 eV respectively. ences clearly. For v = 0, the quasi-classical distributions
Over the translational energy range of 1.23 to 1.5 have sharp lower and upper cut-offs, whereas the quan-
eV the L = 0 probability drops from 1.00 to 0.97 tum ones have a more Gaussian-like shape. For u = 1.
whereas the quasi-classical one remains equal to 1.00. both the quasi-classical and quantum results are quite

" In summary, the quantum results for HF(v = 0) differ broad; the quasi-classical ones are slightly bimodal
from the quasi-classical ones in that the reaction prob- whereas the quantum ones are very clearly bimodal.
ability rises more gradually to unity with increasing en- Bimodal distributions of product vibrational states 4
erg& and then decreases slightly at higher energies. For have been seen in other collinear quantum-mechanical
HF(v = 1), the quantum-mechanical probabilities rise systems [20], primarily for light-heavy-heaNy (LHH)
more rapidly to unit) than they do for HF(v = 0). The systems such as , . .e
phenomenological thresholds (defined as the transla- H 02b-.(
tional energy at which the reaction probability equals H - Cl2 - HCI + Cl. (4) )
0.01) calculated in the quantum-mechanical calcula- Quasi-classical trajectory calculations have been seen to %
tions were slightly lower than those in the trajectory display less structure in their product state distribu-
calculations. tions [2 11, as has also been observed here. Bimodal

The difference between the quantum phenomeno- product vibrational state distributions have not been
logical thresholds for the v = 0 and v = 1 reactions is
0.23 eV. Since the spacing of these two HF vibrational

levels is approximately 0.49 eV, one sees that HF o.. "

vibrational excitation is only partially (47%) effective
in promoting reaction. Such relative inefficiency is
not too surprising given that the configuration of the
saddle point is more similar to that of the reagents 0. .

than that of the products. Vibrational enhancement of c v0 OCT,
reaction in this system is only slightly more than in 02 - ,O OM

c v- OCT
r

. . '

the reaction I oM

D +FH - DF +H (3)

I in which excitation of HF to v = I was calculated to 08 09 1 1 1 "213 f4 5 1
lead to a 0.22 eV reduction in the threshold to reac- ET, /eV
tion 119].

The disposal of energy in the products also shows Fig. 2. Fraction fvib of available energy going into vibration of
the BeF product as a function of reagent translational energy

similarities between the q-,si-classical and quantum- for HF(v = 0, 1). Open symbols represent the quasi-classical

mechanical calculations. In fig. 2, the fraction of trajectory calculations of Schor et al. 1131 while solid symbols
available energy going into product vibration (fVib) as represent the quantum-mechanical results.
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V Fig. 4. Product vibrational state distribution of Bel' formed in

Fig. 3. Product vibrational state distribution of BeF formed in the reaction BeF + FH(v = 1) - Bet tC) + H for eneries shos n. %

the reaction Be + FH(v = 0) - BeF(v') + H for energies shown. Symbols are as in fig. 3. •-
Open bars are quasi-classical trajectory values taken from the
results of Schor et al. [111, while solid bars are from the quait- As has been discussed previously 1241. the bimodal
rum-mechanical calculations.

product-state distribution in the quantum-mechanical
calculations is due to a Franck-Condon reflection pat- ,..

observed experiinentally in these systems, although tern, where the state-to-state reaction probabilities
unusual distributions differing substantially from stan- have a close correspondence to the probability density,

* dard unimodal ones have been observed 122]. Recent distribution of the vibrationally excited reagent. Clas-
work in converting one-dimensional probabilities to sically, one may interpret the bimodal product state
three-dimensional ones suggests that with properly distribution for v = I reagents to be due to two differ- ,.-

energy- and state-selected reagents, bimodal product ent types of trajectories. One type samples the repul- -

vibrational state distributions might well be observable sive wall dt small values ofR, and gives rise to hih " --

" 'S.in the three-dimensional world [23). vibrational state products whereas the other passes
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from the reagent to the product region leaving the 161 Z. Karny, R.C. Estler and R.N. Zare, 1. Chem, Phys. 69

saddle point to its left and producing lower vibrational (1978) 5199.

energy products (see fig. 1). The latter type of trajec- 171 C.K. Man and R.C. Estler, J. Chem. Phys. 75 (1981 j
2779. %

tory does not occur for v = 0 because for ground-state 18] R.A. Altkorn, F.E. Bartoszek, J. Detlaven. G. Hancock.
reagents only the region of configuration space close D.S. Perry and R.N. Zare. Chem. Phys. Leuers 9b 819S )

to the minimum energy path is explored. 212.
(9) U. Brinkmannand H. TelleJ. Phys. B3O (19'7) 133.

(10] F. Engelke and K.H. Meiwes-Broer, Chem. Ph% s. Leicr.
108 (1984) 137.

4. Conclusions 1111 H. Schor, S. Chapman, S. Green and R.N. Zare. J. Chem.
Phvs, 69 (1978) 3790.

The major results of this study are as follows: 112 P.], Kuntz, E.M. Nemeth, J.C. Polanyi. S.D. Rosner and

(1) Vibrational energy is only moderately (just C.E. Young, J. Chem. Phys. 44 (1966) 1168...

under 50%) effective in promoting reaction. (131 H. Schor, S. Chapman. S. Green and R.N. Zare. I. Ph s.
Chem. 83 (1979) 920.

(2) Quantum-mechanical and quasi-classical tra- 114] P.J. Kuntz and A.C. Roach, J. Chem. Phys. 74 (1981)

jectory calculations give approximately equal values 3420:

of the fraction of available energy going into product A.C. Roach and P.J. Kuntz, J. Chem. Phys. 74 (19811

C' vibration (0.35 for v = 0, 0.45 for v = 1), but the details 3435;

of the product-state distributions differ markedly. J L. Schreiber and P.J. Kuntz, J. Chem. Phys. 76 (1982) 1.1
1872.

(3) A bimodal BeF vibrational state distribution (151 A.D. lsaacson and J.T. Muckerman, J. Chem. Ph. s. 73
has been obtained in the reaction of vibrationally ex- (1980) 1729.

cited (u = 1) reagents. Similar distributions have been 161 S. Chapman, M. Dupuis and S. Green. J. Chem. Phys. 78

seen for L + HH reactions (the reverse of the H + HL (1983) 93.
[17] S. Chapman. 1. Chem. Phys. 81 (1984) 262.
118) A. Kuppermann, in: Theory of scattering, papers in honor

of Henry Fyring. Theoretical chemistry advances and per-
spectives, Vol. 6A (Academic Press. New York. 1981 1.
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Towards a state-to-state transition state theory A;.Z%
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We assume that, having arrived at the transition state, the branching into the different product
states is independent of the initial quantum states of the reactants. This assumption plus the
familiar transition state approximation (that the reaction rate is the rate of the passage across the
barrier) yields an expression for the state-to-state cross section in terms of the state-to-all one, as
well as microcanonical rate constants. Models, adiabatic correlations, purely statistical
considerations, or collinear computations can provide the required input for the theory. Exact.
quantal computations on the 3D H + H, reaction are found to satisfy the assumed factorization ...1
quite well. Furthemore, reaction probabilities derived from a line-of-centers model, with a barrier
height dependent on the approach angle, account for the probabilities derived from the exact
quantal computation.

I. INTRODUCTION simple line-of-centers model is used in Sec. VI to calculate

There are a number of motivations for the development state-to-state and state-to-all cross sections for that reaction

to be discussed in this paper. One, mentioned in the title, is to and shown to be in agreement with accurate quantum me-

formulate a state-to-state theory which, upon summing over chanical calculations. Section VII summarizes the conclu- .

product states and averaging over an equilibrium distribu- sions reached.

tion of reactant states, will yield the conventional transition
state theory TST.' II. STATE-TO-STATE, STATE-TO-ALL, AND ALL-TO- ,

40Another is to provide a framework where exact collin- ALL RELATIONS
ear reaction probabilities can be used to compute three-di- Let us consider the partitioning of a polyatomic system
mensional state-to-state cross sections.2 Alternatively, one into a pair of molecules designated by the arrangement chan-
can employ reaction probabilities derived from models for nel index A and let nA represent the set of quantum numbers
such calculations. One such model' based on a line-of- needed to specify the internal states of those molecules when
centers approach is used here to compare against the results they are infinitely apart. Let Q (E) be the integral cross
of exact quantal computations" for the 3D H + H, reaction. .

Then, one can regard the present development as a natural section for the An,-- A 'n process at total energy E, which

extension of the phase space theory to reactions with a tight is a bimolecular reaction for A by A. The corresponding state-
transition state. 7 These and other topics closcly related to to-state rate constant is given by
our development have received extensive discussion in the K (E) v. (EA (E)
literature. Hence, the list of references in this paper can in no
way be complete and we apologize beforehand for our omis- A[k (E)/1'PA,, Q(
sions. weep sted

The discussion in this paper considers systems at a con- ,, density of states per unit volume of the -The iscssin i ths pperconides sstes a a on- relative translational motion of the A, molecules, and ka,"""""

stant total energy. Results at a given temperature can be r ..

obtained by appropriate Boltzmann averages and will be and v,, thecorresponding wave numberand velocity. These .. ,
presented elsewhere with additional applications, three quantities are interrelated by

In Sec. 1I we derive a set of exact relations involving p,., (E) = (l/h 1 )4nrJ]v, = (I/h )2(2pk,.,, (2.2)

state-to-state, state-to-all, and all-to-all cross sections or rate wi e dt rc
constants in a form appropriate for subsequent TST develop-
ments. In Sec. III we introduce a state-to-state reaction cross Summing Eq. (2.1) over n, gives
section factorization, and use it to develop a state-to-state K A (E) = [k.(E)/rh p,A(E)]QA"'(E), (2.3)
TST. That factorization is tested in Sec. IV against exact 3D A
H + H quantal calculations. In Sec. V we show that in state-to-all

adiabatic formalism the condition for validity of the corre- cross section and rate constant. Multiplying Eq. (2.31 byp, 2__
sponding all-to-all microcanonical rate constant is equiva- and summing over nA gives'

lent to that for the thermal TST one derived previously.' A (E = [rhp., (E)] ' k .(E)Q "'pE). (2.4

Contnbution No 7150 wherep, and K a are, respectively, the total density of states
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1672 A Kuppermann and R. D Levine State-to-state transition state theory

per unit volume and the all-to-all microcanonical rate con- corresponding TST equation, in which N, rather than being
stant defined by'  defined by Eq. (2.12), is the number of transition state states . %

mentioned in the previous paragraph. %
p. AE( = y pa,, (E (2.51 Let us now define a set ofstate-to-state reaction probabi-

lities'"
and -an (E(A.,;( (E )/Q A (E). (2.151

K j (EJ = [P (E ( l"E A(E). (2.6) which are obviously normalized over n . Using Eq. (2.10

we get
Equations (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4) express the state-to-state,
state-to-all, and all-to-all rate constants at a fixed total ener- Q A", (E= [nr/k An. (E J A' (E Pn, (E P ',, .(2.16.

- gy in terms of appropriate cross sections and serve as a bridge Once more, this expression is exact but has a form appropri-
between dynamics and rate theory. ate for TST. In the same spirit we define the transmission

According to the principle of microscopic reversibility '  factors

L )Q A. (E)= k , (E)Q A, (E). (2.7) T",,(E) P (E IN )E) (2.171

Summing over n' furnishes and
A. 2- Q. . -An,

li p ,O"' = 7rhp (E ( (EIN;, (E) (2.181

where K ,, is the total rate constant into state nA ofA reac- in terms of which Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten in the equiva-
tion products from a microcanonical ensemble ofA 'reagents lent exact form
at energ E and is given by Q[ E" -

*" Kj, (E) PAt'E( ~p.. (E'(KE) (E(. (2.9) (2.19-
A tA "Equations (2.16) or (2.191 are useful for the development of

,. In the spirit of TST. we write the factor hpAK 4 on the state-to-state reaction cross section theories by replacing inInt esii f S .w rt h at rh ,KAn, onth . . *

right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) as the product of a number N them the N, P, P, T, or Tby appropriate approximations.
and a probability P ,, and rewrite that equation as III. STATE-TO-STATE REACTION CROSS SECTION

FACTORIZATION AND TRANSITION STATE THEORY
k""Q , rN, (E)P j (E), (2.10) So far we have only used formal developments, without

where the PA., are normalized over nA,: any approximations. We will now make the first one, by
assuming that the following relation holds:

(E)= 1. (2.11) Pj,(E)=P . (3.1)
This expression is equivalent to

Equation (2.10) is not an approximation, but together A, k AnAE J.

with Eq. f2. 11) it constitutes a unique definition of the quan- QAn (E) k( AE,, 1 e (3.2)
tities N' and PA., Indeed, we obtain immediately from QAi(l )E Q
these equations the equivalent defining expressions A* (E)Q A(E).

* N2.E) =lr' k aE 1212Replacement of Eq. (3. 1) into Eq. (2. 15) gives". NA.(E)= -' ka 2n E)QA" [E) (2.12) Q, ,

"A) Q A; (E = Q, '(E IPA ; (E .  (3.3"

and This factorization implies that the hA, n' dependence of
An,

(E )Q A"(E) Q An', can be expressed as the product of a factor that de-
P. E) (2.13) pendsonnA only and one on n.' only. '" This is in the spirit of

"k ,, (E)Q A '(E ( TST, in the sense that the partitioning of the reaction flux
"A among the products should not depend on hoA the system

It is easy to prove from microscopic reversibility that NA. reached its transition state.

and N' are equal, which is an important property for a TST Using the definition of Q and the microscopic re'er-
formulation, as developed in Sec. 111, since these numbers sibility expression (2.7) "e rewrite Eq. (3.2ir as r e.. 0
will be eventually associated with the number of states of the
transition state accessible at energ) E and should not depend Q. )E ,k E (E
on whether we approach it from the) or the A 'directions. -3 4i

Replacing Eq (2.10i on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.4) Q,?'(E I , E
and using Eq 12. Ili gives for the microcanonical rate con-
stant '" Generally speaking. it is not expected that this expression

.%"" IE Ishould be valid, since it formallk contains an n- dependence
K" E = (2.14) on its left-hand side but not on its right -hand side ltoseser.

hp, E if the factorization propertN 3.31 is satisfied. the n depen-

This expression. although exact, has the same form as the dencies in the numerator and denominator of the left-hand
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TABLE I Rotational branching probabilitiesP for H +H,.H, + H at comparison of the result with Eq. (2.8; gives
E =0.6 eV.

i 01 2Summing this expression over n,~ and using Eq (1.6, and
0 0.26 0.473 065the normalization condition of the PA,.Pr results final]% in

1 0.255 0.482 0.263 N~()*
2 0.257 0472 0.272 E.;3S

hzp,(E
This is the correct TST version of Eq. (2.141 and shows that t ~ i

side of Eq. (3.4) cancel, eliminating this inconsistency, regardless of the choice of the normalized model P "P used%%%
SWith the help of Eq. (3. 1), we can cast Eqs. (2.16; and for the calculation of the state-to-state cross section Qn

(2.19) in the approximate form we will always get the correct TST microcanonical all-to-ll %'.. %

(~.E) [i,-/k 1,E)IN~ (E ;P-.,(E)P (.E) rate constant K~ (E).

(3.5; IV. A TEST OF FACTORIZATION

4- [ An A ;E AjT ; ~**( /~.( Using the state-to-state reaction cross sections for ihe H Ai

The description of a test of this equation is given in Sec. IV. +~ H, system obtained from an exact quanta] calculation.
We noA introduce TST in Eq. (3.5; by replacing N AA (E) we have tested the factorization assumption of Sec Ill The -

by N. E), the total number of transition state states 15or energy used was 0. 6 eV, for %% h ich onl y t he g rou nd sibra t ion -
activation barrier tops whose energies do not exceed E. The al state of the reagent and product is open.
most obvious Aa)yofdefining such barrier is based on adiaba- The first test was on the summed and a'.eraged cross,
tic correlations between the transition state and the states of sections. Replacing in Eq. (2.151 n, bN j. m and summing
th egns'W as elcP, by an approximate prob- over m;' and averaging over m, we get. for the summed and
ability P',,PP, which is still normalized over n.A as in Eq. averaged cross sections.

(2.11; but is other-wise arbitrary, no longer needing to satisfy Q} = Q'P}.
Eq. (2.13;. We then get the following state-to-state TST cross Uigtevle fQ7, fTbeV fRf adrpo

setonepesin duced in Table 11 of this paper; we calculated the Q , and Q -

(E /k A A (E ll I N A (E);PA~( P~~ and from those we obtained the values ofP' given inTablel.
A~r~p T~aPP E (INAFrom the relativel) small variation of these quantities %%ithj ~

- [i/k ()] ,,,,;E A(E, we conclude that the factorization of Q'. , into aj dependent %.~
(3.6; (but]' independent Ifactor and a]' dependent (but] indepen-

where the T't'r are related to the corresponding PPP by an dent;I factor is a very good one for this case. This is in agree- ~ .

expression analogous to Eq. (2.17; in which N' is replaced ment with the Franck-Condon model proposed and tested
by A-, Replacement of this expression into Eq. (2. 10; and previously.ie

TABLE 11 Integral reactive cross sections Q1,for the H HI - H, + H reaction at E 0.6 eV.*

00 0 432c-01 0 322e-02 0 7 17e-O1 0.322e-02 0.227c-03 0.47 4e-02 0.338e-0I 0,474e-02 0.227e-OS
0.432e-0I 0 337e-02 0 7 26e-0I 0,337e-02 0.226e-03 0.462e-02 0.327e-Ot 0 462e-02 0 22te-03

11 0.337c-02 0.549e-03 0.596c-02 0.835c-03 0.488e-04 0,709c-03 0.261e-02 0. 127e-02 0 7 74e-04
0,354e-02 0.27be-03 0.595e-02 0.276e-03 0 185e-04 0.37 9e-03 0.268e-02 0.379e-03 0 18',e-04

10 0.751e-01 0 59 6e-02 0,128 0 S96e-02 0.380e-03 0 812e-02 0.578e-0l 0.8 12e-02 0 M8e-03 % 5

0 761e-0i 0 59 5e-02 0128 0.595e-02 0.398e-03 0-8 15c-02 0.577e-0l 0.815e-02 0.398e-01 r
I- 1 0.33 7e'02 0 835e-03 0.59 6e-02 0.549e-03 0 774.e-04 0.1 27e-02 0.2ble-02 0.709e-03 0 4 88e-04-

0 354'e-02 0.276e-03 0.595e-02 0.276e-03 0. 185e-04 0 379c-03 0.26i8e-02 0.379e-03 0 195C-44
22 0 262e-0 3  0 538e-04 0.419e-03 0155~e-04 0 11 le-04 0,81 le-04 0.209e-03 0 134c-03 0 t4tbe-0 4

0 262e-03 0.205e-04 0 44 1e-0 3  0 205e-04 0. 1 37e-05 0 29 1e-04 0. 199e-03 0.281e-04 0 t3?e-05-
21 0 54ge-02 0.783e-03 0,8 90c-02 0. 140c-02 0 811eC-04 011 13e-02 0 407e-02 0 228e-02 0 134c-03-

0 537c-02 0 419e-03 0.902e-02 0,419e-03 0 29 le-04 0.575e-03 0 407e-02 0,575e-03 0.28 1 e-04
20 0 391e-Ot 0.28ge-02 0.638e-0l 0.288e-02 0.209e-03 0.407e-02 0.286e-0l 0.407e-02 0 20'4e-0 I

0 380c-01 0 297c-02 0 639e-OtI 0.297e-02 0 199e-03 0 407e-02 01288e-01 0 407e-02 0 tQ)9c-03
2 1- 0 549e-02 0 140e-02 0.897e-02 0.783e-03 0. 1 34e-03  0,22ge-02 0 407e-02 0 11 3e-02 0 91 le-04

0 53 7e-02 0 419c-03 0 9 02e-02 0 419c-03 0 281e-04 0 575e-03 0 407
C-02 0 57 5e-03 0 8 le-04

2 -2 0 262e-03 0 855e-04 0 419c-03 0,538e-04 0, 146e-04 0 134e-03 0.209e-03 0 811 e-04 0 t1 l e-04
0 262e-01 0 205e-04 0.4.41e-03 0.205e-04 0. 137e-05 0 28ie-04 0. 19 9 e-03 0 28 1e-04 0 137e-05

'The iop n umber in each enir-, is ihe exact quanita] value from Ref 4, and the bottom one t he result of a least -mean -square fit of Eq (3 51
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1674 A Kuppermann and R. D Levine State-to-stale transition state theory

In order to test the detailed state-to-state factorization ways Since the microcanonical TST involves less averaging I'
assumption, we least-mean-square fitted the mentioned than the thermal one, it is important to show that (in the - ' "

Q 2 J values by Eq. (3.5j, using Nand the six quantitiesj ,,P framework of an adiabatic formalism the condition for sa-

= 0.1,21 as parameters. The results are given in Table I, liditv of the former is not less restrictive than that of the
where the top number in each entry represents the accurate latter. We will now show that these two necessar and suffi-

quantal calculation of Ref. 4 and the lower one the fitted cient conditions are acutally equivalent. As a result, we shall
values. The resulting optimal probability parameters are giv- be able, from Eq. (2.13), to provide explicit expressions for
en in the second column of Table III. From these param- the transition probabilities (or the transmission coefficients,
eters. we can calculate the P by summing over the mj. The which appear in Eq. (3.6). These are the central practical

results are results of the section. Of course, both the proof and the ex-
plicit results are dependent on the aforementioned adiabatic.
correlation.

P, = 0.481, The state-to-state cross section can be expressed as

P, = 0.257. 7"+"

These values are in good agreement with the Pj. values of k IF)= (+E) l"

Table I. which is an indication of the overall validity of Eq. (5.l1 -" -'

(3. 11 when used for the summed and averaged quantities. where J is the system's total angular momentum quantum -. -

A comparison between the quantal and fitted cross sec- nmer J is the identittomat andla scen atrm
number, I is the identity matrix and S' a scattering matrixl

tions of Table I1 indicates an overall qualitative agreement whose open part is symmetric and unitary. As a result. the J
between them, showing that the factorization expression
(3.51 is reasonable even on a single quantum state (rather partial wave An 4 -- A 'n transition probabiht\ defined by
than averaged) level. PA (E)= [S5.(E),- .

The optimal value of N is 5.89. We used Eq. (30) of Ref. "
17 to compute the transition state N: for this system at 0.6 is normalized with respect to A 'n:

eV. The result was 172. Therefore, although the factoriza- -J-..AI51
tion assumption works quite well, microcanonical TST for yP A ....

A I;

this system at this energy is too large by a factor of about 30. S E-o'-(-',
This is consistent with deviations between thermal TST and Summing Eq. (5.1) over n for A ' A (i.e., for reactive
quantal results found previously.'" processes) we get

17" ' . s,. (

V. AN ADIABATIC STATE-TO-STATE TRANSITION Q "tE)= k L,(E) 71iP (5.4 t

STATE THEORY
where

As a result of the remarks of Sec. III, we conclude that a
necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of micro- pAa.) = .P( I5.5-
canonical all-to-all TST is that NJ , (E), defined after Eq.
(2.12). be equal to N~, (E), defined after Eq. (3.5). On the isthestate-to-allparialavereactionprobabilit. and Mis

other hand, it was previously proven' that a necessary and the quantum number of the projection of the total angular
sufficient condition for the validity of thermal adiabatic TST momentum of the system on a laboratorN -fixed axis. This
is that certain reaction probabilities (not those defined in this probability is degenerate, with respect to M, lies (as any
paper so far) be step functions of the energy. The mathemat- probability should i in the range
ical language used on that proof invoked an adiabatic corre- J'-

lation between each state of the reagents and a correspond- 0<,p (E)< 1 15 6,
ing state of the transition state. This implies, physically, that and is normalized with respect to A 'but not A ith repect to
the evolution of the system follows separate adiabatic path- nA Replacing Eq )5.4( into Eq (2 12i we get the exact

expression

TABLE Ill. Probability parameters PN =,

j.M, where uA represents the set of quantum number,, J, f n.
a b As described previously,' %,e now, define a set of cur - " "

linear coordinates consisting ofa reaction coordinate q . nd a
1.0 0440 0.417 set of transverse coordinates p, such that as q changes from %

I. + I 00204 0.02 - oe, toO, + oc the system evolves from the separated rea-
2.0 0 19q 0 308 gent molecules in the ) arrangement channel, to the saddle
2. _ 1 00280 0.03 point of the potential energy surface betwkeen arrangement
2. 2 00014 00012 channels . and ) 'to the separated product molecules in the

From flt toquanta re.ult, -Sec "s IV A 'arrangement channel Let 1 (p~q) be the Hamiltonian of
'From model der,.nbed m Sec Vl the sysiem for a fixed q, %hich describes the trans'erse p
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A Kuppermann and R D Levine State-to-state transition state theory 1675 .

motion. For each q let us consider the simultaneous eigen- pA (E) = I for E > E". • 5.12
functions ofH jp;qi. the square of the systems's total angular t eci hIt is furthermore implicit in any adiabatic TST theory,, mi-" .

momentum and its component along the laboratory-fixed c % %.,
axis mentioned above. Let the corresponding energy eigen-

valesenotd. e vmust vanish for E < E a . As a result of this and of Eq .o
values be denoted by E", (qj. The E vs q curves u'sually (5.12), Eq. (5.8) is valid, and the conditions for validity of
represent barriers which at the saddle point have values E A adiabatic microcanonical and thermal TST are inded equi-

10i. and in general have maxima EA which occur at val- valent, as stated.
ues q, --. of q which depend on J and n, (in addition to A We turn now to deriving explicit expressions for the
and . '1. The E" j - oc I are the energy eigenvalues of the transition probabilities in terms of the barrier heights lor
separated reagents, and are independent ofA ' energy levels) ofthe transition state. With the notation intro-

It was previously prosen' that ifwe use the E) . to duced after Eq (s.7) e get, replacing Eq. 5.8) into Eq 154).

calculate the transition state partition functions, a necessary the adiabatic state-to-all TST cross section

and sufficient condition for the validity of all-to-all thermal QAfATST E r I HE-E> .. , 5.13" "
adiabatic TST is that k.A (E•

p, iEi=HiE-E,- 0 forE<E Using this result in Eqs. (2.13j and 3.5) we get the corre-
(5.8 sponding ATST probabilities and state-to-state cross sec-

I for E .> E . tions. To implement a calculation of these quantities it suf-
fices to obtain the heights E- - of the barriers which 1. 1

where H denotes the Heavyside step function. Note however adiabatically connect the AuA state of the reagents wtth the
that it is possible in principle to use alternatiNe (i.e., nonadia- A ' products. A calculation of the cross section given by Eq
batici correlation schemes to define the transition state ener- (5.13) for the H + H, exchange reaction has been reported
g. levcls and corresponding partition functions. " The rela- previouslyY
tion of adiabatic TST to generalized TST has been discussed
recentl"" We now w ish to calculate vhat N (E )Eq. (5.81 VI. MODEL REACTION PROBABILITIES
implies Replacement of this equation into Eq. 15.7) shows

A model for the reaction cross section as a function of
that N E! is in this case equal to the total number of the orientation angle has been described in Ref 3 and suc-

%"q barriers ie.. u setsi for vhich E..... < E. This is cessfully tested for the H + D, reaction. Using 9 for the
b, definition the number N, ;E of transition state states angle between the diatom axis and the vector from the center
%hose energy is below E. If we changed the definition of of mass of the diatom to the atom the result is

E ' and used the new E .. to compute the partition u (9)= Ird 2 [1 -Eo(O /E, ] (61)
functions of the transition state in this modified TST, the
modified N -(EI would still be the number of u, sets for where E, (O) is the barrier height for a fixed orientation and

E,, is the relative translation energy.
which the new EA'' < We thus conclude that Eq. Toconvert Eq. (6.1)toquantal cross sections weaerage
(5.8) is a sufficient condition for the validity of aR over a probability distribution of 0 for a givenj, m state,

A-' (E E =NA E, (5.9) according tol'

and therefore for the validity of microcanonical transition I" -.- -'-

state theory -. .
Let us now show that Eq. (5.81 is a necessary condition We performed this integration numerically, using the E, (9)

for the validity of Eq 15.9) and therefore that Eqs. (5. 8 and form Fig. I of Ref. 3. The resulting Q"', cross sections were
15 9 are equialent Indeed, replacing Eq. (5.91 into Eq. (5.71 used in Eq. (2.10) to compute the model P,,. The corre-
and changing the summation index to i, we get sponding values are given in the third column of Table III.

The agreement with the ones obtained by the accurate quan-
Vp7'IE = . (E. (5.10) tal cross sections described in Sec. IV and given in the second

column of Table III is quite reasonable [but the numerical
We no- order the u, according to a criterion of increasing values based on Eq (6.2) are sensitive to the precise alue of

E : - and designate by u, - I the set of quantum the translational energy, particularly forj = 2]. Using these
numbers %hich immediately precedes u, according to this P_, together with Eqs 12 121 and (3.5) we can calculate the
criterion Then. over the entire E range, defined by state-to-state cross sections from a remarkablh simple mod- "- " "%

El" 1-, E <E. 15.11) el.". '% -

The addition theorem of spherical harmonics insures
the left-hand side of Eq 15 10'contaisN (Elterms. Since, that the degenerac)-aseraged reaction cross section
according to Eq 15.6. none of them can exceed unity, the
onl' %%a% in which Eq 15 l0i can be satisfied is if all those 3
terms are unit> oer this energy range By allowing E to - 3

assume all possible ,alues. we conclude that 'we must have, in
general, is gisen by the classical' angle-aseraged salue
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C 119761 The essential difference is that the present state-to-state result, areguara.nteed to reproduce the transition state theory rate Ref 7,
'One cani also consider extensions of the present results such that the a,er-
aged aieits that of the unified" statistical theor) 1W H Miller J Chem"-

VII. CONCLUSIONS Phys 65, 2216 0976i1] which is intermediate between a "vie and a
tight" transition state P_

From a rather simple factorization assumption, givenby aA Kuppermann. J Chem Phys 33. 171 ri9 79 1
Eq. 13.3), and tested for the H + H. system at 0.6 eV, we '

R D Levine, Quantum Mechanics of Molecular Rate Pocx-eii iClaren.
were able to obtain a simple expression which permits the don, Oxford, 196Q). p 116

C A Coulson and R D Levine, J Chem Phys 47. 1235 ,I1b',
calculation of state-to-state cross sections in terms of state- ))Reference 9. Section 2 6 3, Eq (6 481
to-all cross sections. This assumption also permitted the de- " R A Marcus. I Chem Phys 45. 2138 i1966

selopment ofa microcanonical TST theory for state-to-state "These should not be confused with other kinds of reaction probah:it i .,

and state-to-all processes. such as the square of the absolute salues of the element, of the rea, i-°
part of the scatnenig matix introduced in E , 2:"
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Collinear quasiclassical trajectory study of collision-induced dissociation
on a model potential energy surface')

Jack A. KayebI and Aron Kuppermann .
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Quasiclassical trajectory calculations have been carried out at energies above the threshold for"" -

collision-induced dissociation for a model symmetric collinear atom-diatomic molecule system. "'-.'-"
Exact quantum mechanical calculations have shown that quasiclassical trajectories give a
qualitatively correct picture of the dynamics in this system, in so far as reaction and total
dissociation probabilities are concerned. Trajectories leading to dissociation are found to lie S
almost entirely in well-defined reactivity bands, with the exception of a few occurring in a small
chattering region in which the outcome of the trajectory is extremely sensitive to its initial
conditions. The energy distribution functions of the dissociated atoms are obtained and shown to
vary substantiall) with initial conditions (reagent vibrational and translation energy). The form of

P these distributions is, to a major extent, determined by the position and width of the reactivity
bands. The different dissociation reactivity bands are shown to be associated with different types--
of trajectories. Part of the vibrational enhancement of dissociation arises from the fact that the
simplest possible trajectory leading to dissociation (one which crosses the symmetric stretch line
only once prior to the onset of dissociation) is not obtained with ground state reagents.

I. INTRODUCTION the wave packet approach pioneered by Kulander,6O1b, the
The collision-induced dissociation (CIDJ of diatomic hyperspherical coordinate coupled-channel method devel-

molecules oped independently in our laboratories,7 and by Hauke,
Manz, and Rbmelt,8 and the multiple collision approach of

A + BC - A + B + C (1) Beard and Micha ' (which has been applied to a nonreactive

is a process of great fundamental interest in chemistry, par- system).
tic,,'arly at the high temperatures associated with shock The availability of accurate quantum mechanical (QM)
%a es. both in the laboratory' and in interstellar space.2 The results for CID has increased interest in QCT studies. In -" -

ab initio calculation of CID rates has proven to be extremely particular, Kaye and Kuppermannb ' have shown that for
difficult, as one must have accurate methods for calculating the collinear model system they studied, the QCT results for
the potential energ) surface for the collision, solving for the the reaction probabilities and the total CID probabilities
dynamics, and then integrating the coupled rate equations to were qualitatively similar to the QM ones. Since the model
obtain expressions for the rate of disappearance of the di- system involves light masses (each of the atoms A. B, C have
atomic molecule. a mass equal to that of a hydrogen atom) and weakly bound

The development of accurate methods for solving for (by 0.22 eV) molecules, quantum effects might be expected to " ,.-

the dynamics has been especially difficult. Kinematic and be important. This suggests that QCT calculations might be
quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations have been exten- useful predictors of the gross features of CID in reactive ,.- .,-

sively used to study CID.' The number of studies incorpor- systems. Good agreement between CID probabilities from.%

ating quantum mechanical effects, either by a semiclassical semiclassical"b and quantum mechanical4" calculations
or a purely quantum mechanical approach, is much for a model collinear nonreactive system has also been re-
smaller."' Most of these studies have been restricted to col- ported. One must approach this with some caution, how-
linear collisions in which reactive processes of the type ever, as in a different nonreactive system, Gray et al.

have obtained major differences in the dissociation probabil- ,.A.--

ity between their QCT results and the QM results of Knapp .,.
are not permitted. Noncollinear collisions in nonreactive and Diestler" for the same system.
systems have been studied by a semiclassical method by Ru- In order to help gain a better understanding of the dy-
sinek.5' There have been published, however, three purely namics of this model system, we describe in this paper a
quantum calculations in which reaction and dissociation reactivity band analysis of the QCT results. Reactivity bands r
were allowed to compete, all of them for collinear collisions: are those regions of the two-dimensional space spanned by ,

the system's energy and the initial diatomic reagent vibra-

Thi, work was supported in part by a contract (No. F49620-79-C-01871 tional phase in which the outcome of the collision (chemical
from Air Force Office of Scientific Research. reaction, dissociation, or nonreaction) is the same. - . -
Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph. D Such analyses hase been extensively applied to collinear .
degree in Chemistry at the California Institute of Technologp Present reactive systems below dissociation Ut and hase also been .- ,' -
Address NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 616, Greenbelt, MD
20111 applied to a collinear nonreactive system above dissocia- .-
Contnbution No 7011 tion.' A classical phase space analysis of CID in such a
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system has recently been performed.14
1a, We examine ban- per energy at regularl spaced (-/25 radI values ofthe initial

dedness in the plots of trajectory outcome (reaction, non- vibrational phase and subsequently narrowed the gnd near
reaction, dissociation) as a function of initial vibrational the band boundaries.
phase of the diatomic molecule and the relative kinetic ener- We have also determined the partitioning of kinetic en-
gy. A discussion ofthe regions separating nonreactive, disso- ergy among the atoms after the collision. The quantity of " "

ciative, and reactive bands for the collinear H + H2 system greatest interest is the fraction f' (X = A, B, Ci of the
has also been published recently.i +ibi available kinetic energy E' (the energy of the system with

We also consider the variation of the vibrational action respect to the three infinitely separated atoms at rest ) in..
of the diatomic product of nonreactive and reactive colli- dissociative collisions in each of the atoms at the end of the
sions with initial vibrational phase. In dissociative collisions collision. [This quantity is labeled E in Refs. 7(b) and -

we examine how the partitioning of the energy among the 7(d). ] In dissociative collisions, the collision was defined to , *.A

three product atoms varies with initial vibrational phase and be over when both internuclear distances R AB and R lc were
reagent translational energ). We also examine individual greater than 6.0 bohr and were increasing with time. The -. ,
trajectories in order to understand the origin of the reactivity sums of the kinetic and potential energies of the AB and BC
bands. pairs were each required to be greater than D,. The corre-

sponding fractions f,' for atom A in nonreactive collision,
II. CALCULATION PROCEDURE and f' for atom C in reactive collisions are defined similar- .-

The QCT calculations have been performed using stan- ly. In these cases, the available kinetic energy is defined as

dard methods.' The model potential energy surface used the difference between the total energy and the potential en-

has been described previously7 "'; we repeat here its basic ergy (measured with respect to the bottom of the isolated

features. It is of the rotating Morse-cubic spline type' and diatomic molecule well) when the trajector) was terminal-

has asymptotic Morse oscillator parameters" of D, = 0.22 ed. Plots of these quantities vs initial vibrational phase will -

eV, R= 1.400 83 bohr, and Z3 = 1.6 bohr-'. There is a connect smoothly to the fD and f' curses across the -

barrier to exchange of 0.14 eV. Equipotential contours of boundary of the reactivity bands. From the fractional energy 6 ,
this surface are plotted, together with selected trajectories, in vs initial vibrational phase data, one may calculate the prob-
several of the figures in this paper (see Sec. IVi. A schematic ability (dP,/ ), of the fractional kinetic energy fA ofatomA
diagram showing the features ofthis potential energy surface after dissociation being in the range fA + df for a collision - ", -
along its minimum energy path and the energy levels of the in which the diatomic molecule is initially in state v. It is
two vibrational states is presented in Fig. 1. connected to the slope of the curve relating the initial vibra-

The trajectories were obtained with an integration time tional phase 4), (in radians) which gives rise to a dissocia- 4
stepof5.41 x 10 s. Energy was conserved tofour digits in tive trajectory to the final atom A fractional kinetic energy
these calculations. Integration of trajectories began with the by
distance from the incident atom to the center ofmass of the' idP),. = df 2  l d4l,/ dfA) , (31

diatomic molecule at 12 bohr. 2,
To determine dissociation probabilities and rough The summation extends over all of the separate regions of

boundaries for reactivity bands, we initially calculated 100 initial phase gi% ing rise to dissociation known as dissociati,, c
trajectories per energy at regularlN spaced values of the ini- phase segments. The subscript c emphasizes the classical na- -

tial 6,ibrational phase 4). At selected energies, we substantial- ture of this probability The (k i,) factor is included so that
ly narrowed the phase grid near the boundaries of the reacti- (dP), will be appropriately normalized:
vity bands. Below dissociation we calculated 50 trajectories

where JP , is the total dissociation probability for a mole- -

cule initially in state r. The limits of integration in Eq. 14). -

fA and f"', cLn easily be shown to be given byN
22 e 0-iSV5 ev -.

/ mA +m1 +m mCAM C +M13iMA +m s + rn,)

0 ev 00 15 ev / l8 m n 4-' 15b
i ,MA + MB + M.C

-6 ___i For the system being considered, the% lead to f"- - 1/0

-6 4 2 0 2 4 6 and f/" 2/3. As a result of Eqs. (3 and (41 se have %
s/boh,/".'-T-

FIG I Schematic diagram of the potental energy function characterstics (P h, = " 1 A) "  
.

along the miMnmum energy path is the dimstance along the path measured 2-,
(rom the s.addle point configuration. and I'(s is the corresponding poten-

tial energ, The horizontal line, indicate the energy level% of the bound
states of the iolated diatomic molecule, and of the dissociated configura- The e,.aluat ion of the deri, ati1 e i Eq (31is complicated

tion by the possibility ofminima or maxima in the fA vs q) curses-
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which permits P/ fA lto be a multiple valued function off. E /ev
We separate those regions in which d(/dfA is positive and CO?t .3C 0 3 0.4- C.4'

negatise and then separately obtain the derivatives by a
three-point finite difference procedure. The resulting deriva-
tires are then used as the input for a cubic spline procedure 0.8 P'.
which permits their calculation as a function offA. We next %
sum the absolute values of the derivatives over all branches
of each dissociative reactivity band and over all such disso- "o.6
ciatie reactivity bands, and divide by 2r for normalization .c"

purposes. The resulting curve (called a partitioning probabil- -.

it) cur% e) may contain some numerical noise associated with c *.,-

the numerical differentiation procedures; we have visually
smoothed these as well as the spline-induced oscillations.

Ill. RESULTS E
d~s

We haxe studied collisions up to energies beyond twice c . c. :.: C.2t :

the dissociation energy. In this energy range both reaction El /ev
and dissociation occur. Plots of the reaction and dissociation 4-

probability vs initial relative translational energy E, are FIG. 3. Probabilities for reaction P solid line) and dissociation P "'idashed

shown for initial reagent states v = 0 and r = I (the only line in collisions of vibrationall, excited molecules as a function of the rea- -

ones possible) in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. For both initial gent translational energy E,. and total energy collision energy E. See Fig 2

reagent states, the reaction probability is zero below a captinfordetatls-
threshold energy, increases rapidly with energy to a large
value (0.86 for v = 0, 0.96 for v = I ), and then decreases to ciation sets in at 0.02 eV above its energetic threshold, in-
zero (for t' = 0) or a value just above zero (v = I ). It then creases rapidly with energ) to a maximum of 0.33 and then
increases monotonically with energy. The dissociation pro- decreases rapidly to 0.02 before again increasing with energy
babilities for the r = 0 and r = I reagents behave quite dif- up to a value 0.39 at the highest energy studied. It should be • ..• . ,

ferently from each other, however. In the v = 0 case, no dis- emphasized that all of these resiths are qualitatively similar
sociation is observed until F, is substantially (0.08 eV) to the exact quantum mechanical results for this system pre- -

above its energetic threshold; as the energy increases beyond sented in Ref. 7(b).
that, the probability increases slowly, reaching a value of We next examined bandedness in plots of trajectory out-
0.27 at the highest energy studied. For the v = I case, disso- come vs initial vibrational phase and relative translational -

energy. Plots of the reactivity bands for this system are -

shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for reagent states v, = 0 and 1, respec-
e1 tively, for energies above the threshold for CID. Unlike reac-.27 7? C!2 CM_ Ca7 04 .'%

tivity band plots normally used in studies of reactive atom- -

diatomic molecule collisions at energies below dissocia- _

tion, 2 t 3 in which there are only two possible outcomes of a r
, trajectory (reaction or nonreaction), there are three possible

outcomes here: reaction (R), indicated by shaded regions of
- , \ the figures; dissociation (D), indicated by the speckled re-

gions, and nonreaction (N), indicated by the clear regions.

p The dissociative band centered near 2.0 rad and 0.17 eV

- . 2 C.;d 21- 0.30 0.35 0a <, .303

Eo /ev "'-

FIG 2 Probabilities for reaction P,' (solid line) and dissociation P' 20

(d tshed line) in collisions of ground vibrational state molecules as deter- ,

mined b quasiclas ical trajector) calculations as s function of the collision .. .-

energy The reagent translational energy E. is indicated on the lower abscis- C4 4

sa the total energy E (sum of the vibrational energy--measured with re- 'OS

spe, to the botiom of the isolated diatom potential energy well-and the FIG 4 Reactivity band plot for reaction and dissociation in collisions of "
tranlarional energy ) 1, indiated on the upper abscissa The arrow points to ground state molecule Reactive ( R ) bands are indicated b, shading disso-
tht energ, at % hich the dis wiation channel becomes energetically accessi- ciati e (D) bands are indicated bv speckling The solid % hite region is non. % , .

Wie The detailed nat ure of the reaction probabilt) curse co1e to threhold reactive (N) Both the translational energyF,, (left ordinale ) and the total .. ,

is ont, approsimatel' correct due to the limited number oftrajectones com- energy E (nght ordinate) are indicated E ts defined in the caption for Fig
puted in that energ region 2 ,

J Chem PhyS .Vol 84 No 3 1 February "966 : .
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p2,

L..7"5-1

C

4 22 2 4 . t 0
FIG. 7, Final action r/as a function of the initial phase 4) for a collision
involving a ground state diatotnic molecule al a reagent translational energ\

p.FIG 5. ReactiOii band plot for reaction and dissociation in collisions of E,, of 0.388 eV A solid line is used to connect results of nonreactive trajec-
vibrationall3 excited molecules Band type is indicated as in Fig 4. Axis tones, a dashed line is used to connect results of reactive trajectones The

labeling is also a-,in Fig 4 No effort is made to accuratel) portray the band shaded areas indicate those regions of the initial phase giv ing rise to disso-I
structure in the chattering region. (See the text.) ciative trajectories. in which the action cannot be defined in the usual a

N, D, and R indicate nonreactive, dissociative, and reactive regions. respec- '.el.heracoiswrebgnihtedsacefoaomAote

center mass of BC being 12 bohr.

" translational energy for = I in Fig. 5 is enlarged in Fig 6. .
Fairly well-defined bands are seen to exist above disso-

ciaton.Whe on dereaes he dffeenc bewee negh- pares plots of the actions of the diatomic molecule at the endof the trajectory as a function of initial phase at a n ofboring initial phases substantially (to about 0.002 rad), one tnZOn I-ron sequene of
may find blurring of the boundaries and formation of a energies. 0 38 e -o'2d At energies above dissociation, one can- J-'.'." "-
ateng- lso as Fio' 4 2.2 in t wimd to a ut o or the not calculate the action in the usual way, an one is let with~chategaps reiniihcnheotoeo h the atio vs phas plots. Example ofthes lts r

trajectory varies strongly with small changes in the initialtga ecton s pae p. apes de e ps are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the highest energies studied (r.a-phase. This effect is most severe below 0.t10 eV translational

gentrasltoenris of 0.38 eeVn for th = 0..;d0.28:

energy in the r = I case, where the high energy reaction and gta t le io-e f
dissociation bands come to a cusp (see Fig. 5). For example, eV for v = I ). Solid lines are used to indicate nonreactive
"at einprocesses and dashed lines are used to indicate reactive ones..

"5 t g n a y eThe shaded regions mark those regions of initial phase inand 2.70 rad initial phase, there are four separate dissociative w h tj r e

". of~~~whc the trajectors ar dcioc finativlpe a aqence o f tion.-

segments. two reactive segments, and one nonreactive seg-a n e fie . In° bot e eguresbhe dissociation is
ment obtained when the grid spacing of 0.002 rad is used. rabedfn.Inotofhseigetedsoctons

"'chaterig" rgion 3' ' .":  n whch te oucomeof ee no ccureteetin reins fhighal actione in reatwithe

The total width of all the dissociative segments in this region san toe actvetciions (hae aois m al final ac-o nelts e

is 0.052 rad. The dissociation probability produced by this and o the i e i a-

4M region is only 0.8%, which is far smaller than the contribu tion in this system is 1.981, which is related to the fact that it

tion at this energy from the large band centered at 5.5 rad. only supports two bound states). This is quite reasonable
behavior, as for dissociation to ocrcur there must be more 'Chattering is also seen near the boundary between reactive tresent in diatoc oe

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ta at005e nta egn rnltoa nry ewe .0 the sedireion energy prsen reions eac iaitoia phase-
and 2.70read tia panse atheeregr orsprt iscitv hc h rjcoies belo dissociatiion.ecen ato "

etcule. Hence, the transition between reactive or nonreati
We next consider the variation of the vibrational energy e

of the diatomic molecule resulting from reactive or nonreac ditoni lece occur a res h final action te

tive collisions. Normally, to examine this quantity one pre- A someacte differnts bhmaximum aleow in a g .

which we plot the final action vs initial phase in a collision

C,-I,

/~ 0C
0.37

> 1.3 T3>1.
0. N,

C ___________ 0 32 .. I
8 9 2. 2 2 2 4 %

FIG 6 Enlarged vies of the small dissociative band (fro..i Fig 4) in colli- FIG 8 Finalaction aaunction ofinitial phase 4' for a collic inole- -''
sions of vibrationall excited molecules. All markings and axes are as in ing ibrational execited molecules at a reagent translational ncr g E, of t
Fig.4 0.2815 e. All marking are as in Fig 7
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E 0 6tev 'e

N ['7 : I-%

N N

2 3 4 5 6%

O /Rodons _ r % 0

FIG 9 Final action i, as a function of initial phase 4) for a collision involv-_ b 3 % 6p
ing vibrationall) excited molecules at a reagent translational energy E, of
01615 eV' All markings are as in Fig.T FIG. ]o. Final action u, as a function of initial phase OP for a collision in- P " %

volving ground state molecules at a reagent translational energy E, of 0 178
eV. All markings are as in Fig 7. Note the expanded scale of the ordinate %r.

with r = I reagent and a reagent translational energy of
0. 1 b 15 eV. Here there are three dissociative regions. Two are there is still a strong variation in the dependence of the final
found between the reactive and nonreactive initial phase seg- action on the initial phase.

% ments, and one is in the middle of the large nonreactive seg- To indicate what happens when the boundary regions
ment. The latter is part of the small dissociative band located between the reactivity bands become blurred, we present in
near 2 rad initial phase between 0.15 and 0.20 eV initial rea- Fig. 11 a plot of final action vs initial phase for the collision -.. , ..
gent translational energy in Fig. 5 (and enlarged in Fig. 6). As with a v = 1 molecule at a relative translational energy of ".. -

the initial phase for reactive trajectories is varied so it closely 0.085 eV for initial phases in the range 2.40-3.10 rad. In this
approaches that in the dissociative region, the final action region one sees five separate dissociative segments, four of

. increases, suggesting that the consideration of dissociation which occur between 2.50 and 2.70 rad. These may be
, as a limiting case of vibrational excitation is an appropriate thought of as being distinct from the larger dissociative seg-

concept. ment between 2.90 and 3.10 rad. The latter band is part ofthe
. There is a substantial difference between the product large dissociative band seen in the lower right-hand portion

state distribution in collisions with r = I reagent at initial of Fig. 5. The action vs initial phase curves are fairly smooth
relative energies of 0.2815 eV (Fig. 8) and at 0.1615 eV (Fig. between the dissociative segments. Away from the lower tip

- 9 1. At the higher energy, the likelihood of vibrational deexci- of the large dissociation and reaction band in Fig. 5, the
tation. as measured by the large region of initial phase over boundaries are smoother. Figure 11 seems to represent, then,
which the final action is substantially smaller than one, is an upper limit to the complexity of such a diagram.
significantiN greater than at the lower energy. At the lower We next consider the partitioning of kinetic energy
energy. from 4) = 0 to the second dissociative segment (at among the three atoms in dissociative collisions and also
4.15 radl, the final action never becomes smaller than 0.8. among the final atoms and diatom in reactive and nonreac-

* Thus, increasing translational energy seems to lead to in- tive collisions. In all cases the collision partners are A and *, -'

creasing vibrational nonadiabaticity in nonreactive colli- BC. The calculation of the energy partitioning fraction f,'
sions. The small likelihood of reaction in these high transla- has been described in Sec. II. Plots of these quantities as a
tional energy regions makes it difficult to draw any function of the initial phase are shown in Figs. 12-17 for
conclusions concerning that process. A similar trend has
been observed in the exact quantum mechanical calculations
on this system2 z%*

Further evidence of the tendency towards vibrational . E2 .25e.

adiabaticity at low energies can be seen by considering a '. .A' : -
collision with r = 0 molecules at an energy (0.178 eV initial .0 v ""
translational energy) at which only nonreactive collisions oc- '.0

cur-no dissociation or reaction was found. A plot of the - I .-
final action as a function of initial phase for this collision is o..

given in Fig. 10. The near adiabaticity may be seen by noting
that the total range of final actions in the figure is from _____- .,"

- 0.12 to 0.19, corresponding to final vibrational energies of .- "
24 2.5 2.6 2.7 2. 2.9 3 C 3 e'0.0639 and 0.1079 eV, respectively (the zero point energy of ,/ z z s-"

the diatomic reagent is 0.0818 eV). Hence, at most 15% of
the initial translational energy was converted to vibrational FIG I I Final action r, as a function of the initial phase 4) for a collision , %
energy in the collision. Another interesting feature of this involng Nibrationall) excited molecules at a reagent translational energ,

i et E, of 0 085 e' The initial phases are limited to the chatteong regions de-

figure is its relatively complicated structure. In spite of the scribed in the teat and the regions ofslight]) loser and higher initial phase.

fact that all collisions are nonreactive and nearly adiabatic, All markings are as in Fig 7. %
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SI_-

Eo:0 .388ev E, -O.2815eV
S((a)

R D iN0.

0.6

C.4 0.4... .. I

C? ,

7S

I'..2 " ,

. .. 9 1.00 1.05 0.24 0.0. Z.'e 0.30 0.32

O/Rocains */Rod,ons

E o0 0.386e.' E 0.28'5e.

WR I ....,.
10.2 I

;.. N D R-O. N iR...

.. ............ 
''. ........ 4 5.

.... ...-....

C.2 C.2 ". .".'

_5. 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 C . . 4 4 5 5.0

*/Rodlons 0 /Rodns

FIG 12 Final energy fractions fxX = A, B. C idefined in Sec. 11) as a FIG. 14. Final energ) fractions fi as a function of initial phase4 fordisso- , ,
function of the initial phase 4' for the dissociative bands seen in collisions of ciatike bands in collisions of vibrationally excited molecules at a reagent
ground state molecules at a reagent translational energy Eo ofO.388 eV. A translational energ) E, of 0.2815 eV. a The small band from 0.25 to 0.31 . ",
solid line is used for atom A, a dashed line for atom B, and a dotted line for rad; (bi the large band from 3.20 to 5.50 rad. All markings are as in Fig 12. "

atom C A dashed-dotted line marks the approximate boundary between
bands The curse for atom A is continued into the nonreactive region and P
the curse for atom C is continued into the reactive region b) a procedure
described in the text (al The small band from 0.90 to 1.03 rad initial phase;
(bi the large band from 5.10 to 6.60 ad. initial phases near which dissociation occurs for a variety of ," .

initial conditions. A few important features are observed in
these figures, and we review these here.

First, the curves are quite smooth in the dissociation
regions. At the border between reactive and dissociative

collisions, fc smoothly matches onto the f curve, and at
the border between nonreactive and dissociative collisions,

D, fA smoothly matches onto the f' curve. In all cases, the
matching occurs at a value of the energy fraction of 2/3; this
is the maximum value fA or fc ran take in the dissociative
region for a system of three equal masses. The small values of

.-- ' I f are also a requirement of the mass combination (for the
C , .......... ... ............... case ofthree equal masses, f is required to be smaller than

• .. t ~1/6). ..,.-

.2 - 'Second, two types of partitioning curves are seen. For
/- those dissociative bands confined between one reactive and

--------- one nonreactive band, fA and f, must both have regions _
4. t 4. 4 4 4.2. 4.2 4.3;: 4 3 4.40 where they are large (=2/3) and small (z1/6). For those

*/Rod,ons bands confined between two nonreactive bands, the fA vs

FIG 13 Fmalenergs fractions fx as a functonofinital phase for dtsso- phase curve must have a minimum. The presence of such a
ciatje bands in collisions of ground state molecules at a reagent transla- minimum will have a major effect on the partitioning proba- . ...

tional energ) E,, of'O 233 eV All markings are as in Fig 12. bilities to be presented below. In principle, one might obtain .-
@6, -4

J Chem Phys Vol 84, No 3, 1 February 1986
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SN D N O.e L

0.6 0. %

0. 0.64

.....4.. .......... .. ....

*I zc.2I.' %

- -- - - - - :- - - - - - -- - '

e...- 2.06 2.Th .. 2.11 2.14 4.C 4.-.

* /Rod,ons 4p /Roaoons

FIG. 16. Final energy fractions fx as a function ofinitial phase 4, for disso-
(b ciative bands in collisions of vibrationallN excited molecules at a reagent

translational energy E, ofO.0lS eV. All markings are as in Fig 12.

N R

0 0-

'1.' . . 'I..

4.1 4.4 4,' 4. 4. 4.

0.2 -.

5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8

#/RadianIs
C.6V

FIG. 17. Final energy fractions fy. as a function of initial phase 4' for disso- V'

ciative bands in collisions of vibrationall) excited molecules. at a reagent

-- I translational energy of E, of'0.0715 eV. All markings are as in Fig 12.

B-

5.3.. 5.32 5.33 5.34 5.35 5.36 5.37 E, 0.388eV

O/Rodians V'

* FIG 15. Final energ fractions fx as a function of initial phase 4V for disso-
ciative bands in collisions of vibrationa1l) excited molecules at a reagent

*translational energp Eof0. 1815eV. (a) band from 2.04 to2.12 rad; (b) band 0.6
* ~from 4.25 to 4.80 rad. (cl band from 5.32 to 5.36 rad. All mackings are as in .

Fig. 12.

V~ 0.4

dissociative bands confined between two reactive ones, but 0.
0.. %~

* such bands have not yet been observed.
*Finally, we present results for the partitioning probabil-r%.

ity fdP} /dfA ), defined in Sec. 11. These are shown in Figs. 0.01 _____________________
1-30.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

123for the six sets of initial conditions for which energy f
fractions were shown as a function of initial phase in Figs.
12-17. The partitioning probabilities in the first and last of FIG tg Partitioning probabilitiIdI ,/Idf ). iseeSec Mla~alunction of
the former figures are compared with the corresponding %nrfato , fao o lsoitd ncliin fgon tt

quantum mechanical ones elsewhere.11d As mentioned pre- molecules at a reagent translational energ) E,, of 0.388 eN'
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E, 0. 1015 ev *# .
E 0.233 ev 6 .. I ,

4 v : 0 % P,m t '

4..

44

S * -.

/4 '• '8'% 
•

3 -*-.,-.4
oe 2-

2

0 0

C.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 .E

fA f"

FIG. 19. Partitioning probability (dP'/df, ), as a function of energy FIG. 22. Partitioning probability IdP '/df. as a function ofenerg) frac- -"

fraction fA for atom A for dissociation in collisions of ground state mole- tion fA for atom A for dissociation in collisions of vibrational. excited
cules at a reagent translational energy E, of 0.233 eV. The probability is molecules at a reagent translatinal energy of 0 l015 eV The probablty . .
zero for values of the energ) fraction fA below that at which it diverges zero for values of the energ. fraction f1. belov6 that at which ii dcierges ....

( 0.58). (=0.251.

e E, 0.2815 ev viously (see Sec. I), there are some numerical difficulties
, involved in generating these curves, due to the necessity of

interpolating and differentiating the f' vs phase curves, as ,
6 well as in obtaining highly accurate f' values in regions

where it is nearly independent of phase, thus making a major

. s contribution to (dP>&/dfA ), as can be seen from Eq. (3).
4- The details ofthe curves are less certain (and ofless interest) -' .

S than their broad, overall shape, which is expected to be less .4

sensitive to numerical methods. They all appear quite differ-

2 ent from each other, and we can rationalize much of their" '-

form simply from the reaction and dissociation probabilities,

the kinematics of the system, and the existence of well-de- ,

Of fined dissociation bands in the reactivity band plots (Figs. 4-- %

0.2 0.3 0A 0.5 0.6 6). We will consider this issue in greater detail in Sec. IV.
' There are a few features of Figs. 18-23 which will prove

FIG 20 Partitioning probability (dP /df , as a function of energy to be ofmost interest. First is the tendency ofthe partitiontng ,

fraction fA for atom A for dissociation in collisions ofvibrationalh excited
molecules at a reagent translational energy E, of'0.2815 eV

"E '0.1815 eV E, 0.07 5e,

0.8

0.o

a:0. -4

0u o 0.04

02 %, - ,.,-

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 2 0 0.40.2 0.3 0.4 .; 0.6 1 1-

FIG 21 Partiioningprobabilty dP,/df,.i, asafunctionofenerg) frac- FIG 23 Partitioning probabilit5 dP,/df, , as a function of energ.

tion fA for atom A for dissociation in collisions of vibrational) excited fraction f4 for atom A for dissociation in colhlsions of ibrationalls excited
molecules at a reagent translational energ) E, of 0.1815 eV. molecules at a reagent translational energy of'O 0715eV .
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probabilities to have their maxima near the maximum al- ones, the partitioning probability curves will cover only a _

lowable energy fraction of2/3, although this is not uniform- subset of the allowable energy fractions and must have at ,
ly true (see particularly Fig. 22, in which the partitioning least one place where they diverge. This divergence occurs at
probability diverges at an fA = 0.251. Second, in four out of values of /A for which the fA vs initial phase curves show
the six cases studied, the partitioning probability either has extrema, as can be seen from Eq. (3). For the simplest case
poles (Figs. 19 and 22) or sharp peaks (Figs. 20 and 211. in which the dissociative segment is confined between two

nonreactive segments, the divergence will occur at a mini- 0 .
IV. DISCUSSION mum of fA, and the dissociation probability below the sin-

In this section we consider first the implication of the gularity will vanish while above the singularity, it is contin-

bandedness of dissociative trajectories as seen in the reacti- uous. Such curves are observed in Figs. 19 and 22. For the
vity band plots (Figs. 4-61. In particular, we will focus on other simple case, a maximum in fA will occur and the
ho%% this bandedness, when coupled with the calculated re- dissociation probability will vanish above the singularity and ---
action probabilities and the kinematics of the collision, can be continuous below it. Trajectories corresponding to this
be seen to lead to the general structure of the partitioning case have not been observed in the present system. More
probabilitN cur',ca, such as those shown in Figs. 18-23. We complicated situations might arise. More generally, one i."'.-

then consider the origins of the bandedness of the dissocia- may, in principle, find curves of f vs ;0 for dissociative one.. ..-
tise trajectories and show that a close relationship can be segments confined between two nonreactive ones having
established bet% een the separate bands and different types of n + 1 minima and n maxima (leading to 2n + 1 divergences -'"-.

trajectories leading to dissociation. in partitioning probability curves). Similarly, for dissocia-
tive bands confined between two reactive ones, there may be
n + I maxima and n minima. No such curves (multiple

A. Implications of the dissociative reactivity bands minima and maxima) were observed, however.

Trajectories % hich lead to dissociation have been found These figures demonstrate that the value of the energy ....- -

to occur, as a general rule, in Aell-defined bands in the reacti- fraction at which the partitioning probability diverges can be
vit. band plots (Figs. 4-6). Exceptions to this trend are found quite close to its maximum or minimum permitted value.
for collisions ofa t = I molecule in which the reagent trans- Precisely at what values of the energy fraction the partition-
lational energy is in the range from 0.07 to 0.10 eV. In this ing probability diverges will depend on the shape of the dis-
region, the trajectory outcome may vary substantially with sociation and reaction reactivity bands at the energy being
small changes in the initial phase of the diatomic molecule. considered. If for instance, one is at an energy fairly near the
This is somewhat reminiscent of the observation of chatter- onset of the reaction band, the minimum in the energy frac-

I ing regions in the final action vs initial phase plots seen in tion vs phase plot will occur at a value of the energy fraction 4
reactixe atom-diatomic collisions (at energies well below close to 1/6. This is the case in Fig. 22 (for which the impor-
dissociationl particularly the H + H,,i '. o " F + H,,19 -2 1 tant reaction and dissociation reactivity bands may be seen
and Cl - HCI' reactions. Unlike in those cases, where the in Fig. 5). If the energy is such that one is not close to the
outcome of the trajectory appears to be random, seemingly onset ofthe reaction band, the minimum will occur at values
smooth (but quite short) curves offinal action vs initial phase of the energy fraction close to 2/3.
can be obtained by the use of sufficiently small grid spacing These discontinuities are very similar in appearance to
(0.002 radi. those associated with rainbow scattering observed in the

In most cases, dissociative trajectories can be thought of classical scattering of a particle by a spherically symmetric
as limiting cases of reactive or nonreactive collisions giving potential."4 In that problem, the differential cross section is
rise to vibrational excitation of products. This can be seen in zero on the high angle side of the rainbow, while it has a

S" two interrelated ways. For values of the initial phase only smooth dependence on the deflection angle or the low angle
slightly different from those of the trajectories which lead to side. These rainbows are analogous to the discontinuities
dissociation, the diatomic molecules remaining at the end of here because the partitioning ofthe energy among the atomic

* the collision will be highly vibrationally excited. If one con- products of CID is related to the asymptotic orientation of
siders the fractional energy as a function of initial phase, the classical trajectory with respect to the coordinate axes .. '
such as that plotted in Figs. 11-17, one sees that the curve of when plotted in the usual Delves mass-weighted coordinate
atom A smoothly matches onto that for atom A in nonreac- system. '(b'
tive collisions and that for atom C smoothly matches onto Certain types of curves of energy fraction vs phase in 19
that for atom C in reactive collisions, dissociative collisions which might in principle occur have

The nature of the dissociative segment (defined by the not been observed in these studies. For instance, in no cases
type of nondissociative segments between which it is con- were curves with more than one minimum or maximum ob- %,
fined at a given energy) will play a major role in determining tained. Hence, the partitioning probability diverges at one
the appearance of the partitioning probability curves. If the and only one energy fraction if it diverges at all. As men-
dissociative segment is confined between one reactive and tioned earlier, no dissociative bands confined between two
one nonreactive segment, the partitioning probability curve reactive bands were observed. Such bands would lead to par-
should co,,er essentlall) all the accessible regions of energy titioning probability plots opposite to those in Figs. 19 and
fractions ( 1/6-2/3 in this case). If, on the other hand, the 22: at all energy fractions above that at which the singularit)-
segment is confined between two nonreactive or two reactive occurs the probability would vanish. There seems to be no
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10 -- r-, .
reason why such bands should not exist, so we assume that io. - / ." - ." /

their absence is a function of the particular potential energy E, .' -t .

surface and mass combination used. v i .

The fact that reactive processes are less probable than .*.*

nonreactive ones at the energies studied suggests that in dis- -
sociative collisions one may be more likely to find kinetic 6 -1 * i

energy distributions in which atom A has the greatest por- .9~ 7*
tion ofthe available energy. This would give rise to the parti- N ,

tioning probability being dominated by high energy frac- ,4 . ,

tions. The range of energy fractions allowable is .... . .2 -. ]
kinematically determined simply by the masses of the collid- /.., .
ing particles, are given in Eqs. (5), which explains why only 2 4,.

certain numerical regions of the energy fraction are allowed.
Changing the masses would, therefore, change the partition-
ing probabilities of both kinematic and dynamic reasons. z 12 6 , -. ,

The structure of the reactivity band plot differs very R / Do,-
strongly for t, = 0 and v = I molecule collisions, and this

fir ~ fact. coupled with the definite manner in which the position FIG 24 Plot oft',pical reactise tralector- in the lns% energ reaction eci
vit) band for collisions ofa sibrationalls excited molecule The trajecror, is

and width of the reactivity bands have been shown to deter- for an initial translational energ) ofO 0'15 eV and initial %ibrational phase , .

mine the partitioning probabilities, suggest that one might of3 4558 rad. The integration ofthe trajector, %a, begun %%ith R = 12 8Q52

obtain substantially different kinetic energy distributions bohr. The trajector) is supenmposed on a plot of the potential energ. sur- "
face for the system in Delses mass-scaled coordinates Contours are dra%,n

from dissociation from the two reagent states at the same ever% 0.06eV starting from 002 uptoO 50eV- ith respect to the bottom of
total energy. The same statement applies to translational en- the %%"ell ofthe isolated diatomic molecule The marks the saddle point for -

ergy. The simplest way of obtaining such different behaviors the reaction Note that there is only one crossing of the symmetric stretch

would be to locate an energy at which the dissociation from line. .

t = 0 occurs totally from a band which is confined between
two nonreactive bands, while that from v = I occurs from
one or more bands confined between one reactive and one the t, = 0 case we show in Fig. 4 only the high energy reac-
nonreactive band. Thus, not only may the outcome of the tion region; there is anotherone at lower energies responsible
collision (reaction, nonreaction, or dissociation) depend on for the large values of Pc seen in Fig. 2. Trajectories com- -
the initial state, but the intimate details of dissociation may prising the lower reaction band in the L, = I case cross the
also be a function of the initial state. symmetric stretch line once (Fig. 24) while those in the high- -

er band cross it three times (Fig. 25). Reactive trajectories

B. Origin of the dissociative reactivity bands must cross the symmetric stretch line an odd number of . e
Formation of reactivity bands in atom-diatomic mole- times; thus, these are the simplest kind of reactive trajector-

Fomaio of rectv tyad iin possible.mi Thmaebeairisselncolsos-fgoncule collisions has been observed in a variety of systems at ies possible. The same behavior is seen in collisions ofground

energies below dissociation . t;banding has also been state molecules; we do not show them here. ,.. .-."
observed in a nonreactive system studied at energies above
dissociation. t) The present paper is, to our knowledge, the -* .
first reactivity band study of dissociation in a reactive sys- 7.

tem. To explain the origin of reactivity bands, we are inter- , = () 28 5 ev . ' ;.,,

ested in understanding the nature of the trajectories which v = I / .'

comprise each band. In particular, we focus on two ques- ./,

tions. First, we want to know whether each separate band
corresponds to different types of trajectories. Second, we 6 /
want to know what happens near the boundaries between - "
bands, especially in the chattering regions, such as that - .

shown in Fig. ) 1, in which the outcome of the trajectory is "4
extremely sensitive in the initial conditions of the trajectory. 2e,

Wright and TantI" have shown in their study of the
collinear T + HT system on the SSMK surface'5 that the 2 0- %
two lowest energy reaction reactivity bands are comprised of
different types of trajectories. In the lower energy band, re- , .

active trajectories cross the symmetric stretch line only once, 0 2 4 2

while in the higher energy band, they cross the symmetric R/boh
stretch line three times. Representative trajectories are
shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. 12(c). A similar correspondence can FIG 25 Plot of a t5pical reactise trajector% in the high energN reaction

reactivt) band for collisions of hbrationall) e" ited mole ule, Trajector.
bedraisn between the two reaction regions in Fig 5 forcolli- is for initial translatioinal energp of0 2815 reV and initial, ibrational phase of -

sions in which the diatom is initially in the v = I state. For 0 2817 rad All markings are as in Fig 24
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We next consider the nature of trajectories leading to ,r .,

dissociation. We focus our attention first on the single disso- E, =0 07, 5 ev /

ciation band (Fig. 4) for collisions of ground state molecules v =
and two large bands (Fig. 5) for collisions of t = I mole-
cules. We consider the small band for v = I isolated in the
large nonreactive band and the overall chattering region lat- 6/er. Typical dissociative trajectories are shown in Figs. 26-28 z-

for the dissociative band in t = 0 collisions, the first dissocia- .,
tive band in v = I collision, and the second such band in 4

v = I collisions, respectively. In Figs. 26 and 28, the trajec- .-. k, %
tory crosses the symmetric stretch line three times; in Fig. 27
the symmetric stretch line is crossed only once. The three 2 ' ."08 o

crossings for Figs. 26 and 28 are associated with two internal
collisions in the strong interaction region, the first between
A and B and the second between B and C. For Fig. 27 the 0 2 4 6 a ,0 1
single crossing ofthe symmetric stretch line is also associat- R/bohr
ed with two internal collisions, but in inverse order, the first...."-"

r FIG. 27. Ptot ofa typical dissociative trajectory in the lo, energ\ dissocia-
between B and C and the second between A and B. This tion reactivity band for collisions ofvibrationall excited molecules Trajec-
suggests that the separate dissociation bands are each com- ton is for initial translational energy of 00715 eV and initial vibrational
prised of trajectories crossing the symmetric stretch line a phase of 5.3407 rad. All markings are as in Fig. 24.

different number of times,just as was seen for reactive transi-
tio--s. Andrews and Chesnavich""' have also noted that -. '-6'.dissociative trajectories may originate on either side of the or to the process of actually dissociating (during which they

symmetric stretch line in symmetric (A-B--A) systems. may again cross that line). In the second dissociation band
Compared to the reactive case, things are not quite so simple for v = I and the only such band for v = 0, two crossings
in the dissociation case, however, as the trajectory need not take place prior to the onset of dissociation, after which a %

cross the symmetric stretch line an odd number of times. In third crossing may occur.
fact, trajectories which cross it twice have been observed in These observations allow one to make a simple physical
both of the v = I reactivity bands. The last crossing of the picture to account for the observed vibrational enhancement
symmetric stretch line may occur (as does that in the trajec- of CID in this system. The simplest trajectory which may
tor' shown in Fig. 27) at large values of the internuclear leadtodissociation doesnot occurwhenthemoleculeisinits
coordinates. Whether or not such a crossing takes place will ground state. It occurs when the molecule is in its excited
depend on the partitioning of the energy among the three state. Since more complicated trajectories appear to contri-

.e atoms. The final crossing may be thought to occur while the bute only at higher energies, low energy dissociation is pre-
atoms are in the process of dissociating, even if the crossing vented in the ground state case. The qualitative agreement

* occurs at fairly small values of the internuclear coordinates, between the quasiclassical trajectory calculations and the ex- -, ,

Thus, the first dissociation reactivity band in the reactivity act quantum ones reported previously7 indicate that this
plot (in Fig. 5) may be thought of as being comprised of simple classical picture may be a reasonable one to use in
trajectories which cross the symmetric stretch line once pri-

,. ,o0/-/ ....,.,
/ 8 E, :0.2815 eV

6 0
4/ / V/.' . -

.0

-444

20ev *-

2 A

___ 2 2 / o h r 8 0 2

P /bohr

FIG 28. Plot of a typical dissociatise trajectory in the large, high energy .

FIG 26 Plot ofa typical dissociatise trajectory in collisions of ground state dissociation reactivity band for collisions of vibrationall. excited molecules
molecule,, Trajector) is for initial translational energ ofO 389 eV and mi- Trajectory is for initial translational energ) of'O 2815 eV and initial vibra-
tial ibrational phase of 0 3142 rad All markings are as in Fig. 24. tional phase of 5.3407 rad All markings are as in Fig 24
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E, . E,: 0.,0 DeV

0 0

/ 4

I, -

0

2. 2

c 2 4 6 I I0 12 0 2 4 6 8 I0 r2

FIG 2Q Plot of a typical dissociative trajector in the small dissociation FIG. 31. Plot of a dissociative trajectory in the chattering region shown in
reacti'itN band imbedded in the large nonreaction band for the collision of a Fig. 11. Initial conditions are the same as for the trajector) in Fig 29. except _
vibrationallN excited molecule. Trajectory is for initial translational energy that the initial vibrational phase is 2.66 rad All markings are as in Fig 24
0 1815 eV and initial vibrational phase of 2.12 rad. All markings are as in
Fig. 24.

This is a case then, in which the final outcome of the trajec-
tory is not seen until well after the collision might be thought -. '' .

attempting to understand the calculated vibrational en- to be finished (R AB large and increasing, R Bc fairlN smalli i." "
hancement of CID in this system. We finally consider the chattering regions indicated in

We next wish to consider the small dissociation band Fig. I1. In the regions ofinitial phase from 2.5 to 2.7 rad. the .

seen in Fig. 5 (and enlarged in Fig. 6) near 2 rad and 0.18 eV outcome of the trajectory varies greatly with small changes
reagent translational energy. A typical trajectory for this in the initial phase. Such regions have been obsers ed in stud-
band is shown in Fig. 29. This trajectory is quite different ies of reactions below dissociation, particularly th
from the dissociative ones seen in Figs. 26 and 28. This H + H,.1 32 '" and F + H.' 9 2' reactions. In these regions,
should not be surprising, however, and this small dissocia- the trajectories become very complicated, frequently bounc |
tive band is imbedded in a large nonreactive band and the ing back and forth many times in the strong interaction re-
other dissociative bands tend tobe confined between reactive gions of the potential energy surface. Atom B is said to ', ,
and nonreactive bands. Examination of nonreactive trajec- "chatter" between atoms A and C, hence the name chatter-
tories near the boundaries between the nonreactive and dis- ing regions. .'

sociative reactivity bands indicates that differences between In this case, the trajectories in the chattering regions are
the trajectories within them are quite small and becume im- not overly complicated. Three such trajectories are shown in
portant only at large values of the internuclear coordinates. Figs. 30-32 corresponding to initial conditions shown in Fig.

11. The initial phase differs by 0.01 rad (0.57) between each •-•

,o .. .-.

E, 0.0850 ev

2/ 
/

1 i . '.,. ,". ,,%

_ / f 4 e,

0 2, 4 0 1 4..

R/bohr 2 4 6 .. -0.,.

R / boh ,.ID,'2

FIG 30. Plot of a nonreactive trajectory for the collision ofa vibrationally ""rohe

excited molecule in the chatienng region sho-an in Fig 11 Trajectory is for FIG 32 Plot ofa reacti.e trajecior, in the chattering region shown in Fig
an initial translational energy ofO .085 eV, and an initial phase of 2.65 rad I I Initial conditions are the same as for the trajectory in Fig 30, except ihat
All markings are as in Fig 24. the initial ibrational phase is 2 67 rad All markings are as in Fig 24.
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trajectory. The dominant feature of the trajectories is clear: nonreactive bands. In no instances were dissociative bands '..

trajectories in this region invole motion more or less along confined between two reactive bands.
the symmetric stretch line. The extreme sensitivity of the The partitioning of kinetic energy among the three .'

trajectory outcome to the initial phase can be rationalized as atomic products ofdissociative collisions was calculated and _
follows In moving the symmetric stretch line, the trajectory shown to be a smooth function of the initial phase through-
can naisely be viewed as having "forgotten" from where it out the dissociation band. Kinematic considerations require
w as begun, and therefore it is reasonable that a small perur- that most of the available kinetic energy go onto the end
bation to the trajectory could seriously alter its course. atoms (A or Ci. The fraction of the available kinetic energy in

At energies belo'k dissociation motion exactly along the the end atoms, as a general rule, matches smoothly onto that
symmetric stretch line would constitute that of a trapped of the free atom in nondissociative collisions (atom A in non- %_ ' ,

trajectory -- one which could oscillate back and forth for- reactive collisions, atom C in reactive onesl.
eer. neser lea%,ing the interaction regions of the potential From the curves of final energy fraction vs initial pha,,e
energy surface. 2' In the language of Pollak and Pechukas, we hae been able to calculate the partitioning probability.
such motion constitutes a trapped trajectory of the first that is, the likelihood of the dissociation process to distribute
kind These trajectories are frequenth found at the bound- the available energy in a given way. Plots of the partitioning
ary between reactive and nonreactise bands in atom-di- probabilities vs final energy fraction for six different sets of "5-."
atomic molecule systems at energies below dissocia- initial conditions (reagent vibrational state and translational
tion 1, ' 22 At energies above dissociation, trapped energy) display a wide range of behavior. The general form- -.

trajectories of the first kind lin which the trajectory oscillates ofthese partitioning probability curves can be inferred solely
back and forth forever between the two different equipoten- by examination of the reactivity band plots.
tial lines for the given total energyl do not exist. A trajectory The different dissociative reactivity bands found for the
can change its character continuoush from reactive to non- reaction of vibrationallv excited ft- = 1) molecules have been
reacti% e or vice versa by going through an intermediate stage shown to be comprised ofdifferent kinds of trajectories. The
ofdissociatise trajectories. Thus, the requirement shown by band which dominated at lou energies (and ends at reagent
Pechukas and Pollak that trapped trajectories must occur at translational energies about 50'c abose the dissociation en-
the boundary betu een reactive and nonreactive bands at en- ergy) is seen to arise from trajectories %khich cross the sym- '
ergies beloss dissociation is not applicable at energies above metric stretch line only once prior to the onset of actual
dissociation '.2 Andrew~s and Chesnavich"' 5 have, in fact, dissociation, while the higher energy band arises from trajec-
show n the necessity ofhaving dissociative trajectories occur- tories which cross the symmetric stretch line an additional
ring % ith initial conditions between those ofnonreactive and time. The single dissociation band observed in collisions of

reacti.e trajectories. Nothing in these statements, however, ground state molecules is seen to be made up of trajectories
precludes the possiblity of formation of trapped trajectories which cross the symmetric stretch line twice prior to disso- ,

of the second or third kinds."' No such trapped trajectories ciation. Hence, the vibrational enhancement of CID can be
(or nearly trapped ones) were observed, although we have thought ofas being due to the inability ofground state mole- --

not carried out a systematic search for them. cules to dissociate by the simplest possible trajectory; disso-
ciation from such ground states is only possible by a more
complex procedure, w hich only becomes important at high- .

CONCLUSIONS 
e enerieser energies. . ,-.% ..%

We have performed a reactivity band analysis of CID in The chattering region is seen to arise from trajectories %
a model collinear reactive atom-diatomic molecule system which at some point follow the symmetric stretch line very
on which nonreactive, reactive, and dissociative processes closely. Since the available energy is greater than the disso-
are possible Quasiclassical trajectories are believed to pro- ciation energy, motion along the symmetric stretch line does
vide a reasonable view of the dynamics in this system be- not constitute a trapped trajectory. The existence ofa disso-
cause of the qualitative similarity in the reaction and disso- ciation channel allows for a smooth transition from reacti% e
ciation probabilities calculated by trajectories and by exact to nonreactive trajectories via an intermediate region of dis-
quantum mechanical calculations.7  sociative trajectories. As a result, trapped trajectories need

CID is shown to occur almost entirely in well-defined not occur at the boundary between reactive and nonreactive
bands in initial phase-initial translational energy space, the trajectories.
exception being a small contribution from dissociative tra- Our analysis has been restricted to a single model of a
jectories in a chattering region in which the outcome of the potential energy surface for a collinear collision. In a reactive
trajectory is extremely sensitive to the initial vibrational system, changes in the masses ofthe atoms have been shown
phase of the reagent molecule. Dissociation may be thought to produce major changes in the structure of the reactivity .'.

ofas a limiting case of vibrational excitation, as nondissocia- bands. 2 b' Exact quantum mechanical calculations on iso-
tive (reactise or nonreactive) trajectories with initial condi- topically substituted versions of the model system studied
tions only slightly different from those leading to dissocia- here (mass combinations 10-1-10and 1-35-1 ) indicatethat

* tion result in a diatomic molecule product which is highly the effect of mass on dissociation is strong." Large changes
vibrationally excited In most cases, dissociative reactivity in the reactivity band structure can be expected. Thus one

bands found are confined betv~een one reactive and one non- must use caution in attempting to make generalizations on
, reactive band; in the rest, the) may be found between two the basis of the reactivity bands for one system.

IT
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Observation and Analysis of Emission Spectra of Tungsten Hydride*
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Abstract: We report in this paper the first observation of electronic emission spectra

due to the tungsten monohydride radical. This emission originates from the plasma
generated by a DC discharge through hydrogen flowing between r ungsten anode rod

and a tungsten cathode nozzle of a hydrogen atom beam source. By analyzing this

spectrum rotational constants and bond distances have been derived for this radical
and its deuterated analog. This data should be useful in assessing the accuracy of
calculation methodology developed for relativistic systems.
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1. Introduction

One of the oldest techniques for the observation of emission spectroscopy from
molecules and radicals is through excitation by an electric discharge. The first time
this technique was employed to observe emission from a non-monatomic radical was
by Oldenberg' in 1934, when he observed OH in a discharge sustained through moist
hydrogen. Since then electric discharges have been of great utility in the observation
of the emission spectroscopy of excited species. In an attempt to characterize our
hydrogen discharge beam source2 we spectroscopically dispersed the visible emission "
of the plasma plume which appears in front of our nozzle during normal operation of
the arc discharge. In addition to the expected H atom Balmer lines and H3 Rydberg
state emission bands, we observed in the 6800 A region of the spectrum very sharp
transitions converging to two band heads shaded to the red. We report here the
observation and analysis of these bands.

7.A.
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2. Experimental

The beam apparatus is depicted schematically in figure 1. The arc-discharge
source has been described previously 2 and is similar to other sources of this type 3 5

It is placed in a vacuum chamber (MC), pumped by a 20" Westinghouse oil diffusion
* pump, and is connected by a flexible bellows to a test stand consisting of a bell jar

(VG2) pumped by a 6" mercury diffusion pump (nominal speed 125 u/s), attached to
a freon-cooled chevron baffle and liquid nitrogen trap. Differential pumping between
these two chambers is provided by a small conical copper skimmer (S) with an orifice
diameter of about 1 mm with knife-sharp edge. Chamber VC2 contains a beam flag

* (F), a beam chopper (Cl) operated at 10 Hz which allows ac detection of the beam,
*a pair of electric deflection plates (D) which eliminates ions Lom the beam, and an

EAI 300 quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) with an electron bombardment ion
source.

The discharge through H2 in this H-atom source can be run continuously with
a hydrogen stagnation pressure of 50-100 torr, such that the pressure in VCl is
of the order of 10-2 torr and the pressure in VC2 is of the order of 10-5 torr.
The source (AS) can be moved with respect to the fixed skimmer with the help
of a translation control knob (T) placed outside of the chamber and attached to
a translation assembly (TA). This allows the nozzle to be moved to within 4 cm

* of the skimmer to maximize the intensity of the beam as measured by the mass
spectrometer in VC2.

It is also possible to run in the mode depicted in figure 1 with the nozzle ~- 20
* cm away from the skimmer, thereby allowing spectroscopic resolution of the intense

red emission of the plasma plume in front of the nozzle. That light was focused
onto the slits of a 0.5 meter Ebert scanning Jarrel-Ash monochromator by lens L, .-

after being chopped at - 100 Hz by 02. The entrance and exit slits were set at an
opening of 75 kt, which corresponds to a resolution of about 0.5 A ( or about 1 cm-')
in the 6800 A region. The wavelength scale of that spectrometer was calibrated with
light from an Fe-Ne cathode discharge tube to an accuracy of 0.5 A. The light, after

* dispersion by the monochromator, is detected by a photomultiplier tube coupled to
a Princeton Applied Research model 181 current sensitive preamplifier. The signal is

* then processed by a Princeton Applied Research model HR-8 lock-in amplifier tuned
to the frequency of the chopper, 02. This provides excellent discrimination against
any background or stray light originating after the chopper. The output of the lock-
in is fed to a strip chart recorder and the monochromator is made to scan the desired
spectral region smoothly. The signal intensity was sufficiently large to preclude any
difficulty in achieving good signal-to-noise ratio. In all cases the stagnation pressure
was 60 torr. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the emission spectrum obtained with
H2 or D2 in the discharge. The observed spectral lines are given in Tables I and II
and are accurate to one wavenumber.

In a previous paper 2 we have reported emission due to excited Rydberg states

' -• ",k
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of H3 present in arc-heated beam. However, it was clear from the first observation
of the lines in the 6800 A bands that they could not be due to H3 emission since this
structure was so sharp. In addition the rotational spacing of the peaks was too small
for it to be attributed to that molecule. Likewise, all other spectral features which
we have observed and assigned to H3 show prominent intensity changes when the

stagnation pressure is altered2 . In contrast, these 6800 A bands show no significant V-
change in intensity over the pressure range of 55 to 90 torr.

Attempts to identify this spectrum with previously observed spectra, including
those of H2 and Cull, proved unsucessful, leading to the conclusion that a new
emission, possibly of a new species, was invloved. Throughout the operation of the
arc discharge, considerable erosion from the tungsten anode nozzle and copper holder I
has been observed. It was natural then to assume that the emission might be due to
a metal-containing species resulting from that erosion. Changing the discharge gas
to deuterium creates a wavelength shift in the two bands consistent with what one
would expect for a hydrogen-containing species.

The emission spectrum of the lowest electronically excited singlet state of CuH P.

(A 1E+) has been previously observedS - 1a to occur in the region of 4280 A, but
we did not find the corresponding emission lines. The emission spectrum of the
associated triplet state has so far not been observed, but for it to be the source of
the lines in Table I and II the singlet-triplet splitting in this species should be about
8600 cm - 1 . Although no ab initio calculations of this splitting have been performed,
it seems that its value should be significantly less than 8600 cm- 1 . These remarks .

suggest that the observed 6800 A bands are not due to CuH.
In attempting to detect the presence of metal-containing species in our beam,

we scanned the mass spectrometric detector in VC2 through m/e = 250. No peaks
were found in the m/e range of 64 to 66 (corespnding to CuH), but were found in the
m/e range 181 to 187 (corresponding to WH). The resolution of our instrument in
that mass range was - 3 mass units. This is insufficient to observe individual peaks, -.

but the overall envelope was consistent with that of a species containing a W atom
(albeit inadequate for distinguishing between W and WH). We therefore investigated
the possibility that our 6800 A emission bands might be due to a species containing
one W and one or more H (or D) atoms.

In an attempt to determine the number of hydrogens which this candidate
species contained we preformed experiments with a mixture containing 50% H 2 and
50% D 2 molecules in the discharge gas. If the species was a monohydride there
would only be two emission spectra observed, one for the mono-hydride and one
for the mono-deuteride. If it was a dihydride there would be three sets of spectra . .
observed for MH2 , MD 2 and MHD. We observed only two sets of spectra, the one
which we had observed in running with pure H2 and another one we could also ob-
serve when running with pure D2 , concluding therefore that we were observing the
electronic spectrum of a monohydride. This working hypothesis was confirmed by
the analysis of the spectra described below.

" I'
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3. Analysis

The analysis of diatomic electronic emission spc'-tra has been carefully described N

in Herzberg's classic books9 b,l0 . The rotational energy levels of a diatomic species -

are given by 1 1

Er-F(J) - = BJ(J + 1)- DJ 2 (J + 1) 2 +.... (1)
hc

where B -= h (2):ii~
87r 2csr2  (2)

is the rotational constant, j is the reduced mass, r is the bond distance, and J is the "
rotational angular momentum quantum number. D is a centrifugal correction term
which may be approximated by

4B 3

D = (3)

where w is the vibrational frequency in cm- 1 .
The rotational structure of a given vibronic transition depends on the type of

electronic states involved. For a E -- E transition the rotational selection rule
is AJ = ±1. Transitions corresponding to AJ = j -ower - jupp1,- are I ."
designated as P and R branches respectively. Together they form a simple series of . '. .
lines represented by the expression

V V + (B' + B,,)rn + (B' - mn(4)

where v is the transition frequency (in cm- 1 , usually), B' and B" are the rotational
constants for the upper and lower states, vo is called the band origin or the zero
line and m is equal to -J and J + 1 for the P and R branches respectively, J being
the final rotational state angular momentum quantum number. This formula can be
represented graphically using the frequency of the transition as the abscissa and the
quantity m as the ordinate. For B' # B" this representation yields a parabola with -
a horizontal axis and is called the Fortrat parabola9 '. The vertex of the parabola is ---
associated with a band head. If the upper and lower electronic states have different

electronic orbital angular momenta (such as in a E- II transition), then an addi-
tional rotational branch called a Q branch (for which m equals J), corresponding to
AJ = 0, exists. The lines of this third branch lie more closely together than for the ',.
P or R branches, forming a different parabola9 -.

In the case of our observed emission bands for both the hydride and the deu-
teride, two prominent band heads appear. This indicates that the electronic angular
momentum of the initial state differs from that of the final one. Our assignments for

-,4..
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the P, Q and R branches for both spectra appear at the top of Figures 2 and 3. We
can now construct Fortrat parabolas, to examine the accuracy of our fits. Figures 4
and 5 display the Fortrat parabolae for the hydride and deuteride, respectively.

Since tungsten hydride has four d and one s valence electrons, one can expect
that the electronic states involved will have sextet multiplicity and that transitions
between the lowest different electronic angular momentum states will be of the type
'E+ ' 11. With high multiplicities many more P, Q, and R branches may ex-
ist having different band heads d . This is due to the different angular momenta
in the molecule: electronic spin, electronic orbital and molecular rotation angular
momentum all contributing to the total angular momentum of the molecule. These
additional branches complicate the interpretation of the spectra. Very few E +- ..
systems have been studied with multiplicities greater than 3. The first to be analyzed
in detail were due to Nevin: the first negative bands of oxygen (the 4 "I,, 4 --A Z4 tran-

sition of O-)1 -14 and the MnH bands at 5677 and 6237 A representing a 1 47E _71
transition' 5 . If Hund's case (a) (where it is assumed that the spin-orbit coupling is
large, while the coupling of the molecular rotation with the electronic motion is weak)
strictly applied to the 11 states, there would be 48 and 147 branches, respectivelye.
If instead Hund's case (b) (where the coupling of the spin with the internuclear axis is
weak and as a consequence the spin is coupled to the axis of rotation of the molecule) "
applied there would be only 12 and 21 branches9'. In the case of the O+ bands Nevin "4

* identified 40 branches while for MnH he identified 49. Also in the spectra of FeCl, a
'E 'rIl and a 4 .4 rl transition has been identified by Miescher' and Muller,'.

Due to the observation of only two strong band heads (as shown in Figures
2 and 3) and due to our resolution, (- 0.5 A or - 1 cm - ') we were not able to
deal fully with the electronic multiplicity of the spectra. It should be noted that
unassigned transitions that extended down to 6580 A for the hydride and 6620 A
for the deuteride, appeared to be associated with the vibronic band in question.
Whether these peaks are due to excited vibrational bands of this transition or are
associated with additional rotational branches due to the expected high multiplicity
is unknown. The structure in this series of peaks could be fit to several sets of
parabolae, but due to their low intensities and absence of any clear band head, a
reliable assignment was not possible. However, the existence of additional rotational
branches can not at present be excluded.

We then attempted to treat the clear set of P, Q, and R branches of Figures
2 and 3 as if the electronic transition had singlet multiplicity, in order to derive a
rotational constant and bond distance for the upper and lower states. This would be

p. a strictly correct procedure if Hund's case (b) applied. Historically, rotational con-
stants are derived by the use of combination differences / . Though useful for a pre-
liminary analysis the method implicitly assumes that no perturbations due to other

4, electronic states are present' s ,19 . A program developed by Zare and coworkers" - ' -
that employs all measured line positions and iteratively compares their values with
those calculated from numerically diagonalized model Hamiltonians with adjustable
molecular constants represents a better approach, and we employed that program.
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For our fit we used 5 molecular constants in the Hamiltonian: vo, the orgin of
the band under study and the B and D constants (see equations (2) and (3)) for both
the upper and lower states. As a result, the Fortrat parabolae are quartic rather than $
quadratic. The lines listed in Tables I and II were fit using this program. The num-
bers in parentheses represent the difference between the observed line position and
the calculated one (using the program described above). The curves in Figures 4 and
5 are the Fortrat parabolae generated by the calculated lines. For both the hydride
and deuteride cases the overall fit is satisfactory in view of the approximations and
data accuracies involved.

From the rotational constants listed in Tables III and IV we are able to calculate
bond distances by using equation (2). Likewise, we are also able to crudely estimate
the fundamental vibrational frequency of the metal hydride by using the centrifugal
distortion constant and equation (3). These values are also listed in Tables III and
IV.

The errors given in those two tables were obtained as follows. The Fortrat
'parabolae' obtained by the procedure described above were distorted by the max-
imum amounts permitted by the differences between the observed and calculated
line positions. From these extreme parabolae, extreme values of the 5 constants for
each state were obtained and their excursion away from the iteration procedure were
taken to be the errors.

It should be noted that with our current resolution the bond distances listed for
the hydride are good to - 1% and those for the deuteride to - 3%. This is due to the ':
fact that the deuteride spectrum is considerably more congested then the hydride
one, due to the closer spacing of the corresponding rotational lines. The relative
errors in the values of the D constants are rather large because they are associated
with small rotational stretch effects. In turn, these result in large relative errors in
the fundemental vibration frequencies v of the states involved, which as a result are
only qualitatively given by these experiments.

'N.

16,
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Table I

Experimental Transition Energies of WH (in cm- 1 ) and their Assignments.'

3 R Q P

*" 0 14,844.2 (- 3 .2 )b
#W 1 14,853.9 (-1.8) 14,833.8 (-3.0)

2 14,861.0 (-1.7) 14,831.1 (-3.5) 14,820.0 (+4.2)
3 14,866.5 (-1.8) 14,828.6 (-2.6) 14,805.4 (+2.3)
4 14,870.9 (-1.7) 14,825.5 (-1.1) 14,788,7 (-0.7)
5 14,876.5 (+1.2) 14,822.7 (+1.9) 14,771.9 (-2.9)
6 14,883.5 (+7.3) 14,816.7 (+3.2) 14,758.7 (-4.7)
7 14,880.6 (+5.3) 14,809.7 (+4.6) 14,743.1 (+0.5)
8 14,873.4 (+0.9) 14,799.6 (+4.3) 14,727.3 (+2.3)
9 14,866.5 (-1.1) 14,781.6 (-2.2) 14,711.3 (+4.7)
10 14,857.8 (-2.6) 14,768.0 (-2.8)
11 14,849.5 (-1.3) 14,749.5 (-6.4)
12 14,840.9 (+2.4) 14,733.3 (-6.1)
13 14,716.7 (-4.1)
14 14,700.0 (-0.2)
15 14,683.0 (+5.7)

a) These energies are accurate to about ± 1 cm- 1

b) The numbers in parenthesis are the differences between the observed and fitted
values. See text.

IM*
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Table II -.

Experimental Transition Energies of WD (in cm 1) and their Assignments a"

m . * - 1

J R Q P

0 14,830.6 (-5.0)b
1 14,838.4 (-1.6)
2 14,843.7 (-0.2)
3 14,849.1 (+1.5) 14,815.0 (+0.8)
4 14,853.3 (+2.5) 14,821.5 (-4.9) 14,808.5 (+1.2)
5 14,857.7 (+4.1) 14,803.8 (+4.2)
6 14,816.4 (-4.0) 14,791.1 (+0.3)
7 14,860.9 (+3.2) 14,812.6 (-3.6) 14,783.7 (+2.9)
8 14,862.9 (+4.2) 14,808.9 (-1.8) 14,770.1 (+0.7)
9 14,803.4 (-0.8) " ""
10 14,857.2 (-1.0) "
11 14,855.3 (-1.0)
12 14,850.9 (-2.1)
13 14,846.1 (-1.9) .-..
14 14,841.4 (+0.2)
15 14,834.2 (+2.0) "

p 4q

a) These energies are accurate to about 1 cm- 1

b) The numbers in parenthesis are the differences between the observed and fitted '"-'"-'",
values. See text.

~.-.- .. *,%
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Table III

Spectroscopic Constants of WH

vo=14,842± cm -

Upper State (611) Lower State (6E)

6p B/cm - 1  4.72 ± .11 5.29 ± .13
D/cm - 1 2.7 ± 0.5 x 10- 3  2.3 3 0.4x 10

re/A 1.89 ± .02 1.78 ± .02
v/cm -1 394 ±60 512 ±62

Table IV del

Spectroscopic Constants of WD

vo, 14,833 5 cr-1

Upper State (61I) Lower State (6r)

B/cr a -v 2.33± .11 2.53 ± .13
d D/cm -  2.1 ± 1.6 X 3.1 ± 2.2 × 10 - 3  

' "

re/- 1.91 ± .05 1.83 ± .05
* v/cm -  156 ± 184 145 ± 144

-I
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In summary, our assignment of the observed spectra to a monohydride and
monodeuteride of a heavy element is consistent with all of the observed isotope
effects.

In addition, we must examine the physical reasonability of the spectroscopic con-
stants obtained. Unfortunately, there have been no spectra reported for tungsten or
for molybdenum hydride and only sparse data for chrominum hydride. Kleman and
co-workers2 and O'Connor2 7 2 8 have published CrH spectra. O'Connor analyzed

the band at 11611 cm - which he atttributes to a A 6E(+) - X 6E(+) transition.
He was able to assign the twelve P and R branches and derive rotational constants
such that he derived a bond distance of 1.655 A for the ground state and 1.787 A
for the upper state, with vibrational frequencies of 1581.2 cm - 1 and 1479.4 cm - ,
respectively. For the alkali hydrides and the hydrogen halides3 ° it has been ob-
served that as one goes down the periodic table the bonds become weaker, the bond
length longer and the vibrational frequencies smaller. The same trend is observed
between CrH and WH, on the basis of our assignment. Furthermore, the internuclear
distance in H2 is 0.746A 31, and the distnace between nearest neighbors in tungsten

[31b

at 25'C is 2.741A 31b As a simple approximation, we estimate the WH distance in

its ground electronic state as the arithmetic mean of those two values, namely 1.74
A. This value is in good agreement with our spectroscopic result of (1.78 ± 0.02)L.

Relativistic effects are of importance in this system because of the high atomic
weight of the W atom. In recent years approximate methods have been developed and
applied to calculations of the electronic energy of such systems3 2 - 3 4 . The present
results should be useful in testing the validity of those methods.

- L .. M.'

* r *.".
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5. Other Possible Systems

The electronic spectra of many metal hydrides have not yet been obtained. As
of 1984 there were no hydride spectra 35 '3 6 of the large majority of the lanthanides
and actinides as well as of Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Os and Ir. Of the known spectra
about half have not been rotationally analyzed, a third have not been vibrationally
analyzed and about 15% are of uncertain identification35 . By adding metal carbonyls
to the hydrogen gas which sustains the discharge it might be possible to generate
electronically excited states of metal hydrides whose emission spectra have not yet

*1 been observed. Another way of generating new metal hydrides might be through the
use of different metals as nozzles. We have attempted to do this useing a molybdenum
nozzle but were unable to sustain a discharge due to rapid deformation under the
high temperature conditions of the plasma.

In the case of metal nitrides, there are very few systems which have been studied
V (as of 1984) 35,36. The Kunth type of discharge source we have employed has also

been very successful in the generation of nitrogen atoms through the use of N2 as the
discharge gas3 7' 381. Metal nitride emission spectra from these sources have not been
reported so far, but our results suggest that attempts in this direction be made.

Another possibile for use of these sources is the generation of metal clusters.
In the present work we tried to minimize the amount of erosion from the tungsten
electrodes, but conversely one can try to increase this erosion. In attempting to
stabilize his hydrogen discharge W. C. Stwalley3 positioned, exterior to the nozzle,
a sacrificial tungsten electrode. His observation was that this electrode was corroded
by the discharge. This technique could perhaps be employed for generating tungsten

* clusters.
In general, the high electronic temperature provided by this arc discharge source

presents interesting possibilities for the generation and detection of novel molecular
species.
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6. Conclusions

We have assigned some observed emission spectra from a plasma obtained from
% an arc discharge through hydrogen or deuteriumn, with tungsten electrodes, as due

Vto WH and WD respectively. All the observed isotope effects and the magnitudes of. P
the spectroscopic constants obtained are consistent with this assignment. Additional
heavy metal hydride as well as other systems might be studied by this technique.
Many of these systems are of interest for testing relativistic molecular quantum

Id mechanical calculation methods

We:.

VV
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8. Figure Captions

Figure 1. A schematic view of the top of the machine: VC1 and VC2, vacuum
chambers; AS, anode assembly; A, anode; C, cathode; M, magnet; S, water-
cooled copper assembly; TA, Translation assembly; T, translator; P1 and P2,
viewports; L, optical lens; C1 and C2, choppers; PM, photomultiplier; CP,
current preamp; LI1 and L12, lock-in amplifiers; SCR1 and SCR2, stripchart
recorders; D, electric field deflectors; F, mechanical flag; QMS, quadrupole mass
spectrometer; PA, preamplifier; MSE, mass spectrometer electronics.

, Figure 2. Emission spectrum around 6800 A with H2 in the arc source. Assigned
rotational transitions for WH appear above spectrum. The letters P, Q, and R
refer to the corresponding spectral branches.

Figure 3. Emission spectrum around 6800 1 with D2 in the arc source. Assigned .
rotational transitions for WD appear above spectrum. The letters P, Q, and R
refer to the corresponding spectral branches.

Figure 4. Fortrat parabolae for WH. Open symbols represent observed spectral lines
while smooth curve represents the fit to those lines. "

Figure 5. Fortrat parabolae for WD. Open symbols represent observed spectral lines
while smooth curve represents the fit to those assigned lines.
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Design and Operation of a Stable Intense High Temperature

Arc - Discharge Source of Hydrogen Atoms and Metastable

Trihydrogen Molecules*

James F. Garveyt and Aron Kuppermann

Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics§

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Ca., 91125 .'

Abstract: We report a design for a stable intense beam source of hyperthermal

hydrogen atoms. The basis for the design is an arc heater used first by Kunth for the

generation of high translational energy He-Ar beams. In the case of hydrogen atom

generation this source is very unstable due to the corresponding higher temperatures .

which are generated by the plasma discharge. We have substantially eliminated these

difficulties by the insertion of discharge-localizing insulators, and the use of a tungsten !.

nozzle mounted in the center of a 1 kilogauss electromagnet. This source generates

exceptionally high hydrogen atom beam intensities of - 1022 atoms sec - 1 sterad - '

with translational energy distribution functions which extend to 18 eV and whose

peak occurs at energies as high as 13 eV. In addition metastable H3 molecules having

a, intensity between 1020 and 10 21 molecules sec - 1 sterad' are formed.
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1. Introduction

The use of molecular beams to elucidate the dynamics of molecular collisions has -.-

been widely demonstrated. However, due to the high barrier heights of most reactions

only a relatively small number of systems have been studied' ,2 by this technique.

It would therefore be attractive to be able to produce neutral atomic beams with

translational energies in the 1-20 eV energy range, a regime which would permit the

dissociation of all chemical bonds. Many different sources for the generation of such "

.4' hyperthermal beams have been devised 3 7 but all suffer from various drawbacks, such

as low intensities, instabilities, metastable state atomic species and poor duty factors.

The most promising approach for the generation of fast atoms lies in the plasma

jet technique s '9 where the nozzle is one of the electrodes between which an arc is

struck. The resulting effective stagnation temperature can be ten thousand degrees

or higher. Despite the obvious advantages of these arc-discharges their operation is

not straightforward. A major difficulty is that corrosion of the anode and cathode

surfaces creates dimensional instabilities in the electrodes making the discharge itself
12Punstable. With this problem in mind Kunth and co-workers' ° -  developed an arc44

heater for argon which; (a) had lower electrode erosion rates, (b) a more stable arc,

(c) higher thermal efficiency, and (d) greater ease of construction and maintenance.

In the generation of hyperthermal hydrogen atoms, early work was unsuccessful

in sustaining a continous H2 plasma beam source with a DC discharge1 3 . It was not

until Stwalley and coworkers' 4 '1 5 adapted the Kunth source to operate with H2 that

hydrogen atoms with hyperthermal energies were generated. However, this source

still suffered from instabilities due to the high temperature of the plasma.

We report in this paper an improved design for this discharge source which is ca-

pable of producing routinely much greater beam intensities than have been previously

been observed, having in addition enhanced stability and reliability. .

. -7
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2. Source Design

Following the design of Knuth and coworkers 9 "1 an arc-heated source was con-

structed. The concept of the source is a simple one in that gas is introduced into the

area between a fixed anode and a movable cathode tip. Placing the source in a vacuum

- chamber causes the gas to flow through the nozzle into the chamber due to the large

pressure differential. An arc is initiated with a high voltage pulse applied between

* the anode and cathode. The plasma flame created extends, due to the expansion

of gas through the nozzle, beyond the anode itself, thus carrying away much of the

heat generated. As described later, this arc produces very high temperatures which

* demands efficient cooling of the components of the source to avoid their destruction.

In the original use of this design we achieved little success in creating and sus-

tamning a reliable hydrogen plasma. These difficulties were surmounted by a total

redesign which in turn generated new insights as to what parameters were irnportan. ..-

in creating a stable discharge. What follows is a description of the evolution of the

system.

The cathode portion of the source is shown in figure 1. It consists of a water-
cooled hollow tube [A] with a cylindrical cathode rod [B] attached to the front of the

* tube by two set screws [C] placed perpendicularly to each other. This rod is made

of 2% thoriated tungsten and is capable of withstanding temperatures in excess of

3000 K. Many different shapes for the tip of the rod have been tried, with the best

one having the end rounded. While running the source this rod tends to erode in

such a way that tungsten sputters off it and will sometimes clog the nozzle. After an

extended run its tip is shaped to a sharp point by this process. The hollow tube [A]

is fitted inside a support structure [D] in such a way that it can be moved 3/4" back

or forth with respect to this structure. A bellows [E] is welded between the tube and

the support structure to provide a vacuum tight assembly. Once set the position of '

the tube may held in place with the help of three teflon screws connecting the outside:: .-

casing [F] with the support structure [D]. The hole for one of these screws is shown

%a
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* in figure 1 G].

Two gas inlets are drilled at sharp angles through the cathode support structure

[D] (i.e., nearly tangentially to its inner surface) on opposite sides of the chamber

% located between the cathode and the anode. This has the effect of causing the gas

to swirl around inside the source creating a more stable flow through the nozzle and

* thereby stabilizing the arc. It has been observed that when one of these inlets is

* clogged the arc will not operate, probably due to gradients in the gas density making

the discharge medium less uniform and therefore unstable. The entire cathode section

(except the cathode itself) is now made of stainless steel and the gas inlets are welded

to is such as not to become loose at the high temperatures generated.

The anode assembly, as shown by an expanded view in figure 2, consists of a

large cylindrical brass piece [Dl & D2] which has six water cooling channels bored

into it. The front of the device (at the right side of the figure 2) holds the nozzle anode

assembly through which the gas passes and to which the arc is struck. It appears

that a large part of the problem we had in the past with creating a stable discharge

* was due to the difficulty of keeping the arc confined to the small region between the

* tip of the cathode and the nozzle. What apparently occurred is that once the arc

was struck between the cathode tip and the anode nozzle, it would migrate to the

back of the anode housing creating an internal arc which would severly damage the

* source. To circumvent this problem it was decided that the anode section of the .

source should be shielded from the cathode everywhere except near the tip of the

cathode rod. This was accomplished by inserting a macor cylinder [E] between the

anode and cathode regions. With this insulator in place the arc remains limited to

the small region between the cathode tip and the anode. After prolonged use the

only damage to the macor cylinder is a slight charring at its exit hole. A problem

-. that this geometry does not eliminate is that the arc will sometimes strike along the

inside area of the nozzle (figure 2 [C]) causing severe erosion of its surface.

Since much heat is generated at or near the exit aperture of the nozzle, this

part has been designed for easy replacement. In principle a material which is highly

Aconductive electrically and thermally would make an excellent nozzle. We initially
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followed the example of Stwalley and co-workers"5 by using a replaceable copper

nozzle which simply screwed into the front of the brass anode. Using this design we

quickly encountered the same problem they had, namely that during a typical run

the nozzle opening would enlarge from an initial 2 mm diameter to as much as 6 O

mm after about 1/2 hour operation. We tried, as they did, to use molybdenum as

the material for the nozzle but it melted too easily. After many attempts with these

materials we eventually came to the conclusion that the nozzle would have to be

made out of a material having a substantially higher melting point, such as tungsten.

However, due to the grave difficulties in machining that metal a simpler nozzle design

was essential. Also because of the poorer thermal conductivity of tungsten, efficient

A: cooling was critical in order to avoid having the nozzle aperture enlarge as much as

with the other materials used. The optimal design involved cutting a 1/8" thick disk

of 2% thoriated tungsten from a .375" welder's rod. A 1.2 mm. hole is then drilled

into this disk with a carbide drill. This disk is shown as part [B] in figure 2. It is held:

in place by two copper pieces (parts [A] and [CI) which are threaded into the brass

anode housing [DJ. These copper pieces provide excellent thermal contact between the

tungsten nozzle and that water-cooled housing. This design has been much more

successful in that we are able to run repeatedly (5 to 8 times, several hours each time)

using the same nozzle, before nozzle replacement is necessary.

WKhen assembled, the anode and cathode are joined by six teflon screws. One of

the corresponding screw holes is indicated by H in figure 1. The assembled source is

shown in figure 3. The anode and cathode are electrically insulated from one another

by a teflon spacer and a Viton 0-ring which also provides a vacuum seal between[thes sicmpncenttherea le gast ileas throughn te nozzl a thea plas will

esaled woc cmoets Gret cae mulsts tkeng ine aceztainind th apelasm been

beoehot enough to damage the anode. Likewise, when tightening the six teflon

screws it is necessary that the cathode rod remain centered with respect to the anode

body. If the rod should be off axis, damage will occur to the copper pieces which

retain the tungsten nozzle, because the arc will strike localized regions of those pieces

preferentially and the nozzle hole itself will enlarge in an asymmetric fashion, i.e., it
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will open up in the region to which the rod is pointing, causing the plume to be off

axis, with a concomitant decrease in the detected beam intensity. I

Once the system is assembled, the space between the cathode tip and the anode

nozzle forms a small chamber into which the gas is introduced via the inlet lines. To -

ensure that the cathode is insulated from the rest of the chamber (thus preventing P

any shorts) all water lines to it are made of 1/4" polyethylene tubing. The metal gas

inlet line is insulated from the anode by a piece of glass tubing.

When the system is assembled the cathode tip to anode nozzle distance can be

adjusted by compressing the cathode bellows (figure 1, [EJ) with the help of 3 teflon

screws. One of the corresponding screwholes is indicated by G in figure 1. Trial and

error have shown the optimum gap between the tip of the cathode and the surface

of the anode disk to be 0.5mm; if it is smaller than that value the nozzle hole will

immediately short out to the cathode rod and if it is much larger the arc will be

extinguished during the changeover from argon to hydrogen.This distance appears to

be fundamental to the stable operation of the system. For example, Toennies and

co-workers1 6 have recently developed a source similar to the one described here and

had great difficulty maintaining a stable discharge until they also began to run using

the parameters just described.

Power for our arc source is provided by a Westinghouse type WS variable current

arc welder supply. This unit can generate a maximum current of 180 A and an open

circuit voltage of 90 VDC. A Westinghouse 0-150 VDC meter is used to monitor the

output voltage, while a 0-250 ADC ammeter is used to monitor the current. The arc

itself is started by using a 200 A lamp starter (Hanovia model 29912) which generates

a high voltage pulse.

Figure 4 shows a schematic top view of the entire machine, with the arc source

(AS] installed. The source is placed in a vacuum chamber [VC1] pumped by a 20"

Westinghouse oil diffusion pump. That chamber is connected by a flexible bellows

to a test stand consisting of a bell jar 1VC21 pumped by a system comprising a 6"

mercury diffusion pump, a freon-cooled chevron baffle and a liquid nitrogen trap.

Differential pumping between these two chambers is provided by a skimmer [S] with : .

. ~ ~. - ""
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an orifice diameter of about 1 mm having a knife-sharp edge. Chamber VC2 contains

a beam flag [F], a beam chopper [C1] which modulates and allows ac detection of the

- beam, a pair of electric deflector plates which eliminate ions from the beam [D], and

an EAI 300 quadrupole mass spectrometer with an electron bombardment ion source

IQMS[.

The arc source is mounted so as to have its nozzle is in the center of a 6"

diameter by 1.4" thick electromagnet [M]. This device has no ferromagnetic core and
is formed by wrapping approximately 450 turns of 14 gauge armored polythermaleze

insulated antenna wire (Belden, 8009-500) around an aluminum support structure.

The magnet is typically operated at 20 volts and 20 amperes which provides a 1 kG

,* axial field. Because of the heat generated by this electromagnet it is water cooled by

' 2 layers of 3/16" copper tubing which are imbedded in the wire windings and by a

brass cooling channel which acts as the inner sleeve of the magnet. The assembled

arc source is surrounded by this cooling channel during operation of the discharge.

We have found that the 1 kG field is of critical importance in stabilizing the plasma.

*: This stabilization occurs by providing a force perpendicular to the direction of motion

of the ions. For ions moving along the magnet's axis the magnitude of this force is

zeru. For ions moving off axis, this force tends to make them spiral around the axial

direction thereby confining them to the center of the free jet expansion. In Stwalley's

' and co-workers 5 and Kunth's and co-workers 9 - 1 2 original design the nozzle was

placed at the exit edge of the magnet. In this configuration Stwalley observed that

his discharge characteristics were independent of magnetic field and that he could

operate his arc source with that field entirely turned off. In our apparatus, in which

. the nozzle is located in the center of the magnet, the magnetic field greatly influences

* the plasma, such that by decreasing that field from 1000 gauss to about 700 or 600

. gauss one can visually observe that the lumimous plasma displays a larger divergence.

This effect is reversible in that by increasing the applied magnetic field the beam

becomes narrower and better defined. In contrast to Stwalley's1 7 observation, we

have found it impossible to operate the discharge without a magnetic field of at least

500 gauss.

:': . ,:, ,,,:.'
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As shown in figure 4, the magnet [M[ is mounted on a movable rail track so that

once the arc is operating the arc source and the magnet may be jointly moved closer

to the downstream skimmer [S] via a mechanical vacuum feedthrough [T] mounted

on a 10" flange which permits the whole translation assembly [TAI to be moved back

and forth.
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3. Operation of Source

Any attempt to start the discharge in pure H 2 results in the destruction of the

source and anything within its vicinity due to the unstable nature of this hot arc. It

was found by Stwalley and coworkers"5 that a safe, reliable way to generate a hydrogen

atom beam with this technique is to first start the plasma with argon and then

gradually switch over to molecular hydrogen. This technique is so delicate that they

filmed the changeover in order to document the operation 8 . A second-by-second

table of the values of flow rates, voltage, and source pressure with some pertinent

description is available's. Our current technique is very similar to theirs.

After evacuating VC1 and VC2 (figure 4), a flow of argon is established. The

flow is regulated by a valve attached to a Dwyer gas flowmeter until a constant flow,

equivalent of 7 standard cubic feet per hour, is achieved. The stagnation pressure

was measured by a 0 to 1 atmosphere Wallace & Tiernan gauge on that line and was

about 340 torr. At this time the pressure in VC1 is about 50 microns, and that in

VC2 about 4 X10 - 4 torr.

The argon arc is now initiated by turning on the Hanovia lamp starter which

provides the voltage pulse between the anode and the cathode. The welder power

supply indicates a voltage of 15 V and a current of 100 A. For 5 to 10 seconds after the

start :)f the discharge, streams of sparks will sometimes be emitted from the nozzle.

Eventually the discharge will stabilize and a steady intense light blue plume will be

observed.

Once the discharge appears stable, hydrogen gas is slowly mixed into the argon

flow. The gas is introduced into the system via a Granville-Phillips variable leak

valve (series 203). No visible change appears in the plasma until approximately 24

torr partial pressure of hydrogen has been introduced. At this time there is a dramatic

change in the appearence of the plume: it becomes much reduced in size and turns

less intense and its color becomes a beautiful crimson red. The hydrogen flow is

continuously increased until the hydrogen pressure reaches 150 torr. The intensity

of the plasma emission (as detected by the naked eye) continues to decrease as the

hydrogen flow increases. This procedure takes approximately ten minutes.

o ,°-..°•..•. . , .............. . ° .. o

• ., o , o . ° • , - .. . . . * . *.. . . .... . ~
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Once this hydrogen pressure has been reached the argon flow is slowly turned

off, which results in a decrease of the arc current and an increase in its voltage. It is V %

however vital that during this changeover the current be kept at a constant value of

100 A or the discharge will be extinguished. This is achieved by manually increasing

the power supplied. During the decrease in the argon flow the emission becomes

progressively more intense and the cooling water flowing through the anode and the

cathode progressively hotter. It is at this point that the greatest chance of losing the

P discharge occurs, if the proper procedure is not carefully followed. The argon should

be slowly turned off over a period of 10 minutes. If the current is kept at a constant -:

value of 100 A, the voltage will rise from the initial 15 V to 45 V at the end of this

operation.

Once the argon flow has 'een totally turned off and the electric current and

hydrogen gas flow have stabilized, a brilliant diffuse crimsom red plume is observed

at about 150 torr stagnation pressure. According to Stwalley and co-workers" 5 , who

call the discharge at this time the 'standard' discharge, reducing the H2 pressure

but keeping the input power constant will produce a more intense beam of hydrogen

atoms. indeed, by slowly lowering the H2 pressure to 70 torr the discharge is observed
0 to go into this 'pencil' mode having the appearence of a sharp very intense beam of p

whit,- light surrounded by a diffuse dull red plume. After the beam is placed in this

mode further lowering of the stagnation pressure to 55 torr produces a much higher

flux of hydrogen atoms as measured by the mass spectrometer (figure 4). Under these

conditions the pressure in VC2 (figure 4) is about 2 x 10-5 torr while in VC1 it can

be anywhere from 0.1 to 1 torr, depending on how much use the nozzle has previously

had, and on how much its diameter may have changed during the current run. After

about 25 minutes the voltage to the source will appear to drop to a value of ab )ut

30 volts, and stay at that value for the rest of the run. Under these conditions the

beam becomes quite stable and may be operated for a long time, 5 hours being the

longest we have kept it on before deciding to turn it off.

The nozzle is at first operated far away (--17 cm) from the skimmer. Once

the pencil mode is stabilized the source may be brought closer to the skimmer using

. %
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the translation assembly ([TA] in figure 4). After being placed within 8 cm of the

latter there is a dramatic increase in the observed hydrogen atom beam intensity.

This intensity steadily increases as the source is brought closer to the skimmer. 2

cm is the closest the source has ever been brought to the skimmer without the latter .>%

deforming due to heating. Normally it is operated 3 to 4 cm. away. However if
'p .-...-,

the beam is returned to the 'standard' mode it is possible to bring the source even

closer without fear of damaging the skimmer. This is undoubtly due to the plasma

1' @temperature being much lower when there is more gas flowing through the discharge,

e. at constant power input.

The procedure which has been outlined above provides a reliable routine which

results in a stable high temperature (pencil) arc source. The CW arc discharge in the

H-atom source can be run continuously for many hours with a H2 stagnation pressure

of 50-100 torr such that the pressure in chamber VC1 is of the order of 10- 1 torr and

in VC2 of the order of 10- torr. The source can be used for 5 to 8 times (as stated

previously) before it becomes necessary to replace its tungsten nozzle.

I
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l 4. Results

With this source we are able to generate a beam of H atoms with 95% of the

H2 present in the beam dissociated as estimated by the relative height of the m/e

= 1 and m/e = 2 peaks measured by using the mass spectrometer in VC2 (figure

4). With the help of absolute mass spectral peak intensity measurements we are

able to estimate the H atom beam flux per unit solid angle as 1.3 x 1022 atoms s-1

sterad-1.2 ° Stwalley and coworkers 5 determined a lower bound of 4 X 1017 and an

upper bound of 1 x 1020 atoms s-I sterad- 1 for their beam source. The reason for our -

significantly greater intensity, which is consistent with all our operating conditions, .

appears unclear at present. However, the nature of these discharges can apparently

change appreciably from what would otherwise be considered simple modifications in

the arc source. We feel one reason for our larger intensities lies in the higher degree

of collimation of the beam which we are able to achieve due to the focusing of the

plasma by the applied magnetic field.

We have also observed that under appropriate conditions this source can produce

a beam of metastable H3 molecules having an intensity of the order of 1020 to 102"

molecules s- I sterad-l. 2° This intensity is sufficiently high to permit interesting .

spectroscopic and dynamics experiments to be performed with this molecule.

We have also been able to make a crude energy analysis of the H atom beam

by application of a repulsive potential to the first lens of the quadrupole mass spec-

trometer such that only ions having translational energies greater than needed to 'C

overcome that repulsive potential are able to pass through the mass analysis system .

and be detected. By scanning this repulsive potential and measuring the correspond-

ing decrease in intensity, one can measure an approximate intergral of the energy

distribution function. Numerical differentiation of this curve furnishes a crude esti- .

mate of the energy distribution function.

Performing this measurement while operating the H atom source in the 'pencil' .

mode at a stagnation pressure of 55 torr we measure an H atom energy distribution

function with a maximum intensity at 13 eV and a FWHM of 5 eV. By contrast, .' .-

"-+.+..,":.:.'...-'-. ... ':. .. :- .. ,:...v :.:- .... - .. :.-:,,, -.. '-. - -.-:.
. . .... . . .. .. .,-- b..lL4." ,,,,k.W._d ,. .. L . _,, .l ,d_+t .r . .L . ,r 4'', a'ax._. .l ," l".",.~ ... _"..,+..+ .. ++.. ' " . ".. .
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Stwalley's and co-workers' i distribution (measured by deflection of the H atom

beam by an inhomogenours magnetic field) has a maximum at 5 eV and a FWHM

of 5 eV. This difference in hydrogen atom translational energy indicates that our

discharge is considerably hotter than theirs. This higher temperature may also in

part account for our higher intensities.

If the stagnation pressure is increased to 70 torr (for which the beam is still .,.

in the pencil mode) the intensity maximum in the translational energy distribution

is observed to shift down to 8 eV and the FWHM is reduced to 3 eV. Increasing

the stagnation pressure (in the pencil mode) not only decreases the translational

energy of the hydrogen atoms but also decreases the intensity of the beam as well.

It appears from these results that increasing the stagnation pressure, at constant arc

* power, decreases the effective temperature of the plasma. As a result, the stagnation

pressure may be used as a crude means of shifiting the overall translational energy of

the beam. The intensity maxima in the energy distribution function of H3 at 70 torr.., .

stagnation pressure also occurs at 8 eV but the FWHM is now 7 eV.

It should be noted that the high intensity and broad energy distribution func-

tion of the H atoms produced coupled with an appropriate velocity selector21 , could

provide a beam of monoenergtic hydrogen atoms whose translational energies would -"

be continously tunable from 0.1 to 5 eV. Such a source should be of great utility for

a whole family of reactive scattering experiments.

.-
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7. Figures and Captions

Figure 1. Scale drawing of cathode assembly: A, hollow tube; B, thoriated tungsten

cathode rod; C, set screw hole; D, support structure; E, bellows; F, outside

casing; G and H, teflon screw holes. Originally the assembly (other than the

cathode) was made out of brass but is now made out of stainless steel. " 1
Figure 2. Expanded view of anode assembly: A, threaded copper front holder; B,

thoriated tungsten nozzle anode; C, threaded copper back holder; D (1 and 2)

brass anode housing; E, macor cylinder.

Figure 3. Cross sectional view of assembled anode and cathode structures.

Figure 4. A schematic top view of the apparatus: VC1 and VC2, vacuum chambers;

AS, anode assembly; A, anode; C, cathode; M, electromagnet; S, water-cooled

copper skimmer; TA, translation assembly; T, translator; P1 and P2, viewports;

L, optical lens; C1 and C2, choppers; PM, photomultiplier; CP, current preamt-

plifier; LII and L12, lock-in amplifiers; SCRI and SCR2, stripchart recorders; D,

electric deflector plates; F, mechanical flag; QMS, quadrupole mass spectrometer;

PA, preamplifier; MSE, mass spectrometer electronics.
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Sensitivity Analysis of the
Differential Scattering Cross-Section to the

He + CO2 Interaction Potential e)
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A detailed sensitivity analysis of the total and rotational state-

to-state differential cross-section (DCS) is performed on an empirical

potential energy surface for He + C02. The infinite order sudden

approximation is used to calculate the cross-sections. The sensitivity :.

analysis consits of: 1) a large scale modification of the parameters that

determine the anisotropic potential, and 2) an infinitesimal variation

of these parameters to obtain a relative sensitivity function for the

DCS. From these we demonstrate the effect each potential p;crameter

has on the cross-sections. Despite the fact that this highly quantum

system displays no classical effects such as rainbow scattering, we have
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shown that the quantal DCS oscillations contain significant information

regarding the depth and width of the potential well and its anisotropy.

Much of this information can be extracted from total-DCS scattering

w data. However the rotationally inelastic DCS contain a substantial

amount of additional information regarding the shape of the potential

energy surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interaction potentials between an atom and a molecule have

been and continue to be subjects of significant theoretical as well

as experimental analysis. 1 - 0 The experimentalists have sought ways

to extract information on the shape of the potential from observed

phenomena such as differential scattering cross-sections, integral cross-

sections, transport phenomena, and relaxation spectroscopy.9  The

theorists have devised means for calculating and predicting the observed

phenomena and associating them with various regions of the potential

energy surface.' 7 '1 ,"' -2 2 The arxsotropy of these potentials results

in the interconversion of translational and rotational energy during an

encounter of the molecule with the atom. The most efficient theoretical

tool for studing the outcome of such collisions is the infinite order

sudden approximation (IOSA), 2 ' which we will use in the course of this

paper, under conditions appropriate for its vadidity. The measurement

of differential scattering cross sections in a crossed molecular beam

apparatus is a very sensitive tool for the dermination of atom-molecule

potentials. The region of the potential to which such data are most

sensitive is the vicinity of the attractive well. Since tius well results from

the balance between the competing long-range atractive and the short

range repulsive forces, its ab-initio evaluation is more difficult than for

the adjacent regions. As a result, the experimental approach is the best

one for the detrmination of the potential well characteristics.
J/%
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The extraction of potentials from scattering data begins by

proposing a physically reasonable model for the potential. The model
%.' % ,

is characterized by several parameters that define the specific shape of

the potential, such as well depth, well minimum position, well width,

repulsive wall steepness, and various features of the anisotropy. Initial

values of these parameters are chosen judiciously, and are then used

40B to simulate the observed scrttering data. A least squares alogorithm

is employed to adjust these parameters such that the best possible

agreement is achieved between the observed and calculated cross-

sections. As a result, the interpretation and analysis of scattering

experiments is very dependent on theoretical considerations. In

particular one wishes to know: a) how do various features of the potential
A

effect the observed cross-section? b) how sensitive are the data to a given

parameter and therefore how significant is this parameter?

These questions have been addressed by many investigators in

a variety of ways. Cross"' used semiclassical theory to show that

anisotropic potentials have differential cross-sections with dampened

rainbow and quanta) oscillations. Using the IOSA, Pack 25 has

shown that the rainbow oscillation dampening is due to anisotropies

in the potential well depth, while the quantal oscillation dampening a

is primarily caused by anisotropies in the position of the well depth
.--.<.

minimum. In several instances computed IOSA integral rotational .

state-to-ulate cross-sections were found to be very sensitive to the V
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anisotropic topography. 14 '19- 21 Rotationally inelastic rainbow structure

has been related to details of the anisotropic potential energy surface5 - 7, ,

Numerous experimentalists have successfully fitted potentials to their

data only if those potentials contained anisotropy. , , ° , '1 .,,
.

1

A potential that has received considerable attention is one for He +

CO 2 . The repulsive wall as well as its anisotropy have been calculated by

several methods21 '2 2 . The anisotropic long-range dispersion coefficients

were evaluated by Pack.3"'3" Parker et al.1 ° '9 measured the differential

cross-section from which they obtained an anisotropic potential for the

well region. Recently we remeasured the differential cross-sections for

that system, and proposed a new potential which we believe to be more

to accurate.3

In this paper we wish to probe and answer the questions regarding

the significance and sensitivity of the parameters which specify the He +

CO2 potential. Some of the above mentioned papers employed classical

scattering theory in arriving at many of their conclusions. Classical

mechanics is not applicable to this highly quantal system which shows

no evidence of rainbow scattering. Some have used rather rigid and

inflexible potentials, such as the Lennard-Jones, which was shown to be

unsatisfactory for modeling real potentials.18

This study has been undertaken to establish a clearer connection

between the observed differential cross-sections and the potential energy

surface for He + CO 2 . Although we have chosen a specific system for

,- -l
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this analysis, we feel that the majority of the conclusions will apply " -

to similar systems, i.e., highly quantum systems with collision energies

and rotational energy spacings analogous to those for He + C02. Our

approach is two fold; a) We conduct a large scale sensitivity analysis

by selectively modifing the parameters of our empirical potential to

elucidate the effects they have on the scattering. b) We then conduct

an infinitesimal sensitivity analysis by taking the partial derivatives

of the cross-sections with respect to a given potential parameter; the

sensitivities of all the parameters will be compared to each other and

the relative significance of each parameter will be accessed.

The infinitesimal sensitivity analysis has been stimulated by the

work of Rabitz and coworkers rf 11-14, allthough our approach is much * '4

less general and less elegant, it nonetheless is completely adequate in

satisfing the goals of this paper.

Eno and Rabitz 1 -1 have developed the formal theory of sensitivity

analysis for collision process. The basic premise of the theory is to

determine how variations in one quantity are affected by variations in an

other quantity. The first application is obtaining the variations of cross-

sections with variations in a feature of the interaction potential. The

theory is highly generalizable to other applications, such as variation NS-.'A

of one state-to-state cross-section with a different state-to-state cross-

section, variations of one potential parameter with an other. All of these

can be obtained from a single solution of the scattering problem, with . -

-::i.--
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relatively little additional computational effort. ,

Eno and Rabitz13 have evaluated the paramete, sensitivities for an

assumed He + CO 2 anisotropic potential. This potential is an inflexible

Lennard-Jones type, and hence does not fully resemble the empirical

potential'. In addition they reported sensitivities for differential cross-

sections with an initial ground rotational state (j = 0). If He + C02

sensitivity results are to be a useful guide for the experimentalist, one

should present calculations that most closely model the conditions of the

experiment. Under most experimental conditions it is not practical or

possible to produce C02 molecules in their ground state.,' 0 Even if CO2

molecules were prepared in their ground states the small energy loss by

the helium in exciting the C02 to a higher rotational state could not

be observed with current time-of-flight molecular beam apparati. The

rotational constant for C02 is so much smaller than the collision energy,

a transition from the ground rotational state would change the scattered "

He energy (and hence flight time to the detector) by such a small amount

that the transition would be obscured by the spreads in energy of the

He and C02 beams.

Schinke et al." have pointed out that the rotational rainbow (not to

be confused with the classical rainbow) is a structure highly sensitive to

the potential anisotropy. Eno and Rabitz" have confirmed this with

their sensitivity analysis. However both of these studies have been

performed on the initial ground state of the target molecule. For higher

:..:.: -.a
. °..
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ground states and larger changes in rotational quantum number the

rotational rainbows become much less pronounced and move to higher

scattering angles.' x3 In fact Schinke et al." recommend that experiments

* be conducted at the initial ground state of the target molecule and at

higher scattering angles. As we stated before, for the case of C0 2 it

is not practical to have it in its ground state. Also, large scattering

angles are difficult to attain experimentally, since the signal is usually

very low at high angles. For practical purposes it is best to concentrate

on small scattering angles. We will then concentrate on conditions that

best model experimental conditions, and as we will show the majority of

significant information regarding the potential will be contained in the

range of scattering angles easily observable.

In section 2 we briefly summarize the IOS approximation and

present the needed expressions for the total and state-to-state differential -.

cross-sections. In section 3 we review our model potential. In sections

4 and 5 we present the calculation methods. We demonstrate the

inappropriateness of classical rainbow scattering analysis for our model

system in section 6. Before considering anisotropic scattering we analyze

a spherical analog of our model potential in section 7. The fully

anisotropic potential sensitivities for the total differential cross-section

are presented in section 8. In section 9 we discuss the rotational state-

to-state differential cross-sections by way of the large scale sensitivity

analysis, and employ the infinitesimal sensitivity analysis in section 10. -

I-o. o'v
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In section 11 we briefly discuss the results of a set of analyses at two

collision energies above and below the 65 meV used in sections 4 thru

10. Finally we summarize our findings in section 12. -..-

:. ,-..
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2. CROSS-SECTIONS

We have used the infinite order sudden approximation (10SA) to

calculate the total (elastic and inelastic) and rotational state-to-state

differential scattering cross-sections (DCS). Since this formalism has

been reviewed and outlined by many authors we will only present the

salient points of the IOSA. -

In the systems to be considered, the target molecules are essentially

all in their ground vibrational states and the collision energies are well

below the threshhold for producing vibrational excitations. 33 Therefore,

it is reasonable to treat the target molecule as a rigid rotor of length R

(the distance between the end atoms) having a moment of inertia I. Let

r be the position vector of the incident atom with respect to the center-

of-mass of the molecule and y be the angle between r and the oriented

molecular axis R. The nuclear motion Hamiltonian for this system is -

therefore

h 2 82  j2 j2
- r- - +- V(r,) (1)

where A is the atom-molecule reduced mass, and , and i are the

orbital angular momentum and molecular angular momentum operators, . ..

respectively. it.

The Schr6dinger equation can be solved for the above Hamiltonian

by expanding the wave function in eigenfunctions of the total angular

momentum operator J - + L and its projection 3, about a space

i"-;-':
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fixed axis z. This results in a set of coupled radial differential equations;

the coupling being due to the matrix elements of V(r, 'y) obtained using

these eigenfunctions. Under the conditions of our calculation it is valid to

decouple these equations, by imposing the centrifugal sudden (CS) 29 3 0

and energy sudden (ES) 27 '28 approximations, collectively known as the

infinite order sudden approximation (IOSA).2 . The CS approximation

is introduced by replacing the orbital angular momentum operator with

its eigenvalue form29'30

j2 h 2 (+ 1) ()4

while to implement the ES approximation the molecular angular

27,28"

momentum operator is replaced with its eigenvalue form2 7 2

1 

-2 
2 

%

where and j are appropriately chosen effective quantum numbers.

The resulting set of decoupled differential equations are

rd2  
2 +(W+1) _!Vry -1)

I~r2 2 h 2(4)

where the wave vector is

k2  ~E h (i + )j (5) :--1"

E being the total energy of the system and 01 is an effective scattering

wave function for a angle of incidence -1. These equations can be solved

+ k r=  :,.- ..-.
.4 . - . 4.

",I .- _"%
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for a given t and -y in a manner analogous to a spherical problem, by

requiring that the wave function must vanish at the origin, and at large ?.

r behave as

1/2 -iky-T-2 eifkY?11/2+2i"&Y()} (6)

where ti(-) is the phase shift for a given fixed atom-molecule orientation,

which is obtained in a manner identical to that for a spherical scattering

problem 3  2 and the resulting scattering amplitude is given by

f '('2i,7 (-f pI (COS ::...:

It can be shown that the rotational state-to-state differential cross-

section is given in this approximation by 2 '

-,20 - < <j'Mj f Y (YI 0)Im 1 >BF 12 (8)
(2i + 1)k ,

where the matrix elements of f('y 1 8) are evaluated in the spherical

harmonics of the body-fixed coordinates - BF.2 It should be noted that

this result is independent of the choice of t.

Equation (8) can be simplified for calculational purposes by

expanding f&y(-y 10) in Legendre polynomials

14fk( I 8) = F 8 ()P(cos) (9)

.........................
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where

F.'(8) = (i + 1/2) P,(cosy)fk7(y 10) sin-y dy (10)

This then leads to the expression for the differential cross-section

-10) k) 23" + 1 C'(jj",j';,0,0) I , 12 (11)

The total differential cross-section is the sum of all state-to-state

cross-sections a(j' -- j 0) from an initial state j over all energetically

allowed final states j'. The cross-section in equation (11) can be summed

and simplified if the effective IOSA rotational quantum number j is set

equal to j (the initial rotational state). By way of the completeness

of the spherical harmonics and the addition theorem for the spherical

harmonics it can be shown that the total differential cross-section is

o(0) = 1/2 fk( 1  0)j2 siny d y (12)

This expression, for a given initial relative translational energy, is

independent of the initial rotational state j, and hence represents the

total differential cross-section for any initial state.

It has been demonstrated that the IOSA is valid in cases where

the relative collision energy is much larger than the spacing between

rotational levels and larger than the attractive part of the potential. ' 1
Since we will consider collision energies of 35 to 95 meV we are well

. . . . o . - _. -__.__. .__d. . . . . .' - -'--' -°°
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p within the range validity for the He + C0 2 interaction where the typical

C0 2 rotational spacings are less than 6 meV, and where the He + C0 2

well depth is less than 7 meV.

SW

-j
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3. POTENTIALS '-

In order to obtain realistic results and fulfill the objectives of this

paper we will use a realistic potential for our cross-section and sensitivity

calculations. Our potential is based on one extracted from experimental I

crossed-beam data. We represent the anisotropy by giving an angular -y

dependence to the parameters of an otherwise spherical potential,
.I: --7-

V(7, y) = V[r, (-1, rm (y1,fi(')j (13)-

where c is the well depth, r, is the well minimum position, and fi is a

shape parameter which depends on the parameterization of V. Some

parameterizations may have more than one shape parameter, all of

which may have angular dependence. In this paper we will expand the .-

well minimum position and the well depth to second order in Legendre

polynomials

7M(7 r ($) + r~~ 2 cs (14a).

r $°) [1 + qP 2 (cos y)] (14b)

and

(0) + f (2)p 2 •C (15a)

((o) + aP 2 (cosy) (15b)

'.5-.•-. .
**5 .N o ,
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where we have defined the anisotropies of the well minimum position

and depth as q -- )/r ) and a - S2)/d°) respectively. Due to the

symmetry of the C02 molecule the first order Legendre term is zero. -.

* The shape of V(r, r, c, P) is charterized by the highly flexible

Morse-Morse-spline-van der Waals (MMSV) potential which may be

written as

-(r) e 2eIP'- WI /  ij (16a)

for r < r"

V(r) = fe2(1 - /'-) - 2eP(1 - / rm) (16b)

for r < ri.

V(r) = [Si(r., - r) + S 3 ](r,. - r)

[S2(r- r) + S4] r - r,) (16C)

WO for ri<r<r,,

Ce C 8  -.-- 'V(r)= r 1 ..
F6 r (16d)

for r > .,
with w =1n2

w=~- 1 n 2

, where r, = r.(1 - In2/fl) is the zero of both Morse funtions, and

r, = r.(1 + In 2/fl) is the inflection point of the second Morse function.

The spline coefficients S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 are determined by continuity

conditions imposed on the potential and its derivative at r and r, The ..

Spline-van der Waals junction is maintained at r,,/r = 1.6,3,9,10,18 and ,.

4, 

'.% '
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the constant w is used to impose a smooth transition between the two

Morse functions..

This parameter-expansion MMSV potential is a good choice for this

study since the various features of the potential are neatly segregated

into specific parameters; the well minimum position (rr$,)), the well depth

(W(o)), their anisotropies (q and a), the well width (fi),and the repulsive

wall steepness (f'). Table I lists the values of these parameters as used .

in this study, obtained from an empirically derived potential, 3 the long

range dispersion terms for this potential were computed by Pack"6 ). In

the course of this study we will change some of these values one by one to I '4

see what effect the change has on the cross-sections and the sensitivities.

*°. S.-..,

.-. o.
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4. SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS

Extensive work has been done by Eno and Rabitz 1 1 ' on formal
*' sensitivity analysis in quantum collison theory. However, since the aims

of this study are less probing and less demanding, we can adopt a simpler

and less general approach to analyzing the sensitivity of observable data,

i.e., cross-sections, to the interaction potential; one that will serve as

a useful guide to interpreting experimental scattering data. We wish

to know how sensitive the differential scattering cross-section is to a

parameter specifing the corresponding potential? In other words, for

a given potential and collision energy, by what fraction will the cross-

section change for a small change in the parameter. If this change is small

enough we can expand the cross-section o, in the potential parameter ph

as

= + -(p h-p) (17)
ZIP Pk%

where a can refer to a state-to-state or a total differential cross-

section, and the super-scripted o and p, refer to a reference choice

of parameters. In order to facilitate comparison between sensitivities for 'I

various parameters and for different scattering angles as well as different

initial and final conditions, we define a reduced and unitless relative

sensitivity

::.4
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S (a P') (18)

This quantity gives the fractional change in the cross-section for a

fractional change in the parameter. This may be written as

Aa (19)

For a given potential and collision energy we calculated the phase

shifts 'n(7y) in equation (7), via Numerov integration3" for low values

of I and via the JWKB method 7'' for higher values (the switch over

taking place between I = 15 and 25 ). In general it is sufficient to use

48 approach angles -y in order to obtain good values for state-to-state

cross-sections (total differential cross-sections are convergent with only 4

12 approach angles). Using equations (7) and (10) we determined the

expansion scatttering amplitudes F (0). These are then used to obtain
jI

all state-to-state differential cross-sections from equation (11). -

The sensitivities are determined by the finite difference method,

which from equation (19) is expressed as

\ ph ) U ~ (p& + P 'P

The Apk is 10-4pk and the cross-section is calculated at pt and

pk(1 + 10-') for a collision energy of 65 meV. Collision energies of 35 "

and 95 meV are also considered in section 11. The masses of the He and

CO 2 are 4.0026 and 44.0098 amu, respectively.33 They are used along

'4 4. 1
-'.,.-.'.
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with the C-0 bond distance3 3 to determine the moment of inertia I (eq.

5) .0
The computational time for these sensitivities is rather small, 30

minutes on our VAX 11/780 computer for a given energy and a given

potential with 10 parameter Pjk varied.

.
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Various sensitivity features which are nlot plotted will be compared

to those that are plotted, in Tables V thru DC. The two characteristics

of the sensitivity functions which we will compare are: their overall

magnitude, abbreviated as "mag.", and their oscillations with scattering

angle, abbreviated as "osc.". A trend in either of these properties

as a function of an increase of a parameter, energy or inelasticity is

indicated with several adjectives. By "same" magnitude we mean that

the magnitudes of the two sensitivities are within a factor of 1.2 of each

other for all angles. Magnitudes that are "similar" (abbrev. "siml.")

are within a factor of 1.2 at most angles with some larger variations up

to factor of 1.5 for some ranges of angles. Changes in magnitude are

marked as "increasing" ("incr.") or "decreasing" ('decr."). A "slight".
40.

(si.") increase or decrease is less than a factor of 2, and is usually over

the entire range, unless marked otherwise; while "significant" ("sig.")

change is a change by a factor of 10 or more.

Changes in oscillation control are more difficult to quantify. By

"same" we mean that the sensitivity oscillations cross zero at the same

angles for the two sensitivities being compared. "Similar" indicates the A~

same number of zero crossings but with some at different angles. A

"significant" increase or decrease in oscillation control means there was

at least a factor of 2 change in the number of zero crossings; while a

"slight" change is one for less than a factor of 1.2 or just a change in the

positions of the crossings.
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6. CLASSICAL BEHAVIOR

It is well known3 '9 '10 '15- 1 8 that helium-molecule scattering data

exhibit very pronounced quantum effects, as is evident by the broad os- ..

cillations in the differential cross-section. Let us nonetheless summarize
[ ,..... .

the characteristcs of classical scattering using different central field po-

tentials. To this effect we calculate the classical deflection function given

by2

=b d (20) '"""
0(b) = -21 dr - V(r)/ -b2/r 2

where r, is the classical turning point of the potential, and b is the

classical impact parameter which can be expressed in terms of the partial

wave angular momentum quantum number I

b = (21)
k

The classical differential cross-section is given as2  "-.

.. . sm..!

" .:. .:,..(22)
in 0

the sum is over all b, for which 0(b) exists such that 0 -@ 0(mod r) I.
It is clear that as -f approaches zero the cross-section approaches ".

infinity. The scattering angle at which this occurs is known as the

rainbow angle. In Figure I we plot the deflection function versus the

reduced impact parameter (actually bk - = I). The minimum of ((1)

..-.

-; --- ". .'.

* -•- - . . . . . . .. . .. ., .- . °
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is indicative of the rainbow angle, while the inflection of 8(1) will yield

the pre-rainbow minimum of the cross-section.

Table IV summarizes the positions of the rainbow maxima and the

corresponding oscillation minima for different spherical potentials. The

rainbow angle is most strongly affected by the well depth and well width,

p ~' and only slightly by the well minimum position. The well mimimum

position does however, have a strong effect on the impact parameter (or

1) at which the rainbow angle occurs. With behavior in mind let us

analyze to quantum DOS for the SM potential given in Figure 2. The

lowest scattering angle oscillation occurs at 4.5 degrees and it is very Ab

dampened. The next oscillation is much more pronounced having a well

defined minimum at 7.7 degrees and a maximum at 9.8 degrees. Only

this second oscillation is close enough to the rainbow to be considered as

a vestige of that classical feature. If that is indeed the case it should not

C' be strongly affected by changes in well minimum position (rm), while its

p.' angular position should be shifted most by the well depth or well width.

In order to verify whether this is or is not the case, we present in Figure 3

comparative plots for several different MMSV potentials. From Figure 3a

0, we observe that increasing rm shifts all of the oscillations closer together

and modifies their relative intensities, while variations in f or Pi have

only a marginal influence on their positions (Figures 3a and 3b). Hence,

-~~~ we can conclude that there is no evidence of any rainbow structure in ...

this highly quantum system. Despite the fact that this fingerprint of
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well depth is not observable, we will show that the quantal oscillations .44

do contain significant well depth and width information.

z
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7. DCS SENSITIVITIES FOR SPHERICAL POTENTIALS

Before we deal with the effects of potential anisotropy on the -

differential scattering cross-section (DCS), we will discuss the influence of

the parameters of a spherical MMSV potential on the DCS. As mentioned

in the previous section, the position of the DCS oscillations is most

strongly influenced by the well position (rm) with some small shifts due

to changes in the well depth (c) and width (fi).

We draw attention to the intensity of the oscillations for various

values of r,., c, and in Figure 3. An increase in c (Fig. 3a) tends to

intensify most of the oscillations, even the low angle one becomes clearly

visible at high f. The only exception to this rule is the second oscillation

(at -,, 7.50) which decreases slightly in intensity with increasing c. If

the well is made narrower, i.e. f is increased (Fig. 3c) the high angle

oscillations (above 150) increase in intensity, while the intensity of the

low angle oscillations decreases. The intensity of the oscillation at , 12

degrees does not change appreciably with f. The intensity behavior

is less regular for variations in r. (Fig.3a). The overall pattern is for

the oscillation amplitude to decrease somewhat with increasing rm .

while the overall DCS increases as does the frequency of the oscillations.

However, the lowest angle oscillation is first dampened as r increases,

but as r,,, becomes even larger it reappears.

It is clearly evident that despite no indication of rainbow scattering,

the spherical potential DCS contains information pertaining to the well

,*• . .'S' %
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depth and width, and it is known that r,, has a greater influence over

the cross-section than any of the other parameters. Since rm. effectively

determines the size of the scattering target it will in turn determine

the overall magnitude of the cross-section. The positions of the DCS

oscillations will also be most influenced by the size of the scattering

target. This may be visualized by analogy to the diffraction of light

through a slit, where the slit width is analogous to the target size.

As the slit width is decreased the diffraction pattern spacings increase

and broaden out. The same is true for scattering; as rm. decreases the

oscillations broaden out and decrease in frequency as a function of angle.

However, it is unrealistic to expect a priori that the well depth and width

have a small or negligible influence on the shape of the DCS. After all,

they both deterime the shape and value of the potential at a given r.

The value of the potential can in turn be related (in classical terms) to

the degree of deflection the probe particle will be subject to for a given

impact parameter.

In Figure 4 we plot the sensitivities for the six parameters of

the MMSV.(SM) potential. The above mentioned observations and%

expectations are clearly evident in the plots. The rm sensitivity is the

greatest by an overall factor of 10 above that for c or f.The overall

sensitivities for c and fiare N ry similar, while the fl' sensitivity is slightly

smaller than that for Pi. The C6 and Cs sensitivities are lower by a

factor of 100 and 1000, respectively, than that for rm at angles below
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25 degrees. Above 25 degrees, the C5 sensitivity becomes similar to0,.. 
%-%

that for CS, both being about 1000 times lower than for rm The most

pronounced feature of all of these sensitivities is their oscillation between

positive and negative values, such that an increase in a parameter will

shift a(O) up at one angle and down at another. In other words, all

the potential parameters have an influence on the DCS oscillations and

magnitude.

Comparing the sensitivities S(O; c) and S(O; /) we observe that for

0 less than 15 degrees they have in general opposite signs; while for 0

between 15 and 35 degrees they usually have the same sign. Beyond 35

degrees their behavior is not well correlated. Even the small dampened

DCS oscillation at 4.5 degrees shows strong sensitivity to both t and/3.

However if this oscillation is dampened further by setting c low and /

high (potential SBEHL in Table II) the sensitivity in this region decreases

and loses its oscillatory structure. In general many of the gross features

of the sensitivities are preserved if a parameter is altered by a physically

reasonable amount, as in Table II.

The /3' sensitivity shows very similar structure to the /3 one in the

range of 10 to 20 degrees. Beyond 20 degrees the overall magnitude of

S(0; 0 ') remains relatively constant as the regularity of the oscillations

decreases significantly; whereas at angles below 10 degrees overall

magnitude of the sensitivity drops rapidly with angle. From classical,_ ,

scattering theory we would not expect a parameter that controls the

S.. .. ".Ao ... % . %. % %. %.°,....A".%,% .% - - ° .. .. i ". C... " ' -.. ~ .. %.. ,.., . .. ° .- -- . '- 5 . ' °
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close (low r) features of the potential to have any effect on small angle

scattering. Since for r ! r. (potential zero crossing) ~'has no effect

on the potential, we would not expect to see any fl' sensitivity for

those impact parameters which do not sample the potential in the

region r < r,,. For the MMSV-SM potential these impact parameters

correspond classically to scattering angles of less than 15 degrees, below

which S(O;fi') starts to decrease, dropping to zero at 0 degrees. Yet

because this is a highly quantum system the sensitivity does not drop to

~k,. zero instantly at 15 degrees.

Similar classical scattering arguments can be used to explain

Kwhy the 0B and C8 sensitivities are largest at small angles. Large

impact parameters imply larger distances of closest approach, where

the potential is weak and produces a small scattering angle. Hence the

4# far reaches of the potential, as determined by Ce and C8, will have

significant influence on small angle scattering. For scattering angles less

than 7 degrees the Ce sensitivity is within a factor of two of the r,

c, and sensitivities. The C8 sensitivity is much smaller then the one

for Ce at angles less than 25 degrees, and is not important in defining

the shape of the DCS. Above 25 degrees both S(O; 06) and S(8; C8) have

approximately the same small magnitude and should play a minor role

in the appearance of the differential scattering cross-section.

The sensitivities described above h .ve been calculated for specific

values of the potential parameters. What happens to these sensitivities

A" . . . . .......... ..........- . r.. . -
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if one of the key parameters rm, e, or P8 is changed by a large although

physically reasonable amount (as in Table II)? As we stated before, there

is no benefit in plotting all of the sensitivities for every parameter change.

Instead we have summarized, in Table V the changes that do occur in

the sensitivities as each of these parameters is individually lowered or

raised above its normal value (see also Section 5). Two key features of

the sensitivities are the effects they imply on the overall magnitude and -j

oscillations of the DCS. We will use the expression "oscillation control"

as the effect of the parameter on the amplitude of the oscillations in the ..

differential cross-section. This control manifests itself in the sensitivity

versus angle curve as oscillations above and below zero. For example,

we say that r.. exhibits strong oscillation control (Fig. 4a), while "" "

exhibits a poorer oscillation control (Fig. 4d), especially in ther range ..,>..1.1,

of 40 to 55 degrees.

Superficially, most of the sensitivities were not significantly affected

by large, allthough physically reasonable, changes in a parameter. The

most notable exceptions are the Ce and CS sensitivites for changes in r..

and P. The increase of r,, moves both the Morse inflection point r,. and

the spline-van der Waals junction to larger r where the van der Waals

part of the potential is weaker. Therefore the van der Waals part makes W No

up a smaller portions of the potential, and hence it has less less effect

on the magnitude of the potential. Similarly, as I increases the well

narrows, the inflection point 7, moves to smaller r, and the r.. remains

1%. •o'
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the same. This makes the spline region wider and results in a greater

influence of the van der Waals region, giving the Ce and C8 coefficients

a greater control of the DCS.

The other variations in sensitivities are more subtle and are not

as readily predictable. However, a clue to understanding some of this

behavior is realizing that fi and fl' are dimensionless parameters that

govern the well and repulsive wall shapes, respectively. The actual slope

of the potential, in the attractive and repulsive regions, is governed by 'E

and r,,,. Hence any change of these parameters is expected to affect the

sensitivity of parameters that also control the slope, i.e. fiand '.- .-

V Xv.

.~~~~~~~/* . ' . . .- - - - -
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Q8. TOTAL DCS SENSITIVITIES FOR ANISOTROPIC

POTENTIALS

It is well known, as discussed in the introduction, that the anisotropy
o-.

of r,, (q in eq. 14) has a much greater influence on the appearance of

the DCS than does the anisotropy of c (a in eq. 15). Yet it has been

demonstrated 3 that a is essential in fitting potentials to experimental

data; q as the only anisotropy term cannot adequately account for all the

features of the observed DCS. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the

total differential cross-sections (i.e., summed over all final states) plotted

in Figure 5. Variations of q from 0.1 to 0.5 show how significantly the

oscillations can be dampened. For q = 0.1 the DCS is very similar to the

one for a purely spherical potential (see Figure 2), despite the presence

of c anisitropy. However, both these values of q are physically unrealistic. .

The well minimum position anisotropy should follow the shape and size

of the CO 2 molecule. Since the C-O bond distance is 1.16 A, it then

is expected that the difference between r.,(f = 0) and rm( = X'/2)

be approximately this distance. This is indeed the case for q = 0.21

(the experimentally fitted value) which results in a difference of 1.10 A,

whereas the difference is 0.53 Afor q = 0.1 and 2.63 Afor q = 0.5.

There are no easy clues that can be used to predict the well

depth anisotropy (a), and as Figure 5b shows a has a much more

subtle effect on the total DCS than q. An increase in a dampens

some oscillations, i.e. at 5 and 9 degrees; while others become more

.1JF.
• ''%-4
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ii'pronounced, especially at 15 degrees. Hence, well depth anisotropy

relaive ampningandrelaiveintensities of the oscillation. Just as

in the spherical potential case, the total DCS was determined mainly by

rm, with fine variations in oscillation intensity resulting from the well

depth and shape. Consequently, for anisotropic potentials the angular

dependent well minimum position r7m(-y) determines the main features

of the total DCS. The well depth anisotropy and shape parameters gives

the oscillatory structure of the cross-section.

In Figure 6 we present the effects of varying the shape parameters

fand fl'. As was the case for the spherical potential, an increase of fi-
increases the oscillation amplitudes above 10 degrees and reduces those

below that angle. Also the magnitude of the DCS above 10 degrees

remains about the same, while below it drops with increasing Pi. We

know that classical low angle scattering is due to trajectories that sample

regions of the potential for large distances of closest approach rw, For

this distance equal to 3.8 A(the value of ri for the SM potential) the

resultant scattering angle is about 8 degrees (for the scattering energy.

of 65 meV considered in this paper). The deflection angle for r, = 5.6

A (the value of r..) is I degree. As fl increases the well narrows and r~-

the spline region between 7, and r.. becomes shallower, and a smaller

fraction of the trajectories are scattered into the region betweenl1and 8

degrees. Similarly as the well narrows the DCS exhibits sharper quantum
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interference oscillations.

The repulsive wall shape parameter fi' has little effect on scattering

below about 16 degrees, the scattering angle corresponding to a classical

closest approach distance radius of 3.1 A, the value of ro. Above 16 I

degrees, however, the increase of fl' decreased the total DCS (Fig. 6b). "

The reason seems to be that as fl' increases the wall becomes steeper and

less likely to be penetrated, yielding a lower cross-section at the larger -- -.

scattering angles.

In the framework of the above observations let us now consider

the sensitivities for these parameters. The sensitivites to r( )  1(o)

q, a, fi and fR' are presented in Figure 7, and to the van der Waals

coefficients CO) CO) ) C ( ) , and C(2) in Figure 8. We can compare these -

sensitivities to those for the spherical limit of this potential (Fig. 4). The

presence of anisotropy has significantly altered these sensitivites. Those

" for r4 )f, and C(o) have increased in overall magnitude; while those for f,

fi' and CIO) have decreased. The oscillation control has been reduced for

c and fl, whereas for the other parameters it has remainded relatively the

same in so far as the frequency of the sensitivity oscillations is concerned,

with only some changes in their relative amplitudes. This is particularly

true for S(9; r)). The rm sensitivity for the spherical potential has

a progression of oscillations with alternating crests (postitive) and

troughs (negative) of equal width and equal magnitude; whereas the

r ) sensitivity has large troughs (negative) and small and narrow peaks

'- *o.
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* (postitive). An increase in (0) tends to lower the DCS oscillation troughs

much more than it raises the crests. This is effectively a decrease in ..

oscillation control. The peak to trough height does not increase as much

for the anisotropic potential as for' the spherical one for an increase in

r0, since for the spherical potential the troughs move down as much as

the peaks move up, while for the anisotropic potential the troughs move

down, but the peaks move up only slightly.

The sensitivity to the spherical average of the well depth e() is-

reduced slightly by the introduction of anisotropy, as can be seen from

a comparison of Figures 7b and 4b. There is also some reduction

of oscillation control, especially for low scattering angles (0 < 200).

0' The DCS oscillation at 4 degrees is still influenced by (o) such that

an increase will deepen the trough of the oscillation. In general, the

inclusion of anisotropy has reduced the precision with which well depth

information can be extracted from a measured DCS. However, this is not

as unfortunate as it may seem, since the DCS also contains information ... ,.'.
pertaining to the anisotropy. Also, the presence of anisotropy permits

C02 rotational energy transfer, which can be observed as inelastic

scattering. This inelastic scattering, as we shall see later, contains

additional information which can be used to extract the various potential

parameters, as well as the well depth, more accurately and more

precisely.

The DCS oscillation dampening properties of the well minimum

b--4'
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position anisotropy q are clearly evident in Figure 7c. The sensitivity,

S(8;rO)), is positive in regions of the DCS troughs, and negative in

regions of DCS crests. The DCS dampening properties of a are very

sinmilar to those of q, as is seen by comparing Figure 7d with Figure 7c.

From 0 to 7.5 degrees the two sensitivites are of similar magnitude, while

between 8 and 35 degrees the S(0; q) magnitude rises up to 10 times that
P of S(8; a). Therefore the scattering below 7.5 degrees should be most

important in defining a, particularly since a has a greater oscillation

control than q for the DCS oscillation at 4 degrees. Even in the range

of 7.5 to 14 degrees S(0;a) is one third of S(0;q) indicating that a has

a significant influence on the DCS. For low angle scattering (0 < 200)

a provides much more oscillation control than E() and hence serves an

indispensable function in modeling the real potential. In fact, it has

been demonstrated3 that a calculated DCS cannot be sucessfully fitted

* to experimental DCS scattering data with potential models that do not

include well depth anisotropy.

The sensitivity to the well width parameter has increased with

the introduction of anisotropy, as indicated by comparing Figures 7e

and 4c. The overall magnitude of this sensitivity has incresed, up to

a factor of three, above 12 degrees; and oscillation control has also

increased some (below 20 degrees). Indeed, the sensitivity to f is the "

se c o n d m o st in te n s e o n e a fte r S ( 8; r 1) ,  g re a te r th an th e f10 ) se n sitiv ity . --.

Its importance should not be underemphasized, particularly for this ""A

.- .. .
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anisiotropic potential, although it is not obvious why the sensitivity

should increase with increased anisotropy. This sensitivity of the DCS

to the P parameter has not been previously realized.

a6eaw
The sensitivity to f' (Figure 7f) shows essentially the same behavior

as in Figure 6b; very little sensitivity at low angles with only very.i

minor oscillation control, and a negative sensitivity at higher angles. As

mentioned above, scattering below 15 degrees corresponds to classical

trajectories that do not approach the repulsive wall, hence this region

(0 < e < 150) represents penetration into the classically forbidden region

of the repulsive part of the potential. For the scattering angles above

15' oscillation control disappears and the sensitivity to P demonstrates

that a steeper wall (higher fl') reduces the DCS magnitude.

The sensitivities to the dispersion coefficients are plotted in Figure

8. The only important coefficient, one with the largest magnitude by

far, is CO ). The sensitivities to the other dispersion parameters is so

low that they do not significantly affect the DCS. Since these coefficients

are calculated theoretically, their sensitivities provide a guide as to how "

accurately those calculations must be performed. The sensitivities to the

anisotropy terms C (2) and C (2) can be expected to be small because the

van der Waals region extends ranging from r., to infinity and has some

influence on the spline region. As the He atom traverses the van der

Waals region the CO 2 molecule rotates thereby changing -y. The DCS

then reflects the spherical averge of the dispersion terms. The well and "

% . ..

L_ " ," ",'.-
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wall regions will be traversed more quickly by the He atom, and hence

the anisotropy of this part of the potential will not be severely averaged

over -y.

Table VI summarizes the significant changes that occur in the -4 "

sensitivities if q, a, or are changed above or below their nominal

values. In E ,neral the sensitivities are not substantially affected by these

changes; most of the differences are subtle. Some sensitivites increase as

a parameter is increased, and upon a further increase of the parameter

they drop again in magnitude. Only S(8; a) increases significantly in *.....

magnitiude as a is raised; it also gains oscillation control as q is increased. .

In addition, a narrowing of the well i.e., and increase in makes the well a

sharper target which in turn increases the sensitivity of the well minimum

position (r 2)). Other than these there are no regular or predictable

trends in the small variations of these sensitivities.

S. .....'oI
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9. STATE-TO-STATE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTIONS

The anisotropy of the He + C02 interaction potential allows for the

coupling and transfer of energy between the rotation of the C02 mo!ecule

and the relative translational energy between it and the helium atom.

The total differential cross-sections, discussed in the previous sections

of this paper, are the sums of a large set of rotational state-to-state

transitions (Equation 12), and therefore they are less sensitive to the

details of the the potential then the individual cross-sections would be.

In this section we will show these state-to-state cross-sections depend

on the characteristics of the potential. We have chosen as an example

an initial state .j = 12, which lies in the range of rotational states that

-r the C0 2 is likely to occupy at all but the lowest temperatures. The

discussions and conclusions for j = 12 can be easily carried over to other

initial states j, from j - 4 to j - 30.

In Figure 9 we plot the full range of rotational transitions from

= 12. For a given change in Aj = ?-j (where j' is the final rotational

state) the shapes of the DCS curves for the rotational gain (Aj > 0) are

very similar to the one for rotational loss (Aj < 0), for the same JAj.

The major difference is that the rotational A" > 0 transitions have DCS's

which in magnitude are greater than those for the corresponding Aj < 0

trasitions. We will therefore focus our attention on the former without

compromising detail or completeness of conclusions.
., ,

Elastic scattering dominates at low scattering angles. Inelastic

.5. %,. .,
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transitions for Aj = 2 become important for scattering angles 0 above

10 degrees. Transitions for Aj > 6 are not significant for angles below

40 degrees. Beyond 40 degrees the A" = 8 DCS has minor significance.

Transitions with A" > 8 although not shown in Figure 9, contribute very

little to the total DCS, and are extremely small at all angles. We also

do not show DCS's from initial states other than j = 12. These other

transitions have virtually identical characteristics to those for j = 12.

However, j = 0 is an exception in that DCS's for small Aj (2 and 4) are

greater than those for the other inelastic ones and the elastic ones for

angles above 10 or 15 degrees.

In Figure 10 we probe the effects of varying the potential well

minimum position anisotropy q. The anisotropy parameter q elongates

the potential along the CO 2 molecular axis (if it is positive). As this

happens the torque about the center-of-mass of the CO 2 imparted by the

He atom to the CO 2 molecule will increase, which increases the amount of

translational to rotational energy exchange. We then expect a potential

with a larger q to have greater inelastic cross-sections, as is borne out

in Figures 10a and 10b. For q = 0.5 (high value) inelastic scattering is

substantial even at 4 degrees (for Aj between 2 and 8). For q= 0.1 (low

value) even Aj = 4 scattering has little effect on the total scattering.

At 12 and 18 degrees (Fig. 10a) the DCS for the Aj = 2 transition is

comparable in magnitude to that of the elastic DCS. The elastic DCS

curve for q =0.1 has oscillations of greater amplitude than the one for

-4
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q 0.21. As q increases the elastic DCS oscillations dampen while those

for inelastic transition DCS (Aj > 2) tend to increase. The elastic DCS

decreases with q and so do the DCS's for small Aj transitions. The '""'

magnitude of the total DCS is unchanged by the value of q (Figure 5a),

and since inelasticity increases with q, the elastic DCS should therefore

decrease.

There are problems with potentials having large large values of q,

and thereby relatively large differential cross-section for large A'. The

IOS approximation is only valid for cases where rotational transitions

occur at small impact parameter and for relatively small changes in the

rotational energy. A potential with a large q does not meet these criteria, '""""

and hence the results shown in Figure 10b, are not a good approximation

to those the exact ones. Nonetheless, we can still use the results to show

the trends that occur as q changes. Similar caution is required for low

q potentials where the target molecule has a small moment of inertial L

I ( a light diatom such as H2 , or even N 2 is an example). The small I

is indicative of large spacings between rotational levels; a condition to

which the IOSA is not applicable.

Variations in the well depth anisotropy a do not have as dramatic an

effect on the DCS's as does q. Yet, as is evident from examining Figures

11a and l1b, the influence is significant. The differences in state-to-state

DCS's are most apparent at low scattering angles, as a increases (in

absolute value) from -0.2 to -0.9. We expect, based upon the discussion

.................... .
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*of spherical potentials, the well depth information to be concentrated at

scattering angles in the range of greatest classical sampling of the well

region, i.e. 4 to 20 degrees. An increase in a dampens the oscillations for

all inelastic DCS's, particularly for larger Aj's, while the DCS's increase
::' ~in magnitude especially at low angles. ..

To account for these observations, we probed further by making

several modifications in the well depth and its anisotropy. First, we

plot the state-to-state DCS's for two extreme values of the overall well

depth E(O) (2.5 and 7.5 meV) with the anisotropy a unchanged at -0.5.

For an increasing c(O) the trends, as shown in Figures 12a and 12b,

are: the inelastic DCS amplitudes increases; the elastic DCS magnitude

increases between 4 and 20 degrees; and the DCS oscillation magnitudes

also increase somewhat abvove 25 degrees. For a negative a the well is

deeper than the spherical average c(°) at angles greater than the zero

point of the second order Legendre polynomial P2 (cos -7) ( cos -y =IV.

or ; z 54.70). We can make this region shallower than c(O) and place

the very minimum of the potential on the molecular axis (1 = 0, or 7r)

rather than perpendicular to it ( = 7r/2), by setting a to a positive value.

Figures 13 show the DCS's for two different values of a positive: a +0.5

and +0.1. For scattering angles below 12 to 22 degrees (dependng on the

Aj of the transition) the inelastic DCS's increase in overall magnitude *

and decrease in oscillation amplitude as a is increased. Above these

angles the DCS magnitude drops slightly and the oscillations intensify.

,4* .,,
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To complete the test we set the well depth anisotropy a to +0.3 and -

)(o to 2.5 and 5.5 meV, Figures 13c and 13d respectively. Once again

the deepening of the well produces an increase of the magnitude of the

inelastic DCS for low scattering angles (12 to 22 degrees). -

In summary, the increase of the well depth increases the inelastic

DCS regardless of the anisotropy. The increase of the magnitude of the

well depth anisotropy also increaes the inelastic DCS. An increase in the

magnitude of a will deepen the well somewhere. Since the inelastic DCS's

apparently sense a depth increase, regardless of the sign of a, they must

be influenced by regions of the potential above and below the approach

angle -y corresponding to the zero of P2 (cos y). This is consistent with the

arguments presented in the discussion of the well minimum anisotropy

q: the most effective translational-rotational energy transfer will occur

at approach angles ' for which the torque is greatest, i.e. somewhere

away from both parallel and perpendicular approaches.

Figures 14a and 14b show elastic and inelastic DCS's for extreme

values of the potential well width parameter ft. As we demonstrated

in the Sections 7 and 8, an increase in j9 results in an increase in the

low angle scattering and an increase in DCS oscillation amplitudes. The

same is observed for the state-to-state DCS's. An increase in f8 narrows

the well so that the values of the potential in the well region decrease for

all r other than r,, at a fixed -y. A narrower well will have a repulsive

wall which starts at a larger r and has an initially steeper slope (before

S, o ,. 
p -o2. ° -.- -
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fi becomes influential), and therefore the effective target size increases

as does the cross-section. As P increases, the inelastic DCS increases

at scattering angles which classically correspond to collisions with the .. -.

repulsive wall of the potential, as can be seen by comparing Figures 14a,

9b and 14b for which P is 5.0, 7.2 12.0 respectively.

When we discussed the effects of the repulsive wall shape parameter

on the total DCS, we observed that an increase in Pi' decreases the

scattering intensity at higher angles with virtually no effect on the

oscillations. A similar observation is made for state-to-state DCS's for

small A " (< 4). For the larger Aj (> 6) the reverse is true, i.e. the high

angle state-to-state DCS's increase with increasing wall steepness. There

is no discernable difference in the state-to-state DCS's for variations in f".

at angles below 15 degrees, and only above 35 degrees is the difference

reasonably significant. At 60 degrees the largest variation is for the

Aj = 8 DCS, with less than a factor of 2 increarse in the DCS for a

change in from 5.0 to 12.0.

•' -.~ ?..?.
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10. STATE-TO-STATE DCS SENSITIVITIES

In the previous section we observed the response of the state-to- I
state differential cross-sections to relatively large changes in potential .

parameters. We now turn to the sensitivities of equation 18, to gauge

the response of the state-to-state DCS to very small parameter changes.

How do they compare to the total DCS sensitivities? How do they change

as the inelasticity increases?

In Figure 15 we plot the sensitivities of the j = 12 to j = 14 DCS

sensitivities to the parameters r.2, E1o1 q, a, P? and f'. We observe

only one significant change over the total DCS sensitivities of Figure 7, ,.. ,

otherwise the two sets of sensitivities are very similar. The change is in

the q sensitivity S(O; q) which shows a very significant loss of oscillation

control and an overall increase in magnitude. The sensitivities to the.--

C(° ) and C (  coefficients do show some increase in magnitude over

those for the total DCS. In Table VII we compare these sensitivities

to the sensitivities for the total DCS, the elastic j = 12 DCS, and a

variety of inelastic ( j = 12 to j = 4,6, 8,10,14,16,18,20) DCS.

The difference between the total and state-to-state sensitivities for

q is quite remarkable, compare Figures 7c and 15c respectively. The

increase in magnitude was expected since the elongation of the potential

should be and is the primary feature responsible for translational-

rotational energy exchange. The significant loss of oscillation control

indicates that the primary dampening mechanism of the total DCS

\ .% "
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oscillations is the fact that the phases of the inelastic DCS oscillations .*.

differ from each other and from those of the elastic DCS (see Figures 1

9 and 10). As q increases in magnitude the inelastic DCS's increase

and therefore contribute more to the total DOS. Since the oscillation

peaks of " - " DCS occur roughly at the same angles as the troughs

of the adjacent DCS for which the j' differ by 2, the oscillations of the

total DCS will dampen. The state-to-state inelastic DCS oscillations

are not dampened at all by q; actually, a large q tends to increase the

large Aj oscillations (compare Figures 10a and 10b). The state-to-state

elastic DCS oscillations, however, are dampened by an increasing q; and

the S(O; q) is very similar to the one for the total DCS with only minor

decrease in oscillation control (we did not plot the elastic sensitivity since

it is so similar to the total). I

The q sensitivity in Figure 15d is positive for 0 < 20 degrees and

negative for 0 > 250. As Aj increases the sensitivity becomes positive for

all angles and increases in magnitude up to 20 times for j' = 4 -- j = 12

over the 12 -- 12 elastic process (Table VII). This effect was observed

in Figure 10, where for small angles the DCS increases with q, while at

larger angles (0 > 20') the DCS decreases for small Aj and increases

for larger Aj. Classical trajectories with small values of the distance

of closest approach correspond to small impact parameters and have

large scattering angles. Large angle scattering is due to collisions that

approach the repulsive wall, for which smaller Aj DCS decrease while ..

|.'--
-- N:::
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larger Aj increase with increasing q. If a trajectory approaches the

repulsive wall and scatters at large angles it will be able to transfer a

greater amount of energy than at lower angles and therefore the total ..

DCS will be dominated by larger Aj transitions...

The spherical average of the well depth minimum position r$,0) has a

very strong effect on the high inelasticity DCS. For Aj = 8 the sensitivity

S(8;r(0) ) increases by a factor of 500 over the one for the total DCS

(Table VII). The repulsive wall shape parameter# ' sensitivity also shows

a significant increase for larger Aj, up to a factor of 100. Since large Aj

transitions occur at the wall, the parameters that control the position

and shape of that wall (r. and P' respectively), should have the greatest

influence on the corresponding inelstic DCS. A larger r. ) means a larger

target and hence a greater DCS. A larger #' means a steeper wall and

hence a more effective inelastic DCS (as we observed at the end of the

* previous section).

The sensitivity to the well depth anisotropy parameter a is rather

strongly affected by large Aj transitions; the Aj = 8 sensitivity increases

up to 30 times over the one for the total DCS. This confirms the

observations and discussions of the previous section, according to which

an increase in the magnitude of a increases the inelastic DCS.

The increase of sensitivities for the dispersion terms, particularly

the anisotropy terms C.2  and , with increasing inelasticity (Table

VII), is unimportant because the corresponding state-to-state DCS is

I •-,°
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r extrem ely sm all (Figures 9a and 9b), especially at low scattering angles

where elastic transitions dominate.

Table VIII summarizes the effects of parameter changes on the

2 = 1 to j' = 14 DOS sensitivities. It is similar to the analogous table

(VI) for the total DCS sensitivities. Many of the conclusions reached

regarding Table VI are equally applicable to Table VIII. We include

this table only for completeness sake, and refer the reader to previous

discussions, since there is no additional insight that can be presented.

r -..
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11. DIFFERENT SCATTERING ENERGIES
.0

All of the above analyses were for a single relative kinetic energy of ' . .

65 meV. What happens to the DCS's and their sensitivities at energies h

above and below this value? We have made calculations at 35 meV

and 95 meV and summarize their results below with emphasis on the

differences between the studies at these energies and those at 65 meV.

The IOS approximation is valid over this energy range.

The positions of the DCS oscillations depend not only upon the

well minimum location but also on the kinetic energy and hence the

wavelength. As the energy increases the wavelength decreases and hence

the spacing of the oscillations decreases. The magnitudes of the total

DCS and also the inelastic DCS decrease with increasing energy for -4

scattering angles below 30 degrees. At scattering angles above 30 degrees

kinetic energy has a negligible

effect on the magnitude of all the DCS's. Inelastic DCS's for small

Aij also decrease with increasing energy; while for large A" they increase.

This is expected since the large Aj DCS's depend upon the repulsive wall

collisions (see previous section); a larger energy makes the wall region

more accessible.

Table XI list the changes in sensitivities for the total and j = 12

to j = 14 DCS's as the initial kinetic energy increases. Overall,

the sensitivities were not very significantly altered. The well depth

sensitivity showed a factor of 5 decrease only for scattering angles above .

b *.,-. . . . . . . .
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17 degrees (as the kinetic energy is raised from 35 to 95 meV). The

sensitivities for P3 and C.0 were the virtually the same for 35 and 95

4 C(2)

meY but much greater for 65 meY. The C"sensitivity showed a marked

increase with energy.

Classically, one would expect that at a lower kinetic energy. the

probing of the well region would be greater and the probing of the

wall lesser. This is the case to a small extent for our system, but not

significantly so. The fl' sensitivity increases only slightly, indicating a3

slight increase in the probing of the repulsive wall. The minor decrease in

the c~0 ) sensitivity indicates very little decrease in the probing of the well;

most of the decrease in S(O; E(O)) is for angles above the classical range

of well sampling. The other well parameter P3 has the most sensitivity 4

at an intermediate energy (65 meY); at the extreme energies (35 and 65

meV) the S(O; fl)'s are identical.

The specific choice of a scattering energy to experimentally probe

the He + C0 2 potential, or one for a similar system is not important.

The higher energies in this range yield cross-sections with more classical .

behavior, and will sample more of the repulsive wall. At the lower

energies the behavior is more quantal in nature, and hence the scattering . ~.

will be less a function of how a trajectory samples the well region, than ~

how a wave is distored by the total potential. It is not appropriate

Nor very useful to invoke trajectory concepts in attempting to predict J.P

parameter sensitivities at low energies. Therefore, it is not very beneficial
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to measure cross-sections for quantal scattering systems at very lowg ,

scattering energies, since similar information can be obtained at room

temperature energies. The only advantage of lower energy studies is

the increase in elastic cross-section at intermediate scattering angles; a

factor of 2 increase is observed in the range of 5 to 15 degrees as the

energy drops from 95 to 35 meV. The disadvantage is that the inelastic

cross-sections decrease for these conditions. The best course of action is -

to measure the cross-sections at many energies, and use the combined

data to extract a potential.

.%
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12. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have investigated the effect of several anisotropic

interaction potential parameters on observable differential cross-sections

for the scattering of He by C02 at an energy of 65 meV. Relative

sensitivity functions for the DCS were introduced to quantify the

influence of each parameter. We also performed a large scale sensitivity

analysis by calculating the cross-sections at several physically reasonable

values of each of the potential parameters. The following conclusions

were reached:

1. The DCS (total and inelastic) are most sensitive to the location of

the potential well mimimum r,,, particularly the spherical average

of r,(y). It has, by far, the greatest effect on the overall magnitude

of the DCS especially at low angles, and on the positions of the

quantal oscillations.

2. The quantal oscillations of the total DCS versus scattering angle 0

curves are dampened primarily by the presence of anisotropy in the

position of the well minimum r,,, The dampening is due to the fact

that the inelastic DCS's have oscillations with troughs and crests

at different 6. The state-to-state DCS's are not dampened by the

anisotropy of r,, but their relative magnitudes are very dependent

on this anisotropy.

3. Although the He + C02 system is highly quantal and therefore

its DCS shows no classical rainbow behavior, it is still possible to
5,% '
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extract siginficant information regarding the depth and width of the

well from DCS measurments. The sensitivities to these parameters

extened well beyond what would be expected classically. The low

angle DCS oscillations increase with the well depth. Increasing the

well width increases the amplitude of low angle (9 < 120) oscillations

and decreases the high angles ones. The increase of well depth also

increases the inelasticity of the collision.

4. The elastic and inelastic DCS is highly sensitive to the width of

the well. The sensitivity to it is actually somewhat greater than

to the well depth. However the range in experimentally determied

values for the reduced well width (parameterized by .for the MMSV

potential, B = 5.5 to 8.2) is much smaller than the range of values

of well depth (2.5 to 7.0 meV).

5. The anisotropy of the well depth f is clearly discernable in the total

DCS, primarily in the shape of the oscillations. It has little effect F-

on the dampening of the oscillations. An increase in its absolute

value increases the inelasticity.

6. There is little change in parameter sensitivities for scattering at

energies other than 65 meV. At 35 meV the increase in sensitivity

in the well depth is less than a factor 1.5 over that for 95 meV,

indicating that classical arguments are not very useful in predicting

sensitivities.

Although we considered a specific case, the above conclusions are

S.- . o '.

,'I.- ,
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valid for systems with similar characterstics: collision energy, reduced

mass, and rotational energy spacing. The techniques outlined should

prove beneficial in interpreting total and inelastic diffential cross-section

data, and in assigning significance to the features of the potentials that

are obtained from the data.

* -2 .%.

.1.
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TABLE I. MMSV Anisotropic Parameter Expansion
Potential" Parameters .'

Parameter Symbol Value

(0)*~.

well minimum (spherical average) 35A3.5

well minimum anisotropy q 0.21..

well depth (spherical average) C (0) 4.3 meY

well depth anisotropy a -0.50

well shape8 f 7.2

wall shape8  7.2

Spline-van der Waals joint pov =,/r 1.6

van der Waals coefficients C() 9.98 xneV A6

6 2.31 meY A6

46.4 meY A
48.4 meY 8

-.-

a) see equations 14, 15, and 16; this potential will

be designated as M
b) in some cases these parameters will be expanded

in Legendre polynomials (as in eqs. 14 or 15)
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TABLE U. Modified Spherical Potentials

Characteristic parameter Value Potential L ..-

Sm 
%

unmodified potential" I SM

l mr,, 2.5 A SRL
low r M 

.- :

r,,, -" 4.5 SRH

b, , high r. :-"'.-'S.

l= 2.5 meV SELlow f 

""'"

high -- 7.5 meV SEH

low 0 = 4.0 SBWL,.

high ,8 ,I0.0 SBWH

low ' p 4.0 SBRL

10.0 SR
4.0 SBL.

low 0 and/0' ,z = = SBL

high andB' ,8 '10. SBH""

low f and high 2.5 meV SBEHL

10.0

a) Spherical limit of the MMSV anisotropic potential in Table I,

-(2 n are zero) 
4

i.e. q =0 and a o (also al 
.

hr-:g-.4.

, - 4 % .

4.. "," " .
'p :5/:

K",".-

7-..' .-%
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

-. . . . . .. -. -, . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" ''.5 " .

a 

. d\

% -. d % "% %, % % % % % % %- % ' . . % • ,• "* " '%' '* - ',.*, "- -" ° '• • * " 
..,J#

.r " 
.
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TABLE IM!. Modified Anisotropic Potentials

Characteristic Parameter Value Potential

unmodified potential - M

zero q q= 0 QO

low q q = 0.1 QL

high q q = 0.5 QH

zero a a = 0 AO

low a a = -0.2 AL

high a a = -0.9 AH

low i=5.0 BWL .

highf, 12.0 BWH '

low 0' 5.0 BRL

high1 8' ]'=12.0 BRH

anisotropic f - 0.62 BA
a 0.0

low positive a a = 0.1 PAL .

high positive a a = 0.5 PAH

low f f = 2.5 meV EL

highc f = 7.5 meV EH

positive a a = 0.3 PAEL
low f c = 2.5 meV

positive a a = 0.3 PAEH
high f e = 7.5 meV

a) the anisotropic MMSV potential of Table I
b) fl ansiotropy is introduced by way of a Legendre expansion

(eq. 14 or 15).

% %-

A."--4--
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TABLE IV. Classical Rainbow Scattering Angles

Potential" 8,/deg 1(8,)b Or ,,,/degc L _"__

SM 8.9 40 7.5

SRL 6.8 28 4.3
8.8 43 8.5

SRH 9.2 52 7.7
0F. -- 4

SEL 5.0 40 3.8

SEH 16.0 41 13.3

SBWL 7.0 43 2.9 0

SBWL 10.8 40 9.1

M
- = 0 4.5 48 4.0
-7 = 7r/4 7.8 42 6.0
" = 7r/2 11.0 36 9.1

AO
'Y 0 9.1 48 7.1
-Y = jr/4 9.0 42 7.6
= r/2 8.7 37 7.6

QO
= 0 4.1 39 3.4

-" = Xr/4 7.7 40 6.7
-y = r/2 11.4 40 10.0

a) See tables II and III for potential symbols
b) The reduced impact parameter for the rainbow angle (eq. 21)
c) Location of the rainbow minimum

RA.IhA2,

... '..Q:' .. ' ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ '. . d.. . .-. ... ..-. ... •- -
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TABLE V. Sensitivity Variations as a Function
of Parameter Increase for Spherical PotentialsF

Sensitivity' Parameter Increasing I
and .No_

characteristic r.

,' S(8; r.)
mag. siml. incr. incr. ({>2o)

(lox 15-<8<2o) decr. (0<2o° )
oeC. same incr. decr. (#>3o)

'A. S(8;)
mag. incr. (low ,,,) incr. incr. (0>2.5)
oec. same deer. incr.

(100<0< 15)
~s 0; P)

mag. sl. incr. sl. decr. same
oc. same decr. (0>300) ncr.(o>25 ° )

S (o;')
mag. incr. (low r .) same same
o8c. sig. incr, sig. incr. incr. (o>16")

S (0; CO)
mag. deer. (x io) same incr. -',-

(x6o 0>25') -,.

o8c. simil. var.c same

S(O; CS)
mag. decr. (x io) same same,.,"
OC. simil. var.0  same

a) See sec. 5 of text for a full description of this table and symbols .
b) Especially small at low c
c) Variable number of oscillations for different ranges of 0

",.%

*~,. ; .* ~~A*.*~ *~,. - ._--.
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TABLE VI. Sensitivity Variations as a Function
of Parameter Increase for Anisotropic PotentialTotal DCS

Sensitivity' Parameter Increasing

characteristic q a

S(O; rn(0))

mag. simil.b simil.b sig. incr.c
o8c. simil.b sl. decr. same

sig. incr.(&>20")'

e, ~ ~~S(O; o),,. ":'

mag. same incr. same
oc. decr. incr. same

S (o; q)
mag. simil., similfd same
oc. simil.b same simil.

S(0;a)
mag. same sig. incr. same
oC. simil. same simil.

incr. (Sx 0<80) ,'.

mag. simil.b simil.6 simil-b
oc. simil.b simil., simil.b

S(O;al')
mag. same same same
08c. same same incr.

a) See sec. 5 of text for a full description of this table and symbols
b) Highest at intermediate value of the parameter and similar at
extereme

values
c) The increase is for value of f8 changing from 4.0 to 7.2 only

.. J* . -o-.

, -.i . .y ..~ - ...-. - .-. , . ,- _ ,.:: :- ,:...., .
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TABLE VII. Comparison of Inelastic Sensitivities

Sensitivity" increase Comparison with

in total DCS S(O;p&)

and A.

for elastic inelastic
characterisitc j=12 j = 12 j = 12 - 14

S(8; r~o)
mag. incr. (x soo) same incr. (#<e ° )
oc. same same same "

S(8; C(O))
mag. sl. incr. same simil.
oac. decr. sl. incr. sl. incr.

S(0;q)
mag. incr. (x20) simil. incr.
oec. sig. decr. decr. v. sig. decr. I

. ~~ s(0; q) >o 0'''

S (8; a) ':

mag. incr. (x 30) simil. incr.
osc. decr. simil. sl. decr.

mag. incr. same incr.
(x1O 1 <0o).

oec. same same same
°I" ,-"4,

mag. incr. same sl. incr.
(xgoo Aj=g)

osc. incr. same simil. ",

(continued)

____ :7- .:..-

~~~~~~~~.....................-.................... ... ,,.-,_.-.-...._..... .. ...... . '
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TABLE VU. (continuation) " _

Sensitivity' increase Comparison with

in total DCS S(O;p)

and Aj

for elastic inelastic
characterisitc j = 12 j = 12 j = 12 - 14

ps CM) ,..
( mag. incr. simil. incr.

osc. same same simil.

S(; Sc 0 )
mag. s. incr. decr. (xlo) al. decr. -

osc. decr. decr. decr.

" ~s(*; ce "
mag. incr. simil. incr.

(x1oo 4y=s) (xlo 8<5 ° )
oec. same decr. decr. --

S(6;C( 2 )
mag. incr. same simil.

(xo 1 Aj=8)
oac. decr. decr. simil.

a) See sec. 5 of text for a full description of this table and symbols

'*'1'=m

2V -2 . -.2. .-.- ' -. .. .. .. . "
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TABLE VIII. Sensitivity Variations as
a Function of Parameter Increase
for Anisotropic Potential j = 12 -p j = 14 DCS L ,

Sensitivity4 Parameter Increasing

and
characteristic q a ""

S.S(0; r.0))
mag. same simil.6 incr.

,otd. sl• deer. Simil, sl. incr. . -.

S(O; C(0))
mag. sl. decr. incr. same
oOc. sl. deer. same same

s(0;q)
mag. si. incr. same same
oc. sl. incr. si. incr. si. incr.

S (8;a)
mag. deer. sig. incr.(x 1o) sl. deer.
oc. sl. deer. sl. incr. same

S (8;
mag. simil.b sl. deer. incr. (o<60)
o8c. siml.' sl. deer. same

S(O; ')
mag. simil. same same
o8c. sim il. sl. deer. Sig. incr. ..- '."".

a) See sec. 5 of text for a full description of this table and symbols
b) Highest at an intermediate value of the parameter

and similar at extreme values

r %.. %



TABLE IX. Variations in Sensitivities
with Increasing Energy

Sensitivity" total j= 12 -j= 14.

and characteristic DCS DCS I

S(o; ,.(0)
mag. same sl. decr. (a 9s .. v)
oc. si. incr. same

S(6; f((0))
mag. decr. same

(x5 #>17)

oc. sl. incr. same .

S(0;q)
mag. incr. same

(X2 *>25j *4<

oC. same simil.

s\.;,)
S(" -," a)*

mag. same same
ouc. same same

mag. simil., simil."
oe c. simil.b sl. incr.

mag. incr. sl. incr.
oc. same same -,*

(continued)

zI
(('v-I I/
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TABLE IX. (continuation)

Sensitivity total " =12 -* j 14..

and characteristic DCS DCS

S(o; Cl ° ).
mag. simil.c simil.c
odc. simil.c simil."

mag. same same
€" 08C. stone same ""

S (0; C0(2))

mag. same sl. decr.
o8c. same simil.

S(O.C(2)
mag. incr. sig. incr.

(xIO 95 meeF) (xlOO 95 meV)
oc. same sl. incr.

a) See sec. 5 of text for a full description of this table and symbols
b) Similar at 35 and 95 meV but 10 times greater at 65 meV,

also the oscillations are increased at 65 meV
c) Similar at 35 and 95 meV but 100 times greater at 65 meV,

also the oscillations are significantly increased at 65 meV

16- ..

•. ++ ,, t
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Figure 2. Differential cross section (in the center-of-mass reference 4'

frame) for the spherical MMSV potential (SM Table II) at

a collision energy of 65 meY.
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Figure 3. Comparison of differential cross sections for variations of

parameters rm, c, and # of the spherical MMSV potential. s

The center curve (in each of the three sets of curves) is for

the SM potential (Table II). For clarity, the upper curves

are shifted upwards by a factor of 10 while the lower curves

are shifted downwards by the same factor. For panels a, .- -
% °.. - o-

b, and c the upper curves correspond to the SRH, SEH,

and SBH potentials (Table II), respectively, and the lower . - -

curves correspond to the SRL, SEL, and SBL potentials, -

respectively.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity functions for the SM (Table II) potential for

the parameters r, , c ,, Cs, and C8. The solid curves %

are for positive values of the sensitivities, while the dashed

curves are for negative values of the sensitivities.
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Figure 6. Comparison of differential cross sections for variations of

the well shape parameter fi and the repulsive wall shape

parameter f' for the MMSV potential given in Table I and

its variations given in Table III. The center curve (in the

two set of curves) is for the M potential (Table III). For

clarity, the upper curves are shifted upwards by a factor

of two, while the lower curves are shifted downward by

the same factor. For panels a and b the upper curves

correspond to the BWH and BRH potentials, respectively,

and the lower curves correspond to the BWL and BRL

potentials, respectively.
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Figure 8. Total DCS sensitivity functions for the M (Table I) aniso-

-~ tropic potential for the long range dispersion coefficients

c~, C') and The solid curves are for positive

values of the sensitivities, while the dashed curves are for --

negative values of the sensitivities.
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Figure 9. Rotational state-to-state differential cross sections for the

anisotropic potential M (Table I) from initial state j = 12.

Figure a shows the rotational energy loss cross sections..

final j' = 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4. While b shows the energy

gain cross sections, final j' = 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20. The

upper curve in both figures is for the elastic cross-section;

the curves below it are progressively more inelastic. An
*increase in inelasticity corresponds to decrease in cross

section, particularly at low scattering angles. The curves

for alternating j' +- j cross sections are plotted with dashes

for distinguishability.
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of the well depth). The values are given in Table III; Fig.

12a (low E(')) is for the EL potential, while 12b (high c('))

is for the EH. The same transitions are shown as in Figure

9b (rotational energy gain cross sections).
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Crossed molecular beams total (elastic and inelastic) differential

scattering cross sections have been measured for He + C0 2 , CS 2 , OCS

at a relative collision energy of about 65 meV. Anisotropic interaction

potentials were extracted from these data, by way of an infinite order

sudden approximation analysis. Several different anisotropic potential

models were used in this analysis. The necessity for considering the

anisotropy in the position of the well minimum as well as of its depth is

demonstrated. A potential is proposed for He + OCS that reflects the

'. symmetry of OCS, with a minimum number of modeling parameters.
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L INTRODUCTION- -

Interaction potentials between an atom and a molecule have

been and continue to be subjects of a large body of theoretical and

experimental work. ', The successful application of the infinite order

sudden approximation (IOSA) to many systems has made possible

the prediction of a wide range of phenomena. 1- -11" However, the

prediction from first principles of these potentials is still difficult in the

range where there is a transition between the long range attractive van

der Waals forces and the short range repulsive forces. The accurate

determination of the potential requires the analysis of a variety of

experimental data; the differential cross section (DCS) is one of the most

sensitive observables to the potential.

A potential that has attracted a particularly large interest is one

for He + C02. - e '6,11- 5 Which of its characteristics account for various

features of the DCS? How uniquely can they be obtained from the data?

Is there evidence for potential anisotropy in the data and how can it be

studied?

These questions have been addressed previously. Pack" showed

that anisotropy of rm dampens the DCS quantal oscillations, while c

anisotropy has a much smaller effect on on the DCS. Eno and Rabitz 7

*, computed sensitivity coefficients for Pack's 1 ' Lennard-Jones potential to

show that the DCS is most sensitive to rm, with decreasing sensitivity

S:;--.:
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* for c, r,m anisotropy, and c anisotropy. Raff and coworkers 11' 12 compared

the effects of variations of potential energy surface topography on the

observed integral inelastic cross sections and total differential cross

sections for He + C02; they found that the total (elastic plus inelastic)

DCS is by far more sensitive to potential anisotropy than the state

resolved integral cross sections. Faubel et al.9 "' 0 measured the He +

02 and He + N2 DCS's, where the total DOS oscillations are very .---'-
slightly dampened and potential anisotropy can only be extracted by

measuring the rotationally inelastic DOS. The DCS for He + 002 was

first observed by Keil et al.5 and further analyzed by Parker et al.4 to

extract a potential which provied a good fit to their data. Recently,

Keil and Parker3 fitted the He + C02 DCS along with a large set of

data which included integral cross sections, transport properties, and

linewidths. However, as we will point out, they did not correctly account " V

for certain instrumental parameters in analyzing the DOS data. Because ..

of this problem they could not obtain the correct He + C02 potential.

In this paper we present and analyze total (elastic and inelastic)

differential scattering cross section data for He + C02, CS2 and OCS.

In section 2 we summarize the infinite order sudden approximation

(IOSA) and show that it is valid for the analysis of the data collected.

In section 3 we list various anisotropic potential forms used to fit our

data. In section 4 we describe our crossed-molecular beam apparatus

and its operating conditions. In section 5 we describe the data analysis

* ,..,-".O. .
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procedure used to extract an interaction potential from the data. In

section 6 we present our data and various potential models that fit the

data. We demonstrate the need for anisotropy in well minimum position

as well as in the well depth in order to account for all the features of ,

the scattering data. An anisotropic potential for He + OCS is proposed

that includes the lack of an inversion center with a minimum number of

variable parameters. In section 7 we calculate various bulk properties

for He + 002 from our best fit potential and compare them to reported

experimental measurements. The paper concludes with a summary of

our results and conclusions in section 8.
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2. THEORY

The theoretical basis for extraction of non-spherically symmetric '

potentials from differential scattering cross-section data for atom-

linear molecule collisions is the infinite order sudden approximation

(IOSA) for rotationally inelastic transitions. Parker and Pack have _

presented an excellent derivation of the IOSA;13 hence we will only

demonstrate its highlights and how it applies specifically to obtaining " ""

non-spherical intermolecular potentials. At the collision energies under .- , .

consideration here, vibrational excitations are not accessible, while

vibrational deexcitations are not possible since the molecules of interest " ,:. -

herein are in their vibrational ground states.2 3 Therefore, it is reasonable

to treat the target molecule as a rigid rotor of length R (the distance

between the end atoms) and with a moment of inertia I. Let r be the

position vector of the incident atom with respect to the center-of-mass -. ,'

of the molecule and ,y be the angle between r and the oriented molecular
*.-. .. ,'.,

axis R. The nuclear motion Hamiltonian for this system is therefore

h20 2 j2 I
2~~ jr + 

-- 
+ r

where s is the atom-molecule reduced mass, and L and i are the

orbital angular momentum and molecular angular momentum operators, -" -

respectively.

..-. % \%"

"- ....I.

* :.:*: . -. .. *..: :: . - :* * - . , . : . : . .
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Solution of the corresponding nuclear motion Schr6dinger equation I

can be achieved by expanding the scattering wave function in eigen-

functions of the total angular momentum J - J + L . This yields

a set of radial differential equations in the coefficients of this expan-

sion coupled by the matrix elements of V(r, y) in the expansion basis

set. These equations can be decoupled by imposing the centrifugal sud-

den approximation 1 ' 19 and the energy sudden approximation.'" This

involves replacement of the orbital and molecular angular momentum

operators in (1) by the constants

j 2 2[ h ([ (2)..:!..::

and p

j2 -. (-+ (3)

where F and 3 are effective angular momentum quantum numbers which

are chosen differently to accommodate various versions of the theory.

Collectively, these two approximations are known as the IOSA,' which

yields the decoupled ordinary differential equations

+ - r+, ') -v(r,,)],r(,: ) = 0 (4)

in terms of which the ifferntial cross sections of interest can be

calculated as indicated below. Equation (4), in which y plays the role

of a parameter (since it does not appear in differential operators), can
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.--.. ". "

be solved in a manner analogous to a spherical potential problem, 21 by

requiring that the wave function vanish at the origin and that at large r

it behave as

k- .k1/2{e-(kjr-(w/2) -e;[k;r T/2+2iqr(7)} (5

where 'i(,,y) is the phase shift for a given fixed atom-molecule orientation -

and the wave vector k- is given by""

2. 2 h2-"(i + 1) I
k,2 = E 2 (6) -

for a given total energy E.

The scattering amplitude for a given angle of incidence - is obtained

in a manner identical to that for a spherical scattering problem 2 '
.,:.~'- "j-

1 - (21+ 1){1 e e2 ,(")}P,(cos8) (7) 5

It can be shown that the rotational state-to-state differential cross-

section is given in this approximation by 13

1 4'--I < 1ImIfk (y I )jjm >BF 2 (8)
(2j + 1)k3

. m).--

Note that this result is independent of the choice of 1. (The matrix

elements of f(-y 1 8) are evaluated in the spherical harmonics of the

body-fixed coordinates - BF).

5-. .-

.t.°-

. . . . ."-°° o
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The implication of the IOSA is that the approach angle -y does not

change appreciably during the collision. 1 3 "5 " 7 This can be related to

two operationally more tangible conditions which ensure the validity of

the IOSA: a) the relative collision translational energy is large compared

to the spacing between rotational energy levels - i.e., the collision is

not strongly influenced by the rotation b) rotational transitions occur

at small impact parameters, i.e., at low values of orbital angular

momentum. The first condition is easily met by the systems considered

in this paper where the relative collisional energy of 65 meV is much

greater than the largest spacing of 6 meV between consecutive open

rotational states. The second condition is met by systems which have

a small well depth relative to the collisional energy, implying that the

incident atom is mainly influenced by the repulsive wall of the interaction

potential which occurs at short distances r. The well depths for the

collisions studied herein and other helium-molecule systems are less than

8 meV3-5,8-1 0 ,28- 3 6  ., - -

The total differential cross-section, from a state j to all accessible

states i', can be obtained by summing equation (8) over all j'. If j is

chosen to be equal to " then this sum yields

(#)= 1/2 If(' ) sin -1 d-y (9)

This expression is independent of the initial rotational state j, and hence

represents the total differential cross-section for all initial states. i

•.°=

. - "a- o ,..- ,,, . . r - . .". . . .... .. .. " ° •. ... . . . -. .- " . . .. ' - - " " " . "
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3. POTENTIAL MODELS

In order to insure a reasonable uniqueness and reliability of the

potential derived from experimental data, we have employed several

parametrized models for the He-molecule potential. These include highly

flexible central field potentials as well as anisotropic potentials. The

spherical models were chosen to demonstrate their inappropriateness

as models of the interaction of He with the molecules considered in

this work. The anisotropic potential models were chosen for their

simplicity, flexibility and physical reasonability. Simplicity is an

important criterion, since an excess of parameters in a least-squares

fitting procedure can lead to an over-determined system with high

correlations between parameters, yielding a final potential that is not -

unique. 0

3.1. Anisotropy Parameterization

We consider three forms for expressing the anisotropy of a potential.

1) Legendre ezpangion repreeentation

A reasonably obvious form for expressing the angular dependence

of an atom-rigid linear molecule potential is a Legendre polynomial

expansion

. .* . *... . *.--.*-"*p.- -.-.- ,
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00 "e

V(,Y) = ( v,()P.(cosy) (10)
n=O-

The V, (r)'s are spherical-type potentials with several parameters each. If

the expansion proceeds beyond n = 2 the number of parameters becomes

too large to insure the uniqueness and independence of each parameter.

2) Multi-center representation

An alternate means for constructing an atom-molecule anisotropic

potential is to express it as a sum of pairwise isotropic atom-atom -

potentials:.

-C

V = ,(,) (11)

where

r + - 2rzj cos -,]1/ 2  (12)

L.
and z, is the distance from the center-of-mass of the molecule to the

center of atom i; it may be positive or negatr e.

8) Angular- dependent parameter representation

,j,

A third way of specifying anisotropy, is by giving a -y dependence

"7 to the parameters of an otherwise spherical potential,'
I....,

- oq

__ _ _ __,- -. .. - - .. " .,'..j
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V(, = v [r, E('Y), r' ) (Y),m (t)] (1)'

where c is the well depth, r, is the well minimum position, and fl is a

shape parameter which depends on the parameterization of V. Some ..

parmeterizations may have more than one shape parameter, all of .x"-"

which may have angular dependence. The angular dependence of any

parameter A (such as Erm,pB) may be expressed in terms of Legendre

polynomials1
4

A(-y) - A(") P.(cos7) (14)
n0O

In general, for symmetric molecules, the expansion is carried only to two

6P non-vanishing terms n = 0 and n = 2, because an excess of parameters

may not yield a unique potential via the least squares procedure as

the data are not sensitive enough for their determination. Another

parameterization for A(-y) (also for symmetric molecules), especially

useful for rm, is an elliptical form5

a_ r 1 + q 
"-.-1/2

where .

, while r. is rm for the y = . configuration and r,,, is r, for -y 0 or

;.... ...................... ,....-.................. . ;..... .. ;. . ... : .. . -..; . .. : . . . . : .: 1.:.
°-
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Since each parameter has been given an angular dependence, the

angular dependence of the potential can be complicated such that its

expansion contains Legendre polynomials to large orders. We then

expect that the angular-dependent parameter representation would be

the most flexible potential form." 5

3.2. Shape Parameterization

The shape of the anisotropic potential in any of the three

representations given above can be expressed in terms of well known

spherical-like potentials. The potentials we consider are:

1) Lennard-Jones (LJ)2 4 ,

V(r) e - 2(r")"] (17)

This potential is quite simple, but not very flexible. The width of the

well is fixed and is approximately fitted by a = 6.3 Morse potential of

equal depth and well position.

2) Morse 4"

2
V(r) = e (18)"""-'

The shape parameter 8 gives the Morse much greater flexibility in

* - , •....,..:-,.S.-,~ ::j~~~. .. ; ~ Z§~j$-K.Z--K~Zw-&v --. -..-:
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specifying the well width than the U. It determines not only the well

width but also the long range van der Waals' part of the potential to

which scattering experiments do not have much sensitivity. The van der

Waals dispersion terms are quite amenable to theoretical calculation, 4-.'-..24

and inculsion of them in a potential is appropriate for improving the

Morse potential.

3) Lennard-Jone*-Dipereion (LJ8)

The Lennard-Jones potential may be modified to include the C6

dispersion term. This gives some flexibility to the well width but it is '. -.-Z

subject to the control of the dispersion term "

2c,'2 -C 67'm
6 /2 Ce 3e,.m - 3Wer'..2 '

(19) = -'Wr8 re r8 -.-1':

4) Morse-Spline-van der Waah8 (MSV) - -".

A better parameterization is one in which the dispersion and well . -

width are more independent. At short distances we use the Morse

potential, while at long distances we use the van der Waals dispersion

potential. The two are joined with a cubic spline.28, 3 6'37

V(r) = c e2t (I- /m) - 2eP(1 - /m) (20a)

for r < rMS

V(r) = [S,(rsv - r)2 + S3] (rsv - r)

*~*.**d*J**. .*- .* . .
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+ [S2(r-7Ms)2 +S4]( r - Ms) (20b)

for rMs <r < rsv

V7r)8e C (20c)

for r rsv - -

where ,MS= r.,(1 + In 2/fl) is the inflection point of the Morse

function.The spline coefficients S1, S2 , S3 and S4 are determined by

continuity conditions imposed on the potential and its derivative at

rMs and ,sv. The Spline-van der Waals junction is maintained at

rsv/rm= 1.6.27-30

5) Morse-Moree-Spline-van der Waali (MMSV)

The MSV potential still has some inflexibility since the well width -- -.

parameter P also affects the repulsive wall. This interdependence can be
' . -,

removed by using a different Morse function for the repulsive region to

yield 27,36,37

V(r) e _ ( /'-w/)-/'.Ir) (21a)

for r/r, < 1 - In2/#"

V(r) VMSV(,) (21b) "

for r/r7 >1- In 2/p

where w ,

I-n2

~ ~ - -4 . . 4 -o •
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The constant wa is used to impose a smooth transition between the two

Morse functions.

%, ... m

6) Simons.Parr-Finlan-Dunham (SPFD)

Another very flexible potential is the SPFD (Simons-Parr-Finlan-

Dunham) potential which includes a van der Waals term. It is esentially

a polynomial in r - 1 and is given by 38-40

V (r) C EboA2(1+ bA- -1 (22a)
.=1""- "

for r < r-

C6  C8V(r) = - 7 (22b)

for r > r-

where A =1 -
r

The two highest order shape parameters bN'-1 and bN are fixed by

smoothness conditions in joining to the van der Waals point at rf, which

is made equal to 1.6rm. In general N is 2 or 3, giving one or two shape

parameters, b0 and bl. The SPFD potential is not well behaved for

r< 0.6 r,, and oscillates in that region. This problem can be eliminated

by replacing it by an exponential of the form24 V(r) = Ae - b" for r < rw, b*""

where A and b are fixed by smoothness at rw. The choice for rw is

usually 0.7r,,, and has little effect on the final results since experimental

data are not sensitive to this highly repulsive region.

.5 5.. "
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* 7) Hartree-Fock Dispersion (HFD) 32,33

'arV(r) = e(1-/1") - - (23a)

for r < crm "

V(r) = d (1 - /m) - s C8  (23b)..-"":.
CPr

s  r 8 (3b

for r > arm.

Only one of c, fi, or a can be specified for a given potential: the other *., .

two are fixed by the requirement that at rm the potential be equal to -c

and its derivative vanish. For the purposes of this study we will either

vary a or f, in addition to r,.

The potentials with the correct long range behavior are the MSV, .... %.-

MMSV, SPFD, and HFD. We would then expect that they should " "

4 give the most accurate representation of the potential. The long range

dispersion terms constrain the potential in regions where the sensitivity

of the experiment is low, while giving it the necessary flexibility in regions

of greater sensitivity. The van der Waals dispersion term coefficients Ce

and Cs for He + CO 2 have been accurately calculated by Pack.2 6 Both

coefficients have significant anisotropy which can represented by a second

order Legendre expansion

= c (o + C12 P2 (cos 7)-.

where n =6 or 8

~~~~ . . . . . . .. ., - . .. .. , ,.. ..... ... . ., ,,.. . . .-.. .-... ..- ,,...... . .,. ... ,.. . . '.. . . . . . . .. :- ....:' : ...: : .' .-.' " " . : : . - - - .. .. .'.. .. " ..-.. . ' . '... . .-... -. .. -. .-.. ."." -".._ ---.. .'.. _ .''._ .''.-.' '. ...-.- --
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40 The differential cross-section is most sensitive to the spherical average

of the Ce coefficient C(O).5 The sensitivitites for the anisotropy of C6

(C 2 ) and for the Ca coefficient with its anisotropy (C(O) and 2 )ar

at least a factor of 50 smaller than for than for CIO) . In the fitting

procedure described in section 5 the dispersion coefficients are assumed

to be known, i.e., are not treated as fitting parameters. Therefore for the

purposes of this paper, G'(0) must be known with the greatest accuracy,

while the other coefficients are less significant and need not be known

as accurately. This is fortunate since at present calculations for the

dispersion terms for He + 052 and He + OCS have not been published,

and hence they must be approximately derived from those for He + C0 2

24&b,25,2

and the polarizibilities a(X) 24b2,8where X C 02, CS 2 , and OCS.

For (0O) a quite reliable relation is

CIO~() M CO) (C 02) a(X)
a(C02)

The expressions for the other coefficients are more complicated and are

less accurate.

The disperison term for the multi-center potentials is splined into

each of the three centers i using -

(1 Ce ) CS (Y)V,(r,)VDW = -3 7

where 7, is the distance from the center i to a point in space with

the coordinates (7, -1), and is given by equation (12). As a result, in

'.° ,- .°

. : ......
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the dispersion region the V.(ri) contain -,-dependent parameters. This
I

means that physically the potential is no longer a sum of three spherically

symmetric potentials having different centers, over the full range of r. ,..,'

This procedure is adopted because of numerical convenience, since the

resulting fits are not strongly affected by it.

For the multi-center potential we use the spectroscopic bond

distances" to locate the origins of each of the central potentials from the m __-.

center-of-mass of the molecule; the z, in equation (12) is not treated as an

adjustable parameter in the least-squares parameter fitting procedure.

This provides a reasonable constraint on the potential, such that the

least-squares algorithm produces a physically acceptable potential.

- . .- "

-,. 
4
h.
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4. EE ~ILMELNTAL

The crossed molecular beam apparatus used in these experiments .. ,

is depicted in Figure 1. The basic constituents are a doubly

differentially pumped supersonic primary (probe) beam source, an ~..~

effusive secondary (target) beam source, and a doubly differentially

pumped mass spectrometer. The beams cross at right angles, while

the mass spectrometer detects the scattered signal at angles in the

plane or out of the plane of the beams. This section will attempt

to present a reasonably thorough description of the apparatus, with

emphasis on improvements made since previous descriptions.2 8 4 4

The primary and secondary beam sources along with the movable

detector are mounted on a 130 cm diameter base (Fig. 1). The base is

covered by a stainless steel bell jar, which may be raised to permit access

to internal components. The 1250 liter vacuum chamber is pumped by ~

four liquid nitrogen (I -N 2 ) trapped 6 inch oil diffusion pumps and 2

I -N 2 and refrigeration-trapped mercury pumps with a total pumping

speed of 1850 I/sec. Pressures as low as 2 x 10-8 torr can be achieved

with no load on the system.

The primary beam (PB) is produced via a supersonic expansion

through a 70 micron diameter nozzle (Nz) consisting of platinum or

molybdenum electron microscope aperture. The central portion of the

resultant beam is collected by a 0.64 mm diameter conical brass skimmer

9Af
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(Sk) at a distance of 11 mm from the nozzle. The edge of the skimmer

aperture is sharp and has an inner surface half-angle of 28 degrees

and outer surface angle of 34 degrees. The skimmer-nozzle distance is

remotely variable, and was optimized at 11 mm for strongest scattered
signal and smallest background. The gas that does not pass through "

the skimmer is pumped by a 6 inch oil diffusion pump (DPi) with a

250 /sec pumping speed for helium (400 /sec for air). The pressure in p __

this chamber is 2 x I0-s torr~8 with a 1300 torr stagnation pressure of

He behind the nozzle. This pressure is limited by the pumping speed

of DPI, and not by imer formation. After passing the skimmer the

beam enters a second differentially pumped chamber. This is pumped

by a 100 /sec (for helium) mercury diffusion pump. Under the above

conditions the pressure in this chamber is 4 x 10- 5 torr." The chamber

contains a chopper (Ch) to modulate the beam at 160 Hz for lock-in

signal detection. Also enclosed in the chamber is a slotted-disk velocity

selector (VS)' 7 used for measuring the beam velocity distribution; it is

moved out of the beam path during scattering experiments. The beam

emerges into the scattering chamber through a collimating aperture (1.52

mm diamter) 79 mm from the scattering center.

The velocity distribution data obtained with the VS consist of signal

from the mass-spectrometer as a function of the selector rotational

frequency to which the velocity is directly proportional. These (after

correction for the fact that a mass spectrometer is a number density

S' ..--:
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detector rather than a flux detector) are fitted via least-squares to the -
,y..,.

function " "

f(V) = e--17 -  (24)

where m is the mass of the beam molecule. In this expression there are

two variable parameters T. and v.. The constant c is determined be

requiring f(v) to be normalized over v. The gas stream temperature

T. and stream velocity v. are related to the effective nozzle stagnation

temperature To, a Mach number M, and the heat capacity ratio -y = - -

To (25)

9 2
.. =5+II .'..

and

2 -kT.-yM2~(6

*: m .-..,

I- The secondary beam (SB) enters the scattering center directly from

a capillary array (CA), located 6 mm before it. The array consists of 2

micron diameter glass tubules 610 microns long fused into a single disk,

. with a 50% open area to gas flow.' 9 The array is held in place by an

O-ring which vacuum seals and exposes a 1.6 mm diameter region of the

disk. This assembly is mounted on a block which may be tilted up via a

remotely activated pneumatic bellows so as to uncross the beams. In the

I.:.':.:.',
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crossed position the bellow presses the source assembly firmly against a

fixed flat surface to ensure precise alignment.

The secondary beam conditions are chosen to maximize the

intensity, mimimize the angular spread and eliminate secondary collisions

of the primary beam with secondary beam molecules. The first criterion

requires the greatest stagnation pressure behind the capillary array,

while the other two require a lower stagnation pressure. Also, a lower

stagnation pressure reduces the formation of van der Waals dimers. An

optimum pressure occurs in the range of 3 to 5 torr. This results

in a scattering chamber pressure of approximately 3 x i0 -  torr, for

condensible (on I-N 2 cooled surfaces) gases such as CO 2 , CS2, and OCS.

40 These pass through the capillary array with little expansion cooling as

their low Mach number (M d 1) indicates . This was determined by

measuring the velocity distribution of the secondary beam, with the

capillary array placed in the position of the primary beam nozzle.

The optimal operating condition of the beam sources are summa-

rized in Table I. The angular distributions were measured using the mass

spectrometer, and characterized approximately by the shape of a cosine

squared distribution.

Primary beam atoms that are scattered by the secondary beam,

pass through a detector entrance aperture of 1.52 mm diameter, 8.0

cm from the scattering region. This aperture is equipped with a gate

valve (GV) which separates the scattering (main) chamber from a buffer

-40
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chamber. A second aperture, also 1.52 mm in diameter, 4.5 cm away

from the first one, isolates this buffer chamber from the main part

of the mass spectrometer (MS) vacuum chamber. The center of the

mass spectrometer ionization region is located 2.4 cm from that second

aperture. The penumbral cone determined by these apertures is 4

degrees and spans a 5.8 mm diameter at the scattering region. The

umbral cone angle is 0.67 degrees with a 1.6 mm diameter span at the .

scattering center. This ensures that the entire scattering region is in full

view of the mass spectrometer. The angular resolution, as determined

from the angles subtended by the umbral and penumbral projections at

the ionization region, is in the range 0.67 to 1.41 degrees. However, the

overall apparatus angular resolution (AO1 )is a composite of this and

the size of the scattering volume. The value of this parameter is crucial;

a correct potential cannot be obtained from the daza without it. For

the beam conditions under consideration, the overall angular apparatus

resolution was determined to be 1.5 degrees by a careful analysis of He

+ Ar scattering data. The potential parameters for an MMSV and a

SPFD potential were fitted along with A81a to the He + Ar scattering

data obtained on our apparatus. The potential parameter values agreed

with those obtained at other laboratories. 3 3-  The same value of AO,"

was obtained by making it the only variable parameter and fitting it to

our data with the SPFD potential parameters fixed at values obtained at

those laboratories. This is a new value of the resolution parameter and *','

-75 .7.
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superseds the value of about 1.9 deg. which we previously reported.2 8-  " 0

The main reason for this change is that the previous value of AO,.b was

obtained by fitting the data to a very rigid Lennard-Jones potential.2 4  .

We will discuss the implications of this change in Akgb on the He +

CO 2 potential in section 6.

The detector buffer chamber is pumped by a 5 1/sec ion pump and

the mass spectrometer chamber is pumped by a 25 I/sec ion pump. -

During experiments a liquid helium cryopump (CP) carries most of the

pumping load of the main MS chamber. The pump is surrounded by a I -

N2-cooled jacket. The ionizer (I) directly below the cryo-pump is cooled

with I-N 2 to reduce radiation heating of the pump. This shielding allows

the pump to operate for over four hours with an initial fill of one liter

of liquid He. The cryo-pump has an estimated pumping speed of 300 to

400 1/sec at pressures 7.0 to 15 x 10-10 torr. A bake-out is necessary in """":

order to maintain these pressures.

The mass-spectrometer ionizer is a high-efficiency electron-impact

device, So operated at 15 mA to 25 mA emission current. The ions

produced in it are focused into a quadupole mass filter and after mass

selection are detected by a Channeltron5  electron multiplier. The

Channeltron may be operated in a pulse counting (digital) mode or

current measuring (analog) mode. In the pulse counting mode the

Channeltron pulses are passed through a pulse amplifier-discriminator""

and proceed to a gated phase sensitive pulse counter.5 3 The counter

.0.- -
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is controlled and read by a PDP11/03 computer. 5 ' The gating signal

originates at a photodiode light sensor on the primary beam chopper

(Ch); it is amplified, shaped, phase shifted and then serves as the gate

for the counter. The computer reads the counter at twice the 160 Hz

chopper frequency, i.e., when the chopper passes the primary beam and

when it blocks the beam. The computer then subtracts the "blocked"

signal from the "unblocked" to obtain a phase sensitive digital lock-in

reading. Due to the finite length of the read cycle, followed by a counter

clear pulse, the counter has a reduced duty time of 95%. This, however,

is not a problem since we further gate our signal to an 85% duty time so

as not to count pulses while the primary beam intensity rises and falls as

the chopper teeth edges cross the beam path. The duration of the gate is

maintained by a quartz oscillator to ensure precision and reproducibility

of each gate pulse.

In the analog detection mode the Channeltron current is measured

by a home-built electrometer with a sensitivity of about 50 picoamperes. ... ,

The electrometer output goes into a PAR HR-8 phase sensitive lock-in

amplifier,5 5 which also makes use of the chopper photodiode. The lock-in

output is read by an analog-to-digital converter of the PDP-11/03.

As stated above, the mass-spectrometer has two angular degrees of

freedom. It may by positioned from 12 degrees below the plane of the

beams to 40 degrees above that plane. Motion in the plane of the beams

ranges from -20 to 110 degrees, where the positive angular direction is

J" p. •
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from the primary beam to along the secondary beam, with the primary

beam axis serving as the orgin. The positioning reproducibility in both % %

directions is better than ±0.05 degrees.

Accurate and precise alignment is a necessary prerequisite for good

scattering intensity measurements. The principal axis of alignment

consists of: the primary beam nozzle, the skimmer, the exit aperture, a

0.05 mm alignment pin placed at the scattering center, the two detection

apertures and cross-hairs at the back of the mass spectrometer housing.

All of these are made to lie along a line to the specified tolerances of 0.05

mm with the aid of a precision surveyor's telescope. After this alignment

is completed the secondary beam source is aligned with the scattering

center pin, where the latter is rotated to 90 degrees from the primary

beam axis.

The in- and out-of-plane angles are measured wth the help of two
p....-".

sychro position sensors.5 7 The accuracy of these sensors is determined

by measuring the distance along a rotation arc at a large radius. The

agreement of the sensor readings with these measurements is within 0.05

degrees. The accuracy with which the detector tracks the scattering

center is measured as the distance from the scattering center pin to the

front aperture. The maximum variation is 0.1 mm over the full range

of both angular degrees of freedom; this corresponds to a maximum "." ;

deviation of 0.1 degrees in the tracking of the scattering center, which

occurs at large (c.a. 40 deg.) out-of-plane angles.

-. . ...-....-. * . . . .
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Data are collected in the range of 2 to 20 degrees (out of the plane
I

of the beams) at intervals of 0.25 degree for up to 10 degrees, every 0.5

degree up to 15 degrees and every degree thereafter. We use the digital

pulse counting mode for these experiments in preference over the analog

mode since it is inherently simpler and requires shorter measurement

times at larger angles for equivalent data quality. The modulated signal

is accumulated at a given angle with the beams crossed, thereafter

the secondary beam source is tilted up to uncross the beams and the

modulated component of the background signal is measured and then

subtracted from the crossed signal. A reference signal at 4.5 degrees

is repetitively measured after every three to five successive angles to

provide a normalization and to compensate for any drift in sensitivity.

The entire angular scattering intensity distribution is measured six times,

giving a total accumulation time of 5 minutes per angle at low angles :-:::

* to 2 hours at the largest angles. These six measurements are averaged;

the standard deviation at each angle defines the error bars for use in the

weighted least squares procedure.

4, .--' %. ...-
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5. DATA ANALYSIS

-p %.%

40 The process of extracting a potential from differential cross-section

data begins by proposing a good model of the potential with a reasonable

initial guess of the appropriate parameters. This model is the basis of

a computer simulation of the data. A least-squares fitting procedure is -.

employed to iteratively adjust the potential parameters until the best

possible match is made between experimental and modeled data.

The simulation of data can be divided into two parts a) calculation

of the cross-section in the center-of-mass frame by means outlined in

the theory section for a range of relative collision energies and scattering

angles; b) transformation of these results to a laboratory reference frame

and averaging over the velocity and angular distributions of the beams

as well as the effective resolution of the detector.

Rotationally inelastic collisions occur for systems with anisotropic

potentials. In general, this inelasticity should be considered in

transforming the total differential cross sections to the laboratory frame.

However, since the changes in rotational quantum number are small' .. .

and the collision energy is much greater than the rotational spacings e  'I

for the systems under consideration, it is possible to transform the total ,.

differential cross sections as if they were purely elastic without any loss

of accuracy.15
-....-

' - %-
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The DCS calculation is done as follows:

(1) The phase shifts are calculated at a set of relative collision velocities

w, and approach angles y (see equation 5). The w, are picked to

represent the full range of collision velocities as determined from

the operating conditions of the beams. The approach angles are

chosen to correspond to Gauss-Legendre integration points. The
* phase shifts are calculated to a specified precision by the JWKB

method ' Ob or for the low partial waves in some cases, by Numerov

integration 9 of the Schr6dinger equation (eq. 4).

It was found that a 12-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature over y is

virtually identical to a 48-point quadrature for the conditions of

our calculation. The inversion symmetry of CO 2 and CS2 further
-4

reduces the number of points by a half, requiring the phase shift

calculation at only six values of y.

(2) The scattering amplitudes are calculated using equation (7) for a set

of center-of-mass scattering angles 0 ,. The partial wave summation

is truncated when several successive phase shifts become less than

a specified value (usually 0.001 radian). This requires phase shifts

-* to be calculated up to a maximum I which lies in the range 150 to

350 depending on the target molecule considered.

(3) The square of the scattering amplitude is integrated over the

approach angle -y, using equation (9). This yields center-of-mass

differential cross-sections o'(wn,O,) at relative collision velocities

7%" -,
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wv, and scattering angles 0Om. %bj

The transformation and averaging procedure is done as follows:

(1) A set of Gaussian integration points is obtained for the distribution

of beam velocities based on the characteristics summarized in Table

1. The range of integration is specified by cut-off probabilities of the

velocity distributions; the integration points are designated vp. and

v~i for the primary and secondary beams, respectively.

(2) A set of Gaussian integration points are obtained for the spread of

beam interaction angles, designated at k. The k are determined

from a convolution of the individual beam spreads as given in Table

L,-. 
• %

(3) Cross sections o,(w~jk, m)are interpolated from '(w, 8,,) where

the w k are the relative collision velocities corresponding to

(4) The center-of-mass cross-sections o(wjy, 8t.) are transformed to the

laboratory reference frame by multiplying by the Jacobian factor6 2

Ji'a (0G..) (appropriate for a number density detector)2  to yield

I(8k~j,,a laboratory scttern intensity, where 9"A epnso

I. By interpolation the I( e)ijk are converted to I( lti)e, where-'

the Oi9 b are a set Of Oa angles used subsequently in a quadrature.

(5) A Gaussian quadrature (summation of I( b)ined over v, Vt, and

(i',j,k) yields I(Gj'b).

S4
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(6) At each angle Or the I(0' ) are averaged over the effective -

angular width of the detector. We say "effective" since this &

resolution represents not only the angular width of the detector

but also contributions from the finite scattering volume. For these

experiments the effective angular resolution angle is 1.5 degrees -

FWHM with an assumed cosine squared distribution in 8,". The

scattering intensities averaged over the effective angular range of the

detector are interpolated to give I(0" ) at the experimental angles

e1 .

The least-squares procedure for the potential parameter determina- -

*.* .r

tion is done by minimizing the quantity"

X2  wi - ,Fi (pl,...,pk)2 (27)

with respect to the parameters p1,...,pt for laboratory angles ... i

(i = 1, ... ,n). The F, are the measured scattering intensities; the Ii

are the calculated intensities based on the potential parameters which

are being optimized; and the wi are weighting factors which are given in

terms of the experimental error bars (or standard deviations) AF.

=i (AFj) (28) ~ ~

Since the experimentally measured intensities F, are arbitrarily normal-

ized, the calculated intensities I must be scaled to them. The scaling .. ;

factor a is obtained in closed form by minimizing X2 with respect to a.

% %
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27N
Following Keil and Kuppermann" we use a "goodness-of-fit" statistical ,*

index

G (Aa/).95 -t(n -k),-.5(9

a1 (nOO-[k) ', J (9

where t(n - k)1 -y is Student's t-distribution for a confidence level y of

the scaling factor a, with n data and k adjusted parameters. _

The parameters are optimized according to a nonlinear weighted

least-squares regression algorithm introduced by Marquardt."' The

process is iterative, requiring five to fifteen cycles before convergence

is attained, depending upon an initial guess for the parameters.

.

% %
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scattering intensities of He colliding with C02, CS2, and OCS

are plotted in Figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively, as a function of the

laboratory scattering angle. The data have been multiplied by the sine of

the laboratory scattering angle 0 so as to emphasize quantal oscillations

and display their relative contribution to the integral cross section.'

While prominent oscillations have been observed for scattering of He -

with various diatomics 9,10,29 and highly symmetric polyatoms such as

CH 4 and SF6 ,6 '3 ° our current data by comparison show a substantial

dampening of these oscillations, as has been previously observed for He

+ C0 2 and other highly anisotropic systems.3 "' The rainbow scattering

angle structure is completely obscured as is the case for systems with

spherical potentials. 6,33

The questions that form immediately are: what features of the.

potential account for the oscillation dampening? How unique are these .. ,

features? And, how well can these be extracted from the data?

As we mentioned in the introduction, these questions have been

addressed previously. However, we claim that the He + C02 potential
% N

presented by Keil et al.5, Parker et al.", and Keil and Parker3 is

inaccurate for the fact that all three of these papers used the value of

angular resolution of the detector of Keil et al.2 which we showed to be

incorrectly determined (see Section 4.). Although many of the qualitative

~-\
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conclusions reached by Keil and Parker 3 "', 5 will remain the same, the X"%

actual potential that we present will naturally be different. The angular

resolution of the detector determines how the detection system dampens-,.

j ~ the observed oscillations. Therefore to correctly account for the actual

quantal oscillation dampening it is necessary to distinguish it from

the intrumental dampening. Since Keil and Parker used an angular

resolution that was too large, they underestimated the extent of the

r..: quantal dampening. Keil et al.28 made a similar mistake for He + Ar

where they obtained a well that was too shallow and also too wide; Aziz

et al.3 , have pointed out the possible source of this error and reported the

correct He + Ar potential. There are many factors that contribute to the

V_, dampening of the oscillation; the r. anisotropy is the most pronounced.

The shape of the well, i.e. the well depth and particularly well width

contribute significantly to the shape of the oscillations.6 In fact the width

parameter is very important one; it can dampen the oscillation more
significantly than the well depth. Low angle He + C02 DCS oscillations..

(0 < 120) are dampened by a decrease in well width, while higher angle

oscillations (0 > 120) are dampened by an increase.6 An increase in well

depth dampens oscillations only in the range 5* < 0 _< 120; outside this

range the oscillations increase with increasing well depth.6 The angular

range for the He + CO 2 and He + Ar experiments is 2 to 20 degrees.

For most of this range the an increase of well width can be compensated .. .

'j. - for by an decrease in the depth; very roughly we can say that the well -..

~~. . .. . .. . .. . . .................. °. . °. . .. ,, •,•
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capacity (depth times width) remains fixed. Only the first and last

oscillations (or dampened remenants) in this range do not follow this

"fixed well capacity rule." From this one may deduce as to why the

Keilel al. He + Ar well is too shallow and too wide. In fact the widths
3,.4

of the Keil and Parker3 '4 '6 He + C0 2 potentials are consitently greater

than those reported for other He scattering system s - ° ,3 -3 6 (except

those reported by Keil et al.2 8- 3 0 ). On this basis we feel that the

questions mentioned in the previous paragraph must be consided again,

with careful accounting of all DCS oscillation dampening factors.

We first may address the uniqueness question by suggesting that a

spherical potential may be constructed with appropriate values for its

parameters, that can model our data without resorting to anisotropic

potentials. Referring again to Figures 3 through 4, we note that the

calculated scattering intensity curves for the best spherical fit have

significantly more oscillatory structure than our data, for all three

systems. The parameters for these spherical fits are given in Table II.

We have used the very flexible SPFD and MMSV"7 forms (equations

21 and 22). The goodness-of-fit statistic G (eq. 29) and the relative

X2 (eq. 27) reflect a rather poor fit for CS2 and OCS and at best a

marginal fit for CO 2 . Even though previous experience dictates that for

these experiments G in the range of 1.8 to 2.0% gives acceptable fits ,.

(G less than 1.3% gives very good fits),", 21 - 30 we should not a priori

give full credence to the results. The well depth f, is very large, much

r.-
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deeper than reported for helium collisions with various diatomics, such

as CO,2" which were satisfactorily modeled with spherical potentials.

It is also much deeper than the spherical average of the well depth

for our anisotropic fits to He + C02, which as shown below, is in

the range of 3.8 to 4.3 meV, depending on the potential model used.

It is also much deeper than the well depth of the spherical average

of these anisotropic potentials, which is about 2.8 meV. Presumably

if these experiments and data reduction methods are not capable of

detecting potential anisotropy, they should then sample the spherical

average of the actual potential and not the spherical limit potential (the

potential constructed from the spherical averages of the angle-dependent

parameters of the actual potential). The same can be said for the well

width and repulsive steepness parameters, which yield a very narrow well

with a steep repulsive part, which is inconsistent with previous empirical

isotropic3 3 , 4 and anisotropic potentials 3 '8- 10 as well as our anisotropic

fits. Clearly therefore the spherically symmetric potential model does

not satisfactorily represent the interaction of He with C02, CS 2 and

OCS; and hence we must include anisotropy into the potential models.

This is consistent with the conclusions reached previously for similar

systems.

In section 3 we have proposed several means of including anisotropy

and several means of characterizing the radial shape of the anisotropic

potential. Since the various combinations would produce well over a

% ..-I "
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hundred different potential models, it would not be practical, or very

informative to present an exhaustive survey. We will concentrate only

on several reasonable choices for He + CO 2. The best of these will be "

used to analyze He + CS 2 and He + OCS. , .A

6.1. Potentials for He + CO2

flip

In Tables III and IV we present the best fit results for a variety

of multi-center and parameter expansion potentials for He + CO 2 .

Conspicuously absent are the results for Legendre expansion potential

fits of equation (10). We repeatedly tried different types of fits to the

V (r) with terms up to second order, but with minimal success.' 8 The

major problem associated with these potentials is multiple minima along

a radius of constant -7, in the repulsive region, and in some cases an

attractive region at small r for -y close to the molecular axis. Both of

these characteristics tended to develop in the process of least squares

adjustment of potential parameters, and are physically unacceptable.

Also, the parameters tend to be highly correlated, yielding a potential of

questionable uniqueness. In addition, if we examine equation (10) we see

no reason for the V, (r) to have a general shape of the spherical potentials

in section 3.2 . The shape of V(r,jr) at a fixed -y should have a form ..

given by those potentials, but there is no a priori basis for selecting

V,,(r) to have one of those forms. However, is is reasonable that the

n = 0 term should be shaped that way since it is the spherical average

"pp . "%
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of the potential.1 '9 ' 10 We have expanded all our resultant potentials (of

Tables III and IV) to n = 6 order, and found that only the n = 0

terms had a repulsive region at small r, a well at 3 to 4 Angstroms and

weak monotonically decreasing attractive region at large r, as required •

physically. In many cases the n = 2 terms could also be described by

this behavior, and in certain cases the V2 (r) were the negatives of a

typical van der Waals potential. But no n = 4 (or greater) term could

be described as a van der Waals type, and most of the potentials in

Tables III and IV have significant V6(r) terms. We therefore conclude
O0

that the Legendre expansion potentials are unsuitable as good models '

for He + CO 2 and similar systems using equations (17) thru (23) for

the form of the r-dependent coefficients, and we forgo them in further

consideration and discussion.

The multicenter potentials in Table III all give very good fits to the

data, as is evident by the low values of G or X2 . Varying six parameters

in place of five produces somewhat better fits if we compare MSV-

ml to MSV-m2 and SPFD-m2 to SPFD-m3. However, an even better

improvement in fit is acheived if the six parameters are chosen differently

as in MMSV-m and SPFD-ml. The MMSV-m emphasizes and improves

the shape of the repulsive region by separating it from the parameters

that define the shape of the well. The function of the b, shape parameter

in the SPFD is not as region specific, and we have a better fit in the '

SPFD-ml where the bo's for each of the centers are different and the

:A
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b" b are fixed. The Morse-m yielded the best fit with six parameters; but ..- : a

since it does not include the long range van der Waals forces and differs

significantly from the other multi-center potentials it has to be taken

kip cautiously. The validity of the multi-center and parameter expansion

potentials will be discussed later.

The angular-dependent parameter potentials of Table IV give aii W__ 7A

range of fits to the data; most are very good. Especially noteworthy are

the four parameter LJ8-e and the three parameter HFD-e. In the case

of the HFD we were unable to vary additional parameters, such as the
*A

anisotropy of a or the values of c(o) and c(') since this variation yielded

a potential with unacceptable behavior at certain angles. The LJ-e gives

a good fit despite its lack of long range dispersion terms, but the results

are deceptive; the anisotropy of the well depth is unrealistically extreme,

producing well depth ranging from 0.04 (-y = 0) to 5.24 meV ( /2).

The other potentials have values of rm(-y) close to one another, and while

the agreement in well depths is not as good, it is still quite reasonable.

The angular-dependent parameter potentials give a particularly

straightforward visualization of the anisotropy, especially the elliptical

parameterization of rm (,y) - much better than the multi-center potentials,

* which nonetheless fully account for the anisotropy (as we shall see later).

Yet one may wonder how real these anisotropies are? Even though, they

do give much better fits to the data than the spherical potentials. This

improvement in fit might. for example, be due to a greater number of

_N * . . - - . . . . ,
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parameters in the region of sensitivity of these experiments. The results

of Table V will clear up some of these questions, as shown below.

The best fit potential of Table IV is SPFD-e. Let us determine the

degradation in this fit as the potential anisotropy is decreased. First we

lessen the anisotropy of f by decreasing C(2 )/f(0 ) to -0.47 and keeping

it fixed at this value while optimizing the remaining parameters. The

well minimum ( r ..(-I) ) does not change appreciably, but the average

well depth increases, and the well narrows (bo is larger), with a slight

reduction in quality of fit. We now remove all depth anisotropy (setting A

C -2 0) and optimize b, instead. As can be seen by the results of test

B, the well deepens and narrows even further with a significant decrease

in the quality of fit. Perhaps the choice of b, as the new variational

parameter was not a good one, since the optimized value is close to

original fixed value of -6.1. Let us instead introduce anisotropy in the

shape parameter bo (test C). The fit is better than for test B but not as ~-

good as for test A in which there was some c anisotropy. The interesting

fact is that the anisotropy of bo is such that the well is wider at the

angles for which the previous fits (with f anisotropy) gave a deeper well,

(- r/2 ), and narrower at the angles for which previously the well

was shallower ( -y = 0 ). In very general terms, the fitting procedure is

trying to keep the well capacity (depth times width) somewhat constant.

However, if the well depth has the anisotropy given in Table IV, the

inclusion of bo anisotropy in SPFD-e produces no marked ii.-.nrovement in
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parameters in the region of sensitivity of these experiments. The results y->

of Table V will clear up some of these questions, as shown below.

The best fit potential of Table IV is SPFD-e. Let us determine the I

degradation in this fit as the potential anisotropy is decreased. First we P

lessen the anisotropy of c by decreasing E5 2 )/C(0 ) to -0.47 and keeping

40it fixed at this value while optimizing the remaining parameters. The

well minimum ( tm ('y) ) does not change appreciably, but the average

well depth increases, and the well narrows (bo is larger), with a slight

reduction in quality of fit. We now remove all depth anisotropy (setting

C -) 0) and optimize b, instead. As can be seen by the results of test

B, the well deepens and narrows even further with a significant decrease

parameter was not a good one, since the optimized value is close to

original fixed value of -6.1. Let us instead introduce anisotropy in the

shape parameter bo (test 0). The fit is better than for test B but not as -

good as for test A in which there was some e anisotropy. The interesting

fact is that the anisotropy of bo is such that the well is wider at the

angles for which the previous fits (with c anisotropy) gave a deeper well,

(- r/2 ), and narrower at the angles for which previously the well

was shallower ( -y = 0 ). In very general terms, the fitting procedure is M

trying to keep the well capacity (depth times width) somewhat constant.

However, if the well depth has the anisotropy given in Table IV, the

inclusion of bo anisotropy in SPFD-e produces no marked improvement in.
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the potential nor does it change the other parameters, and the resulting

final bo( 2 )/bo (° ) is small (less than 0.02).

Table IV shows a greater agreement between the position of the

well minima and of their anisotropies for the several potential models
• . .4

than the well depths and their anisotropies. This suggests and other

ample evidence confirms' 7 that our data are more sensitive to the well

position than to its depth. We can then assume that the omission of rm,-

anisotropy and inclusion of c anisotropy will produce a poorer fit to the

IF.. data. This is indeed the case to a small extent (in Table V, thest D gives

G = 1.69% wheras thest B gives G = 1.61%). This test D is however

still much better than the spherical case. The striking feature of the

40 results obtained by eliminating the r.. anisotropy (compare test D and

A in Table V) is the increase in the well depth, and in its anisotropy as

well as a narrowing of its width. The inclusion of shape anisotropy (test S.. -4°

E) has a minor effect on the results or on the quality of fit (as compared .4

to test D). The c anisotropy provides the proper regulation of the well :" "

capacity, and it is of the correct sign though somewhat greater than the

ones in Table IV, in the range of -0.47 to -0.70, which provide a better

fit than test E.

In Fig. 5 we have plotted the laboratory scattering intensity for .--

these anisotropy tests. All of the curves are very similar at angles

below 5 degrees. The potentials with no r,. anisotropy (tests D and

E) show the most deviation in the region at 4.5 degrees. The region

........ .. ..-. . .. .... - . -..................... .•,.o
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°
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from 5 to 9 degrees demonstrates the need for both rm and c anisotropy;

the oscillations are not as dampened if only r,m or f anisotropies are

present, nor does the inclusion of P anisotropy with that for r. properly

dampen this oscillation. The range from 7 to 20 degrees demonstrates the

importance of rm anisotropy, which alone is responsible for significant

dampening of quantum oscillations. Yet this region is influenced by "'.. -

c or fl anisotropies. The curves with no c anisotropy do fall within

the upper ranges of the data error bars, so the effectiveness of this

region in establishing c or P anisotropy is rather marginal. The role

of r, anisotropy is absolutely essential in establishing the He + CO 2

potential. Although rm('y) is the most important parameter, and

should be determined first before adjusting the other parameters, it is
1-

nonetheless evident that well depth anisotropy does play a crucial role in -"."

defining the potential and the resulting laboratory scattering intensity,

and it is not just an arbitrary parameter chosen to improve the quality

of fit.

We fitted our data to several potential models and obtained well

positions and their anisotropies. Even if well depth anisotropy is ignored

the final best fit rmi and q are very close to the results in Table IV. * .

The two parameters which specify r,,,(-y) are crucial in determining

the well depth and shape parameters, as is evident from Table V.
,.,,,- ..

Our experience in constructing the results of Table IV indicates that

these rm(y) parameters should be determined first before any other

;.4 -. :
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anisotropy is introduced. Otherwise, starting the fitting procedure at

arbitrary initial values of all potential parameters and varying r,, and f

anisotropies produces very unsatisfactory results. We therefore conclude

that the parameters which specify r,.(y) are the ones which are most

precisely determined, and from the discussion in the previous paragraph,

are crucial in establishing the values of the other parameters. However,

lip~ .(,y) cannot be the only angle-dependent parameter. The well depth

must also have such a dependence.

'A In Table VI we present several features of each of the best potentials

from Tables III and IV which have been reduced to and MMSV form.

Features of interest are the minimum location r.m, well depth c, the well

width as characterized by fl, and the repulsive steepness as characterized

by f. 8is derived by finding the zero crossing of the potential and its

inflection point; we present both. #9' is found by fitting it to eq. 21a

V with a other parameters given. These five features are evaluated at

P wR/2, xr/4, and 0; expanded to zeroth and second Legendre orders;

and determined for the spherical average of the potential.

With some reservation we included the analysis of the potential at

It 0. Our experimental data are not very sensitive to regions near the

molecular axis, and misleading conclusions can be drawn if too much

weight is placed upon the shape of the potential in these regions. A

configuration space analysis shows that the solid angle element (which

contributes to eq. (9) )will be greatest at -1 x /2, while at -1 0 it
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will be zero. On these grounds the helium atom is more likely to hit __-_"

I
the molecule perpendicular to its axis than along that axis. This means

that about 70% of the sensitivity lies in the range 'y = ir/4 to yj = r/2 (

cos(r/4) F 0.7). The differential scattering cross-section will mainly be

influenced by this portion of the potential (unless it favors the collinear

orientation so strongly as to force most collisions to occur in an aligned

configuration; a situation which does not occur in the systems being

considered). The extracted potential will be most similar to the real

potential in this range, while in the range near the axis it will reflect the"- '.-

intrinsic biases of the given model as that model tries to best match the

regions of highest sensitivity. Care should be taken so as not to infer too

much from the structure of the model potential near y= 0.
4

All of the potential models in Table VI agree very well on the

position and anisotropy of the well minimum. Despite the warnings of

the previous paragraph the agreement is very good even at 7 = 0. The

standard deviation for r,('y) is approximately 1% for each of the the

three values of -1 given. It can be said with reasonable confidence that

r,,(-I) is model-independent and that we have established its angular

dependence. The minima location follows the overall shape of the C02

molecule; the difference between r,. (0) and r,. (r/2) is about 1. A A which

correlates with the CO bond distance of 1.16 A. This correspondence is

not an internal bias of any of the potentials used; all of these are capable

of a wide range of behavior including elongation perpendicular to the
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CO 2 axis.

As expected, there is less agreement among the potentials in Table .'.-

VI regarding the well depth and its anisotropy. The expectation is

motivated by the above discussions regarding the need for well depth .,

anisotropy. Although it is clear that c(-7) has "y dependence, it is not

completely clear how this relates to the width of the well; every potential

in Table VI manipulates c and P differently. The first drive in the fitting

process is to establish rm ('), to which the cross-section is most sensitive;

it is not as sensitive to the other parameters which are therefore much

more subject to the biases of a given model.

We have observed that the parameters of the fitted multi-center

potentials exhibit a greater correlations between various parameters than

for the angular dependent parameter potentials.. This is due to the

fact that for the former potentials a changes in one of the parameters

affects the potential globally in more pronounced way than for the latter

potential. As an example, let us compare the MSV-ml, MSV-m2, and

MMSV-m potentials to each other. For these potentials the well width

and wall shape parameters are specified in different ways. The MSV-ml .:..:

is a six-fitted-parameter potential; the rm, c and fl for each center are

adjusted in the fitting procedure. The MSV-m2 is a five-fitted-parameter

potential; the fl's for the three centers are set equal to one another in

the fitting procedure. The MMSV-m is a six-fitted-parameter potential,

where the Pl's for the three centers are made equal to each other as

I,," °
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well as the the 6i"s and are therefore treated as two fitting parameters.

The MSV-ml and MSV-m2 potentials are very similar to each other in

quality of fit and value (Table VI). They differ the most at and near %-
"e . 4.

* -Y = w/2, where the MSV-ml is deeper, narrower, and steeper (on the

wall). In general, the well is narrower when P is higher, and the wall

becomes steeper when P' increases. The MMSV-m potential provides a

somewhat better fit than the two MSV-m ones. It is not as similar to _

either of them as they are to each other: the well is shallower and wider; "

the minimum position is greater; and the wall is steeper for all y. The

repulsive wall shape parameter fl' has a strong influence on the fitting of

the other parameters for these poteatials. This influence is also observed %..

if we compare the angular-dependent parameter potentials MSV-e and

MMSV-e although it is not as pronounced.

A potential that gave a very good fit, but one which we can reject

is the Morse-in. It has an extreme anisotropy in well depth (the latter t,

ranging from 1.9 to 8.13 meV), and a very narrow and steep well. By

contrast the Morse-e potential gave a very poor fit with a shallow and

wide well. This extreme behavior of both potential is caused primarily

by inadequate flexibility in the form of the Morse potential for which the

well parameters determine the behavior in the van der Waals dispersion

region. ."""

The other potentials are much more difficult to reject; all are quite "

physically reasonable. We may suspect to some extent those that have

.. --..
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a rather steep repulsive wall, such as the MMSV-e or even the MMSV-

m. However, a selection of potentials for He interacting with various

molecules 1- '8- 0° 2 7 - ° shows that many MMSV type potentials do

have larger #' than P (eq. 21), also sensitivity analysis shows 6 that

the DCS is much less sensitive to 6' than to f making/3' a less relaible

parameter. Otherwise there is no reason to favor any of the potentials

in Table VI other than by the quality of fit. The two best "fits" are .

the SPFD-ml and SPFD-e. We have chosen to depict these graphically

in Figures 6 through 9. In both cases the contours (Figures 6 and 8)

are smooth. The fixed angle plots (Figures 7 and 9) further confirm

a regular and smooth potential. The contours for the two potentials

do have similar overall features, but the details are different. This

is expected, since there simply is not enough information in the data

(Figure 2) to unequivocally establish the shape of the potential. These

* contours should be viewed as representing the basic features of the real

potential but not the specific details.

6.2. Potentials for He + CS 2

The best potential fits for He + CS2 data are presented in Tables

VII and VIII. We have chosen the potential forms that gave the best
,.e '..,,

fits for He + CO 2 . The quality of fit to experimental data is not as

good as for He + C02, but nonetheless reasonably good. Substantial

improvement in quality of fit occurs if the repulsive wall is made steeper
% .-. -

oS - - - .
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as in the MMSV-e (Table VII) or MMSV-m (Table VIII). The poorer fit
I

of the other potentials is manifest at scattering angles above 14 degrees I.' ".-

(see Fig. 3- note: I(0) sin$ is not plotted for MSV-m). At angles below

14 degrees agreement between the various models is very good.

The characteristics of the He + CS 2 potentials are presented in

Table DC. All of the potentials have similar well positions, depths and

widths. The Morse-m deviates the most from the average of the others I

but since it does not have the correct long-range behavior we reject it

more readily than the others (as in the case of He + C02). The MMSV-

m has the shallowest well and greatest rm anisotropy. Since it provides

the best fit to the data we claim it as most representative of the real

potential. The contours and sectional views are shown in Figures 10 and

11. "'

The reliability level of the He + CS 2 potentials is lower than for

He + C02. This is based on the larger fluctuation between the various

forms and the poorer fits to the data. We can attribute some of these

differences to the van der Waals dispersion coefficients. The CS 2 ones ..

were obtained from the accurately calculated C02 coefficients by the use

of a polarizibility correction (see end of Sec. 3) and are therefore less

accurate than those for C02.

6.3. Potentials for He + OCS

The best potential fits for He + OCS data are presented in Tables X

.%*°" ".-. ."



and XI, with Table XII displaying the features transformed to a common

MMSV form. Once again we have used those potential forms that gave

the best and most physically reasonable results for the He + C02 system.

As is evident from the tables, all the potentials afforded very good fits. I-"--

However, since the dispersion constants are not as well known for He +

OCS we should hold less trust in these results than in the He + CO 2

ones.

In Table X we present the best fits for two different three-center

MSV potentials. In these cases we decided to use three different centers

and fit only five parameters; r.m(O), c(O), r,. (S), c(S) and one assumed

to be the same for all three centers. We chose the rm(C) and (C)

parameters for the carbon center as the average of the corresponding

He + CO 2 and He + CS2 multi-center potential values. For those

systems we found that the central atom potential had less effect on the
cross-section than the outer atom potential. In addition varying the

C-centered potential produced smaller changes in the potential or the

quality of fit, as most of these changes were compensated for by the

two outer potentials. The difference between the MSV-ml and MSV-m2

Ile potentials is in the way the van der Waals dispersion terms are included.

*, For the MSV-m2 they are included in the same way as outlined at the end -

of section 3. For the MSV-ml the potential centered at the carbon was

E:. splined to a zero valued dispersion term, while the 0 centered potential

*- was splined one half of the He + C02 term, and the S centered potential

U-_, .

i ' .:ii~i!
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was splined to one half of the He + CS 2 term. These dispersion terms

were evaluated using the ri (eq. 11 amd 12) and not r as was done for

the other multi-center potentials (end of section 3). .

S The MSV-mI fitted the data better than the MSV-m2, and hence we

display it in Figures 12 and 13 which show the potential as contours and

angular sectional views, respectively. From Table XII we see that the two

potetials are not so different considering the fact that we cannot expect

too much detail regarding the potential from our data.The position of

the repulsive wall is in agreement with those for He + C02 and He +

CS 2 , being greater at the S end, as can be seen by comparing the values

of r (for -= 0, ;r) at which the potentials crosses zero (see Figs. 12, 8

and 10). The well is deeper at the S end as would be expected from bond 0

polarizabilities of -C=S and -C= 0 ,24ab,25 (the former being greater) and

from the He + C02 and CS2 potential parameter results. However,

the well near the 0 in OCS is much shallower than in C02, and hence

physically unrealistic. This emphasizes our previous warning on trusting

the characteristics of a potential in a region of low sensitivity near the

molecular axis. We must be even more cautious with a lower symmetry

potential extracted from our limited data. Yet,we can consider the MSV-

ml or MSV-m2 potentials to be very reasonable models which display

many of the overall features of the real potential.

The angle-dependent potentials were defined for systems with a

center of symmetry. As a result, when applied to the asymmetric OCS

-7, .
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system, they are expected to represent the average of the two halves

of the correct potential about the plane perpendicular to the OCS- -

axis and passing through the center-of-mass of the molecule. We did

not attempt to employ angle-dependent potentials without an inversion

center since these would have too many degrees of freedom; expansion of

rm ("y) and c('y) to second or third order with fi would give seven to nine

parameters, an excessive number for the information content of the DCS

data. The centro-symmetric potential fits to the OCS data are given in

Table XI. The Morse-e potential gives a good fit, but is physically very

unreasonable; both the rm and c anisotropies are extreme and reversed.

The MMSV-e is such a good fit that no useful or additional informaion

can be obtained by including more parameters in fitting the data. Also,

the amplitudes in the DCS oscillations (see Figure 4) are significantly

dampened, and it would be unrealistic to expect them to reflect the

subtle details of the actual potential.

In Table XII we show an average of the MSV-ml and MSV-m2

potentials about the center-of-mass of the OCS, to facilitate comparison

between the centrosymmetric MMSV-e potential. The MSV-ml-average

shows a good similarity to the MMSV-e, while the MSV-m2-average

is rather different from the MMSV-e. On the basis of the MSV-ml- .-

average we can consider the MMSV-e to be a reasonable approximation .,...*

to a center-of-mass average of the actual potential.

,.. *,. - .
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7. INTEGRAL CROSS SECTIONS AND BULK PROPER-

TIES " *

The validity of our He + CO 2 potential can be tested by its ability

to predict a variety of observed phenomena, which include integral

cross section Q(vH,) (as a function of He velocity), binary diffusion

• . coefficient DH,,co,(T), viscosity curvature r1He,CO,(T), and second

virial coefficient BH,,C0(T). The expressions for these quantities have

been derived and presented in several publications ,' , and hence we will

forgo listing them here. The figures in which we compare experimental A

data to our calculations are sufficent in substantiating the validity of

our potential. All of the bulk property calculations are for the SPFD-e

potential.

Butz et a. '3 have measured the total integral cross sections Q(vH,)

as a function of the velocity of a He beam interacting with a cell of

CO 2 gas. To model these data the total integral cross sections are

calculated at a range of collision energies they are then averaged over

the distribution of velocities of the bulk CO2 gas and the He beam.

In Figure 14 we show calculations of Q(VH,) on our SPFD-e potential

(Table IV) and compare then to the data of Butz el al. Our potential

predicts averaged integral cross sections that for all velocities are about

3% lower than the experimental; however there is very good agreement in

the relative intensities. Butz el al. have given a 15 % upper error limit on

their measurements which includes estimates of the extent of systematic

z,- . . .°'
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errors to which experiments of this type are highly susceptible. 64 ,65 Our

calculations are well within these error bars. V,.

N

In Figure 15 we compare experimental 6 binary diffusion coefficients

DH,,Co, (T) for He in C02 to those calculated from our potential . The

agreement is excellent for the entire measured temperature range of 180

to 600 K.

In Figure 16 we compare calculated mixture viscosity coefficients to

experimental viscosities 'i,= (T) at two mole fractions zc 0 , of C02 to

ones obtained experimentally by Kestin and Ro67 . We also compare the

interaction viscosity (transport of momentum along a velocity gradient)

coefficients 7?1H,Co0(T) to those extracted from Kestin and Ro's data

by Keil and Parker'. The interaction viscosity coefficients rIHe,co, can

be extracted from the experimental mixture viscosities; they cannot lu.

measured directly. (The mixture viscosities are a function of the mole

fraction of the two constituents, the interaction viscosity coefficients, and

the binary' diffusion coefficient.) For all three cases the agreement is once

again excellent.

Finally, in Figure 17 we compare the calculated second virial

coefficients B(T) to experimentally measured ones.68 The agreement is

very good at temperatures above 200 K and fair below. The experimental

data are from three different laboratories; the points with the largest

error bars are from the one source 6 8 ', while the ones with the smallest

error bars are from a different sourceSb. Its is difficult to determine .
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how conservatively or liberally these error bars were assigned by the

respective authors. Our assessment is that the low error bars may be

reported somewhat conservatively, and hence our potential has allowed

a very accurate calculation of the second virial coefficient as function of

temperature.

Our He + CO 2 potential is capable of predicting a variety of

observables. However, we should point out that the bulk properties

disscussed above, can be equally well predicted by the Parker-Keil-

Kuppermann4 '5 and Keil-Parker 3 potentials. Yet these potential are

rather different from ours. In fact, Parker and Pack 33 have proposed
-. ¢. . .5

a He + CO 2 potential that was able to predict the viscosity and diffusion

coefficients very well but failed to predict the integral and differential

cross-section data. It is therefore, quite evident that the bulk properties

are much less sensitive to the potential energy surface topography then is

the differential cross-section. This is not surprising since the expressions

for the diffusion, viscosity and virial coefficients are integrals over several

variables, and thereby contain significant averaging. The total integral

cross section curve is rather structureless, and at low velocities of He

includes large energy averaging over the C02 velocity. The variety of

potentials that could easily yield the same bulk properties is much larger

than those that could reproduce a similar differential cross section. These
I'.

properties are only useful in substantiating the validity of the potentials

which are extracted from crossed beam DCS data. % .4
.~~ A X.-Z:



8. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the total differential scattering cross-sections

(DCS) for He + C02, 052, and OCS. From these we obtained

realistic interaction potentials that exhibit significant anisotropies in well

minimum position as well as in the well depth. Isotropic potentials do

• _p.. .

not satisfactorily represent the potential that produces the scattering

data. Clearly the scattering data is not the result of a spherical average

of the real potential. This is particularly evident if they are compared

to He + atom and He + diatomic-molecule scattering data. 9 10'29

With He + C02 we have clearly demonstrated that not only is the

well minimum position (ths) anisotropy important in accounting for the

observed data, but the depth (f ) anisotropy is also detected and accounts

for many features in the DwS. Although the r. anisotropy accounts for

most of the dampening of the quantal oscilations; ce anisotropy is also .,

responsible for some of the dampening as well as for the shape of the

oscillation. Also very important is the wideh of the well, to which we . 4

coefficients. Potential forms that do not have provisions for them, could.-

not be sucessfully fitted to the DCS; either the potential was physically

unreasonable or the fit was poor.

Two models for characterizing the potential anisotropy which have

demonstrated a high degree of flexibility as well as simplicity are the

4...-° .,.
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parameters expansion potential to second order in Legendre polynomials;

and the multi-center potential. These were coupled with two very flexible

spherical-like potential forms, to correctly describe the shape of the

potential along a given angle of approach. Both the MMSV (or MSV)

and the SPFD forms have good control of well depth as well as including

the needed dispersion terms.

Both the parameter expansion and multicenter models have allowed

us to extract very similar potentials from the DCS. In all three cases

we found that rm corresponds to the geometry of the molecule (C02,

CS 2 and OCS). While the potential minimum is located perpendicular

to the molecular axis. In the case of He + OCS, we have proposed

a non-centro-symmetric potential constructed of three MSV potentials A

centered on the three OCS nuclei. Only five parameters were adjusted;

the C-centered MSV was chosen on the basis of the He + C02 and He

+ CS 2 potentials.

Although our results yield the most accurate and detailed potentials

for these systems to date, nonetheless we cannot state that these models _'"""

are identical with the actual potential in every aspect. First of all,

any technique that relies on a collision to probe the potential will be

most sensitive to that potential in the regions where the collision is most

probable; perpendicular to the axis of the C02, CS2, and OCS molecule.

Second, our experiment detects a wide range of rotationally inelastic

, collisions which are unresolved and thereby dampen many features in

-S°%

.. , '-
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the total DCS. However, these result provide significant limits on the

range of many potential parameters and unambiguously establish the

presence of certain features. -
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Table 1. Molecular Beam Characteristics

Characteristic Probe Beam Target Beam

Ga s He CO2  CS2  OCS

Stagnation Temperature/K 298 298 298 298 -

Stagnation Pressure/torr 1330 4.4 4.4 4.4

Angular Spread FdHMa/degrees 1.0  3.0  3.0b 3.0

Most probable velocity/(km/sec) 1.76 0.49c 0.37c .4,c

Velocity FWdHM (&v/v) 0.12 0.8 0.8 0.8

Mach number 12.7 1.06 1.06 1.06

Effective Heat capacity ratio -y 1.06 2.20 2.20 2.20

aFull width at half maximum.

bhe effective detector acceptance angle of 1.5 deg is greater than

the actual detector acceptance angle (see text) since it includes

the effects of the finite size of the scattering volume.

c ,
These most probable velocities give a relative collision energy of
65 meV with helium.r
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Table III. Multicenter Potentials for He + CO2  %

Potentlal br.A d 2 d' '"Type Centerb r /meV Shape(1)c Shape(2)c G/%d

MSV-ml C 3.14 3.19 11.00
0 3.14 1.54 6.47 1.15 23.9

MSV-m2 C 3.18 2.88 7.90
0 3.15 1.24 7.90 e  1.18 26.1

MSV-m C 3.26 3.27 5 .3 7  13.26
0 3.45 0.51 5.37 13.26 1.08 21.3

SPFD-ml C 3.21 4.51 77.15 -6.0
f

0 3.37 0.66 22.84 -6.0 1.05 19.9

SPFD-m2 C 3.12 3.51 66 .52e -7.04
0 3.22 0.82 66.52 -7.04 1.11 22,5

SPFD-m3 C 3.15 3.33 60.66 -6.0f
0 3.21 0.98 60.66e  -6 .0f 1.15 24.6

Morse-m C 3.22 4.83 17.11 -
0 3.23 1.74 4.21 0.99 18.5

aRefer to equation (11). Potentials at each center are of the same.

spherical type, as discussed in section IIIB. The designation "-m"

is for classification and refers to multicenter.

bThe C-0 bond distance is fixed at 1.162 ;. For systems with long

range van der Waals dispersion terms each center contributes one

third of the dispersion. The dispersion terms are given as:

C6 a 9.98 + 2.31 P2 (cos y) eVA 6  and

C8 -46.4 + 48.4 P2 (cos y) eVA 8

They are splined to the potential at r/rm  1 1.6 for all cases.

A%
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Table III. continued

c CThe shape parameters are defined by equations (18), (20), (21), and

(22) for the Morse, MSV, MMV, and SPFD parameterizations respectively.

The second shape parameter for MMSV or SPFD is S' or b, respectively.

Gis the goodness-of-fit statistic of eq. (29); while )(is unitless

as defined by eqs. (27) and (28).

CThis parameter is the same as the analogous one for the potential

centered at the C. Both were varied as one parameter.

Thsparameter is fixed and was not varied via least squares.

%%%
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Table VI. Summary of Characteristics of Best Fit Potentials for He + CO2

Potential bd Bid d d rd
typea Characteristic b  rm /eVc  z d  

.'

~. ..

MSV-ml r " 1/2 3.11 5.93 9.72 11.0 10.5

y a v/4 3.67 4.08 7.04 13.0 7.20

. 0 4.2 2.8 8.0 8.5 8.9

L -0 3.45 4.62 8.27 9.13 9.43 ' -:

f
L - 2 0.74 -2.21 -1.37 -1. 26  -2. 2 1g

S 3.75 2.72 7.50 8.53 7.49

MSV-m2 y / ,12 3.12 4.96 7.64 8.29 7.62

y a ,/4 3.72 4.14 8.08 8.69 8.01

y a 0 4.2 2.8 9.7 9.8 10.4

L - 0 3.51 4.24 7.90 8.38 8.32

L - 2 0.74 -1.36 1.54 1.54 1.64f  r..r.

S 3.85 2.69 8.35 9.13 8.97

F*MV-m y = it/2 3.26 4.30 5.23 5.34 13.15

y a w/4 3.78 2.81 8.38 3.06 13.77

y 0 4.2 2.4 10.7 8.5 17.8

L = 0 3.59 3.41 7.30 5.55 14.23

L a 2 0.71 -1.45 3.05f  1.18 4.82-

S 3.93 2.44 9.63 6.09 15.06 .

%o %'.
-e-,%
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Table VI. continuedSPotentlal 
b r Bz d d

type Characteristic rm/ A /mevc 'z d Br

, SPFD-ml n " it/2 3.20 5.83 7.92 8.10 7.51

y R/ ,r4 3.69 3.11 7.30 8.60 9.30

y =0 4.3 2.1 7.9 7.3 11.3

e L - 0 3.50 4.28 7.88 8.59 8.40 . .. ,

or- L a 2 0.72 -2.86 f  O -0.71 2.00 f

S 3.79 2.45 7.71 8.98 10.84 % ,

SPFD-m2 y Ri/2 3.10 5.07 8.07 8.71 8.10

y / 4  3.79 3.68 7.67 11.3 7.99

y 0 4.2 2.6 9.8 13.0 10.0

. L - 0 3.53 3.98 7.92 8.78 8.52
,L 

- 2 0.80 -1.51 f 1.08 f 0.30 0.93-

S 3.92 2.60 7.82 9.00 12.90

SPFD-m3 y a w/2 3.12 5.14 7.54 8.28 7.39

y w /4  3.76 3.78 7.54 10.1 7.58

-Y a 0 4.2 2.7 9.1 6.6 9.7
L - 0 

3.52 4.10 7.62 8.06 7.93
-

L a 2 0 .7 8 -1 .5 9 f  1 . 1 0 f  0 .8 5 1 . 3 4 f
"

S 3.87 2.59 7.45 8.91 12.94

Morse-m w ir/2 3.21 8.13 14.6 15.8 16.9

/y 4 3.29 4.12 13.5 21.5 18.3

.. .:..

p-.~
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Table VI.continue
78 -. C-. ,.

.4

f, f*

SPFD-e y aw23.10 5.38 7.54 9.33 7.67

y - ?t/4  3.74 3.29 7.54 8.04 7.71

Pot nti l r/. - ..

,Y a " 0 4.3 1.2 7.5 8.6 7.7

L - 0 3.52 3.99 7.54 8.53 7.69

,L - 2 0.81 -2.78 0 0 0

S 3.76 2.50 6.85 7.15 7.83 w 4

.SV-e y w i/2 3.11 5.31 7.08 7.10 7.08

-y = 7r/4 3.67 3.77 7.03 7.03 7.03

-. a 0 4.2 2.2 7.0 7.0 7.0

' L a 0 3.48 4.29 7.05 7.05 7.05

L - 2 0.70 -2.05 0 0 0

S 3.66 2.91 6.80 7.11 7.22

M " V-e y * w/2 3.11 5.38 6.91 6.91 16.16

w -/4 3.67 3.60 6.91 6.91 16.16

-y 0 4.2 1.8 6.91 6.91 16.16

L • 0 3.48 4.19 6.91 6.91 16.16

L 2 0.70 -2.38 0 0 0

S 3.65 2.89 9.40 7.38 15.25

f, ..

t ' '

," ." 0 . . .9 . 1 1 61.. -
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O Table VI. continued -

Po tentia d d ' d d:'-""
type Characteristicb r.A C/meVc  z d rd r

HFD-e Y - 71/2 3.19 5.22 5.98 4.33 6.29

Y - r/4 3.73 2.70 6.14 5.36 6.46

y a 0 4.2 1.6 6.2 7.2 6.5

L - 0 3.55 3.61 6.08 6.37 6.40

L - 2 0.69 -2.62 0.15 0.34 0.16

S 3.65 2.78 6.02 6.07 6.44

Ld-e Y - r/2 3.14 4.98 6.42 6.03 7.79

Y , r/4 3.76 3.06 6.71 6.43 7.97

- 0 4.3 1.1 6.5 6.3 7.8

L - 0 3.55 3.67 6.59 6.61 7.90 -. r.

L - 2 0.78 -2.55 0.17 f 0.17 f  0.11"

S 3.72 2.63 6.61 6.58 7.92 " "

SPFD-p y - 71/2 3.14 5.38 7.44 8.60 7.66

Y a "/4 3.74 3.13 7.44 8.58 7.69

Y• 0 4.3 0.9 7.4 8.9 7.6

L -0 3.54 3.88 7.44 8.41 7.67
L • 2 0.80 -3.00 0Of  0Of  0

., 37.-..7
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'0 4.4 1.2 6.6 6.3 7.9

L - 0 3.56 3.69 6.60 6.61 7.90

L - 2 0.80 -2.50 0.19 0.1 0.2...

S 3.75 2.56 62 6.3 7.92
Average h , wr/2 3.14 5.2 7.2 7.4 8.8

(0.05) (0.4) (1 .1) (1.4) (2.8)

6.%" N"iL

y IT/4 3.73 3.4 7.3 7.9 8.8

S% 

(0.04) (0.5) (0.6) (2.5) (2.8)

onY * 0 4.2 2.0 8.0 8.1 9.9

(0.07) (0.7) (1.4) (1.8) (3.5)

L =0 3.52 4.0 7.3 7.6 9.1

(0.04) (0.7) (1.0) (0.7) (1.6)

L * 2 0.75 -2.3 0.5 3.2 0.7 "

(0.04) (0.7) (1.0) (0.7) (1.5)

S 3.77 2.6 7.5 7.6 9.9

(0.09) (0.2) (1.1) (1.2) (3.1)

aPlease refer to tables III and IV for details concerning potential .~*

types.
bTe characteristics include: profiles of the potential at approach

angles Y - 'f/2, 7r/4, and 0; Legendre expansion of the potential

parameters for orders L - 0 and L 2. and the shape of the spherical

average of the potential (S).

I:.....

..9,9.9.-
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Table• V1. conti nued ''

ec

zero of the potential derivative. The "L - 0" and "L a 2" are the

Legendre projections of the parameter (as a function of ang',e

4i - X (-Y ) ( X " rm ., S, ) .

X (L + ) X(-Y) P (cos y) d cos -y..

XL L --

dThe B's are the MMSV type (eqs. 20 and 21). z is found from the

zero point of the potential rz,

d2V(rz )
is found from the potential's inflection point rz  (-p 0)

The value B in the repulsive region is found by iteratively

fitting S' in equation (21a) with given 8 - a~ c, and r~ to the

si~ ~ m.z:::

potential at r - 0.8 r.

f Expansion terms of higher Legendre order exist for this parameter,

and are at least 5% of the zeroth term.

g~xpansion terms of higher Legendre order exist for this parameter,

and Are at least 25% of the zeroth order.
The value of the above parameters (except for Moirse -in) are

%%'.1'

.~ -- _

aeangio. Testandaghrd deitins arder is parenths paraoeeah

hh vaeofheaoeparameter ecp o os m r :

S................ ..........................
...... ..... ...... ..... ...... .....
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Table IX. Suary of Characteristics of Best Fit Potentials for L,'_

Potental r' ,,, V- 8d d-

typea Characteristicb Of/' / z r

MMSV-e y W i/2 3.58 5.46 7.53 7.63 20.34

S /4 4.41 3.70 7.53 7.56 20.34

y 0 5.1 1.9 7.5 7.5 20.3 • -.

L a 0 4.13 4.28 7.53 7.53 20.34

L = 2 1.03 -2.35 0.0 0.0 0.0

S 4.53 2.31 11.19 8.95 19.49 '

MSV-e a w /2 3.51 5.55 7.38 7.38 7.38 '

,y a /4 4.43 3.68 7.38 7.38 7.38

y = 0 5.2 1.8 7.4 7.4 7.4

L 0 4.11 4.31 7.38 7.38 7.38

L " 2 1.14 -2.49 0.0 0.0 0.0

S 4.56 2.18 6.79 7.39 7.51

SPFD-e y r i/2 3.61 5.64 7.88 8.21 7.61

" " r/4 4.45 3.55 7.88 8.54 7.66

-- 0 5.2 1.5 7.9 8.2 7.6

L a 0 4.16 4.25 7.88 8.69 7.64

L a 2 1.05 -2.79 0.0 -0.11 0.03

S 4.55 2.27 7.02 7.51 7.90 ' % %

- ,:"::-".. ,,~
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Table IX. Continued. 
4- V

Potential
typea Characteristic b  rm/A c/meVd d d - d

yV-m y "1/2 3.63 5.38 8.29 8.94 8.3e

Y or/. 4.41 4.07 8.85 11.95 9.45

Y -0 5.1 2.6 11.0 12.1 12.7

L-0 4.11 4.47 8.79 9.39 9.44

L-2 1.02f -2.06 f 1.96f  2.07g 2 .709

S 4.69 2.20 9.57 11.00 11.0

,4SV-m yr/2  3.73 4.92 6.71 7.17 21.12

Y" /,, 4.52 3.11 10.55 5.91 25.86

"yZO 5.1 2.1 13.7 8.6 32.9

-. L=0 4.20 3.79 10.17 7.31 22.02

L,2 0.99 -. 94g 5 .9 1g 0.90 7 .58 q

S 4.85 2.07 14.41 15.31 24.18

SPFD-ml Y='r/2 3.67 5.99 7.81 7.77 7.56

Yon/, 4.54 2.69 5.84 3.92 9.51

y-0 5.2 1.8 8.1 8.3 10.2

L-0 4.15 4.06 7.39 8.40 8.49

L=2 .l1 - 3 . 179 -0.359 -0.08 1.70-

4.67 2.00 7.01 6.60 10.10

.- 
-- ,
" .-

'1

Ad
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Table IX. Continued.

Potential
typea  Characteristicb rm/A c/meVc 8 d sd r d

SPFD-m2 Y-r/2 3.54 5.28 8.66 11.83 9.32

4.60 3.37 7.22 8.02 6.42 -

y-O 5.2 1.6 9.6 9.5 11.3

L-0 4.22 3.66 7.58 9.35 8.84

L-2 1.13' -1.99 1.689 1.669 -1.25q

S 4.70 2.37 8.62 10.76 7.93

Morse-m Y"]2 3.76 5.43 13.20 20.26 18.21

Y-r/, 5.62 2.26 4.50 4.49 3.86

YO 6.3 2.0 5.2 5.3 5.2

L-0 4.96 3.06 6.98 10.13 12.08

L-2 1.82 -1.97g -5.35g - 12 . 03g - 14 . 59g

S 5.52 2.18 4.43 4.48 3.61

e Average-h Y'r/2 3.61 5.5 7.8 10.0 12.0
(0.07) (0.3) (0.6) (5.) (6.)
4.48 3.5 8.4 7.6 12.0
(0.07) (0.4) (1.6) (2.5) (8.)

Y.o 5.2 1.9 11. 8.8 15.
(0.05) (0.3) (6.) (1.6) (9.)

L-0 4.15 4.1 8.3 8.3 12.
(0.04) (0.3) (0.9) (0.9) (6.)

L"2 1.07 -2.4 1. 0.6 1.5
(0.06) (0.4) (2.) (0.9) (3.)

S 4.65 2.2 9.2 9.7 12.6
(0.11) (0.1) (2.8) (3.0) (6.6) t"

.7

-4

..

m
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Table IX. Continued %

a Please refer to Tables VII and VIII for details concerning
the potential types

b See~* corresponding notes for Table VI
hThe averages are for all the above potentials (except for JO,.

Morse-n) with the standard deviations given in paren-

444
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Table X. Three-center MSV Potentials For He + OCS

Potential' Centerb z/ b 2 G/me,-BType Cetrrn, {/meV 8 6

MSV-mld C 0.523 3.80 0.69 6.23 1.07% 26.3

S -1.037 3.90 3.75 6 .2 3f

0 1.683 3.90 0.17 6.23f "

MSV-m2e C 0.523 3.79 0.63 5.84 1.16 28.6

f
S -1.037 3.68 2.95 5.84

0 1.683 4.14 0.72 5.84
f

a Refer to equation (11). These are three center potentials with an MSV

spherical potential at each center.

40 b The distance z is from the center-of-mass of the OCS molecule, c is

fixed in the least-squares parameter fitting procedure.

c See eq. (29) for G and eqs. (27-28) for X2 .

d The long range dispersion part of this potential was constructed by

giving the MV potential centered at the 0 one-half of the He + CO2  .

dispersion terms as given in Table III (see eq. (20c)), and by giving

the MSV potential centered at the S one-half of the He + CS2 dispersion

terms. While the C-centered MSV is given dispersion terms of value 'I .

zero.

e The long range dispersion part of this potential was constructed in the

same manner as for the He + CO2 and CS2 multi-centered potentials.

The dispersion coeficients are the same as given in Table X (foot-

note g).

V

- ".-4,,
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Table XII. Summary of Characteristics of Best Fit Potentials for He + OCS r Z

Potential I .Typea Characteristicb rm/A £/meVc 8z 8.

MMSV-e Y=, /2 3.59 4.83 7.36 7.36 5.90

4.32 4.09 7.36 7.36 5.90

"O 4.9 3.3 7.36 7.36 5.90 . -,

LO 4.07 4.33 7.36 7.36 5.90

L=2 0.92 -0.99 0.0 0.0 0.0

S 4.43 2.61 6.63 7.38 6.30

M V-ml Y=0 5.2 0.8 7.9 13.5 7.8

4.34 1.60 6.34 6.39 6.32 .,

3.76 4.60 5.80 5.92 5.71

y3 ./, 4.55 4.07 7.06 6.90 7.01

Y= 4.9 3.9 7.9 7.6 7.9

L=0 4.21 3.51 6.40 6.52 6.42

L=l -0.10 -1.56 -0.46 -0.36 -0.29

L=2 0.92 -1.70 1.27 1.04 1.44

L-3 0.35 -0.30 0.32 f  0.17 f  0.39

S 4.53 2.34 6.90 7.02 7.03

MSV-m2 Y=O 5.7 1.2 7.5 8.0 8.0

4.95 1.59 6.34 6.50 6.15

Y-T/2 3.62 4.17 5.31 5.69 5.23

Y-3T/2 4.34 3.75 6.10 6.71 6.00

LW

V-.
• o #,. ,
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Table XIl. Continued.

Potential c d d d
Typea  Characteristicb r/A c/meVc 8 d Bid Er

MSV-m2 Y'r 4.7 4.7 6.7 8.3 7.1

(Continued) L-0 4.28 3.14 5.93 6.14 6.08

L-l 0.43 ,1.64 0.18 0.23 -0.05

L2 1.10 -0.91 1.19 1.04 1.65 .,-'

L=3 0.109 0.219 -0.03f 0.22f 0 .5 3f

S 4.79 1.72 6.23 6.24 6.61

MSV-mlh Y-O 5.4 1.8 7.3 7.5 8.0

4.70 2.29 5.94 5.13 6.45

23.62 4.17 5.31 6.22 5.23

MSV-m2h y=0  5.0 2.2 7.8 9.6 8.0

4 4.51 2.79 6.91 6.83 6.90 '-,4

y-w/, 3.76 4.60 5.80 6.07 5.71

a Please refer to tables X and XI for details concerning the potential

types.

b The characteristics include: Profiles of the potential at approach .;
angles Y-O. n/--, /2, and for the non-centrosymmetric potential,

also at Y-3r/. and w; Legendre expansion of the potential param- 
% ,%.

tars for orders up to La3 (the L=1 and L-3 terms are zero for the

centro-symmetric potentials); and the shape of the spherical ..:',

average of the potential (S).

% . .. - ..... ....
.. . . . . . . -.. :.,.. ,4 ''¢- :
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Table XII. Continued.

c) g) See corresponding notes for Table VI.

h) Average of the corresponding non-centrosymetric potential

about a plane perpendicular to the molecular axis and passing

through the center-of-mass of the OCS; i.e., V(ry) -

1/2 IV(r,y) + V(r,w - y)].
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Figure 1. Vertical cut view of the crossed molecular beam apparatus,

drawn approximately to scale. DP = diffusion pumps,

PB = primary beam source - beam axis is parallel to 5..

drawing, Nz = nozzle (64 mm), Sk = skimmer, VS = -. -

velocity selector, Ch = beam modulation chopper, SB S.

= secondary beam source - beam axis is perpendicular

to plane of drawing, n = n plane angle of detector as

measured from the PB axis, e. = out-of-plane angle of

detector, MS = mass spectrometer detector, GV = gate

valve in front of the mass spectrometer entrance apperture,
40.

IPb = 5 1/sec ion pump for buffer chamber, I = ionizer and "

ion focus lenses (1-N2 cooling coils around filament not

shown), CEM = Channeltron electron multiplier (Model

4816), CP = liquid He cryopump (350 I/sec), IP = 25 I/sec ..

ion pump, IG = ionization gauge, BV = bake out and vent

valve.
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tering of Hte by C02. Experimental points are plotted with..."''-",...
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their error bars. The solid curve is the calculated cross-

section from the best fit anisotropic potential SPFD-e (see -.- "-"

'p..t 9
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Table IV). The broken curve is for the best fit spherical ::-*:.

potential (see Table 11). i: ..
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Figure 3. Laboratory differential cross section for out-of-plane scat-

Stering of He by CS2. Experimental points are plotted with

their error bars. The solid curve is the calculated cross

section for the best fit anisotropic potential MMSV-m (see

Table VIII). The broken curve is for the best fit spherical

potential (see Table II).
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Figure 4. Laboratory differential cross section for out-of-plane scat-

tering of He by OGS. Experimental points are plotted with

their error bars. The solid curve is the best fit anisotropic

potential, the three-center MSV (see Table X). The broken

b curve is for the best fit spherical potential (see Table 11).
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repulsive by the small dashes, and the zero of the potential "

by the large dashes. The minimum of the potential is -5.83

meY at r = 3.20 Aand -y= x-/2. The saddle point is at r -

-4.3 Ay = 0 (and also ' r) with a value of 2.1 meY.

The centers of the C and 0 atoms are separated by 1.162 1

.'1/.4 4"-
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Figure 7. He + C02 SPFD-ml potential for three fixed approach

angles -y, 0, 45, and 90 degrees and the spherical average

of the potential (dashed curve). Please refer to Table VI

for numerical details.
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Figure 8. Equipotential contours for the He + C02 SPFD-e potential

(see Tables III and VI). The indicated contour values are

in meV, while the tick marks are in Angstroms. The

attractive region is indicated by solid curves, the repulsive '"

by the small dashes, and the zero of the potential by the ,-I.

large dashes. The minimum of the potential is -5.38 meV

at r = 3.10 Aand -y = /2. The saddle point is at r = 4.3

ky = 0 (and also = r) with a value of 1.2 meV. The

centers of the C and 0 atoms are separated by 1.1621 A.
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Figure 10. Equipotential contours for the He + CS 2 MMSV-M

potential (see Tables VII and DC). The indicated contour

values are in meV, while the tick marks are in Angstroms.

The attractive region is indicated by solid curves, the

-' p 
2 '- - -

1 repulsive by the small dashes, and the zero of the potential

by the large dashes. The minimum of the potential is -4.92

-~ meV at r =3.73 Aand xy=i/2. The saddle point is at r

=5.1 A-1= 0 (and also y = r) with a value of 2.1 meY.

The centers of the C and S atoms are separated by 1.554
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angles -y, 0, 45, and 90 degrees and the spherical average

of the potential (dashed curve). Please refer to Table DC

for numerical details. .'
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potential (see Tables X and XII). The indicated contour

values are in meV, while tick marks are in Angstroms.

The attractive region is indicated by solid curves, the

repulsive by the small dashes, and the zero of the potential
by the large dashes. The minimum of the potential is -4.6

,,.- ..-

meV at r - 3.76 Akand -y - w/]2. One saddle point is at r -,-.

- 5.2 A'y - 0 with a value of -0.8 meV, the other saddle "'

point is at r = 4.9 A-y = z" with a value of -4.9 meV. The ,.?

distance between the nuclei of the C and S atoms 1.560 A,-.''".

and the distance between the nuclei of the C and O atoms

is 1.160 A.
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Figure 13. He + CS2 MMSV-m potential for three fixed approach

angles y~, 0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees and the spherical

average of the potential (dashed curve). Please refer to

Table XII for numerical details.
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Figure 14. Total integral cross sections as a function of the He beam

velocity vi. Points are from data of Butz et al. . The

curve is a calculation for the He + 002 SPFD-e potential

(Table IV). The ordinate scale is designed to exaggerate

4P oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 16. Mixture viscosity coefficients as a function of temperature -- .

for two different mole fractions of CO 2 : zCo = 0.0928 .

(upper curve) and zco, = 0.6015 (center curve). The

lower curve is for the interaction viscosities q12. See text

for references on the points. The curves are calculations

for the He + CO 2 SPFD-e potential (Table IV).
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temperature. The curve is a calculation for the He + C0 2

SPFD-e potential (Table IV). See text for references on the

points.
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6. Figures and Captions

Figure 1. A schematic view of the top of the machine: VC1, arc source vacuum

chamber; AS, anode assembly; A, anode; C, cathode; M, magnet; S water-cooled

copper skimmer; TA, translation assembly; T, translator; P1,2 viewports; L, op-

tical lens; C2, 150 Hz chopper; PM, photomultiplier; CP, current preamplifier;

LI 1,2, lock-in amplifiers; SCR 1,2, strip chart recorders; VC2, bell jar vacuum

chamber; C1, 10 Hz chopper; D, electric field deflectors plates; F, mechani-

cal flag; QMS, quadrupole mass spectrometer; PA, EAI preamplifier (ESA-75);

MSE, mass spectrometer electronics.

Figure 2. AC ion current as a function of m/e. In each panel the lower curve is ...

the AC background obtained with the electron beam turned off, and the upper

curve is the AC mass spectrometer ion current signal (with the beam chopped

at 10 Hz) shifted upwards by 0.2 x 10-I°A for convenience of display. Electron

impact current: 100 4A. Electron accelerating voltage: 60V. Ion source pressure: "

2.1 x 10- 5 torr measured by an uncalibrated ion gauge. (a) H2 in the molecular

beam source; (b) D 2 in that source; (c) and equimolar mixture of H2 and D 2 in .

that source. For all the panels the stagnation pressure in the molecular beam

source was 60 torr. (Nozzle conditions changed slightly.)

Figure 3. DC ion current as a function of pressure for m/e = 1, 2, and 3. Mass

spectrometer electron impact current is 100 ,A and electron accelerating voltage

is 60 V. Error bars represent 90% confidence limit.

Figure 4. Energy level diagram for H 3 . The vertical arrows indicate the two electronic _

transitions we observed previously 4 s . .-

Figure 5. Top cross sectional view of photoionization/scattering cell with mounting

flanges. Hatched area of drawing indicates the pipe walls.

Figure 6. A schematic view of the top of the machine with scattering cell installed.
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Labels are the same as in figure 1 with the following additions: L, quartz lens;

ML, 200 watt high pressure mercury lamp; PS, power supply for mercury lamp;

QW, quartz window; IG, ion gauge; CAT, time-averaging computer; X-Y, x-y

recorder; SM, spherical mirror. N,

Figure 7. Fractional attenuation of mass spectrometer signal as a function of argon .

pressure within the stagnant gas cell for m/e = 1, 2, and 3. 1, is the intensity

of the species with no gas in the cell and I is the corresponding intensity with

gas in the cell. The pressure was measured with an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps

gauge. Lines are least squares fits to the points. The path length in the gas cell

is 4 inches. The beam stagnation pressure is 57 torr. 6

Figure 8. Pictorial representation of the 2 p, Rydberg orbital is of H3 molecules in

the 2p 2 A' state. The solid points represent the nuclei. The Rydberg orbital

perpendicular to the plane of the nuclei and is represented by a 90 % boundary- -

surface of a hydrogenic 2p, orbital" °1 .

Figure 9. Fractional attenuation of mass spectrometer signal as a function of target

gas pressure measured with an uncalibrated Shulz-Phelps gauge for m/e = 1. I,

is the intensity of that species with no gas in the cell and I is the corresponding "

intensity with gas in the cell. Lines are least squares fit to points. The path

length of the gas cell is 2 inches. The beam stagnation pressure is 65 torr. Solid

symbols: Ar target. Open symbols: propane target. :.:

Figure 10. Fractional attenuation of mass spectrometer signal as a function of target

gas pressure measured with an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps gauge for m/e = 3.

Io is the intensity of this species with no gas in the cell and I is the corresponding ."-..."-.

intensity with gas in the cell. Lines are least squares fit to the points. The path .....-

length in the gas cell is 2 inches. The beam stagnation pressure is 65 torr. Solid

symbols: Ar target. Open symbols: propane target.

Figure 11. Ionization efficiency (1,f ) as a function of tungsten filament temperature."

-1.:: *-
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for the production of H + and H + ions, (a) stagnation pressure = 80 torr, (b) .

stagnation pressure = 75 torr, (c) stagnation pressure = 70 torr.

Figure 12. Natural logarithm of the ionization efficiency (If) plotted as a function

of the inverse of the tungsten filament temperature, for the production of H+ .

and H-- ions, (a) stagnation pressure = 80 torr, (b) stagnation pressure = 75

torr, (c) stagnation pressure = 60 torr. Lines represents least squares fits to the

points.

Figure 13. Ionization efficiency (Ieff) as a function of platinum filament temperature

for the production of H + and H + ions, (a) stagnation pressure = 75 torr, (b)

stagnation pressure = 65 torr, (c) stagnation pressure = 60 torr.

Figure 14. Natural logarithm of the ionization efficiency (If f) plotted as a function

of the inverse platinum filament temperature for the production of H+ and

H" ions, (a) stagnation pressure = 75 torr, (b) stagnation pressure = (5 torr,

(c) stagnation pressure = 60 torr. Lines represent a least squares fit to the , -

points.

Figure 15. Mass spectrum of molecular beam. (a) electron impact mass spectrum (b)

background-corrected photoionization mass spectrum generated by irradiation

of beam with mercury lamp. Smooth line indicates fit to data points. The ""

stagnation pressure was set at 100 torr and 95 torr as indicated.

Figure 16. Mass spectrum of molecular beam. (a) electron impact mass spectrum (b)

background-corrected photoionization mass spectrum generated by irradiation.,..

of beam with mercury lamp. Smooth line indicates fit to data points. The

stagnation pressure was set at 90 torr and 80 torr as indicated.
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A Test of the Babamov-Marcus Vibrationally Adiabatic Theory of

Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reactions t

Paul G. Hipes§ and Aron Kuppermann

Arthur Amos No yes Laboratory of Chemical Physics
California Institute of Technology,* Pasadena, CA 91125

Abstract

Accurate quantum mechanical reaction probability calculations for a collinear tri-

atomic model of the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from a methane molecule by a

methyl radical were performed. The calculations used the method of hyperspherical

coordinates and a LEPS potential energy surface having a realistic (13.86 kcal/mole)
* barrier to reaction. With the same surface, the same reaction probabilities were

calculated using the Babamov-Marcus vibrationally adiabatic model. It was found

that for reagents in their ground and first two vibrationally excited states, this model

displayed a dynamically correct qualitative behavior. In addition, the reaction prob-
ability from the ground vibrational state was accurate to within 6% for translational ..

energies from 0.35 eV to 0.51 eV.
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1. Introduction

The abstraction of a hydrogen atom from a molecule by a methyl radical is a corn-

monly studied reaction. Arrhenius parameters derived from gas phase kinetics stud-

ies have been tabulated.' There has also been much interest in the hydrogen atom ., %,

abstraction from small organic molecules by methyl radicals in frozen matrices. 2-N

lip qThis interest is stimulated by the observation of finite, temperature-independent rate
4 constants at very low temperatures. This phenomenon is interpreted as a manifesta-

tion of quantum mechanical tunneling through a potential energy barrier. The low

temperature experiments are often analyzed with the aid of corrections to transition

state theory to account for tunneling.' 6 The corrections are based on the solution

of one-dimensional barrier penetration problems. A different approach is to model

the tunneling in the hydrogen atom transfer by a collinear, three particle reaction.

Although the collinear constraint is rather severe, some important aspects of the

dynamics of light particle transfer can be gleaned from such a study, not only at the

low translational energies at which tunneling is important, but also at significantly

higher energies.

Collinear heavy-light-heavy (H-L-H) mass systems have generated substantial the-

oretical activity recently. Until the introduction of hyperspherical coordinates to

collinear reactive scattering, ,10 these systems were difficult to treat quantum mechanically."

Now a variety of symmetric12 -
1 (A + BA) and asymmetric' 6 1  (A + BC) systems

have been solved accurately. Some general characteristics of reaction probabilities for

the heavy-light-heavy systems have emerged: pronounced oscillatory dependence on

collision energy and near conservation of translational energy.} -1 5 ,2 0 The latter char-

acteristic is equivalent to vibrational adiabaticity in symmetric systems, and has been

exploited to develop efficient and accurate approximations for collinear reactive scat-

tering in both symmetric1 '2 0- 2 and asymmetric1 ", 2 3 -2 5 systems. Resonance posi-

tions and widths have been approximated in heavy-light-heavy and in more general

2
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systems using the ideas of adiabatic separation of degrees of freedom." , ' 17 2 2 6 32

Efforts to extend the colliner heavy-light-heavy results to 3D 3 3- 36 have suggested %

that the oscillatory collinear reactive probabilities may be manifest as oscillatory %

cross sections in the real world. It should be recognized that the current intense in-

terest in adiabatic separation of variables has its origins in the early work of Marcus.3 6

In this paper, we present the results of accurate quantum mechanical calculations for

a collinear model of the hydrogen atom exchange between a methane molecule and

a methyl radical. The methyl moiety is represented by a structureless point having

the mass of the methyl radical. Hyperspherical coordinates are used to formulate

* the scattering problem exactly.9 ,' ° Accurate solutions to the Schr6dinger equation

are generated numerically using a diabatic representation. Reaction probabilities

from the lowest three vibrational levels are presented. In addition, transition prob-

abilities calculated using the Babamov-Marcus vibrationally adiabatic model 2' for

symmetric, collinear, heavy-light-heavy systems are compared with the accurate re-

sults. This model and its extension to asymmetric systems have been shown to be

good at rather low translational energies for reaction from the lowest vibrational

level' 5 2 0'1 and from the first vibrationally excited level of the reagent." We will

examine the applicability of the adiabatic model for transitions from the first two ..
.• .- o

excited vibrational levels of the reagent in addition to those from the lowest level.

2. Potential Energy Surface and Convergence

The potential energy surface is of the LEPS form" , " and potential contours are

shown in figure 1. This surface was previously used by Ovchinnikova 3 and by

Babamov and Marcus.21 The barrier height is 13.86 kcal/mole, in accord with the gas

phase activation energy. The LEPS parameters are listed in Table I along with some

surface characteristics. It should be noted that the asymptotic Morse parameters do

3
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not reproduce any spectroscopic transitions of methane.

The hyperspherical coordinate method used to accurately solve the Schr6dinger equa-

tion for a collinear, three-particle system has been described elsewhere and will not .

be repeated here. The adiabatic model will be discussed after the accurate results are

presented. The convergence of the accurate numerical results with respect to basis

size, projection distance, and other numerical parameters was investigated. A basis

set of 4 even and 4 odd functions was found to be adequate for convergence of the P016'

within 1% over the energy range studied (0.2 eV to 1.15 eV total energy, with respect

to the bottom of the isolated H-CH 3 diatom potential energy curve). P required 5

even and 5 odd basis functions and P2 required 7 even and 7 odd basis functions for

the same degree of convergence. The numerical method involves a projection of the

solutions onto an asymptotic atom-diatom basis set prior to the calculation of the

scattering matrix and transition probabilities. For the latter to become independent

of the atom-diatom distance at which this projection is performed, to within the

convergence mentioned, it sufficed to integrate the coupled radial equations from an

initial value of the hyperradius of 5.4 bohr out to 20 bohr.

The adiabatic model used requires the solution of two uncoupled ordinary differential

equations to obtain phase shifts, and convergence was obtained with respect to the,.

corresponding discretization parameters. '- -

3. Results of Accurate Calculations S.

Figure 2 shows the accurate reaction probabilities from the first three levels of the

reagent. The first feature of the results which is noticed is the dominance of reactive

transitions which preserve the vibrational quantum number (i.e. vibrationally adia- -"

batic transitions). Reactive transitions between the states whose quantum numbers V

4 -
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differ by unity are an order of magnitude smaller than the adiabatic ones. A change

of two vibrational quanta is two orders of magnitude less probable than conservation .a.

of the quantum number. (The small oscillations in the PR curve of figure 2 probably

represent numerical inaccuracies.) This near conservation of vibrational quantum

number has been observed in a number of other collinear calculations consisting of

the transfer of a light particle between two heavier ones (HLH) of equal mass. 2 -1 5

The effect is kinematic in origin, and is explained by an argument analogous to that

used in the Born-Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and electronic motion.1 40 At

low translational energies, the light particle (the hydrogen atom in the present case)

vibrates quickly on the time scale of the heavy particle motion. In an approximate

sense, the two heavy particles approach and recede in a potential averaged over the

vibrational motion of the light particle. As the translational energy of relative motion

increases, the decoupling of the vibrational and translational motion is less accurate.

It is inherent in this picture that the vibrational quantum number is unaffected by

the collision of the atom and the diatomic molecule and hence is adiabatic. The

concept that the transfer of a light particle between heavy ones can be approached

via a- adiabatic separation between the corresponding degrees of freedom has been

used previously, as discussed in the introduction. It has also been argued that a .'.

natural adiabatic separation between the hyperradial and hyperangular motions ex-

ists for general mass combinations when hyperspherical coordinates are utilized.2 6'41

This near adiabatic separation is responsible for the rapid convergence of coupled

channel expansions. The general argument for the separation of time scales in re-

active transitions focuses attention on the strong interaction region of the potential

energy surface (figure 1). In this region, as the particle moves from reagent channel

to product channel, the hyperangle (plane polar angle for collinear triatomic sys-

te s) changes by a large fraction of its allowed range while the hyperradius tplane

polar radius for collinear triatomic systems) changes relatively little, which results

in an adiabatic separation of angular and radial motion.6 2' However, as pointed out

5

-, ". '
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by Babamov and Marcus, 1 the class of heavy-light-heavy mass combinations is the

one for which the adiabatic separation is expected to be most valid. Under these

conditions, only vibrationally adiabatic transfer processes would be expected. This

agrees qualitatively with the results in figure 2.

Another prominent characteristic of the accurate results is the significant degree of
S-. dPQ

tunneling from the lowest vibrational level of the reagent to that of the product. For

energies above the classical barrier height, to determine the fraction of reactive prob-

ability flux which passes into the product channel via tunneling through classically

forbidden regions of configuration space requires an analysis of the probability cur-

rent density streamlines.12° However, below the classical barrier height, any reactive

flux is necessarily due to tunneling. From figure 2a, we see that the probability for

reaction from the n=O level of the reagent to the n=O level of the product is signif- -

icant at energies below the classical barrier. For energies close to that barrier but

3till below it, the reactive pathway dominates over the nonreactive one. The physical

reason for the prominence of tunneling is the heavy-light-heavy mass combination.

Such mass combinations lead to small Delves skew angles 42 ' A particle approaching "

* the strong interaction region does not have to penetrate the barrier at the saddle

point to move into the product channel. It can cut the corner over a significant por-

tion of configuration space for which the classically forbidden region is narrow (i.e., ..,..

has a width of the order of the system's local de Broglie wavelength or less 42c). The . .. '*

heavy-light-heavy mass combination increases this region of configuration space. The

result is increased tunneling for such combinations. In the low temperature abstrac-

tion of hydrogen atoms by radicals, the presence of apparent tunneling phenomena

is not at all surprising from a theoretical standpoint. It has long been understood

that tunneling probabilities in one dimension increase as the particle mass decreases.

The collinear model, which involves two mathematical dimensions, has led us to a

clearer perspective, namely that tunneling can occur by corner-cutting away from --

the saddle point .42a

.- , ,% '
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In summary, the reaction dynamics of this collinear model of hydrogen atom abstrac-

tion from methane by a methyl radical is characterized by dominance of vibrational

adiabaticity, and significant tunneling from the n=O level.

4. Vibrationally Adiabatic Model

The treatment given here roughly parallels that of reference and is provided for corn-
"-...-.'>

pleteness. Let A. Ae, and A, represent the three atoms of mass m,, m , and m,

respectively. We define two sets of coordinates R., r. and R' r, shown in figure

3, where Gp, and G0  are the centers of mass of ApA-, and AaAq, respectively. Let

the subscript A take on the values a or -1. Both sets of coordinates can then be

represented by R,, r.. We now define the Delves scaled coordinates4 3'44 Rx, rA as

RA aNRI (1)

-aA (2)'. A -"-1

where 1/4
=(~c 1'/4 ,"

mA(m' (4) .--. .
,." M,1-nm + m,)

and

Mnv +I r. ,.,,.,

The set of indices A, vr' stands for either a,O-l or -y, a3.

The hyperspherical coordinates p and 0), are defined by ',10,43,44

: . -o .

1/2

7
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t = arctan 0 < t9 <7r/2 (7) - .

The Schr6dinger equation in these coordinates is

- + - + ) + V- E (p,0)= (8)

where

1/2_rrl_A m , rn ()-m,.-

=m, + mp + m.

A discrete basis set in the hyperangle t9, is defined by

[ h2 d 2
2jp2  + V(p, O) -(P) X. P = o (10)

with

x.(t% = 0;P) = x.(OA = AM&x; P) = 0 (11) . 4

and " " """
°

OAMax 
*,bn

='(12)JO ) .

where p is considered a parameter and - is the Delves skew angle.

When the wave function 0(p, t9x) is expanIled in this basis set, according to

O(P 10)P nPX~);P (13)
n=O

an infinite set of coupled, ordinary differential equations, equivalent to the original

Schr6dinger equation, results:

-' d h. -

[ L + £~(p-,E( - E . (P)

af.42 82 IX., > 2

+E\/. <xI -1 x,> -X 2 <x.INIx. > )n,(p)-=o (14)

8

.- "
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For a symmetric mass combination, the solutions can be chosen to have a definite

4.' parity, even or odd. Solutions of different parity are rigorously decoupled. If the

entire sum over n' in eq.(14) is neglected, a single ordinary differential equation for

" each n and each parity results. This neglect is the central feature of the adiabatic 4

approximation. The scattering matrix can then be expressed in terms of the resulting

even and odd phase shifts."' The square of the elements of this matrix give the 4%

corresponding transition probabilities P, , according to

R sin'(6 - bn) (15)

where e', is the phase shift for the symmetric solution for state n, and b is that for

"- the corresponding antisymmetric solution. The numerical procedure used for imple-
menting the adiabatic approximation was as follows. The eigenvalue eq. (10) for

Si e((p) was solved for a grid of values of p. These eigenvalues form part of an effective . -

potential for the gn(p). They are depicted in figure 4 for n=0,1,2 as asymptotically

V@ degene.-ate pairs of curves, the lower curve of each pair corresponding to even parity

and the upper one to )dd parity. The (uncoupled) ordinary differential equation for

the adiabatic model gn(p) was then solved numerically, as an initial value problem. ".. _.j

using an Adams-Moulton integrator, and from the asymptotic behavior of the g,(p) ".."

at large p, the phase shifts were obtained. It should be stressed that the scheme

just outlined is two orders of magnitude faster than a solution of the set of cou-

pled differential equations (14) which must be used in general. The diagonal term

-. < Xn IX,,2 X > was not included in the effective potential used to calculate g,(p).

R~melt' has shown that this diagonal term is important for the adiabatic modeling

of resonances in non heavy-light-heavy systems. The diagonal term < X, Xn > is

identically zero for real X,, as in the present case.

,' Figure 5 shows the reactive probabilities calculated with the adiabatic model along

with the corresponding probabilities obtained from the accurate calculations. It can ....

be seen that the adiabatic model results for n = 0 agree very well with the accurate

.- .° .. .• ,.4
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ones for low translational energies. For example, at translational energies in the

range 0.35 eV to 0.51 eV, the difference between the two is only 6% or less. For

higher energies, these approximate n = 0 results show the qualitative behavior of

the accurate ones but are shifted in energy. The correct qualitative behavior is also

displayed by the n = 1 and n = 2 adiabatic model results, again, with a slight energy

shift. This suggests that improvements in this model may be possible via energy

scaling, first order perturbation corrections, optical potentials, or other appropri-

ate approaches. From these results, it appears that for heavy-light-heavy systems

like the one studied in this paper, the hyperspherical adiabatic decoupling approx-

imation provides a good qualitative picture of the dynamics even for vibrationally

excited reagents. This is very significant since the difference in computational effort

between the accurate and approximate methods is substantial and because of the %I

insight this model provides. The qualitative correctness of the decoupling approxi-
". mation for vibrationally excited reagent states for the present symmetric system is

in accord with the results of Abusalbi, et. al.19 for reaction from the first excited

state of an asymmetric system. Low translational energy processes are chemically

very important, and accurate dynamical approximations such as the one developed

by Babamov and Marcus2 1 are very useful.

5. Conclusions

We have presented the results of an accurate quantum mechanical calculation for a
collinearly constrained model of the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from methane

by a methyl radical. The dynamics have the general characteristics already noted
for other heavy-light-heavy systems. The rather large barrier to reaction (13.86

kcal/mole), involving a saddle point whose energy is greater than that of the ground ..

state reagent, allows tunneling to be observed clearly. For heavy-light-heavy systems

with small barriers to reaction (less than 2 kcallmolc)'3"4 J6 the detection of tunneling

10 ..
_-,, . -

.10

<

J 
.
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is less straightforward. We have tested the hyperspherical vibrationally adiabatic
21~

* model of Babamov and Marcus' and found that it describes the general dynamics of

this system rather well for the ground and the first two vibrationally excited states

of the reagents. In addition, the reaction probabilities for the ground state of the

reagent are accurate to within 6% for translational energies in the range 0.35 eV to

0. 5 el".
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Table 1: LEPS Potential Energy Surface Parameters and Characteristics;

C-H Interaction C-C Interaction S

0/bohr-1  0.9420 0.815
R, /b ohr 2.0662 2.910

D. 'eN' 4.7270 3.660

0.1850 0

Barrier height: 13.86 kca1,/mol MH =1.0078 amu
Skew angle: 20.40 Mc, 15.0235 amu
E(n = 0) = 0.1803 eV

E(n=1) =0.5304 eV

E(n = 2) = 0.8665 eV

lip

rA-.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Potential energy contours for the model H3 C-H-CH3 LEPS surface in Delves

mass scaled coordinates (solid lines). The lowest contour is for 0.16 eV, the highest. _

is for 0.8 eV, and the energy increment between consecutive contours is 0.04 eV. The

dashed line is the minimum energy path.

Figure 2. Accurate transition probabilities as a function of energy. P' , indicates the re- .

action probability from vibrational level n of the reagents to the vibrational level n'

of the reaction products. The scale on the bottom abcissa on each panel denotes the - '

translational energy of the reagent. The scale on the upper abcissa of the top panel ,0
denotes the total system energy measured from the bottom of the isolated reagent

potential energy curve. This scale is common to all panels. The number in parenthe-

sis beside some of the curves indicates the factor ased to multiply the results before

- plotting. The arrows labeled "barrier" in the bottom abcissa of panels (a) and (b)

indicate the energy of the classical barrier height.

Q0 Figure 3. Coordinates for a collinear triatomic system.

Figure 4. Eigenvalues fn(p) of the adiabatic basis as a function of the hyperradius. The

eigenvalues are measured from the bottom of the isolated reagent potential energy

curve. The tic marks on the right vertical axis represent the isolated ro!agent eigen-

values. These curves become pairwise degenerate as p increases. For each such pair,

the lower (upper) curve corresponds to even (odd) parity. ,

Figure 5. Adiabatic model transition probabilities. The model results are represented by

open circles (o) and the corresponding accurate results are represented by the solid ..-..-

lines and are the same as in figure 2. Scales are the same as in figure 2.
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We report here the first three-dimensional (3D) reac- hyperangular Hamiltonian H(w. ; p) which operates on the
tive scattering calculations using symmetrized hyperspheri- five angles w,, ( .0 ,d ,',, ,z,, ) The eigenfunctions of
cal coordinates (SHC). They show that the 3D local hyper- H, called local hyperspherical surface functions (LHSF).
spherical surface function basis set leads to a very efficient form a complete discrete orthonormal basis set which spans--
computational scheme which should permit accurate reac- the 5D hyperangular space defined by w., for each value of .

tive scattering calculations to be performed for a significant- p. They sample all regions of configuration space and, as
ly larger number of systems than has heretofore been possi- p- oc, are related in a simple way to the isolated AB, BC,
ble. and CA diatom eigenfunctions. As a result, they constitute a

Approximately ten years ago the first accurate differen- very appropriate basis set for expanding the scattering wave
tial' and integral'" cross section calculations for the 3D function. Such an expansion leads to a set of coupled ordi- .
H + H, exchange reaction were reported. One of the meth- nary differential equations in the hyperradius, whose nu-
ods' involved matching the solutions of the Schr6dinger merical solutions, together with a simple asymptotic analy-
equation obtained for each of the three arrangement channel sis, furnishes the standard scattering matrix.
regions across half-planes in an internal configuration space The usefulness of these ideas has been extensively tested V %
separating those regions. The application of this method to for a variety of collinear systems, including K + H,"' and
less symmetric systems requires an excessive number of I + HI..'. They have also been used as a tool for calculat- "
channels for satisfactory convergence. There have been no ing dissociation probabilities, 4 " and energy partitioning '.-

accurate 3D reactive scattering cross section calculations, among the dissociation products' in collinear collision-in- > -....

involving competition among three arrangement channels,' duced dissociation. For collinear exchange reactions, an im-
reported since. portant feature of the surface function basis set is that it

At about the same time, a system of SHC was devel- requires fewer asymptotically closed channels than do other
oped.' Their usefulness in performing accurate and approxi- approaches. "-"' The reason for this high convergence effi-
mate 3D reactive scattering calculations was suggested,' and ciency with respect to the number of vibrational states is -" -
an appropriate computation methodology was outlined.' that, in the strong interaction region, the hyperangle acts as a
These coordinates are related to others introduced previous- rapidly changing variable whereas the hyperradius acts as a "
ly, and are defined as follows. Let A, B, and C be three slow one."'"U*VW.,
atoms, and R. and r. the mass scaled' vectors from the For 3D reactions, the corresponding LHSF can be ex-
center of mass of BC to A and from B to C. We now define panded in the Wigner rotation functions of 6,,,, d-,,
the hyperradius p = (R 2 + r )/ and the hyperangle resulting in a set of coupled panial differential eigenfunction
o0 = 2 tan-'(r/R,, )intheOtonrange. The factor of 2 in equations in the variables ca., .. We have employed a fin ite ,

this definition is very important for symmetrizing the co- element method2 to solve these equations numerically for
ordinates.5 The body-fixed SHC are p, a), 8,.,,,,, and the H + H, system and total angular momentum J = 0. This
V,,, where 0, 6,, are the space-fixed polar angles of R. and approach is similar to a previous one2' which employed a
y,,, t,,, the corresponding angles of r,, in a body-fixed frame different variety of hyperspherical coordinates. We then ''

whose polar axis is R0 . solved the associated scattering equations, using a logarith-
In these SHC, the 6D Hamiltonian H can be written as mic derivative method,2' over the total energy range 0.5-10 __

the sum ofa hyperradial kinetic energy operator T( p) and a eV, for the A,, A., and E irreducible representations of the P, =.
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E0 /eV due in part to the absence of a matching procedure in the'
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 calculation. Instead, a simple asymptotic , -ojection of the

.12, surface functions on the isolated diatom states is required.
(o.E, (0.7 8 .1 3, 1.4 (1 )4 The surface functions themselves already span all three ar-

(tO ' .2) " rangement channels, and are energy independent.

.to- RJ=O 01 C =, Our finite element code for calculating the LHSF is ac- K
_O-_ curate and efficient. The A, and A2 functions (including the %~0~8 - - evaluation of all the interaction potential matrix elements.08- .o,,,

C needed for the scattering part of the calculation) required an -
o average of only 17 s each, and the E functions utilized 34s ',..

W .06- "%, each. However, they were calculated at 140 values of p,02 RJ=O - N
0.- -oooo , - i which made their evaluation dominate the calculation, for

~the relatively small number of channels discussed here. A0~~~ ~ %_, , tdr .

.04- variational approach promises to be significantly faster. Re-
<a = cently, such a method has been developed for the e - H sys-

.. 0 tem, which takes only about 0.3 s per surface function even
02- 0 0 . ,forJ> 0." It is currently being adapted to triatomic systems

on ,.,0-02,, and preliminary results indicate that it will speed up the cal-

0 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ culation of the LHSF by one to two orders of magnitude.

0 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 In conclusion, the LHSF approach to 3D reactive scat-
E/eV tering has been successfully tested and gives strong indica-

tions that it will become a powerful tool for studying the

FIG I Distinguishable atom J = 0 partial wave reaction probabilities as a quantum dynamics ofchemical reactions, which other accu-
function of energy for the H + Ht,(v,j, . 0) reaction on the rate methods have so far not permitted.
Porter-Karplus potential energy surface (Ref. 29) The probabilities are
denoted by the symbolP, . The lower abcissa is the total energy and "Work supported in part by the U S Office of Scientific Research. Con-
the upper abcissa the reagent translational energy. The vertical arrows on t NA 8 Sp f h D mn ntract No, AFOSR-82-0341 Support from the U S Department of Ener- .".".'
the upper abcissa denote the energy at which the corresponding H,(,.j) gy. Grant No. DE-AS03-83ER131 ts also acknowledged
channel opens up. The open s)mbols represent the present results and the bI Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requrements for the PhD-
full ones those ofa previous calculation (Ref. I ). The P(fXX.'o results were degree in Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology
multiplied b) 0 4 prior to plotting. 'Contribution No. 7371.
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Total Scattering, Surface Ionization and Photoloniziation of

a Beam of H3 Metastable Molecules*

,..'No's.
James F. Garvey t and Aron Kuppermann 'hysics§
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Abstract: In a previous paper we reported a technique for generating an intense

hyperthermal beam of hydrogen atoms and metastable H3 molecules. From the flight

time of the H3 species between the source and detector we estimated that its lifetime

exceeds 40 4s and that it must therefore be in the 2p 2A" excited Rydberg state. In

this paper we report experiments utilizing this novel source of H3 molecules. Beam '

N-gas attenuation measurements indicate that the H 3-Ar cross section is roughly ten

times larger than the H-Ar cross-section for translational energies in the 1 to 10 eV -

range. This observation is consistent with the assignment of the H3 to that excited

state, which has a much larger effective radius than a ground state hydrogen atom.

The temperature dependence of the surface ionization of H3 by heated tungsten and

platinum filaments is used to obtain effective ionizational potentials of this species. ..

These potentials suggest that upon interaction with a metal surface, the metastable

state decays to the repulsive 2p 2E' state which then surface ionizes to produce H'.
The production of H+ and H when the H3 beam is irradiated with UV light from

a high pressure mercury lamp was also observed and is attributed to the relatively

low ionization potential (- 3.7 eV) of the 2p 2A" metastable state of H3. -"-.-
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1. Introduction .

For the past forty years the simplest neutral triatomic system, the triatomic

hydrogen one, has been the subject of extensive investigations. The ground state po- ..

tential energy surface of this species, relevant to the symmetric hydrogen exchange

reaction has been calculated by many workers through a variety of techniques dat-

ing from the first Eyring and Polanyi calculations1 to the present 2 - 4. A thorough

account of the history of these calculations is given by Truhlar and Wyatt 5. That

surface has no minima and H3 , in its electronic ground state, is unstable.::.. 'A

in apparent conflict with this theoretical result, several workers have reported

the detection of a stable form of H3 . The first report of the existence of such a

species came from Devienne and coworkers. 6- 1 0 n their experiment a 1 to 12 KeV "

beam of H' is neutralized in a first charge exchange chamber containing He and the

neutral beam formed, cleansed of ions by appropriate electrostatic deflection plates, is

reionized in a second charge exchange chamber and detected in a mass spectrometer

as ions with a mass to charge ration of 3. This was interpreted as evidence that

some neutral H 3 molecules are formed in the first charge exchange cell and survived x "."

the traversal between that cell and the second charge-exchange chamber. Devienne ....

observed that an appreciable fraction of these H 3 molecules lived for as long as a

fraction of a microsecond.

A short time later Gray and Tomlinson 1 attempted to reproduce this result ,.-

with either D2 H+ or D + and observed no signal, suggesting that no neutral species

had been generated. They concluded that Devienne's result was not due to neutral

H 3 but rather to the presence of an HD isotopic impurity in his experiment. It was

not until 1972 that Barnett and Ray 12 also reported the observation of H3 claiming "

to have identified this species in an experiment identical to Devienne's, where the

second charge-exchange process was now replaced by electric field ionization. That ""

same year Nagasaki and co-workers1 3 , also in contrast to Gray and Tomlinson's

-I..: .- :
• o . o °o : " .: ° .: : " : " ° " . " . : . • • % % ° • ". o . " - -o° - ° " . . " - " . " " " ,- . " "-" " • -5 •
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results, reported the generation of a beam of neutral D3 using the same technique.

In their paper they noted the apparent conflict between their estimated lifetime

which was 106 times larger than the theoretically estimated life time of the ground .. ,

state of D3 of about 10 - 2 sec. They attempted to reconcile this disagreement by

suggesting that the neutral species they had observed could indeed be in an excited

electronic state of H 3 , possessing a different lifetime from the ground state. In

1970, two years prior to the Nagasaki et al. results, the first theoretical study of -

the potential energy surfaces of excited electronic states of H3 was carried out by

Frenkel' 4 . He performed restricted Hartree-Fock calculations in order to interpret

collision experiments of H2 with metastable 2s H atoms s and his results showed

deep minima in the excited energy surfaces for H3 (having D3h symmetry) which

could therefore support bound states.

The technique of neutralization and reionization of H' in order to study H 3 was

not employed again until 1981 when Castro de Faria et al. 6 also reported the obser-"":

vation of that neutral species. From measurements of dissociation cross sections they

suggested that the H' ions resulting from ionization of H3 are not vibrationally ex-

cited. This indicates that the H 3 was in a excited Rydberg state since the capture or

removal of an electron into or from a Rydberg state should leave the H+ core unper-

turbed. This technique has been used again recently by Gaillard and co-workers 7 .

By placing an electric field between the neutralization and reionization gas cells they -

were able to show that for fields of 1.5 to 50 kV/cm a fraction of the neutral triatomic

molecules are destroyed. This indicates that the H 3 is in a weakly bound state with

n < 10 (where n is the principal quantum number). *

A different approach has entailed beam studies in which the dissociation prod- ".%, -.

ucts of the neutralized H + are detected directly. Vogler" , 9 used a time-of-flight

difference method and observed the spontaneous dissociation products of H3 which

are formed by the non-resonant neutralization of H' with H2. The H-H 2 fragment

pairs are observed using two separate detectors operating in a coincidence mode such

that the velocity vectors of the fragments may then be determined from the flight-

• . -o ° °
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time difference of the two fragments. This technique was also used by Cisneros and

co-workers2 ° to observe the angular distribution of the dissociation products D2 and : ''

D following electron transfer from Cs to D + . Curtis et al.2 1' 22 have also attempted .

this kind of experiment, producing H3 by electron transfer from Mg to H + . How-

ever, in none of the above experiments 1 8 - 22 was there any evidence observed for a

metastable state of H3.

At roughly the same time new experimental evidence for H3 came from a novel

experiment by Herzberg. While running H2 at 1 torr in a hollow cathode discharge

different emission spectra were obtained from the cathode and anode regions. Sub-

traction of the two spectra resulted in a series of broad visble light bands that could D

be assigned to Rydberg to Rydberg transitions of H3 .
2 3 - 2 7

The findings of Herzberg stimulated theoretical calculations 2 s - 34 which have

successfully described the rotation band spectra he observed. Recently, Mayne and I

co-workers 35 have calculated the absorption spectra of transition state configurations .'--.-", ,

of H3 and other theorists have already begun to extend electronic state calculations

to larger systems, such as H4
3 6 '37 , and H5

38 . Because of this theoretical effort some

interpretations of previous experiments have been changed. Watson 3
1, re-evaluating

Vogler's past results' 8 ,1 9 , suggested that the energy distribution of the dissociation

products observed is due to a predissociation from a Rydberg state of H3 . The King

and Morokuma calculation 8 shows that the predissociation process of the lowest

excited state is exoergic by approximately 5.57 eV. On the basis of this theoretical

result Watson proposed that Vogler's product energy distribution was due to that

predissociation, thereby making Vogler's work the first experimental determination I

of the energy of a known electronic state of H3 relative to the dissociation products

of H2 and H.

In light of Herzberg's results and in view of a private communication of our r '

own results, Porter recently repeated his own charge-exchange experiments in an

attempt to observe a long-lived species of H3 . By increasing the angular resolution . J

of his apparatus4 0 as well as using K instead of Mg as the charge-exchange target, I-"

. . ° --
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he was able to observe a metastable state of H3 41,42.

Recently, a great deal of interest has been generated in the spectroscopy of H3 .

* Freeman and co-workers4 3 attempted to reproduce Herzberg's result by colliding H 2

gas with high energy (0.5 MeV) electrons, but failed to detect any H3 emission. How-

ever, Figger and co-workers 4 4 ,4 5 have recently begun to employ laser spectroscopy

to study the hollow cathode discharge of H3 . By placing the discharge tube in the

tuning arm of a color-center laser they observed the discharge emission at a selected

line of D3 , as a function of laser frequency. This has proved extremely helpful in the

observing and assigning of new spectral features of D3  Figger et al.46 have also be-

gun to perform emmission spectroscopy on beams of D 3 created by charge-transfer

D + with alkali metals. The D 3 molecules are produced in electronically excited

states, such that after leaving the alkali metal cell they emit light in a collision free
-.

region, which is then measured spectroscopically. To date only transitions between :..'

the Rydberg states n = 3 and n = 2 have been observed but all the lifetimes mea-

sured by this technique are in good agreement with the ab initio calculation by King

and Morokuma 2 8 . Additional spectroscopic experiments have recently been er-
IM4 % -,

formed on beams of H3 created by charge transfer of H' by Cs by Helm 47 . The H3

metastable is further excited by a tunable laser beam, field ionized and detected by

a mass spectrometer. Transitions to high Rydberg levels were dtected. In summary,

with the exception of Herzberg's result 2 3 - 7 , all of the H3 experiments discussed so

far have used HI ions (or their isotopes) having energies in the keV to MeV range

which are then neutralized by charge exchange.

In a previous letter we have reported the first direct observation of a hyper-

thermal beam of metastable H3 molecules, intense enough for scattering as well as

spectroscopy experiments4 8 , which is generated directly as a neutral species from

a high temperature arc-discharge source 49 - 2 . In this paper we report scattering,

photoionization and surface ionization experiments utilizing this new source of H3 "_.,

metastables. These experimental results confirm the nature of H3 as due to a Ryd-

berg metastable species.

'4S
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2. Experimental

2.1 H 3 Beam -

Through characterization and development of an arc-discharge source for the

production of hyperthermal hydrogen atoms, it was observed that this plasma source

was capable of generating other novel molecular species. The beam apparatus is de-

picted schematically in Figure 1. The discharge source is similar to that described

previously' 8 - 2 . It is placed in a vacuum chamber [VCI], pumped by a 20" West-

inghouse oil diffusion pump, and is connected by a flexible bellows to a test stand

consisting of a bell jar [VC2] pumped by a system comprising a 6" mercury diffusion

pump, a freon-cooled chevron baffle and a liquid nitrogen trap. Differential pumping

between these two chambers is provided by a skimmer IS] with an orifice diameter

of about 1 mm with a knife-sharp edge. Chamber VC2 contains a beam flag IF], a

10 Hz beam chopper [C1] which modulates and allows AC detection of the beam, a

pair of electrostatic deflector plates [D] which eliminate ions from the beam, and an

EAI 300 quadrupole mass spectrometer with an electron bombardment ion source P

[QMS].

The arc discharge in the H-atom source can be run continuously for many hours

with a H2 stagnation pressure of 50 to 100 torr such that the pressure in chamber

VC1 is of the order of 10-2 torr and in chamber VC2 of the order of 10-5 torr. The

source [AS] can be moved with respect to the skimmer with the help of a translation

assembly [TA] permitting the apparatus to be operated in two modes. The first mode,

in which the nozzle is far away (about 17 cm) from the skimmer allows spectroscopic

observation of the intense red emission of the plasma plume in front of the nozzle (as

depicted in Figure 1). The second mode involves moving the nozzle to within about 4

cm of the skimmcr to maximize the intensity of the H-atom beam as detected by the *-

mass spectrometer. This source produces a reliable, intense beam of hyperthermal

hydrogen atoms.

'p." I--°." ',%.%
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As shown in figure 2, during the operation of the discharge we observed a m/e

3 10 Hz AC ion signal in the mass spectrometer when the beam was run with H2 and

chopped at that frequency, and a m/e = 6 ion signal when the beam was run with

D2. Figure 3 shows that by varying the stagnation pressure in our arc-heated source N4

we are able to vary the ratio of the m/e =3 to m/e = 1 signal from 0 to about 1.

As seen in that figure the signals for H and H3 increase and their ratio decreases as

VP the stagnation pressure is reduced. As a result, we may use the stagnation pressure

to control the relative amount of H3 with respect to H.

We have determined that the m/e = 3 signal cannot be attributed to ions present

* ~in the beam before it enters the mass spectrometer. Indeed that beam passes through -,

an electric field produced by a pair of deflector plates ([D], figure 1) which has

sufficient strength (1 kV/cm) to deflect any charged particles out of the initial beam

direction. Furthermore, as can be seen in figure 2, the signal virtually vanishes when

the electron beam is turned off. d

The additional possibility that the origin of the observed rn/e = 3 signal is H'

formed in the ionizer by some ion molecule reaction involving ions formed by electron

bombardment is precluded by observing that under our experimental conditions the

* expected signal from such a process would be less than 10-3 of the observed m/e=

3 signal. This subject is treated in greater detail in appendix A.

A crude energy analysis of this metastable H3 species utilizing ion-retarding

elements in the optics of the mass spectrometer indicates a translational energy ..

distribution function having, for a source stagnation pressure of 70 torr, a peak at

about 8 eV and a width of about 7 eV. From these measurements we can estimate

flight times and obtain a lower bound for the lifetime of the observed H3 species of

the order of 40 to 100 As. A calibration of the detector indicates an absolute H3  .

flux per unit solid angle of the order of 1 0 21 molecules/(s sterad). Under identical

experimental conditions the same peak position is obtained for the H atoms but the

width is decreased to about 3 eV. This indicates that both the H and H3 are heated

to about the same extent in the plasma. Upon decreasing the arc source stagnation
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pressure to 55 torr, the peak of the energy distribution function for both H and

H3 shifts upwards to about 13 eV. This observation indicates that decreasing the

stagnation pressure increases the effective temperature of the plasma.

As additional confirmation of the presence of H3 in our beam we observed emis-

sion spectra of the plasma plume which compares well with Herzberg's spectra 26.

This plasma plume appears directly in front of the nozzle of the beam source. Our

spectra were obtained through a quartz port using a 0.5m Jarrell-Ash monochroma-

tor pointed at the plasma plume from a direction perpendicular to it as shown in

figure 1. Figure 4 shows an energy level diagram for H3 and its disociation products.

The spacing of the H3 energy levels correspond to the wquilateral triangle configu- N

ration and is the one calculated by King and Morokuma 28. They were referred to

the energy of those products using the calculated values of Kulander and Guest 5 3.

The two transitions which we observed previously4" are also indicated.

The most likely candidate state for the H3 metastable molecule produced in

our beam4 8 is 2p 2A' , the second excited state of this species. The first excited

state, 2s 'A' , can predissociate to the 2p 2E' repulsive ground state by coupling

with a vibrational mode of symmetry e'. However, for the 2p 2 A' state there can

be no vibronic predissociation2 4 and only a rovibronic mechanism would permit

predissociation to occur. We can also rule out any higher metastable Rydberg states

-for reasons outlined in appendix B of this paper.

2.2 Scattering Cell

Interesting information may be obtained by the study of the scattering of a beam

of molecules by a gas target. From the measurement of the attenuation of the beam

it is possible to derive a total collision cross section. Since the metastable H3 would

be expected to have a large radius, due to the Rydberg nature of the state it is in,

we felt it would be informative to measure its total scattering cross section with a

reference gas such as argon. For the experiment we utilized as a scattering chamber

an aluminum cell whose suraces were black anodized. A sketch of this cell, together

7 :...
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with its mounting flanges, is given in Figure 5, The path length through the cell is

4.0 inches when the 1/4 inch diameter apertures indicated in that figure are in place, .

and 2 inches otherwise. A pair of deflection plates, between which a 1 kV/cm electric

9A field is produced, are mounted before the entrance to the cell to deflect any ions out

of the beam and permit only neutral species to enter the cell. Figure 6 shows the

scattering cell in place in the bell jar (VC2). Approximately one and a half orders

of magnitude pressure differential could be maintained between the cell and the bell
flip.

jar such that pressure in the latter never rises above about 1 X 10-4 torr (while the ~ .

arc discharge beam is on). The pressure in the scattering cell was measured using an

uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps gauge and a Granville-Phillps high-pressure ionization

gauge controller (series 224). The intensity of the beam was measured as usual by

electron impact mass spectroscopy as described in section 2.1.

2.3 Surface Ionization

Since our metastable H3 species has some similarities to an alkali atom in that

they both have low ionization potentials (about 3.7 eV for 2p 2A"2 H3 28) and an

outer shell having one electron only, it is expected to surface ionize when colliding

with a heated filament having a high work function. Rubidium atoms have an IP

(4.18 eV) close to that of mnetastable H3 and exhibit an ionization efficiency of 90%7

on platinum at 1200 K and 100% on tungsten at 1400 K5 4 . If metastable H3 does

indeed ionize upon interaction with a hot filament, this process could prove to be a

highly selective detector for this species in the presence of high ionization potential

atoms or molecules.

To perform this experiment it was necessary to modify the ionization region of I

the mass spectrometer. Two ceramic blocks were set on opposite sides of the mass

spectrometer ionization chamber such that from these blocks either a platinum or

tungsten filament could be suspended through the middle of the ionization region.

This filament is electrically insulated from the rest of the electronics and does not

affect the normal operation of the mass spectrometer ion source. This was verified

- - a~ ~ .C
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by testing the mass spectrometer with just background gas and observing no change .e

in the original mass spectrum with either a hot or cold surface ionization filament.

When surface ionization measurements are to be made, the electron impact ionizer

is turned off and the filament wire may be heated by passing a DC current (0 to

2.0 A) through it with the help of an HP 6236A power supply. Any ions formed

and detected under such conditions can be due only to surface ionization processes

occurring on the filament.

By varying the current to the filament it is possible to control its temperature.

The latter was measured using a micro-optical pyrometer (Pyrometer Instrument

Co., Bergenfield, N. J. Model 95) having a reported accuracy 5 4 between ±40 at - '

1000 K and ± 100 at 2800 K).

This arrangement permits us to measure the efficiency for producing any ion

as a function of the temperature of the filament since the absolute intensity of the
4

incident beam can be measured with the help of the electron bombardment ionizer

(section 2.1) and is known as a function of stagnation pressure 4 8 . The .005" diameter

wire subtends about 5% of the cross-sectional area of the beam in the ionizer region,

* ~which permits us to estimate the flux incident on the wire. By taking the ratio of9-.

the ion flux of a particular mass emanating from the hot filament to the incident

neutral flux of 113 the ionization efficiency for the production of that particular ion

is obtained (assuming that the H atoms and the H 2 molecules present in the beam

cannot surface ionize under these experimental conditions). ~

2.4 Photoloriization Cell

Due to the relatively low IP of its 2p 2 A"2 state, it should be possible in principle

to photoionize H13 with visible or ultraviolet light of an appropriate wavelength(A <

3300 A). To perform this experiment we used the same cell as for the total scattering

experiments, as shown in figures 5 and 6. The inside of the cell may then be illu-. -

minated by focusing the light from an appropriate source through a quartz window

into the cell. The light that is not absorbed by the beam is reflected by a spherical
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mirror at the end of the cell, producing a double pass illumination. That light may I

excite or ionize some of the H3 passing through the cell. Since the momentum carried

away by the ejected electron is very small, the ions formed will not be significantly

deflected and will traverse the cell to be ultimately detected by the mass spectrom-

eter located at the end of the bell jar and in line with the neutral beam. The cell

is made of aluminum and is black-anodized to help prevent light being reflected into

VC2. In addition, the entrance and exit apertures help decrease the amount of the

mercury lamp scattered light from entering the mass spectrometer and producing a -..

background signal on the electron multiplier.

For these photoionization experiments we decided to use a broad, intense source ... .

of excitation that would extend well into the UV. A Bausch & Lomb (cat. no. 33- S...

86-36-01) 200-watt, short-arc, super-pressure mercury lamp which is enclosed in a

quartz envelope was selected. It has a high luminance and an exceptionally high', .. 'p.

spectral radiance in the ultraviolet. This light source is known to give a continuous,

fairly uniform intensity spectrum covering the UV, visible and infrared region of the

electromagnetic spectrum except for the very high-intensity discrete lines which are

characteristic of the mercury arc spectrum. For the 440 nm mercury line (the most

intense line in the output spectrum of the lamp) we calculate an intensity for it of

3.6 x 1014 photons cm - 2 s-1.55

Through the use of two quartz lenses (one inside the mercury lamp unit [ML] 00

and one outside [L], figure 6) the output of the lamp is focused directly into the cell

through which the neutral beam must pass before reaching the mass spectrometer.

Figure 6 shows the lamp position on the exterior of the vacuum chamber. Testing the VA

mass spectrometer with the lamp on produced no change in the background signal, W,

indicating that any stray light which may be escaping from the cell does not interfere "n

with the normal operation of the mass spectrometer.

3. Results and Discussion
-..

3.1 Total Scattering

V_ '
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Figure 7 shows the logarithm of the transmittance II,, (ratio of the beam inten- S

sity measured by the electron bombardment mass spectrometer with target molecules
NsJ =

in the cell to the beam intensity without scattering gas in the cell) for H, H2 , and

H 3 as a function of the pressure of argon, measured by an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps

gauge. These points lie on a straight line as expected from theory.

With no gas in the scattering cell (p = 0), by defination 1/1, = 1, but this

reference point is not included in Figure 7. The lowest pressure at which we could Z"

make reproducible measurements was about 0.5 x 10- 3 torr. The line for H in that

figure does have a linear intercept of 1.0, as expected, but those for H2 and H3 do not,

displaying a steeper slope between p = 0 and p = 0.5 x 10- 3 torr than the rest of the

corresponding line. This suggests the presence in the H-2 and H-3 beams components

of larger cross section than those ciplied by the p> 0.5 x10 - torr measurements.

For H3 , this may indicate higher Rydberg states than the 2p 2 A' one which, for

reasons not presently understood, were not completely quenched by the deflection

field, or did not decay radiatively by the time they reach the scattering cell (see -
torr

Appendix A). We limit our discussion to the reproducible p> 0.5 x 10-3results.

From these results one can obtain the effective total cross section, Q, and from

it the corresponding interaction radii. The method we used to calculate Q is based
"'. -. "J.°,

on that of Rosin and Rabi s ' and is partially described by Levine and Bernstein s .  ..

The probability that a beam molecule of laboratory velocity vb will pass through a

scattering chamber of length I without being deflected is given by

P(vb) = exp(-) ('s

where A is the mean free path. This means that the beam flux is an exponentially p.0

decreasing function of the length of the scattering path, a result similar to the Beer-

Lambert law for the attenuation of a beam of light by absorption.
'..,,- . %

From the slope S of plots of In (I/I.) versus the target gas pressure in the "

scattering cell, Q may be approximately calculated using the Rosin-Rabi equation"7 .

This equation is

In( y:)Q 2(7r)j(Z)( n 1 ) (2)
S.I

. . o
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where

J(z) =2 fz2  ~ p(Z2) 3

%~. T (X

Z

X
5

I

'(x) = zexp (-x 2) + (2x 2 + 1) ] e-dy (4)

= ItTbmbTt
z =I -(5)

(2kTt (6)

In these expressions n is the scattering target gas number density, k the Boltzmann

constant, 1 the scattering path length, and m, v and T stand for mass, velocity and

temperature respectively, while the subscript b refers to the beam molecule and the

subscript t refers to the target molecule. Rothe has shown that for I/I. in the range

of 0.1 to 1.0 the deviation between this approximate expression of equation 2 and

the exact equation is 5% at most" . The quantity J(z) defined by equation 3 is

obtained from Rosenberg's table"0 . The angle subtended by the entrance aperture

to the mass spectrometer at the midpoint of the scattering center is about 10. This

leads to an underestimation of the integral cross sections, and in the absence of other

errors would be a lower limit to the correct cross section.

We may now employ equation 2 to obtain the total cross section for scattering "-

by argon (Figure 7). For our present measurements, substituting in the appropriate

experimental values for our apparatus with a 4 inch path length, equation 2 yields

Q = [3.05 x 0i8(s)1A (7)

where S is the slope in torr - 1 . By using a least square fit of the data points of Figure 7

we can get values for S and therefore Q for collisions of H, H2, and H3 with Ar. These

cross sections are listed in Table I for a source stagnation pressure of 57 torr. The

uncertainties in Table I represent 95 % confidence level. Since however the pressures

, were measured with an uncallibrated Schulz-Phelps gauge, those uncertainities only

represent reproducibility errors but not the accuracy of the measurements.

- . A _. A . '.-'.
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There have been many experimental 8 ,6 1 and theoretical" studies on the abso-

lute total cross sections for scattering of atomic hydrogen by argon. However, these ,..

studies were done at energies up to only 1 eV and cannot be directly compared with

our result since this is the first scattering experiment using H atoms in the 5 eV to 15

eV energy range. It has been shown 2 that at high energies the major contribution ¢.' -

to the elastic cross section comes from scattering by the repulsive core, resulting in a .

i ~linear dependence of the logarithm of the cross section on the logarithm of the veloc-

ity. If we use this functional form to extrapolate the results of Das and co-workers 6 3

to our energy (- 13 eV), we obtain a cross section of 4.4 A2 . This differs from our

total cross section of 1.7 AL2 by a factor of 2.5. This difference can be attributed

to our angular resolution, our broad hydrogen atom energy distribution, the lack of

callibration of our Schulz-Phelps ionization gauge and the fact that an extrapolation

of over more than an order of magnitude in energy was involved.

Let us also discuss our results in terms of the relative cross section, Q*, which

is defined as

- QX-A,
QX-Ar 'QH-Ar (8)

where QX-Ar is the cross section of the beam species X with Ar, and QH-Ar is the

cross section of the H with Ar. This ratio eliminates the errors due to the lack of

callibration of the Schulz-Phelps gauge. Our experimental results for Q° are also

given in Table I. Rothe and Bernstein6 4 report that in atom-molecule total cross

', section measurements, while the absolute cross sections may vary over a range of :

10%, the ratio of the cross section of two gases were reproducible to within ± 3%.

In the case of our data for H 2 we obtain a Q -Ar of 1.9.

This value can be rationalized on the basis of a very simple energy-dependent

hard sphere radius model for argon. Taking the radius of H to be 0.53 A, the effective
e 2 i.

Ar radius (for high energy collisions) which will produce a value of QH-Ar of 1.7 A2 is

P 0.21 A. Using an effective radius for H 2 as 0.90 A (Q of the H 2 internuclear distance

plus the H radius), this yields a H 2 -Ar hard sphere collision cross section of 3.8 A 2

, and a Q%_Ar of 2.2. This is in reasonable agreement with the measured values of

V -V."'
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3.3 A2 and 1.9 respectively. Independently, the H2 -Ar collision cross section has

been measured as a function of relative energy up to 100 meV6 5 . Extrapolation to

- 13 eV furnishes a value of 12.4 A2 and a Q%2 Ar with respect to the Das et al.

results6 2 of 2.8, compared to our measured result of 1.9, which is not unreasonable,

in view of the gross nature of the model and extrapolations used.

For H 3 we measure a Q* of 10. This large value may at first appear excessive

but this is not the case considering that the H3 molecule is in an excited Rydberg

state. With a bond distance some .02 A smaller than H' (as determined by Herzberg

et a!. 2 6 ), the metastable molecule may be pictured as a stable H' core having an

equilateral triangle equilibrium geometry, with the Rydberg electron (which makes

it neutral) in a 2p orbital perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. As a result, the

triangle contracts slightly to accommodate the additional electron. Figure 8 shows a

representation of this molecule with a hydrogenic 2 p, orbital (perpendicular to the

plane of the nuclei) representing the 2p Rydberg orbital of H3 . The Bohr radius

for a hydrogenic orbital in the n = 2 state is 2.12 A. Taking this as the radius of

H3 in the 2p 2 A" state and the effective argon radius of 0.21 A obtained from the

H scattering experiment, this furnishes a QH.-Ar of 17 A2 and a Q%.1 -Ar = 10, in

surprisingly good agreement with the measured values of 17 A2 and 10, respectively.

From this simple analysis we see that it is quite reasonable for H3 to have a collision

cross section with Ar an order of magnitude greater than that with a hydrogen atom.

We also performed similar experiments with a higher stagnation pressure in the

arc source. As previously observed in section 2.1, increasing the stagnation pressure

lowers the translational energy of all species in the beam and thereby should increase

its scattering cross section. Figures 9 and 10 show data for the scattering of H and

of H3 generated at a 65 torr stagnation pressure by argon and propane as target

gases. The corresponding cross sections are shown in Tables II and III. The precision

uncertainties listed represent a 95% confidence level. For the scattering of hydrogen

atoms with argon we see that the cross section has increased by a factor of 1.7 as

the stagnation pressure was increased from 57 to 65 torr.

* . .'**~**%.. -- .. * ~ ~.'* ~ S * .".-- ., . "..
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Using the same analysis as before we calculate an effective Ar radius of .43 A.

Extrapolating again Das and co-workers6 3 results to our peak energy of about 10 eV

(pertaining to a 65 torr stagnation pressure) we get a cross section of 5.2 A. This is

greater than our measured value of 2.9 A2 by a factor of 1.8, but is closer to the 65

torr result than the 57 torr ones. As expected, as the stagnation pressure increases,

with a concomitant lowering in translational energy, our cross sections move towards

the Das et al. results.

For H3 we see that the cross section for scattering by Ar has increased by a factor

of 1.7 as well, in going from 57 torr to 65 torr stagnation pressure. The fact that

both the H3 and H cross sections increased by the same factor is not unreasonable.

Both H3 and H have roughly the same translational energy at the same stagnation

pressure, presumably because they are heated to the same extent in the plasma

discharge. Under these conditions, their cross sections should be affected in a similar

manner, as observed. Using the effective Ar radius obtained at the 57 torr source

stagnation pressure experiments and the H3 radius of 2.12 A we calculate a hard

sphere scattering cross section for H3 plus Ar to be 20 A2 and a Q%.-Ar of 7. This
is in reasonable agreement with our measured values of QH._ -Ar 30 A2 and Q i,-Ar

- 10 respectively.

Lastly, we wanted to see what effect a larger scattering target would have on

the cross sections. For this reason we chose to use propane as another scattering

gas. The results obtained using propane at the same stagnation pressure (65 torr) of

the previous experiment are also shown in Figures 9 and 10 and listed in Table III.

We see that the H-propane cross section has increased by a factor of 7 compared to

the H-Ar one at the same energy. An increase in the cross section is expected since v

the H atom is small compared to the target and will be very sensitive to a change

in the latter's size. In contrast, there is no significant change in the cross section for

H3 -propane ([25.4 ± 0.6]A 2 ) compared to H3 -Ar ((30 ± 7)V). This as well is not
unexpected since the large size of the metastable H3 molecule will make it relatively

insensitive to a change in the target size.

---.
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Using the same analysis as for the argon experiment at 57 torr we calculate an

effective propane radius of 0.92 A from the H plus propane scattering cross section

at 65 torr (with 0.53 A as the radius for H). Taking 2.12 A as the radius of the H3

molecule (as justified in the H3 + Ar scattering analysis) and the effective propane

radius we just calculated, we obtain a scattering cross section of 29 A2 for H3 against

propane at 65 torr stagnation pressure. Again, this compares well with the measured

value of 25 A2. These values are listed in Table III. /.-

The reason for the similar cross sections for H3-Ar and H3-propane becomes

obvious by comparing the 'true' sizes of the two scattering molecules. For solid Ar

the average radius (half the distance between closest atomic centers) is 1.6 A. For

propane, by adding together the appropriate bond distances67 (taking into account

the geometry of propane), we get a spherical radius of - 2.5 A. The change in size

in going from argon to propane is small compared to the radius of the H3 but not of

the H, suggesting that the scattering cross section of H3 from those two molecules

should be comparable in magnitude but the cross section of H should be significantly

smaller, as observed.

3.2 Surface Ionization

Figure 11 shows plots of ionization efficency against filament temperature for

different stagnation pressures using a tungsten filament. From this figure we see that

at 80 torr stagnation pressure the onset of m/e = 3 ions occurs at approximately

11000 C and has a maximum value of approximately 10- 6 at about 2000'C. It is

interesting to analyze why such low ionization efficiencies were observed, since in the

case of Rb atoms of similar ionization potential, efficiencies of 100% are observed

for ionization by a tungsten filament6". However, as the H3 in our beam is an

electronically excited species, one should expect that the most likely process would

be for the H3 to de-excite electronically to the repulsive ground state when colliding

with the metal surface, resulting in the production of neutral H2 and H. This is

consistent with our observation that surface ionization to H+ is a very weak channel

in the interaction of H3 with a metal surface. Nevertheless, this production of H+ ions

~ ~*:- - -
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is the first reported observation of the surface ionization of a metastable molecule,

the 2p 2 A' state of H3 . As a result, surface ionization could prove to be in the future

a unique and highly selective detector of molecules which are in excited metastable

electronic states.

As described previously, varying the stagnation pressure should allow us to probe

the effect of higher translational energies on the surface ionization. Indeed, upon

decreasing that pressure from 80 to 75 torr (Figure lb), the onset of the m/e = 3

species drops from 1100'C to 500'C and the position of the corresponding inflection

point decreases from 1800'C to 1200'C. Further lowering the stagnation pressure

to 70 torr decreases the onset to 150'C and the position of the inflection point to

800'C. At all stagnation pressures the maximum ionization efficency observed is " -

always approximately 10 - 6. There are at least two factors which are capable of

influencing the ionization !fficiency versus filament temperature curves. First, as the

translational energy increases, the temperature needed to produce significant surface

ionization decreases. Second, as the filament temperature increases the amount

of adsorbed material on it increases. This effect tends to shield the metal from

the incident beam. Our onset and inflection point temperature results indicate a S
strong correlation with stagnation pressure and therefore with translational energy.

However, the ionization efficiency at the inflection point temperature appears to be

approximately independent of translational energy.

The ratio of the number of ions (n+) to atoms (na) evaporating from a surface --

with which they are in equilibrium is given by the Saha-Langmuir equation 6 9- 7 -

n f_ r+\ w. e( I) 1"(9) '""""

n+ I~\1 w+ exp [9)na Ia U~

where ra and r+ are the reflection coefficients for atoms and ions, respectively; W+/Wa

is the ratio of the statistical weight of the ionic state and the atomic state involved;

I is the ionization potential of the atoms; 4Z is the thermionic work function of the

surface; and e the electronic charge. A plot of the natural logarithm of the ionization

efficiency vs. the inverse of the temperature of the filament should result in a straight

line whose slope is proportional to the difference between the work function of the
.S o
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filament and the ionization potential of the surface-ionized species. These types of

plots have proved useful in determining work functions of surfaces by measuring the

surface ionization of an ator.iic species having a known ionization potential7 2 .

Using this technique and the known tungsten work function (4.58 eV), one should

be able to evaluate the ionization potential of H3 . The data of Figure 11 were

replotted in this manner and are shown in Figure 12, with the resulting effective

ionization potentials obtained from eq (9) given in Table IV. We first observe that

the ionization potential increases slightly with increasing stagnation pressure. At low

." stagnation pressures the high translational energy of the H3 may lower the effective

ionization potential since some of that translational energy may become available for

surface ionization. If this is the case, the more accurate ionization potential would

be the one obtained at a higher stagnation pressure, which is 5.4 eV.

An inspection of the energy level diagram for H3 in Figure 4 shows that this

:" ionization potential is some 1.7 eV too large to be originating from the 2p 2 A' state,

.." whose ionization potential is about 3.67eV4 . However, it agrees reasonably well with

the estimated ionization potential of 5.6 eV from the 2p 2 E' repulsive ground state

-" obtained by adding to the 3.67 eV figure the splitting of 1.90 eV between the 2 A'

and ground 2p 2 E' levels estimated theoretically, assuming that the latter can still be

described as a Rydberg state28 . We have already stated that the most likely process

to occur when H3 interacts with a metal surface is for it to de-excite electronically,

*" probably to the ground repulsive state, which would result in the production of

neutral H2 and H. However, since the time scale for electron transfer ( 10-14 S) is

faster than for dissociation, ( 10- 1 s) it is possible that some of the molecules in -

this repulsive 2p 2 E' groun' state could surface ionize to form H' before dissociation

. into neutral H2 and H. Our measurements indicate that surface ionization to H + is

indeed a weak channel, which is consistent with this interpretation. It would appear

then that the majority of the 2p 2 A' H3 deexcites to the 2p 2 E' repulsive state and

small fraction of those quickly surface ionize to form H + . If this is indeed the case,

this is the first measurement of the ionization potential of a repulsive state by surface

*..'--- -*.. .*.* * * *L=. *
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ionization -'

Due to the unexpected value of the ionization potential we repeated the mea-

surements using a filament with a different work function in order to verify the "

consistency of the measurements. A platiri_-- filament (0 = 5.36 eV) was used and

the results are shown in Figure 13. An immediate difference which is observed be- -.

tween the tungsten and platinum filament results is their behavior with respect to

the stagnation pressure of the beam. For platinum, no surface ionization was ob-

served at 80 torr. At 75 torr (Figure 13a) a small amount of H + is observed. At 65

torr (Figure 13b) the H + ionization efficiency is about 10- 6 at the inflection point

temperature, which is also typical of the tungsten results. However, the ionization

efficiency characteristic temperatures appear to be insensitive to stagnation pressure .. -

with an onset of about 300'C and an inflection at about 1100 0 C (figures 13 b and

c). One explanation for this contrast in behavior between the platinum and tungsten

filaments is that there is some species adsorbed on the latter which is not adsorbed

on the platinum filament, resulting in a surface ionization efficiency process which is

more sensitive to the translational energy of the H3 in the tungsten case.

Figure 14 shows the Saha-Langmuir plots of the platinum surface ionization

data. Table V displays the ionization potentials obtained from this data. Disregard-

ing the result for 75 torr (because the signal was very weak and the errors large)

the platinum results support the conclusion that the surface ionization to form H'

occurs from from the repulsive ground state of H 3 . -

It should be mentioned that in this series of surface ionization experiments we

were never able to detect H + formation. This is as expected since H2 , having an IP

of 15.6 eV, should not surface ionize on tungsten, whose work function is 4.58 eV. %

It was very surprising to observe that at high tungsten filament temperatures the

production of H+ was observed, as shown in Figure 11. At all stagnation presures

the onset temperature of the m/e = 1 ions is always about 400'C greater than that

of the m/e = 3 ions and the inflection point for m/e = 1 is always about 2000C "

greater than that for m/e 3. For the platinum filament (Figure 13) the production .. ...

s-°, "*.
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of H + is somewhat greater than the production of H- with the onset and inflection

'a. temperatures being about the same for both. One explanation for this behavior is
that the beam contains metastable hydrogen atoms which (due to high translation

energy) do not decay by the time they exit the 1 kV/cm electric field (which serves

to sweep ions out of the beam), and are surface ionized at the filament. Since the

*IP for H (n = 2) is about 3.4 eV an excited hydrogen atom would be expected to

surface-ionize readily. However, this explanation must be discarded since the Saha-

* .Langmuir plots (Tables IV and V) show the ionization potential for H + formation

to be on the average 5.3 eV. However, this ionization potential compares well with

* ,' " the average ionization potential of 5.5 eV for H + which is calculated from the 65 .,. "

torr and 60 torr results of Table V (leaving out the 75 torr results because of the low

signals) and the 80 torr results of Table IV (which, as pointed out above, minimizes

the effect of translational energy) This suggests that the H + production is due to the

presence of H3 in the beam. One possible explanation is that these H+ ions are due -

to the dissociation of the H3 molecule (not unlike dissociation of alkali halides on

hot filaments 7 3 .74 ). An interaction which might explain the production of H + from

H3 is

H3 (2p 2 A') + M- H 2 + H (n 2) + M. (10)

Although this process is endoergic by about 5.0 eV (Figure 4), that energy could be

supplied by the translational energy of the H 3 . Then in a second step the electroni-

cally excited H atom formed on the filament could ionize and desorb. However, if this

is the correct mechanism, one would expect it to exhibit an ionization potential of

3.33 eV and not the observed 5.3 eV. The only other explanation for the generation

of H + is that in the surface ionization of H3 to H + some of the H+ which is now ad-

sorbed on the surface dissociates to form H+ and H2 before it has a chance to desorb 0,a*%j

as H + .This would then give H + having the same effective ionization potential as H +

since they both originate from the same precursor, H3 . However, the dissociation of

H + to H + and H2 is endoergic by some 4.3 eV. The strength of the bond between H

and a Pt surface is about 3.5 eV7 5 , making the process H + + 2Pt -- H + + 2 Pt-H

-4
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endoergic by 1.6 eV which could be suplied by the beam translational energy. Yj',-

3.3 Photolonization "4.4

Figures 15 and 16 shows the preliminary resluts for this experiments. Curve (a)

for the top panel of Figure 15 shows the electron impact spectrum for a stagnation

pressure of 100 torr with the lamp off. As expected, the signal is virtually all due to

H, but it is very weak due to the reduced temperature of the plasma characteristic

of this stagnation pressure. Curve (b) of the same panel shows the photoionization

mass spectrum (with the electron beam in the mass spectrometer ionizer turned off),

correected for a small amount of background (i.e., lamp off) signal. As can be see,

no photoionization is detected.

The bottom panel of Figure 15 shows the effect of having the stagnation pressure

reduced to 95 torr. Curve (a) now shows the presence of some H3 , through the

intensities of all species are still small due to the plasma temperature which is still

relatively low. The photoionization mass spectrum displayed in curve (b) now shows

a distinct peak at m/e = 3, whose intensity is about 0.38 times that of the electron

impact mass spectrum (a). Lowering the stagnation pressure further to 90 torr (top

panel of figure 16) results in stronger electron impact peak intensities as expected,

due to the concomitant increase in the plasma temperature. The photoionization

peak at m/e = 3 also increases, and the ratio of its intensity to that of the electron

impact peak increases slightly to 0.42. Finally, decreasing the stagnation presure

to 80 torr (bottom panel of figure 16) further increases the electron impact and

photoionization peak intensities, the ratio of the m/e = 3 peaks now being about

0.5. The small increase in this ratio with decreasing stagnation pressure may be -

due to the fact, 'hat as the velocity of the H3 species increases, the loss of the H'3

photoion, between the photoionization region and the mass spectrometer ionizer "

region (which are about 20 cm from one another), decreases. We interpret these

results as indicating that we aree indeed photolonizing metastable H3 and the the H+

photocurrent is approximately proportional to the neutral metastable H3 intensity.
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This is the first direct observation of photoionization of metastable H3 .

As expected, no photolonization of H is seen at stagnation pressures of 100, 95

or 90 torr. However, at 80 torr stagnation pressure a small photoionization peak

tip at m/e = 1 is seen, having an intensity which is 6% of that of the corresponding

electron impact peak. At first one might think that it is due to the presence of

metastable H atoms in the beam. This interpretation would be consistent with its .

appearance at the higher plasma temperature. However, this cannot be the case since

any metastable hydrogen atoms should have been quenched by the electric field in

front of the photoionization chamber. As has been shown previously 7 ' a field of

1000 V/cm lowers the lifetime of the 2s metastable state to about 5 x 10- 9 s. For

8 eV hydrogen atoms traveling through the plates, which are about 1 cm long, they

will remain in the field about 2.6 x 10- s. This corresponds to approximately fifty

lifetimes of the 2s state; thus any metastable atoms should have relaxed by the time

they have left the field. The presence of the small m/e = 1 photoionization mass

peak cannot therefore be explained by invoking the photoionization of metastable

hydrogen atoms and must remain unexplained for the time being.

.. :..-..

." ?. -,
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4. Summary and Conclusions

2,..w

We have investigated the scattering of a beam of neutral muetastable 2p 2All H3

molecules at translational energies in the 0.1 to 10 eV range by Ar and propane,

as well as their surface ionization and photoionization. The total scattering cross

section of H3 by Ar was shown to be about ten times larger than the corresponding

H-Ar cross section, in keeping with the large size of the metastable H3 molecule.

'p The use of the larger propane molecule in place of Ar as a scattering partner results

in a large increase in the total cross section for hydrogen atoms but not for H3 in

agreement with that interpret at io.1. These results suggest that due to its large size

and high internal and translational energies, this H3 metastable molecule may be

expected to exhibit unusual properties, especially in the area of reaction dynamics.

* We were able to observe surface ionization of H3 to H' on both tungsten and

platinum filaments. By measuring the production of H+ as a function of filament

temperature we determined an effective ionization potential of H3 and concluded that

upon interaction with the metal surface the metastable 2p 2A"' state first decays

to the 2p 2 'state, which can then surface ionize to produce H+. This process
is consistent with the small number of H' ions which are formed, since the greater '-~

fraction of the H3 which decays on the filament surface to the 2p 2E' state dissociates

*to form Hand H2 .

We also observe the formation of H+ by surface ionization but are unable to

completely explain this observation. Further experiments are necessary to elucidate

the mechanism of this process. By velocity selecting the H3 beam one should be able

* to observe the effect of translational energy on surface ionization efficiency and gain

insight into the mechanism which generates H+.

Lastly, we observe the production of H+ when the beam is irradiated with the
*. '

light from a high pressure mercury lamp. This is the first direct observation of **

photoionization of metastable H3 .

J ~ ~~~~~~~ ..p ..* '.*, .-*.** . . : . .. . . . . . . .
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Appendix A: Possible Alternative Origins of Detected H 3

4Because of our interpretation of the m/e = 3 mass spectral peak as due to anA

H3 mnetastable, it is necessary that any other mechanisms which could account for

that peak be ruled out. As a result, a number of potential candidates have been

considered.

A.1, Ion-Molecule Reactions

One possible explanation for the observation of a m/e =3 signal could be a

reaction which produces H+ ions in the mass spectrometer ionizer by a mechanism

other than electron impact ionization of neutral H3 . Since in this region a large

-. number of ions as well as electronically excited species are produced, it is not un-

reasonable to consider that they might react with neutral molecules in the beam to

form H+ which would then be extracted and detected by the mass spectrometer.

Ion-neutral reactions tend to have large cross sections (_ 100 A2)1116 and therefore

could contribute to the observed signal.

The most likely ion-molecule reaction which may occur in the ionizer and pro-

* duce H+ ions is

H+ +H 2 - H++H. (A. 1)

Rate constants for this reaction have been experimentally 7 8 7 9 measured as well as

calculated8" as a function of energy for thermal energies and lie in the range (6 to

20) x100cm s- From these results, thermal cross section can be obtained

which can be extrapolated to higher energies since they are known to be inversely

* proportional to the relative velocity of the reagents",". At a laboratory H2 trans-

lational energy of 8 eV this cross section is estimated to be 6.6 A . Using this value

we conclude that only 0.004% of the observed H' mass peak intensity could be due

* to process (A.1). Even if a significant fraction of the H2 molecules have an energy

as low as 1 eV (which is very unlikely in view of the high temperature of the arc

*discharge), this figure would be about 0.01 %, which is still very small. As a result,

:Z?
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it can be concluded that this process contributes negligibly to the observed signal. L, .,-,.*

Since an electron current can trap positive ions in the ionizing region of the mass

spectrometer such a trapping could amplify the likelyhood of process (A.1). However,

the ratio of the m/e = 3 to m/e = 1 peak intensities did not vary with electron

current over the range 30 to 130 pA. Thus ion-molecule reactions may be ruled out

as the cause of our observed m/e = 3 signal. As an independent confirmation of this

conclusion, we doubled the background pressure of the mass spectrometer detector

by introducing D 2 into it. No increase in the size of the AC peaks at m/e = 4 or

5 was detected, with the electron bombardment ionizer on, when the arc discharge

H/H 3 beam, modulated at 150 Hz by a chopper, was sent into the detector. This

indicates that no DH' or D2 H+ is formed by reaction of H + ions resulting from

electron bombardment of beam molecules, with background D 2.

A.2. Three-body recombination processes

Recombination process of the type

H + + H + M -H + +M (A.2)

H+ H+M-* H+ + M (A.3)

which are possible at sufficiently high pressures, can be ruled out. The pressure

in the mass spectrometer ionizer region is of the order of 10' torr, resulting in a

number density of 3.5 x 1012 molecules cm - 3 . It is difficult to calculate the number

of triple collisions that occur in a gas, but a fairly good estimate should be &"tained

by equating the ratio of triple collisions Z12 3 to binary ones Z12 to the ratio of the-.-

molecular diameter d to the mean free path"2 . Under our conditions d - 10-8 cm

and A - 760 cm, Z1 23 /Z 1 2 results in a ration of the order of 10 1. This crude

calculation shows that at the pressures at which our mass spectrometer detector is

operated 3-body processes are highly unlikely.

A.3. Excited atom-molecule reactions .

Since electronically excited H atoms can be formed in the mass spectrometer

ionizer by electron bombardment of H atoms 83, the reaction of these species with

.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . ..
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H2 is another candidate for production of H+:-

Hs + H2  H+ + e-. (A.4) *

For this process to account for 10% of our observed H+ signal it should have a
2

cross section of about 1200 A2, which is unrealistically high. Furthermore, the lack of

the increase of the m/e = 5 peak when D2 was introduced in the mass spectrometer

(as described in the discussion of process (A.1)) confirms that (A.4) is does not

contribute significantly to the observed H' signal.

,.. ':

j. 4

.
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Appendix B: Life-time of High-Lying Rydberg States

We examine here the possibility that the observed metastable H3 is due to

excited electronic states other than the 2p 2 A" state. In recent years there has been

an increase in the number of studies of atoms8 4 - 87 in which the valence electron is

excited to a state of high n (the principle quantum number). In these Rydberg states

the electron is very weakly bound. Simple Bohr theory indicates that for n = 25 the

mean radius is approximately 500 A and the ionization energy of the excited electron

is only 20 meV. In thermal collisions such atoms can ionize or change their state.

However, in a collisionless environment they are relatively long-lived. Quantum

mechanical treatments 7 , for excited H atoms show that for n = 25 the radiative

lifetime can be anywhere from 3 to 500 psec depending on the value of the orbital .4.3..

angular momentum quantum number 1. These long lifetimes are a consequence of

poor overlap between the wave functions of the excited state and the ground or lower

excited states.

Due to these long lifetimes the possibility exists that the H3 we have observed

is not in the 2p 2 A" state as we proposed but some higher-lying Rydberg state. To

rule this out it is necessary to analyze the ability of these higher states to survive

field ionization when traversing the ion deflection plates.

When an atom is in a high Rydberg state it may be described to a good approx- .-

imation as an ionic core with a single electron sufficiently far away from the core to

be described by the single particle Hamiltonian"-

H_ V + V ,(r). (B.1)

In the presence of a constant electric field f, which is taken to lie along the z

axis, a zE term must be added to the right-hand side of this equation. This field

not only will perturb the atomic energy levels (Stark effect) but will cause a local

potential maximum to appear on the "down-field" side of the atom. Therefore, in 4"" "

the presence of such an electric field there are no true stationary states and the --

electron will have a finite probability of tunneling through this potential barrier to

-4 .-. -

.i.'..'..'.,o'_,.:,2, ". ' ' '_, _. ' . e g' . '.: : - ,: 2 - ' ,
-" ."","" ," '..:-,". ",:,-",-.- .- ".-'.." . .', .. ' :. '." " .' ,' .' .' .'. '..'..', '- '- .. '- ".' .'. .'
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the outside. As the field increases the barrier becomes lower and narrower, thereby

increasing the probability that the electron will be emitted. The penetrability of this

barrier was first calculated by Lanczos9 ° and this result has since been extended by
919.7

many workers 9 - 97 . If this simple hydrogenic model is assumed to hold for neutral

atoms in general, then all Rydberg states with a principa, quantum number greater

than the critical value

nc ; 24 [E (kV/cm)]KA (B. 2)

are field ionized, in a field of intensity E. This has been experimentally verified 9 7 99,

and the hydrogenic theory provides a good model of highly excited Rydberg states

in other species such as rare gases and alkali atoms.

Assuming this theory to be valid for the Rydberg states of H3 , the 1 kV/cm field

usd in the present experiments can be expected to field-ionize any H3 with n > 25

and deflect the ions generated in this manner. We therefore expect that the
species which we are detecting are not in highly excited Rydberg states. ,;.'

-.t.- .N

With quenching of high Rydberg states accomplished by field ionization we still

need to rule out the possibility of lower-lying Rydberg states. To do this it suffices to

examine the radiative lifetimes for states with n < 25. As calculated from equations .

listed in Bethe and Salpeter87 , as well as experimental data from Stebbings9 7 and

Allen' 00 , such states should have radiative lifetimes less then 10 psec. The Rydberg

states of H3 are expected to display a simlar behavior and to have radiatively decayed

before reaching the mass spectrometer detector in our apparatus, for states whose

downward transitions are not optically forbidden. However, the results in Section

3.1 suggest that some H3 may nevertheless be in higher Rydberg states than the

2p 2A' one.

From this analysis and the discussion in Section 2.1 we can conclude that the .

metastable we observe is not predominantly a high lying Rydberg one and is most

likely to a major extent the 2p 2A' state.

I.. ::-. ,

..................................
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Table 1. Total attenuation cross section by Argon target, at a source

stagnation pressure of S7 Torr.

H H2  H

Experiment Q/R2 1.7 * 0 .7a 3.3 0 .9a 17.3 0.8a

QX-Ar/QH-Ar 1.0 1.9 10 -

Theoretical Q/R 3.8 17
Model .

QX-Ar/QH-Ar - 2.2 10

a. Since the pressures were measured with an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps

gauge, these uncertainties represent reproducilbility errors rather .

than the absolute accuracy of the measurements.

S. - *

....-....
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Table 11. Total attenuation cross section by Argon target, at a source

stagnation pressure of 65 Torr.

X
H H3

32 a a "

2.9 0. 30 _ 7

Experiment

QX.Ar/%.A0 10

22
QA~ - 2

Theoretical
Model

QX-Ar 1 ( -Ar

a. Since the pressures were measured with an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps

gauge, these uncertainties represent reproducibility errors rather

then the absolute accuracy of the measurements.

• .. -

\ ...- \. .
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able 111, Total attenuation cross section by propane target, at a source.'-..[-

stagnation pressure of 65 Torr. v'-.

101

H H3  """:

333

Q/ 20.9 2.7 25.4 + 1 . 6a
Experirent

Qx-c3/s~xA 7-.8 __

3 8 NX-Ar /Ub

Thenre: ca Q 29.

MD~el

X-C3 P./H-Ar 1.4

a. Sinze the pressures were measured with an uncalibrated Schulz-Phelps

gauge, these uncertainties represent reproducibility error rather

than the absolute accuracy of the measurements.

I .
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Table IV. Effective Surface Ionization Potential for a Tungsten Filament

10 .1

Ionization Potential/eV

Pressure,/TOrrH
3p

70 514.9

75 5.35.

80 525.4

16- -A
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Table V. Effective Surface Ionization Potential for a Platinum Filament ie=-'

Ionization Potential/eV "'-

Pressure/Torr H1 113 ;...,

60 .4 5. 6 ---- '

65 5.3 5.9' "--

* 5. 5.-=*

75.7 5.9 5.-,_*\.

.- :-S 75

"- ." .%]

A.

"S ' "',-

5- "--,-5.

S , :

• a.• te
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